TEEN
CATALOG
Whether dark and angsty or fun and sassy, contemporary, fantastical, or futuristic,
these books are perfect for teens (and teens at heart!).
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The Big Bad Wolf
by Jus Accardo

Kensey Deaton comes from an elite werewolf lineage, but just because her family is
royalty, doesn’t mean she’ll fall in line like some perfect little princess. She has plans and
they don’t include an arranged marriage!
Slade McAlister has his own family drama. His Alpha father happens to be the most
reviled wolf on the eastern seaboard, and it’s a stigma he can’t escape. So when his
neighbor Kensey--the girl of his dreams and his nightmares--proposes a solution to solve
*both* of their problems, he sees an opportunity he can’t ignore.
Kensey and Slade aren’t only from opposite sides of the tracks, they’re from opposite
sides of the war. But if they can sell their ‘relationship’, they might just make it out of this
with their freedom.
You know, as long as all that fake PDA doesn’t turn into more...

“[T]he endearing characters and adorable werewolf romance had me charmed.” --Lissa
Hawley, Goodreads
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781640635111
3/5/2018
241
3.99 USD
Paranormal, Young
Adult, Shifters,
Werewolves, Across
the Tracks, Bad Boy
Reformed, Enemies
to Lovers

“This is probably the first shifter novel that doesn’t follow the rules that I didn’t hate. The
story was engaging and entertaining.” --Danielle, Chapters Through Life
“[M]an did I have a blast reading it! The romance gave me all the feels and the world was
very interesting to read about.” --Monique V, Goodreads
“The Big Bad Wolf is a fun paranormal read. It has a friendship turned hatred turned
love story that I really enjoyed.” --Kristi, Confessions of a YA Reader

ABOUT JUS ACCARDO
Jus Accardo spent her childhood reading and learning to cook. Determined to follow in
her grandfather’s footsteps as a chef, she applied and was accepted to the Culinary Institute
of America. But at the last minute, she realized her true path lay with fiction, not food. Jus
is the bestselling author of the popular Denazen series from Entangled publishing, as well
as the Darker Agency series, and the New Adult series, The Eternal Balance. A native New
Yorker, she lives in the middle of nowhere with her husband, three dogs, and sometimes
guard bear, Oswald.
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Seeking Fate
by Brenda Drake

Fate changer Daisy Layne is nervous about searching Europe for a firstborn son doomed
to die on his eighteenth birthday. But she’s the only one who can save him. No pressure or
anything. She needs the help of guide Andrei Vasile, who she’s been talking to online for
two years. Still, meeting him in person…that’s a whole different story.
Andrei is determined to keep Daisy safe, even if touching her could kill him. At least,
that’s what his family has told him about fate changers like Daisy. She’s strong and
beautiful, and it’s his job to keep her alive. Unfortunately, what she doesn’t know could
kill her.
Save a life. End a curse. And never, ever get too close...

Fated Series, Book 3
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

“This book is fast-paced and the chemistry between the Daisy and Andrei kept me
turning the pages! Total book hangover!” --Victoria B., NetGalley

9781640636279
9/3/2018
261
3.99 USD
Paranormal, Young
Adult, Friends to
Lovers, Overcoming
Odds, Road
Romance

“A quick, fun read that hits all of the high points! If you love swoony romance and magic,
you’ll love this book!” --Erika C., NetGalley
“The series does a wonderful job taking a teen romance and intertwining it into an
action-packed fantasy series that keeps the pages turning.” --Carrie’s Book Reviews
“A fun adventure!” --Eva S., NetGalley

ABOUT NYT BESTSELLING AUTHOR BRENDA DRAKE
Brenda Drake is a New York Times bestselling author of young adult fiction. She grew up
the youngest of three children, an Air Force brat, and the continual new kid at school. Her
fondest memories growing up is of her eccentric, Irish grandmother’s animated tales, which
gave her a strong love for storytelling. So it was only fitting that she would choose to write
stories with a bend toward the fantastical. When she’s not writing or hanging out with her
family, she haunts libraries, bookstores, and coffee shops, or reads someplace quiet and not
at all exotic (much to her disappointment).
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Thunderstruck
by Brenda Drake

Stevie Moon is famous...at least to the subscribers on her comic review vlog. At school,
she’s as plain as the gray painted walls in the cafeteria. So when Blake, the hot new guy
at school, shows an interest in her, she knows trouble when she sees it. Been there. And
never doing it again.
As the son of the god Thor, Blake Foster’s been given an important mission—to recover
the Norse god Heimdall’s sacred and powerful horn before someone uses it to herald in
the destruction of the entire universe. But while Blake is great in a fight, the battlefield
that is a high school’s social scene is another matter.
Blake knows his only choice is to team up with the adorable Stevie, but she’s not willing
to give him even the time of day. He’ll need to woo the girl and find the horn if he hopes
to win this war. Who better to tackle Stevie’s defenses than the demi-god of thunder?

“Thunderstruck is a fun, fast ride with twists and turns and plenty for teens to love.
Young readers will enjoy the plot, quest, and mythical beings.” --Laura T., Goodreads
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781640633674
9/11/2017
258
3.99 USD
Fantasy, Gods and
Goddesses, Young
Adult, Mistaken
Identity, Opposites
Attract, Overcoming
Odds

“Young love and comic book action lead the reader on a journey made more intense by
the writing skills of Brenda Drake. Fantastic teen read that will also entertain adults!”
--Linda B., Goodreads
“What a fast read full of twists and norse mythology with gods and goddesses. The plot
was highly original and full of one surprise after another!” --Laurie B., Goodreads
“An exciting look into the comic book world, full of twists and turns to keep you reading
long into the night!” --Erika C., NetGalley

ABOUT NYT BESTSELLING AUTHOR BRENDA DRAKE
Brenda Drake is a New York Times bestselling author of young adult fiction. She grew up
the youngest of three children, an Air Force brat, and the continual new kid at school. Her
fondest memories growing up is of her eccentric, Irish grandmother’s animated tales, which
gave her a strong love for storytelling. So it was only fitting that she would choose to write
stories with a bend toward the fantastical. When she’s not writing or hanging out with her
family, she haunts libraries, bookstores, and coffee shops, or reads someplace quiet and not
at all exotic (much to her disappointment).
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Cursing Fate
by Brenda Drake

There’s something strange about the Layne triplets, and Wade Diaz wants nothing to do
with them. Especially the one who ripped his heart out and set it on fire before tossing
it in the garbage last month. Iris. He can’t even think her name without unconsciously
rubbing the spot in his chest where she left a gaping hole. But now her sisters are
claiming some evil spirit is after his soul, and Iris is the only one who can save him. Well,
at least his heart would stop hurting, right? Didn’t sound so bad.
Iris Layne has always been the sweet sister. She’s kind to everyone, including her best
friend Wade… Until she makes a horrible mistake and breaks his heart. All she wants is
to go back to before ‘the dumping’. Of course, Wade would rather see her in hell first. But
then Iris touches her sister’s tarot cards and unleashes an evil curse intent on playing a
deadly game where no one Iris loves is safe, especially Wade.
How do you convince someone they need your help when you’re the one who hurt them
most?

Fated Series, Book 2
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633757882
11/21/2016
240
3.99 USD
Fantasy, Young
Adult, Friends to
Lovers, Social Issues

“Altogether it’s a wonderful love story with a paranormal twist, and I loved reading the
whole journey. This series is quickly growing into one of my favorites!” --Olivia Farr,
Goodreads
“A perfect NA Book! It was well written. I enjoyed Cursing Fate and will recommend to
fellow readers!” --Madeline Brummer, Coyote Ugly Swagger Book Blog
“I highly recommend this series for all older young adults, and adults too. The author
is brilliant and I can only hope for more in this fate changing family. This book earned
every star I am giving it! Ten glitter stars!!!!!! (Because five just isn’t enough!)” --Andrea
Heltsley, author of Dreamwalker

ABOUT NYT BESTSELLING AUTHOR BRENDA DRAKE
Brenda Drake is a New York Times bestselling author of young adult fiction. She grew up
the youngest of three children, an Air Force brat, and the continual new kid at school. Her
fondest memories growing up is of her eccentric, Irish grandmother’s animated tales, which
gave her a strong love for storytelling. So it was only fitting that she would choose to write
stories with a bend toward the fantastical. When she’s not writing or hanging out with her
family, she haunts libraries, bookstores, and coffee shops, or reads someplace quiet and not
at all exotic (much to her disappointment).
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Touching Fate
by Brenda Drake

Aster Layne believes in physics, not psychics. A tarot card reading on the Ocean City
Boardwalk should have been a ridiculous, just-for-fun thing. It wasn’t. Aster discovers
she has a very unscientific gift-with a simple touch of the cards, she can change a person’s
fate.
Reese Van Buren is cursed. Like the kind of old-school, centuries-old curse that runs
in royal families. Every firstborn son is doomed to die on his eighteenth birthday-and
Reese’s is coming up fast. Bummer. He tries to distract himself from his inevitable
death…only to find the one person who can save him.
Aster doesn’t know that the hot Dutch guy she’s just met needs her help-or that he’s about
to die.
But worst of all…she doesn’t know that her new gift comes with dark, dark consequences
that can harm everyone she loves.

Fated Series, Book 1
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633754041
10/12/2015
238
3.99 USD
Paranormal, Young
Adult, Overcoming
Odds

“Touching Fate swept me away in a world of magic, adventure, and sexy romance, where
not everything is as it seems, and fate, while written in the stars, isn’t always fixed. A
spellbinding tale of love and choices...and did I mention the hot European accents??”
--New York Times bestselling author Rachel Harris
“I’d recommend this book to anyone who enjoys a well crafted story with a fresh twist on
a cursed man’s fate, and lots of heart.” --K.T. Hanna, Goodreads
“Brenda Drake knows how to do tension and suspense so dang well, and the added
element of time winding down to Reese’s eighteenth birthday added that ticking time
bomb feel to the book that kept me rapidly turning pages long after my bedtime.” --Riki,
Goodreads

ABOUT NYT BESTSELLING AUTHOR BRENDA DRAKE
Brenda Drake is a New York Times bestselling author of young adult fiction. She grew up
the youngest of three children, an Air Force brat, and the continual new kid at school. Her
fondest memories growing up is of her eccentric, Irish grandmother’s animated tales, which
gave her a strong love for storytelling. So it was only fitting that she would choose to write
stories with a bend toward the fantastical. When she’s not writing or hanging out with her
family, she haunts libraries, bookstores, and coffee shops, or reads someplace quiet and not
at all exotic (much to her disappointment).
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Kiss Me, Kill You
by Larissa Hardesty

Emmy Duivel believes in true love: heart-stopping kisses, candlelight dinners, and
a connection that lasts forever. But not the kind of kisses that land your date in the
hospital. Emmy always knew she was different, but not in the supernatural sense. Not in
the succubus sense.
Paul Andinn is a Watcher who had only one job: make sure Emmy doesn’t expose the
supernatural world. It should have been easy, but when he looked away for one second,
she kissed that guy, and everything changed.
He should be more upset. But he can’t. Not when he’s falling hard for her.

“Packed with intrigue, sizzling romance, and killer suspense, Kiss Me, Kill You will have
you devouring every word until the very last page.” --Christina Farley, Author of Gilded
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633759626
6/12/2017
276
3.99 USD
Paranormal, Young
Adult, Forbidden
Love, Forced
Proximity, Friends
to Lovers

“Kiss Me, Kill You is one of the best YA supernatural romances I have read in a while! [...]
The romance between Emmy and Paul was incredible, and this part of the book really
shines.” --Olivia F, Goodreads
“Succubus - Incubus - And lots and lots of kissing - YES, PLEASE.” --Ann, Goodreads

ABOUT LARISSA HARDESTY
Larissa Hardesty is a Young Adult author of speculative fiction. Having lived a fairytale
when she met her husband while on vacation at Disney World as a high school senior, all
of her stories have at least a touch of romance. When she’s not writing, she can be found
pursuing her passion for music as an elementary music teacher and handbell choir director.
She lives in Central Florida with her husband and three children.
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Love Me, Love Me Not
by Alyxandra Harvey

Anastasia Vila’s family can turn into swans, but just once she’d like them to turn into
responsible adults.
After hundreds of years, they still cling to the blood feud with the Renard family. No one
remembers how it started in the first place—but foxes and swans just don’t get along.
Vilas can only transform into their swan shape after they have fallen in love for the first
time, but between balancing schoolwork, family obligations, and the escalating blood
feud, Ana’s got no time for love. The only thing keeping her sane is her best friend, Pierce
Kent.
But when Pierce kisses Ana, everything changes. Is what Pierce feels for her real, or a
byproduct of her magic? Can she risk everything for her best friend? And when the
family feud spirals out of control, Ana must stop the fight before it takes away everything
she loves.
Including, maybe...Pierce.

Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633755352
2/22/2016
211
3.99 USD
Paranormal, Young
Adult, Friends to
Lovers

“The ending left me feeling the same way that Red did - anticipating more but satisfied. I
don’t know if there are going to be other books but this story is just so interesting and fun
so I definitely recommend it!” --Extreme Obsessed
“I really liked the idea of Swans vs. Foxes. So original! And just like I expected, very
much swoonyyyy. “ --Paula M, Goodreads
“I also liked the way the story progressed and was very satisfied with the whole book
from beginning to end. A modern fantasy that deserved five glittery stars.” --Andrea,
Goodreads

ABOUT ALYXANDRA HARVEY
Alyxandra Harvey lives in a stone Victorian house in Ontario, Canada with a few resident
ghosts who are allowed to stay as long as they keep company manners. She loves medieval
dresses, used to be able to recite all of The Lady of Shalott by Tennyson, and has been
accused, more than once, of being born in the wrong century. She believes this to be mostly
true except for the fact that she really likes running water, women’s rights, and ice cream.
Aside from the ghosts, she also lives with her husband and their dogs. She likes cinnamon
lattes, tattoos and books.
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Jane Unwrapped
by Leah and Kate Rooper

Mummification was not the kind of experiment teen scientist Jane thought she’d be
conducting-especially not when she winds up trapped in the Egyptian underworld. If
that’s not bad enough, the snarky (but outrageously handsome) god Anubis has sworn
to devour her soul. Her only ticket out of the underworld? Go back in time and steal the
heart of King Tutankhamen.
Time to test that hypothesis.
Between posing as a priestess, trying to murder the intriguing young pharaoh, and being
stalked by Anubis-who can’t seem to decide if he’s going to kiss her or kill her-Jane has
to make a choice: do the logical thing and steal Tut’s heart, or find a way to save them
both…even if it means rebelling against all the gods of Egypt.

Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633754577
10/12/2015
290
3.99 USD
Paranormal, Young
Adult, Forbidden
Love, Overcoming
Odds

“Fact: Jane Unwrapped brings an exciting new voice and adventure to the realm of YA lit.
Hypothesis: Jane’s story will enter the hearts of many. Experiment: GO AND READ IT
FOR PETE’S SAKE! Conclusion: 5/5 stars.” --Maggie, Goodreads
“The novel’s a winner when it comes to spontaneity, character development and surprise.
I am a huge fan of anything regarding Ancient Egypt, so that’s why I found the book to
be most enjoyable.” --Christina, Goodreads
“I recommend this book to people who enjoy reading about Egyptian mythology, or just
about anything. Because this book is just that marvelous.” --Elizabeth Chang, Goodreads

ABOUT LEAH AND KATE ROOPER
Leah and Kate Rooper are sisters from Victoria, British Columbia, Canada. Growing up
beside the Pacific Ocean and inside a temperate rainforest fed their sense of adventure as
children, and nourished a curiosity for strange and distant lands. They fed this curiosity
with books - lots and lots of books. After experiencing the magic of Middle-earth, they
began creating their own worlds. When they’re not writing, Leah and Kate spend their time
blogging and vlogging about their travel adventures and their writing journey.
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Ionic Attraction
by D.R. Rosensteel

Zach’s got a secret. The only reason he’s agreed to an internship at the Mastermind
Complex, a high-tech academy for teens, is to use their supercomputer to find the person
who framed him. He never stole anything but was locked up in juvie anyway. Now he’s
out, he’s got a plan, and nothing will get in his way…not even the girl he’s been partnered
with, who excels at proving opposites attract.
Jane’s got a secret. She was the informant who led to Zach’s arrest. Did she mean for that
to happen? No way. And now she has to work with him to save the world. Because an
“internship” at the Mastermind Complex is actually a program to train super-geniuses as
soldiers in a war of the minds. Zach’s and Jane’s intellectual skills complement each other,
making them an unbeatable pair.
She can’t resist their ionic attraction, but if he ever discovers the truth, she’ll lose him
forever. And worse, breaking their partnership would mean sacrificing all the innocent
lives depending on them.

“Ionic Attraction is a sweet romance with a science-based story.” --D.M., Goodreads
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781640638754
1/6/2020
400
3.99 USD
Sci-Fi, Young
Adult, Coworkers,
Opposites Attract,
Overcoming Odds

“Such a unique and fun book!” --Melena Torretta, NetGalley
“Ionic Attraction grabbed my attention from the beginning.” --Stacy Patterson,
Goodreads
“An energizing and enjoyable read and recommend it highly!” --Sharon, Goodreads
“Ionic Attraction is a cute, probably-safe-for-preteens-too (just some kissing, mild
danger for our protagonists without graphic details) YA thriller!” --Becky on Books

ABOUT D.R. ROSENSTEEL
D. R. Rosensteel is a research consultant who had no intention of writing anything but
technical papers describing his theories of metaphysical psychometry. But when a hoodied
teen showed him a device that turned her thoughts into weapons, and told him about a
secret society of protectors who trained her in their underground Academy, he knew her
story had to be written. Rosensteel has put his research on hold to document the adventures
of a girl whose face he’s never seen and whose real name he’ll never know.
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Lions and Tigers and Boys
by Tawny Stokes

The last thing a girl as awkward as Dani Gale should be doing is trying to learn the high
wire. Yet that’s exactly where Dani ends up—at OZ, the Oswald Zinzendorf School of
Circus Arts. Trying to overcome her shyness is near impossible when her new partner—
the hottest guy she’s ever laid eyes on, and whose touch seems to give her poise she
thought impossible—also seems to be sabotaging her progress.
The last thing Cai Coppersmith needs is a distraction, especially in the form of the
new, cute shy girl. He needs to focus on trying not to shape-shift into a tiger on school
grounds, and completing his mission to keep Dani from winning the school’s high-wire
competition. In fact, the entire safety of OZ is relying on Dani not succeeding. But there’s
something about the girl that draws him in. She has magic, he can feel it. So he’ll do what
he can to protect her, even if it means pushing her away.

“[T]his is a well-executed Wizard of Oz meets Harry Potter-type mashup.” --Eva Scalzo,
Definitely, Possibly, Maybe
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781640633582
1/8/2018
247
3.99 USD
Paranormal, Young
Adult, Shifters,
Enemies to Lovers,
Opposites Attract,
Ugly Duckling

“It is a paranormal storyline, shrouded in mystery, magic, and suspense[.]” --Pascale,
Goodreads
“The author did a great job with blending two types of stories together. The normal
young adult story of boy meets girl with a twist. This one was well paced with characters
that I ended up loving.” --Crossroad Reviews

ABOUT NYT BESTSELLING AUTHOR TAWNY STOKES
Tawny Stokes has always been a writer. From an early age, she’d spin tales of serial killers
in love, vampires taking over the world, and sometimes about fluffy bunnies turned
bunnicidal maniacs. An honour student in high school, with a penchant for math and
English, you’d never know it by the foot high blue Mohawk and Doc Martens, which often
got her into trouble. No longer a Mohawk wearer, Tawny still enjoys old school punk rock,
trance, zombie movies, teen horror films, and fluffy bunnies. She lives in Canada with her
fantastical daughter, two cats, and spends most of her time creating new stories for teens.
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Rival

by Cindy R. Wilson
For years, our families have had one rule: We leave them alone. They leave us alone.
When Juno caught me scavenging for supplies in her family’s territory, I had no idea that
the war between our two families was about to be pushed to the edge.
But she takes a chance on me. Trusts me. Lets me go.
Now there’s a greater threat to both sides. Someone’s stealing from my family, too.
And it’s up to me to find the thief before anyone else. Because if I can’t, both sides will
blame each other. Rule broken. Game over. No one wins.
My only ally is Juno. The one girl I can’t be found with. The one girl who tempts me like
no other. She’s the definition of off-limits. If our families knew how we look at each other,
and kiss each other…
Star-crossed doesn’t even begin to describe our fate.

Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781640633513
10/7/2019
287
3.99 USD
Contemporary,
Young Adult,
Overcoming Odds,
Social Issues

“Cindy R. Wilson who has definitely spiked my interest. Her books offer something a
little different. Ive read both her novels so far and would highly recommend.” --D.M.,
Goodreads
“Well written with very believable characters. I look forward to a more fleshed out world
and to see where the characters go next.” --Suzanne, Goodreads
“Ms. Wilson has gotten my attention with this story and I’ll be looking forward to many
more. “ --Leila Taylor, Goodreads

ABOUT CINDY R. WILSON
Cindy lives at the foothills of the Rocky Mountains, and loves using Colorado towns and
cities as inspiration for settings in her stories. She’s the mother of three girls, who provide
plenty of fodder for her YA novels. Cindy writes speculative fiction and YA fiction, filled
with a healthy dose of romance. You’ll often find her hiking or listening to any number of
playlists while she comes up with her next story idea.
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The Boyfriend Bid
by Jodie Andrefski

Sarah Campbell’s never bid in her high school’s charity auction to win a date with one
of the school’s hottest guys. And she’s certainly not going to start now––when she’s
still hurting over a bad breakup. The absolute last thing she’d ever do is bid on Mr. Ego
himself, Chance DuPont.
Chance just wanted to help out a worthy cause, not get roped into not one but six dates
with someone who seemingly can’t stand him. But when Sarah’s friends bid on him on
her behalf, that’s exactly where he ends up. Now a local blog is covering the story by
following them on all their dates, too?
Seems like everyone loves a good love story––except the two living it.

The Girlfriend Request Series, Book 2
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781640637818
4/8/2019
236
3.99 USD
Contemporary,
Young Adult, Sports
Romance, Fake
Relationship

“This was such a great story, my first by this author and I hope not my last, it was sweet
and romantic with twists to keep you interested.” --Sara Oxton, Goodreads
“I loved this book so much!! ... This book reminded me how much I love YA
contemporary/romance! I loved the characters, I loved the writing.” --Chloe Devillers,
Goodreads
“This was such a refreshing YA romance. Looking forward to reading more from this
new to me author. Loved this one!” --June, Goodreads
“The plot of The Boyfriend Bid gave me serious One Tree Hill vibes, which I loved.”
--Coleen’s Conclusions

ABOUT JODIE ANDREFSKI
Jodie Andrefski has been passionate about reading ever since she was a little girl, when she
used to climb trees to escape with a favorite book. She lives and writes in a New Bern, North
Carolina, and has a grown son and daughter. Andrefski often draws on her background in
education and mental health counseling to bring real world experience to her writing. She
loves coffee, a good Netflix binge and just about any dessert. She is a firm believer in the
magic of a first kiss, and insists that you should never, ever give up on your dreams.
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The Girlfriend Request
by Jodie Andrefski

Emma has been best friends with Eli since she moved to his neighborhood ten years
ago. Tired of being cast in the role of the girl next door, Emma creates a fake Facebook
profile in the hopes of starting an online friendship with Eli, which would hopefully
lead to more. Like...way more. From friend request to In a Relationship--it all seemed so
completely logical when she’d planned it.
Eli can’t figure out what Emma is up to. He’s pretty sure she’s the one behind the
Facebook profile, but then again, why would she do something so drastic instead of just
admitting she wants to be more than friends? And who the heck is this new guy he saw
her with? Eli starts to think that just maybe...he missed his chance with the girl next door.
Two best friends, one outlandish ruse. Their status is about to become way more than It’s
Complicated...

The Girlfriend Request Series, Book 1
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633755413
1/11/2016
267
3.99 USD
Contemporary,
Young Adult, Boy
Next Door, Friends
to Lovers, Girl Next
Door

“This book was so perfectly adorable but I wanted to slap and hug the characters at the
same time! This book is definitely among my top favourites, I was smiling like an idiot
after I finished reading this.” --Poulami Gosch , Daydreaming Books
“The beauty of young romance - it’s a clean, sweet, romance that would make you want
to scream in frustration at some points, and yet would make your heart warm in the
innocence and complications of young love.” --ChuCha, Reviews of a Book Maniac
“This was a wonderful read for a younger YA crowd and teens alike. I think adults will
enjoy it, as well, as long as you’re being realistic about these being teen characters. I
would definitely try another book by this author.” --My Crazy Bookish Life

ABOUT JODIE ANDREFSKI
Jodie Andrefski has been passionate about reading ever since she was a little girl, when she
used to climb trees to escape with a favorite book. She lives and writes in a New Bern, North
Carolina, and has a grown son and daughter. Andrefski often draws on her background in
education and mental health counseling to bring real world experience to her writing. She
loves coffee, a good Netflix binge and just about any dessert. She is a firm believer in the
magic of a first kiss, and insists that you should never, ever give up on your dreams.
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The Heartbreak Cure
by Amanda Ashby

How to get over a heartbreak:
Step one: Eat your body weight in brownies.
Step two: Throw yourself into your dreams of becoming a famous writer.
Step three: Beg your (hottie) ex-neighbor to act as your fake boyfriend.
Step four: Skip step three unless you’re ready for some serious fallout.
After being dumped and humiliated over the summer, Cat Turner does what any sane
girl would do. She asks bad boy Alex Locke to be her fake boyfriend and show the world
(and her editor at the school newspaper) that she’s fine. Problem is, the more time she
spends with Alex, the more she risks getting her heart broken. For real this time.

“It’s a quick read, and a fairly typical YA romance, making it a great choice for fans of
Sarah Dessen or Kasie West.” --Bailey, Goodreads
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781640634299
12/4/2017
193
3.99 USD
Contemporary,
Young Adult, Bad
Boy Reformed,
Friends to Lovers

“The fake boyfriend is a trope that has been done many times, but what makes this one
work so marvelously is Alex. He’s got the perfect blend of truly tortured past and desire
to set things right that make him truly swoon worthy, and the chemistry between him
and Cat was really sweet.” --Kat, Kat with the Hat
“What can I say? Wow! What a great book.” --Tammy, The Books You Read
“Likable characters, sweet story and a HEA. Can’t ask for more on a chilly fall evening.”
--Lissa Hawley, Goodreads

ABOUT AMANDA ASHBY
Amanda Ashby was born in Australia but now lives in New Zealand, where she writes
romance, young adult, and middle grade books. She also works in a library, owns far too
many vintage tablecloths, and likes to delight her family by constantly rearranging the
furniture. She has a degree in English and Journalism from the University of Queensland
and is married with two children.
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I Hate You, Fuller James
by Kelly Anne Blount

I hate you, Fuller James.
I hate your floppy hair and your lopsided grin and those laughing blue eyes that always
seem to be laughing at me.
I hate that you’re the most popular guy in school and I’m still the girl who sneezed and
spit out her retainer on someone at a middle school dance. It’s just such a cliché.
I hate that I’m being forced to tutor you in English and keep it a secret from everyone.
Because otherwise it might put our basketball team’s chances at winning State in
jeopardy, and even though I hate you, I love basketball.
I hate that it seems like you’re keeping a secret from me…and that the more time we
spend together, the less I feel like I’m on solid ground. Because I’m starting to realize
there’s so much more to you than meets the eye. Underneath it all, you’re real.
But what I hate most is that I really don’t hate you at all.

Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781640638440
3/2/2020
400
3.99 USD
Contemporary,
Young Adult, Sports
Romance, Enemies
to Lovers, Social
Issues

Rights Sold in Audio

“I Hate You, Fuller James, was a super-fast, light, cute, and fun read! This was a story that
sucked me right in, and gave me great characters, and a real, relatable, and emotional
reading experience.” --A Bookish Escape
“Kelly Anne Blount’s ‘I Hate You, Fuller James’ is the perfect blend of witty and sweet. It’s
fast-paced, surprisingly empathetic, and is begging to be made into a movie.” --Lauren S.,
Goodreads
“This book was quick to read, entertaining, and full of character development and cute
high school student fun. Loved it!” --Ashley H., Goodreads
“A fun and cute hate-to-love romance, which delivered many smiles and swoons for me.”
--We Live and Breathe Books

ABOUT USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR KELLY ANNE BLOUNT
Kelly Anne Blount is a USA Today bestselling author of young adult novels. When she’s not
writing, she’s probably lost in a book, watching Twilight, snuggling her five furry rescues, or
having an adventure with her handsome husband and their darling daughter. After living in
a palace in Scotland, across from the Caribbean Sea, and in the snowy land of Wisconsin,
Kelly and her family reside in beautiful Asheville, North Carolina.
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Breaking the Rules of Revenge
by Samantha Bohrman

Mallory Jones is tired of being the girl who stays home and practices French horn
while her identical twin, Blake, is crowned homecoming queen. So when she has the
opportunity to pretend to be Blake, she takes it. At Camp Pine Ridge, she will spread
her wings and emerge a butterfly. Or at least someone who finally gets kissed by a cute
guy. That is, until bad boy Ben Iron Cloud shows up, ready to get revenge on Blake—aka
Mallory.
If it weren’t for that infuriating girl, Ben wouldn’t even be at camp. Luckily, he now has
six weeks to soak up some rays and get even with his nemesis. But the more time he
spends with Blake, the more he realizes she’s nothing like the girl he thought she was—
she’s kind and innocent and suddenly way too tempting. And soon enough, revenge
is the last thing on his mind. Unfortunately, the girl he’s falling for is keeping a major
secret…

Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781640633339
9/18/2017
241
3.99 USD
Contemporary,
Young Adult, MultiCultural, Enemies
to Lovers, Opposites
Attract, Revenge

“This book is an interesting take on an enemies to more romance with lots of twists
and turns keeping you on your toes! I would recommend this book as a cute, adorable
summer camp romance book!” --Briana N., NetGalley
“With a light and funny writing, I delighted in this book that practically swallowed me
up because I could not leave until I discovered how the exchange and all the confusion
generated by the twins would be undone!” --Cat Reader, Goodreads
“Breaking the Rules of Revenge is a light and fun summer read with an adorable female
protagonist!” --Lynne T., NetGalley

Rights Sold in Gaming

ABOUT SAMANTHA BOHRMAN
Shortly after graduating from law school, Samantha had three children and began writing
books. She never looked back, but she suspects her husband has. You can often find her in
the aisles of Target looking at scarves and forgetting to buy broccoli and eggs. If it’s a good
day she’ll be holding a latte. If it’s not, try not to stare.
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Mia and the Bad Boy
by Lisa Burstein

Ryder Brooks is living the dream—he’s famous, loved by millions of girls, and miserable.
All he really wants is to write his own music, not Seconds to Juliet’s sugary sweet pop. In
order to do that, though, the “bad boy” of the band will have to play by the rules. And
that includes behaving with his new—and super cute—über-good-girl tutor.
Mia Reyes is in fangirl heaven. Tutoring her favorite member of her favorite band? It’s
a dream come true…until it turns into a complete nightmare. Ryder is nothing like she
thought. He’s crude, arrogant, and pretty much a total jerk. And the worst part? She’s
roped into pretending to be his girlfriend so that no one finds out he’s being tutored. Fake
kisses, plenty of PDA, and even sharing his hotel room…
But sometimes even the baddest of bad boys needs a little redemption.

Backstage Pass Series, Book 2
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633752665
5/19/2015
225
3.99 USD
Contemporary,
Young Adult,
Fake Relationship,
Forced Proximity,
Opposites Attract,
Road Romance

Rights Sold in German

“A fun, hot stay-up-all-night-to-finish read. Burstein is so in sync with her characters.
She definitely proves she’s not a new kid on the block when it comes to romance.” --Leah
Rae Miller, The Summer I Became a Nerd
“I absolutely loved Ryder’s character. He was the perfect bad boy. AND the end was one
of the cutest that I ever read. I loved it to pieces and it made my heart feel like it was full
of rainbows.” --Miranda, Goodreads
“Reading Mia and the Bad Boy will make you laugh and smile and then laugh some
more. It will make you want to eat a corn dog.” --Joli, Goodreads
“This was a sweet read and I’d recommend it to anyone out there who’s ever fantasized
about being with their favorite boy band member.” --Jen, Goodreads

ABOUT LISA BURSTEIN
Lisa Burstein is a tea seller by day and a writer by night. She received her MFA in Creative
Writing from the Inland Northwest Center for Writers at Eastern Washington University.
She also writes as Candy Sloane from Sneaking Candy. She is the author of Pretty Amy,
The Next Forever, Dear Cassie, Sneaking Candy and The Possibility of Us. As well as a
contributor to the essay collection, Break These Rules: 35 YA Authors On Speaking Up,
Standing Out, and Being Yourself.
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Abby and the Cute One
by Erin Butler

Every member of Seconds to Juliet has a girlfriend—except for Nathan Strong. Now
the band’s manager is leaning hard on “The Cute One” to play the role of the band’s
heartthrob. With the band’s sales in decline, it’s up to Nathan to keep the fans’ fantasy
alive.
The plan is to stage a fake relationship and a fake breakup, and then let the fans fight to
be the one to mend Nathan’s broken heart. Just one problem. There’s another girl in the
picture-one Nathan can’t stay away from. In private, Nathan’s stealing kisses with the
band’s new opening act, Abby Curtis.
If they’re caught, no one wins. Abby will be fired, and the band might not recover the
success they need to survive. But even with the pressure mounting, Nathan and Abby
can’t stop themselves from stealing one more touch, one more kiss. And it’s only a matter
of time before it all falls apart.

Backstage Pass Series, Book 5
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633753877
11/16/2015
215
3.99 USD
Contemporary,
Young Adult, Boss
and Employee,
Forbidden Love

“A great finale to the series which I have no hesitation in recommending to anyone who’d
like to explore behind the scenes life for a boy band as well as escape into a well written
romance.” --Elaine, Splashes into Books
“Abby and the Cute One is a wonderful conclusion that will leave your heart pumping
with excitement—you’ll be wishing to be on tour!” --A Leisure Moment
“Theres a lot of adorable romance,a bit of drama and a charming ending that will melt
your heart.” --Nora, Goodreads
“I had so much fun with these characters and it was great knowing much more about
the whole, famous-teenage-musicians situation. I recommend this book/series to
EVERYONE! (Especially boy band lovers).” --Sania, Goodreads

ABOUT ERIN BUTLER
Erin Butler is lucky enough to have two jobs she truly loves. As a librarian, she gets to work
with books all day long, and as an author, Erin uses her active imagination to write the
kinds of books she loves to read. Young Adult and New Adult books are her favorites, but
she especially fangirls over a sigh-worthy romance. She lives in Central New York with her
very understanding husband, a stepson, and doggie BFF, Maxie. Preferring to spend her
time indoors reading or writing, she’ll only willingly go outside for chocolate and sunshine-in that order.
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Breakaway
by Cate Cameron

Eighteen-year-old NHL player Logan Balanchuk came to Corrigan Falls to distract
himself from his career-ending injury. He doesn’t want to even hear the word “hockey,”
so when he meets Dawn, a beautiful, free-spirited girl who goes skinny-dipping instead
of watching the draft, he’s intrigued. Neither of them is looking for anything serious,
anyway.
Dawn is happy to be a distraction, happy to have an adventurous summer romance with
the dashing guy from the big city. She’s busy working three jobs and counting the days
until she can move away from her tiny, hockey-obsessed town. Plus, she’s already done
her time as a hockey player’s girlfriend—now she wants to live her own life and have her
own adventures. But as things heat up with Logan, she realizes they aren’t as no-stringsattached as she thought…

Corrigan Falls Raiders Series, Book 4
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781640631564
8/14/2017
193
3.99 USD
Contemporary,
Young Adult, Sports
Romance, Friends to
Lovers

“Another fabulous book by Cate Cameron. I’m loving this series. It’s original and fun!”
--Danielle D., NetGalley
“Breakaway has all the hallmarks of a fabulous YA novel: well-developed primary and
secondary characters, realistic situations, passion for life and the world, plus just enough
teenage angst to keep it real without bogging down the plot with a lot of narrative.”
--Victoria B., NetGalley
“I loved the story line and the growth of both Logan and Dawn. I read the book in one
sitting and would absolutely recommend!” --Briana N., Goodreads
“I love this young adult novel and felt that it was well written. A great love story!”
--Lovely Loveday Blog

ABOUT CATE CAMERON
Cate Cameron grew up in the city but moved to the country in her mid-twenties and isn’t
looking back. Most of her writing deals with people living and loving in small towns or right
out in the sticks - when there aren’t entertainment options on every corner, other people get
a lot more interesting! She likes to write stories about real people struggling with real issues.
YA, NA, or contemporary romance, her books are connected by their emphasis on subtle
humor and characters who are trying to do the right thing, even when it would be a lot
easier to do something wrong.
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Winging It
by Cate Cameron

Natalie West and Toby Cooper were best friends growing up, on and off the ice. But when
Toby’s hockey career took off, their friendship was left behind. Now Natalie has a crazy
plan to land her crush—Toby’s biggest rival—and she needs Toby’s help to pull it off.
When Nat asks Toby to be her fake boyfriend, he can’t say no. Not when it means getting
his best friend back. But Natalie is all grown up now, and spending time with her—even
when it’s just playing hockey together—stirs up a lot of feelings, old and new. Suddenly
pretending to be interested in her isn’t hard at all…if only she wanted him and not his
enemy.

Corrigan Falls Raiders Series, Book 3
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633756410
5/16/2016
210
3.99 USD
Contemporary,
Young Adult, Sports
Romance, Enemies
to Lovers, Fake
Relationship, Right
Under Your Nose

“This book. THIS BOOK. It was delectable. I liked the last book, but I LOVED this one.”
--Dani Reviews Things
“Winging It is a wonderful quick and easy read. The story is romantic and fun. It
definitely put a smile on my face.” --Suze Lavender, Goodreads
“Winging It was freaking adorable. It made me swoon and laugh and I just flew through
this book.” --Emalie, Goodreads

ABOUT CATE CAMERON
Cate Cameron grew up in the city but moved to the country in her mid-twenties and isn’t
looking back. Most of her writing deals with people living and loving in small towns or right
out in the sticks - when there aren’t entertainment options on every corner, other people get
a lot more interesting! She likes to write stories about real people struggling with real issues.
YA, NA, or contemporary romance, her books are connected by their emphasis on subtle
humor and characters who are trying to do the right thing, even when it would be a lot
easier to do something wrong.
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Playing Defense
by Cate Cameron

Sixteen-year-old Claudia Waring has never kissed a boy. Never been popular. Never been
to a hockey game. All that’s about to change. Assigned to tutor Chris Winslow, a prankloving, gorgeous hockey player, Claudia’s perfectly planned life immediately veers off
course. And she kind of likes it. But as fun as Chris is, she knows she’ll never fit in his
world.
After his latest prank lands him in hot water, Chris has to get serious about school or
lose hockey. Not an easy thing for someone as carefree as the defenseman. The biggest
problem, though, is how much he wants to help his cute, buttoned-up tutor loosen up a
little. But while confidence has never been a problem for him, around Claudia, Chris is
all nerves. Why would a girl as smart as her ever fall for a jock like him?

Corrigan Falls Raiders Series, Book 2
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633755741
3/14/2016
232
3.99 USD
Contemporary,
Young Adult, Sports
Romance, Forbidden
Love, Opposites
Attract

“I absolutely adored this book. I felt like my heart was exploding with rainbows,
sunshine, and sparkles while reading it. This book was simply adorable.” --Miranda, Mrs.
Leif ’s Two Fangs About It
“In one word? AWESOME!” --Deniz, Closet Geeks and Slo Mo
“Man, I loved this book. Be still my Winslow-loving heart. I seriously loved the
characters, the story, the friendship, #girlpower, the humor...everything!” --Norah
Sumner, Goodreads
“What can I say? I loved this book. It is a quick read of fun, sweet, swoony YA romance
which just happens to be my favorite kind of book...this book was exactly what I needed
to read on a Monday morning.” --Cheyanne Young, author

ABOUT CATE CAMERON
Cate Cameron grew up in the city but moved to the country in her mid-twenties and isn’t
looking back. Most of her writing deals with people living and loving in small towns or right
out in the sticks - when there aren’t entertainment options on every corner, other people get
a lot more interesting! She likes to write stories about real people struggling with real issues.
YA, NA, or contemporary romance, her books are connected by their emphasis on subtle
humor and characters who are trying to do the right thing, even when it would be a lot
easier to do something wrong.
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Center Ice
by Cate Cameron

Karen Webber is in small-town hell. After her mother’s death, she moved to Corrigan
Falls to live with strangers—her dad and his perfect, shiny new family—and there doesn’t
seem to be room for a city girl with a chip on her shoulder. The only person who makes
her feel like a realhuman being is Tyler MacDonald.
But Karen isn’t interested in starting something with a player. And that’s all she keeps
hearing about Tyler.
Corrigan Falls is a hockey town, and Tyler’s the star player. But the viselike pressure from
his father and his agent are sending him dangerously close to the edge. All people see is
hockey—except Karen. Now they’ve managed to find something in each other that they
both desperately need. And for the first time, Tyler is playing for keeps…

Corrigan Falls Raiders Series, Book 1
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633752672
5/19/2015
258
3.99 USD
Contemporary,
Young Adult, Sports
Romance, Playboy
Reformed

“Simply put, I love this book!” --Ali’s Bookshelf
“Ready your hearts, ready your feels, because Tyler and Karen is about to blow your
hearts into swoonfest!” --Paula M, Goodreads
“I thoroughly enjoyed reading Center Ice, the characters are well developed as they go
through obstacles to be together in the end.” --Jackie’s Book World, Goodreads
“Amazing! This is a great YA read about two teens facing serious pressure and trouble at
home. The characters are fantastic and the twists and turns in the storyline make this one
great read! Loved the way the author dealt with a lot of the issues the H/h are faced with.
I highly recommend this one.” --Bette Hansen, Goodreads

ABOUT CATE CAMERON
Cate Cameron grew up in the city but moved to the country in her mid-twenties and isn’t
looking back. Most of her writing deals with people living and loving in small towns or right
out in the sticks - when there aren’t entertainment options on every corner, other people get
a lot more interesting! She likes to write stories about real people struggling with real issues.
YA, NA, or contemporary romance, her books are connected by their emphasis on subtle
humor and characters who are trying to do the right thing, even when it would be a lot
easier to do something wrong.
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99% Faking It
by Chris Cannon

Lisa is a card-carrying, book-loving Gryffindor. Solid. And that’s why everyone knows
she’s awesome. Well, except for her crush, Matt. He only ever sees her as a friend. Plus,
he’s got his eye on another girl. Oh well, plenty of fish and all that.
Good thing Lisa just read a book on the “wedding ring phenomenon”—you get more
attention when you’re already taken. What if Lisa pretends to be Matt’s plus one? Maybe
it’ll help Matt get his girl and Lisa can hook her own fish.
After the plan works, Matt suddenly claims he doesn’t like the view from the friend-zone
and wants her instead… But she isn’t interested in being anyone’s second choice. If this
guy wants to earn her attention, he’ll need more than some silly “phenomenon.”
He’ll need to go all out...

Dating Dilemmas Series, Book 2
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781640637740
3/4/2019
262
3.99 USD
Contemporary,
Young Adult, Fake
Relationship, Social
Issues

“99% Faking It by Chris Cannon a five-star read that you won’t need to fake enjoying!”
--Sara O., Goodreads
“Dogs, Harry Potter and sweet, adorable romance make this book a must for any YA
romance fans. A must read!” --Kimmy S., NetGalley
“This is a nice romance with some really adorable moments. Matt and Lisa have some
cute moments of banter and flirtation which makes the book fun to read.” --Bickering
Books Blog
“This book is a sweet, fun, and a delightful YA contemporary romance.” --Patty A.,
Goodreads

ABOUT CHRIS CANNON
Chris Cannon is the award-winning author of the Going Down In Flames series and the
Boyfriend Chronicles. She lives in Southern Illinois with her husband and several furry
beasts. She believes coffee is the Elixir of Life. Most evenings after work, you can find her
sucking down caffeine and writing fire-breathing paranormal adventures or romantic
comedies.
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The Dating Debate
by Chris Cannon

Nina Barnes thinks Valentine’s Day should be optional. That way single people like her
wouldn’t be subjected to kissy Cupids all over the place. That is, until her mom moves
them next door to the brooding hottie of Greenbrier High, West Smith. He’s funny, looks
amazing in a black leather jacket, and he’s fluent in Harry Potter, but she’s not sure he’s
boyfriend material.
West isn’t sure what to make of Nina. She’s cute and loves to read as much as he does, but
she seems to need to debate everything and she has a pathological insistence on telling
the truth. And West doesn’t exactly know how to handle that, since his entire life is a
carefully constructed secret. Dating the girl next door could be a ton of fun, but only if
Nina never finds out the truth about his home life. It’s one secret that could bring them
together or rip them apart.

Dating Dilemmas Series, Book 1
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781640634701
2/5/2018
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Contemporary,
Young Adult, Bad
Boy Reformed,
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Opposites Attract

“This is such a cute book! Thanks to Chris Cannon, we finally have a YA novel that lacks
the overwrought drama populating so many of the genre. It was so refreshing to read
a book about two (fairly) normal teenagers just pursuing love and happiness the way
teenagers do, in a realistic setting with the issues and stakes that teenagers actually face.”
--Nicole Evelina, author of Daughter of Destiny
“Nina was funny and they bonded over family madness. This book had a lot to offer and
I would easily recommend it to teen romance readers like myself.” --Danielle, Chapters
Through Life
“I want to start off by saying I really liked this book. A Harry Potter Bookworm is THE
perfect main character.” --Nicole Stand, Goodreads

ABOUT CHRIS CANNON
Chris Cannon is the award-winning author of the Going Down In Flames series and the
Boyfriend Chronicles. She lives in Southern Illinois with her husband and several furry
beasts. She believes coffee is the Elixir of Life. Most evenings after work, you can find her
sucking down caffeine and writing fire-breathing paranormal adventures or romantic
comedies.
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Boomerang Boyfriend
by Chris Cannon

Working with her best friend’s brother at Betty’s Burgers, free-spirited Delia starts to see
Jack in a new light. Not only has Jack-the-Jerk turned into a hottie, he’s even acting like
a nice guy, who rescues dogs and knows how she likes her coffee. But if Jack is into her,
then why is he keeping her a secret? Of course, if her best friend doesn’t approve, Delia
could lose the only family she’s ever known.
Seeing Delia in her retro waitress uniform throws Jack’s world out of whack. She’s always
been just another pain in the butt little sister…not a datable female. But she’s rockin’ the
Pie Princess tiara, and even her hot-pink striped hair is sexy. What’s that about? He needs
to get his head on straight, because artsy, funky Delia and her nonconformist ways don’t
fit in his safe and ordered world.

Boyfriend Chronicles Series, Book 3
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781640633346
9/11/2017
228
3.99 USD
Contemporary,
Young Adult, Best
Friend’s Little Sister,
Boy Next Door,
Enemies to Lovers,
Forced Proximity

“Fast-paced and entertaining!” --Issah G., NetGalley
“This book was absolutely adorable in every way.” --Catherine D., NetGalley
“This was a cute adorable YA read!” --Christina S., NetGalley
“What a fun summer read. Fast and full of enough mischief!” --Char L., Goodreads
“As a huge fan of best friend’s brother romances, I loved Boomerang Boyfriend! This
book was a sweet and quick read- I just couldn’t put it down and read it in one day!”
--Briana N., NetGalley
“I absolutely loved this book!” --Jackie T., NetGalley

ABOUT CHRIS CANNON
Chris Cannon is the award-winning author of the Going Down In Flames series and the
Boyfriend Chronicles. She lives in Southern Illinois with her husband and several furry
beasts. She believes coffee is the Elixir of Life. Most evenings after work, you can find her
sucking down caffeine and writing fire-breathing paranormal adventures or romantic
comedies.
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The Boyfriend Bet
by Chris Cannon

Zoe Cain knows that Grant Evertide is?way?out of her league. So naturally, she kisses
him. Out of spite. Not only is Grant her brother’s number-one nemesis, but he has zero
interest in being tied down to one girl. She’s shocked—and secretly thrilled—when they
start spending more time together. Non-exclusively, of course, but that doesn’t mean Zoe
can’t change his mind, one PDA and after-school detention at a time.
Zoe’s brother claims Grant is trying to make her his “Ringer,” an oh-so-charming
tradition where a popular guy dates a non-popular girl until he hooks up with her, then
dumps her.?Zoe threatens to neuter Grant with hedge clippers if he’s lying?but Grant
swears he isn’t trying to trick her.?Still, that doesn’t mean Grant is the commitment
type—even if winning a bet?is?on the line.

Boyfriend Chronicles Series, Book 2
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633757172
8/22/2016
265
3.99 USD
Contemporary,
Young Adult,
Forced Proximity,
Opposites Attract

“I absolutely loved reading this tale. Overall, I highly recommend this YA story to readers
everywhere.” --Romancing the Book
“Recently read Blackmail Boyfriend and fell in love. When I saw the series receive a new
addition, I had to see whose romance was about to be told.” --Hadassah Harper, Haddie’s
Haven
“The Boyfriend Bet was such a cute read and I can’t wait for more from this companion
series!” --Krystianna, Downright Dystopian
“A great book to read on a hot night.” --Kelly Akemann, This Wacky Momma Reads!
“Hilarious!” --Genesis Sheli, Latte Nights Reviews

ABOUT CHRIS CANNON
Chris Cannon is the award-winning author of the Going Down In Flames series and the
Boyfriend Chronicles. She lives in Southern Illinois with her husband and several furry
beasts. She believes coffee is the Elixir of Life. Most evenings after work, you can find her
sucking down caffeine and writing fire-breathing paranormal adventures or romantic
comedies.
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Blackmail Boyfriend
by Chris Cannon

Haley Patterson has had a crush on golden boy Bryce Colton for ages. But when she hears
a rumor that he hooked up with her, she gives him a choice: be her boyfriend for a month
to show other guys that she’s dateable—despite her overprotective and very intimidating
brothers—or deal with the angry, cage-fighting boyfriend of the girl he actually did hook
up with.
Bryce didn’t know the other Haley even had a boyfriend. He was just trying to get his
ex off his back. And now, not only is he being blackmailed, he’s being blackmailed by an
honor student. He and his new “girlfriend” have zero in common. She’s…well, difficult.
And different.
Can something so fake turn into something real?

Boyfriend Chronicles Series, Book 1
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633753884
8/10/2015
267
3.99 USD
Contemporary,
Young Adult,
Blackmail, Fake
Relationship

“Blackmail Boyfriend brings all the feels: laughter, tears, love and heartache.” --The
Reading Cave
“A must read that is surprising, cute, fun and full of wonderful details and moments.”
--Deniz, Closet Geeks and Slo Mo
“I LOVE this book!” --Winnie, Goodreads
“If you’re a fan of young adult, contemporary romance or just plain humorous, realistic
style writing in general, this book is for you.” --Melyssa Winchester, Goodreads

“Blackmail Boyfriend is truly a wonderful novel, so this is definitely highly
Rights Sold in Audio, Gaming, & German recommended for everyone!” --Victoria, Revenge of the Feels

ABOUT CHRIS CANNON
Chris Cannon is the award-winning author of the Going Down In Flames series and the
Boyfriend Chronicles. She lives in Southern Illinois with her husband and several furry
beasts. She believes coffee is the Elixir of Life. Most evenings after work, you can find her
sucking down caffeine and writing fire-breathing paranormal adventures or romantic
comedies.
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Courting Carlyn
by Melissa Chambers

Vaughn Yarborough is ready to trade the fame and glory of the international junior pro
tennis circuit for college and a more settled life. First stop: spearhead a summer camp for
underprivileged kids. The girl who’s agreed to run it with him has Vaughn more intrigued
by the minute, but with the strict no-fraternizing rules, he’s got to figure out how not to
fall for her.
When the boy Carlyn Sadowski has crushed on for years asks her to work with him for
the summer, she has to pinch herself. When his world-famed coach offers her training for
free, she can’t believe her luck. He could actually help her follow in her mother’s footsteps
by playing college tennis. But when she finds out the catch is she’s got to convince
Vaughn to go pro, Carlyn will have to decide between her dreams and the boy currently
stealing her heart.

“Courting Carlyn is a sweet, coming of age story about two teens finding themselves-and love…” --A Court of Binge Reading
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781640636149
8/6/2018
254
3.99 USD
Contemporary,
Young Adult,
Coworkers,
Opposites Attract,
Redemption, Ugly
Duckling

“I LOVED it! This is an addictive read right from the start.” --Melissa’s Book World,
Goodreads
“Sparks fly, tennis balls sail, and there’s a lot more to the plot than a typical YA romance.
Highly recommend.” --Victoria Bunce, NetGalley
“I love everything about this book! Carlyn and Vaughn have a really cute and natural
chemistry.” --Shea, Goodreads

ABOUT MELISSA CHAMBERS
Melissa Chambers writes contemporary novels for young, new, and actual adults. A
Nashville native, she spends her days working in the music industry and her nights
tapping away at her keyboard. While she’s slightly obsessed with alt rock, she leaves the
guitar playing to her husband and kid. She never misses a chance to play a tennis match,
listen to an audiobook, or eat a bowl of ice cream. (Rocky road, please!) She’s a member of
SCBWI and RWA including several local and online chapters thereof. She holds her B.S. in
Communications from the University of Tennessee.
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It Had To Be You
by Lizzy Charles

James Parson has a problem. His military dad is going to yank him out of his expensive
boarding school if James doesn’t prove he’s no longer hooking up, pulling pranks, and
charming his way out of consequences. What better way to show he’s now responsible
than becoming the committed boyfriend of a U.S. diplomat’s daughter?
Level-headed, book-smart Edelweiss may have traveled the world thanks to her dad’s
job, but when it comes to friends and boys, she knows exactly nothing. Newly enrolled
in boarding school, Edel is now on a mission to learn it all. James says he’ll help her
experience the ultimate high school life—if she’ll be his fake girlfriend. And fake is
perfect, because he’s exactly the kind of player she’d never date.

Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633759367
5/15/2017
259
3.99 USD
Contemporary,
Young Adult,
Multi-Cultural, Fake
Relationship

“An excellent book that young adults will love. It has everything a young adult romance
should. I enjoyed it a lot.” –Kimberly Switzer, Librarian at County of Lennox and
Addington
“It Had To Be You is a sweet escape! Lizzy Charles captivated me from the beginning,
and I couldn’t put my Kindle down.” --Sarah, Goodreads
“Because it was an ebook, I was unsure if I would be able to sit down and actually read it.
I started it while doing dishes. Needless to say, I was up all night reading it. I couldn’t put
it down. I was so engrossed in the romance.” --Amanda Stelter, Goodreads

ABOUT LIZZY CHARLES
Lizzy Charles writes young adult contemporary romance. She’s a tea fanatic, guacamole
expert, and sushi lover. When she’s fixing lunches, dressing kids, or wiping pizza sauce off
sticky hands, she escapes to La La Land and imagines all sorts of little love stories. Lizzy
loves her daily dose of fitness and is also a RN so she can triage any symptom you send
her way. Her best friend from high school is also her husband. Oh and she has a little pup
named Professor Lupin who is pretty much the glue to the whole writing operation.
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Falling for the Girl Next Door
by Tera Lynn Childs

Sloane Whitaker never expected to like living in Texas, but after a few months in the
Lone Star State, she has to admit she likes the food, the school, and the boy next door.
What she doesn’t like is the fact that half her family is still back in New York. Convincing
her dad to relocate to Texas requires making their upcoming visit as perfect as possible.
The perfect dinner, the perfect daughter…with the perfect boyfriend.
But when her not-so-perfect boyfriend Tru Dorsey is suddenly not-so-available, Sloane
has to find another dad-impressing guy to show off at dinner. Tru himself suggests
enlisting the help of a fake boyfriend, but the reality of another guy with Sloane on his
arm might be more than Tru can manage. Add in a mysterious blackmailer and a divided
family, and Sloane and Tru’s relationship might not be able to handle the heat.

Creative HeArts Series, Book 5
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633757677
11/14/2016
228
3.99 USD
Contemporary,
Young Adult, MultiCultural, Boy Next
Door, Relationship
in Trouble

“Falling for the Girl Next Door deserves a brilliant four out of five stars...something
pretty damn special!” --Childishly Passionate
“After reading Ten Things Sloane Hates About Tru, I was excited to keep reading their
story, and this one most definitly did not disappoint.” --Tiny Obsessions
“It’s no secret that I love the Creative HeArts series. There’s only one more book after
this one, and I’m sad to see it come to an end. But Tru and Sloane don’t let us down.”
--Bookish Things and More

ABOUT TERA LYNN CHILDS
Tera Lynn Childs is the RITA-award-winning young adult author of the mythology-based
Oh. My. Gods. series, the Forgive My Fins mermaid romance series, the kick-butt monsterhunting Sweet Venom trilogy, and the Darkly Fae series. She also writes the City Chicks
sweet chick lit romance series and is co-writing the Hero Agenda series with Tracy Deebs.
Tera lives nowhere in particular and spends her time writing wherever she can find a comfy
chair and a steady stream of caffeinated beverages.
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Ten Things Sloane Hates About Tru
by Tera Lynn Childs

Sloane Whitaker isn’t happy about moving to Texas. She loves living in New York City,
can’t imagine starting over her senior year somewhere else, and misses her friends and
family something fierce. Worst of all, it’s all her fault. If she wants to earn her way back to
the Big Apple, she has to prove she can still be the perfect daughter.
Which means no vandalism art, no trouble at school, and absolutely no Tru Dorsey,
her serial screw-up, incredibly hot neighbor, who loves nothing more than pushing her
buttons.
But from the moment he vaults onto the roof outside her bedroom, there is something
about the irresistibly charming bad boy that makes her want to break every rule.
Suddenly it’s not the ten things she hates about Tru that are at the top of her list. It’s the
ten reasons she’s willing to risk her future to be with him.

Creative HeArts Series, Book 1
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633754256
9/14/2015
199
3.99 USD
Contemporary,
Young Adult, MultiCultural, Boy Next
Door, Enemies to
Lovers, Girl Next
Door

“This book was awesome and I really enjoyed it. I had never read any other books by this
author before, but I’m definitely going to have to change that now.” --Over the Bookshelf
“The chemistry between Sloane and Tru is,of course,fantastic…with the famous
“forbidden love” element.Who doesn’t love to read about forbidden lovers?” --Bookish
Fever, Goodreads
“Another great cute novel from Crush.This one started off reminding me heavily of
Ten Reasons Why I Hate You- which I adored btw- and then became something quite
different. Much quirkier and more unique than I expected.” --Deniz, Goodreads

ABOUT TERA LYNN CHILDS
Tera Lynn Childs is the RITA-award-winning young adult author of the mythology-based
Oh. My. Gods. series, the Forgive My Fins mermaid romance series, the kick-butt monsterhunting Sweet Venom trilogy, and the Darkly Fae series. She also writes the City Chicks
sweet chick lit romance series and is co-writing the Hero Agenda series with Tracy Deebs.
Tera lives nowhere in particular and spends her time writing wherever she can find a comfy
chair and a steady stream of caffeinated beverages.
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The Secret Life of a Dream Girl
by Tracy Deebs

Hiding in plain sight is harder than it looks…
Dahlia Greene—aka international pop superstar Cherry—is undercover as a normal high
school student. She just wants to experience what real life is like, so when she overhears
hottie Keegan Matthews nervously talking about liking a girl, she sees the perfect
opportunity to live a real life and play a little matchmaker. What was not part of the plan
was falling for a guy she can never tell the truth.
Keegan Matthews has been secretly crushing on Dahlia ever since she started at his
school. Sure, Dahlia thinks he’s crushing on some other girl—not realizing his Dream
Girl is actually her—but he figures, play along with her tips to woo someone else, let her
get to know him, and then make his move. But with so many secrets in the mix, their
romance is doomed from the start…

Creative HeArts Series, Book 4
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633756823
6/27/2016
219
3.99 USD
Contemporary,
Young Adult,
Bait and Switch,
Boy Next Door,
Unrequited Love

“I’ve become hooked on this series, written by several authors with interconnecting
storylines and characters.I can definitely recommend this series for light YA
contemporaries, and I’m looking forward to the next one!” --Dani Reviews Things
“Seriously couldn’t put this book down, even if the fact that it took me a couple days to
read it might seem to suggest otherwise. “ --Melissa, Goodreads
“Raise your hand if you were addicted to Hannah Montana in the mid-2000s. I’m guilty
of falling prey to the charms of a rockstar living a normal life and getting on stage in
front of thousands of fans on the weekends. The Secret Life of a Dream Girl was like
Hannah Montana except way better. “ --Moriah, Goodreads

ABOUT TRACY DEEBS
Award-winning author Tracy Deebs collects old vinyl, new books and bold lipsticks and has
been known to forget where—and sometimes who—she is when immersed in a great novel.
At six she wrote her first short story—something with a rainbow and a prince—and at seven
she forayed into the wonderful world of girls lit with her first Judy Blume novel. And from
the first page of that first book, Tracy knew she’d found her life-long love. Now a successful
author with 41 published novels to her various names, she loves spending her days writing
in her pajamas, drinking too much tea and exploring fun and funky new places in her
current hometown of Austin, Texas.
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How to Quit Your Crush
by Amy Fellner Dominy

Mai Senn knows Anthony Adams is no good for her - no matter how hard she might
crush on him. She’s valedictorian; he’s a surf bum. She’s got plans, he’s got his art.
Complete opposites in every way. Vinegar and baking soda, they once joked. A chemical
reaction that bubbled.
Yeah, they bubbled. Maybe still do.
Good thing Anthony’s got the perfect plan: two weeks to prove just how not good they
are together. Whoever can come up with the worst date—something the other will
seriously hate, proving how incompatible they truly are—wins.
Like taking a snake-phobe to the Reptile House at the zoo (his idea).
Or a cooking class where they don’t even get to eat the food (her idea).
It’s all about the competition, and it’s meant to help them finally crush their crushes. But
it wasn’t supposed to be so hot. Or so fun. And when Mai’s future becomes at stake, will
she be able to do the right thing and quit Anthony forever?
“From the moment I started Mai and Anthony’s story, I was hooked.” --Laura, Goodreads
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781682816004
5/4/2020
350
3.99 USD
Contemporary,
Young Adult,
Enemies to Lovers,
Opposites Attract,
Reunited Lovers

“I devoured this book in one siting. How to Quit Your Crush is a total blast to read!”
--DJ, Goodreads
“This book blew me away. I wasn’t expecting to love it so much!” --Kara,
FeatherBoundBooks
“This reminded me of Josh & Hazel’s guide to Not Dating. Their banter is hilarious and
made them super easy to connect to. I loved this!” --Bookish Heidi

Rights Sold in Audio

ABOUT AMY FELLNER DOMINY
Amy grew up loving to read and figured out at an early age that books were magical and
necessary. She started submitting her own stories to be published when she was thirteen.
Amy is now the award-winning author of nine books spanning young adult, middle grade,
and picture books. Titles for Entangled include Announcing Trouble and the companion
novel, How to Quit Your Crush. Amy lives in Phoenix, Arizona with her husband and a
puppy who is training them.
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Announcing Trouble
by Amy Fellner Dominy

I may know everything there is to know about baseball, but that doesn’t mean I have to
like it. Or like him. Garrett Reeves: sidelined player and the embodiment of everything
I’ve learned to hate about baseball. He’s gorgeous, he’s cocky, he’s laser-focused on getting
back in the game, no matter the cost.
When he convinces me to call games alongside him, our chemistry heats up the booth.
We’re good together, whether I want to admit it or not. I’m finding that I like baseball
again, but even worse, I’m liking Garrett. A lot.
But when he has to decide between our future and a new shot at his dreams, I know
baseball will win out every time.

Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781640638433
8/5/2019
350
3.99 USD
Contemporary,
Young Adult, Social
Issues

Rights Sold in Audio

“A clean, fluffy, and deeply resonating contemporary romance, that enchanted me with its
funny and charming characters, and their witty banter. I highly recommend anyone who
loves a good romance to pick this up.” --Fictionally Sam
“This book is refreshing and will fill your soul with a delight only coming-of-age novels
can.” --Garden of Reden Blog
“I haven’t loved a YA book as much as I did this one in at least a few years!” --All Books
Considered Blog
“I am hard pressed to believe that anyone, who reads this book could resist falling in love
with Josie and Garrett. These two won my heart, and I was full-on rooting for them to
achieve their dreams and get their HEA.” --We live and Breathe Books

ABOUT AMY FELLNER DOMINY
Amy grew up loving to read and figured out at an early age that books were magical and
necessary. She started submitting her own stories to be published when she was thirteen.
Amy is now the award-winning author of nine books spanning young adult, middle grade,
and picture books. Titles for Entangled include Announcing Trouble and the companion
novel, How to Quit Your Crush. Amy lives in Phoenix, Arizona with her husband and a
puppy who is training them.
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The Crush Collision
by Danielle Ellison

Haley Howell has had a hopeless crush on her brother’s best friend, Jake Lexington,
for as long as she can remember. Too bad to him, she’ll forever be off-limits. But with
senior year and acceptance to a college outside their tiny southern town of Culler, South
Carolina, comes new confidence. Haley’s ready to get Jake to notice her—whatever it
takes.
No one in Culler notices the real Jake anymore—to them, he’s nothing more than the
star football player or the kid with the family tragedy. When one mistake lands him in
mandatory community service, he’s shocked to find his best friend’s little sister there, too.
Jake’s looking for an escape; Haley’s looking for a chance. Together, they’ll find exactly
what they need...if only they’re willing to cross that line and risk it all.

Southern Charmed Series, Book 2
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781640636781
2/18/2019
278
3.99 USD
Contemporary,
Young Adult, Sports
Romance, Best
Friend’s Little Sister,
Friends to Lovers,
Opposites Attract

“The Crush Collision by Danielle Ellison a five-star read that will warm even the coldest
of hearts.” --Sara O., Goodreads
“I really enjoyed the characters in this fantastic story. An amazing read that had a little
bit of everything you’d need. Would recommend!” --Michelle H., Goodreads
“Grab a tissue and some ice cream, you are going to need it. This best friend’s sister tale
was an emotional ride unlike any I have read. I loved Jake and Haley together!” --Kendall
H., Goodreads
“I loved this book so, so much. This was everything I could’ve hoped for to find in a YA
contemporary romance. This book had me hooked from beginning till end. It had me
feeling all the feels.” --Melissa’s Fandom World

ABOUT DANIELLE ELLISON
Danielle Ellison is a nomad, always on the lookout for an adventure and the next story.?In
addition to writing, she’s the founder and coordinator of the NoVa TEEN Book Festival.
When she’s not busy with books, she’s probably watching her favorite shows, drinking
coffee, or fighting her nomadic urges.?She is newly settled in Oklahoma (for now) with her
cat, Simon, but you can always find her on twitter @DanielleEWrites.
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The Sweetheart Sham
by Danielle Ellison

In a small town like Culler, South Carolina, you guard your secrets like you guard your
cobbler recipe: with your life. Georgia Ann Monroe knows a thing or two about secrets:
she’s been guarding the truth that her best friend Will is gay for years now. But what
happens when a little white lie to protect him gets her into a fake relationship…and then
the boy of her dreams shows up?
Enter Beau Montgomery: Georgie’s first love, hotter than ever, and much too much of a
southern gentleman to ever pursue someone else’s girl. There’s no way to come clean to
Beau while still protecting Will. But bless their hearts, they live in Culler—where secrets
always have a way of revealing themselves.

Southern Charmed Series, Book 1
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781640633551
12/4/2017
250
2.99 USD
Contemporary,
Young Adult,
LGBTQIA, Fake
Relationship

“As big-hearted and warm as they come. I feel right at home in this book, which is so
wonderfully Southern.” --Will Walton, author of Anything Could Happen
“This book is about a small town and two families. It’s heartwarming and sweet. It’s
a fabulous winter read when everyone is thinking about how much family means.”
--Danielle, Chapters Through Life
“The Sweetheart Sham was not good not great but EXCELLENT! Combining delicious
southern charm, heartwarming characters, and a swoon worthy romance, The
Sweetheart Sham is yet another wonderful addition to YA contemporary, perfect for fans
of Sarah Dessen!” --Lauren, Lauren’s Crammed Bookshelf
“Sweet little romance slathered in a whole lot of Southern.” --Lissa Hawley, Goodreads

ABOUT DANIELLE ELLISON
Danielle Ellison is a nomad, always on the lookout for an adventure and the next story.?In
addition to writing, she’s the founder and coordinator of the NoVa TEEN Book Festival.
When she’s not busy with books, she’s probably watching her favorite shows, drinking
coffee, or fighting her nomadic urges.?She is newly settled in Oklahoma (for now) with her
cat, Simon, but you can always find her on twitter @DanielleEWrites.
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Tied Up in You
by Erin Fletcher

Everyone says hotshot goalie Luke Jackson is God’s gift to girls, but the only girl he wants
is his best friend, Malina Hall. He’s always known how brilliant she is, but now that he’s
“accidentally” kissed her, he can’t stop thinking about her…or wanting to kiss her again.
Problem is, things have been a little…awkward since the kiss. Because she likes him, too?
Hopefully, but even if she did, their futures—and the ridiculous schedules that come with
them—are in the way. And now one of his teammates is showing interest, and the guy has
more in common with Malina than Jackson ever will.
As her best friend, Jackson should get out of the way. But if there’s one thing he’s learned
from hockey, it’s that you have to go for what you want, even if it means falling flat on
your face. And he’s definitely falling for Malina.

Breakaway Series, Book 2
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781640631489
7/10/2017
235
3.99 USD
Contemporary,
Young Adult,
Friends to Lovers,
Overcoming Odds

Rights Sold in Audio

“I knew within the first few pages that this was just going to be one of those stories that
would be absolutely perfect. [...] It made me want to hug it in the end, and for me that is
a definite five star read for me.” --Colleen’s Conclusions
“I really loved reading this. It was such a quick read that’s great for summer! This is
definitely a ‘one more chapter’ read.” --Emily, Goodreads
“The romance in this book gave me butterflies! It was SO STINKING CUTE. [...]
Jackson and Malina’s relationship made me feel like I was eating cotton candy and it was
wonderful.” --Mrs. Lief ’s Two Fangs About It
“It’s a fantastic beachy read and out with perfect time for a delightful summer read.”
--Olivia F., Goodreads

ABOUT ERIN FLETCHER
Erin Fletcher is a morning person who does most of her writing before sunrise while
drinking excessive quantities of coffee, believes flip-flops qualify as year-round footwear,
and would spend every day at the beach if she could. She has a bachelor’s degree in
mathematics (which is almost never useful when writing books) and lives in North
Carolina.
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All Laced Up
by Erin Fletcher

Everyone loves hockey superstar Pierce Miller. Everyone except Lia Bailey.
When the two are forced to teach a skating class to save the rink, Lia’s not sure she’ll
survive the pressure of Nationals and Pierce’s ego. Not only can’t he remember her name,
he signed her bottle of water like she was one of his groupies. Ugh.
But if there’s one thing Lia knows better than figure skating, it’s hockey. Hoping to take
his ego down a notch—or seven—she logs into his team website under an anonymous
name to give him pointers on his less-than-stellar playing.
Turns out, Pierce isn’t arrogant at all. And they have a lot in common. Too bad he’s falling
for the anonymous girl online. No matter how much fun they’re starting to have in real
life, she’s afraid he’s going to choose fake-Lia over the real one…

Breakaway Series, Book 1
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633757684
10/10/2016
240
3.99 USD
Contemporary,
Young Adult, Sports
Romance, Forced
Proximity, Social
Issues

“Loved it!” --Cheyanne Young, author of the Motocross Me series
“Love this well written and fun YA novel. Great characters will draw readers in and have
them eagerly turning pages to find out what happens next. Very believable. Definitely
recommend!” --Kristen Cambensy, Victim of Books
“The plot of the book is mesmerizing and very well written and the ending is absolutely
perfect. I could not put this book down until I reached the very last page.” --Cassie James,
author of Queen of Fire
“All Laced Up had all the makings for a perfect Young Adults Romance.” --Shelley
Baynton, Thirty Something Divorcee

Rights Sold in Audio

ABOUT ERIN FLETCHER
Erin Fletcher is a morning person who does most of her writing before sunrise while
drinking excessive quantities of coffee, believes flip-flops qualify as year-round footwear,
and would spend every day at the beach if she could. She has a bachelor’s degree in
mathematics (which is almost never useful when writing books) and lives in North
Carolina.
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Pieces of You and Me
by Erin Fletcher

Five years. That’s how long I’ve been gone. Since I left my best friend—the girl I loved—
behind.
Five seconds. That’s how long it takes to realize I am completely, utterly, screwed. Because
now that I’m back, my childhood crush has turned into so much more.
Rylee has changed. We both have. And now I’m drawn to her in a completely different
way. To her smile. Her touch. To reliving old memories and making new ones. To the
happiness she’s always given me that I haven’t felt since I left.
But her friends are hell-bent on keeping us apart. My dad is one drink away from
destroying both of our lives, and maybe I am, too. It’s only a matter of time before I have
to leave again, and there’s nothing I can do to stop it. I never get a choice.
The one choice I can make? Stay away from Rylee. Because if I don’t, I’ll break her
heart—and mine—all over again.

“Erin made an incredible job with this book, and I definitely reading her others books,
BTW, this is a standalone story!” --Between Books
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633756250
4/18/2016
223
3.99 USD
Contemporary,
Young Adult, Forced
Proximity, Friends
to Lovers, Social
Issues

“Pieces of You and Me is a wonderful novel about life, lose, happiness, sadness, forgiving
and moving on.” --Dee, Goodreads
“Loved this heart wrenching story about 2 teens with a tangled past, knowing they have
only the shakiest foundations to build a future on. “ --Kat Ellis, Goodreads
“The perfect beach read...fun, flirty, and quick to read. “ --Kristi, Goodreads

ABOUT ERIN FLETCHER
Erin Fletcher is a morning person who does most of her writing before sunrise while
drinking excessive quantities of coffee, believes flip-flops qualify as year-round footwear,
and would spend every day at the beach if she could. She has a bachelor’s degree in
mathematics (which is almost never useful when writing books) and lives in North
Carolina.
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I’m Not In the Band
by Amber Garza

I like Kassidy Milton. There, I said it. She’s funny, beautiful—even though she doesn’t
know it—and my favorite kind of weird. But I can’t tell if she’s into me or just trying to
get close to me for a chance with my famous twin brother instead. I mean, it has to be
me. I am the better-looking one.
But Kassidy has some demons, and she’s not good at letting people in. That happens
when you’ve been hurt by someone close to you. I can relate. Trust is a funny thing; it’s
hard to gain but easy to lose. I might just learn that the hard way.

Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781640631137
6/12/2017
250
3.99 USD
Contemporary,
Young Adult,
Opposites Attract

“LOVED this book! Just the right amount of innocence but still a bit of steam between
the two leads to keep me interested I found this book highly addictive.” --Kris,
Goodreads
“I thought this book was so adorable. I loved it!! This was not your typical boy band
book. It was super cute and funny.” --Christina, Goodreads
“It never gets too heavy or angsty, just your typical high school drama with mean girls
and the perils of growing up, but hits all the funny notes just right...Amber Garza is a
hoot!” --katwiththehat, Goodreads
“A really lovely read and one perfect for a summer night!” --Eve, Goodreads

ABOUT AMBER GARZA
Amber Garza has had a passion for the written word since she was a child making books out
of notebook paper and staples. Her hobbies include reading and singing. Coffee and wine
are her drinks of choice (not necessarily in that order). She writes while blaring music, and
talks about her characters like they’re real people. She currently lives in California with her
amazing husband, and two hilarious children who provide her with enough material to keep
her writing for years.
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The Truth About Jack
by Jody Gehrman

Dakota McCloud has just been accepted into a prestigious art school. Soon she’ll leave
behind the artists’ colony where she grew up—hippie dad, tofu since birth, yurt—and
join her boyfriend and best friend on the East Coast. It was the plan…until Dakota finds
out her boyfriend and best friend hooked up behind her back.
Hurt and viciously betrayed, Dakota pours out her heart on a piece of paper, places it in a
bottle, and hurls it into the ocean. But it doesn’t quite go where she expects…
Jack Sauvage finds the bottle washed up on the shore and responds to Dakota’s letter.
Except what if his straight-laced life doesn’t jive with the free-spirited girl he’s only seen
from afar? As Jack creates a persona he believes she’ll love, they slowly fall for each other
with each new letter. Now Jack is trying to find a way to make this delicate, on-paper
romance happen in real life…without revealing his deception.

“The Truth about Jack was the first great contemporary read of the year that I really
enjoyed.” --The Nerd Girl Review
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633752085
4/14/2015
250
3.99 USD
Contemporary,
Young Adult,
Bait and Switch,
Friends to Lovers,
Overcoming Odds

“The Truth About Jack certainly ticked all the boxes for me. It was funny and sweet and
romantic and left me with the warm glowies after I’d finished it.” --Claire, Book Blog Bird
“The Truth About Jack is one of those books that bring on the warm and fuzzies in
spades ;)” --Emma, Goodreads
“The Truth About Jack is super duper cute!” --Angie, Goodreads

Rights Sold in German

ABOUT JODY GEHRMAN
Jody Gehrman is a native of Northern California, where she can be found writing, teaching,
reading, or obsessing over her three cats most days. She is also the author of ten novels and
numerous award-winning plays. She is a professor of English and Communication Studies
at Mendocino College.
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Playing Her Secret Crush
by Casey Griffin

All her life, Katie has been chosen last for everything: the last picked on the playground,
the last picked by her absent father, and definitely the last picked by boys—even her
secret crush, Alex, friend-zoned her. This senior year, Katie is determined to come first.
But then Alex asks her to help him find a date?!
Alex has been living life in the fast lane, but he’s ready to slow down—with a girlfriend.
The last person on earth he’d consider? The girl his brother developed serious feelings
for before he died: Katie. The only way Alex is going to get over Katie is by falling for
someone new. And who better to help him find his new crush than the girl he can’t stop
thinking about?
What can possibly go wrong?

Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781640635876
7/2/2018
270
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Contemporary,
Young Adult, Bad
Boy Reformed,
Friends to Lovers

“Bottom line: if you are a fan of best friends romances and you like gaming, Playing her
Secret Crush is going to be a nice and easy win for you. A quick, cute read that you can
finish in one sitting.” --Michelle, Book Briefs
“Playing Her Secret Crush by Casey Griffin was a fun, quick and quirky young adult
story that takes a friends to relationship theme and adds its own thing.” --Arys,
Goodreads
“If you’re looking for a quick read over the weekend or at the beach, you won’t be
disappointed by this.” --Romancing the Book, Goodreads

ABOUT CASEY GRIFFIN
Casey Griffin can often be found at comic conventions on her days off from her day job,
driving 400 ton dump trucks in Northern Alberta, Canada. As a jack of all trades with a
resume boasting registered nurse, English teacher, and photographer, books are her true
passion, and she is currently busy writing every moment she can.
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Approximately Yours
by Julie Hammerle

Danny Garland is so out of Holly’s league. And her family is only back in North Pole,
Minnesota, long enough to sell Grandma’s house and say “Merry Christmas.” So telling
her basketball-star, too-hot-to-be-real long-time crush that she’d like to kiss him under
the mistletoe just isn’t going to happen.
And now he’s asked out her cousin, Elda. Elda is a mess at flirting, so when she begs
Holly to intervene, she does. Holly helps her flirt with him over text. And then again.
And again. Now she’s stuck texting him as her cousin, and Elda is the one going on the
date. Holly thought she could settle for just conversation with Danny, but talking with
him is some kind of magic. He’s got the perfect comebacks, she makes him laugh, they
text until everyone is asleep.
She just can’t ever tell him it’s her he’s really texting.

North Pole, Minnesota Series, Book 3
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781640633865
10/2/2017
241
3.99 USD
Contemporary,
Young Adult,
Holiday Romances,
Mistaken Identity,
Unrequited Love

“The two characters together was pure chemistry.” --Jessie, Book Ballistic}
“Sweet and very festive! If you love Christmas.... Approximately yours will definitely put
you into the spirit of Christmas!” --Jemima J., Goodreads}
“Cute and romantic, this story finds the reader back in North Pole, Minnesota. Another
sweet romance with a focus on family and friends. This “series” of stand-alone books is
great for a fun holiday read any time of the year!” --Sarah B., NetGalley
“If you’re looking for a book that is sweet, light, festive and totally YA, look no further.
Approximately Yours was an absolutely cute read!” --Amy B., NetGalley
“It will definitely make your heart melt with such a lovely story.” --Lilly W., Goodreads

ABOUT USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR JULIE HAMMERLE
USA Today best-selling, RITA nominated author, Julie Hammerle writes romantic comedies
for adults and teens. Before settling down to write “for real,” she studied opera, taught Latin,
and held her real estate license for one hot minute. Currently, when not writing, she ropes
people into conversations about Game of Thrones and makes excuses to avoid the gym. Her
favorite YA-centric TV shows include 90210 (original spice), Felicity, and Freaks and Geeks.
Her music playlist reads like a 1997 Lilith Fair set list. She lives in Chicago with her husband
and her two kids.
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Artificial Sweethearts
by Julie Hammerle

It’s not chemistry between Tinka Foster and Sam Anderson that made them agree to fake
date. With her parents trying to set her up with an annoying pro-track golf student, and
intentionally single Sam’s family pressuring him to bring a date to his brother’s wedding,
they could both use a drama-free summer.
So it’s not his muscular arms and quick wit that makes Tinka suggest they tell everyone
they’re both taken. Definitely not. And it’s not butterflies that makes a kiss for
appearances during the lake party go on way too long—so long that Sam wishes it were
real.
But Tinka keeps people at arm’s length—she’s always been second best, even to her
parents. And her relationship-for-show could crush everything when she realizes she’s
done with fake, pretend, and second-best.

North Pole, Minnesota Series, Book 2
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781640631403
7/10/2017
263
3.99 USD
Contemporary,
Young Adult, Boy
Next Door, Fake
Relationship

“You want a fun and easy summer read, HERE IT IS. I’m a sucker for fake-dating stories.
GIVE ME ALL OF THEM. Seriously. [...] This was just SO DAMN CUTE!!!!” --Bookish
Thoughts
“I loved this book! It was an awesome romance! And I’m totally in love with Sam! He
was so cute and adorable and sweet...I found my new book boyfriend! Yay!” --Sara,
Goodreads
“Sam and Tinka are truly good people, ones that I would love to know in real life.I
LOVED their story, as well as how much they evolve (on their own and together) from
the beginning until the end.” --Dauntless Books and Penguins

ABOUT USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR JULIE HAMMERLE
USA Today best-selling, RITA nominated author, Julie Hammerle writes romantic comedies
for adults and teens. Before settling down to write “for real,” she studied opera, taught Latin,
and held her real estate license for one hot minute. Currently, when not writing, she ropes
people into conversations about Game of Thrones and makes excuses to avoid the gym. Her
favorite YA-centric TV shows include 90210 (original spice), Felicity, and Freaks and Geeks.
Her music playlist reads like a 1997 Lilith Fair set list. She lives in Chicago with her husband
and her two kids.
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Any Boy But You
by Julie Hammerle

Elena Chestnut has been chatting with an anonymous boy late into the night. It’s a very
You’ve Got Mail situation, and she has no idea who he is. He can’t be Oliver Prince,
hot-and-bashful son of the family running the rival sporting goods store. Their fancy
sales strategies are driving Elena’s family out of business. Elena’s mystery boy has teamed
up with her in their latest sales strategy, an augmented reality game, to help her win the
grand-prize plane tickets. Money’s so tight Elena’s going to miss senior year spring break
with her friends if she can’t win this game.
The girl Oliver’s fallen head-over-heels for online had better not be Elena Chestnut. She’s
his angry, vindictive Latin tutor, the daughter of his dad’s business rival, and the one girl
he’d never even think of kissing. She’s definitely not his online crush, because that girl is
funny, sweet, and perfect.
When Oliver asks to reveal their names at the Valentine’s Day dance, their IRL
relationship will either ruin what they have online, or they’ll discover just how thin the
line between love and hate really is.

North Pole, Minnesota Series, Book 1
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633758728
2/13/2017
255
3.99 USD
Contemporary,
Young Adult,
Enemies to Lovers,
Mistaken Identity

“This was so sweet and heartwarming, I do want a big hug right now. It was not too
much sweetness, though, and it tackled quite a lot of nice topics, such as sexual identity,
divorce, with on the one hand seriousness and on the other hand a lot of fun and
humour, too! These many ingredients made the perfect recipe for a heartwarming novel
that made my heart melt, for sure!” --Sophie, Where Are the Books?
“I absolutely loved Any Boy But You! It’s perfect for rom-com fans, especially if, like me,
you love both You’ve Got Mail and Gilmore Girls!” --Ambur, Burning Impossibly Bright
“Finally something to end my disappointing books streak. I was sold when I read You’ve
Got Mail in the summary, and it delivered.” --Hristina Petrov, I’ll Be Fine Alone Reads

ABOUT USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR JULIE HAMMERLE
USA Today best-selling, RITA nominated author, Julie Hammerle writes romantic comedies
for adults and teens. Before settling down to write “for real,” she studied opera, taught Latin,
and held her real estate license for one hot minute. Currently, when not writing, she ropes
people into conversations about Game of Thrones and makes excuses to avoid the gym. Her
favorite YA-centric TV shows include 90210 (original spice), Felicity, and Freaks and Geeks.
Her music playlist reads like a 1997 Lilith Fair set list. She lives in Chicago with her husband
and her two kids.
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There’s Something About Nik
by Sara Hantz

Nik Gustafsson has a secret: He’s not really Nik Gustafsson.
He’s not a spy. He’s not crazy.
He’s just the son and heir to one of the most important families in Europe—one where
duty always comes first. And his posh, too-public life is suffocating him. So when he gets
the chance to attend boarding school in America, pretending to be an average exchange
student is too big of a temptation to pass up.
Then he literally runs into Amber on campus. And she hates him at first sight.
It’s kind of exhilarating to be hated for who he is, not for his family name or his wealth.
Maybe if he turns up the charm and turns down the aloof mask he habitually wears, he
can win her over. Even though a bad past experience has made her swear off dating this
year.
But the more he gets to know her, the more uncomfortable he is keeping things from her.
Because Nik Gustafsson has a secret. And it’s a big one.
“I always love Sara Hantz books and this is no exception!” --Amanda Ashby, author of
Fairy Bad Day
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
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9781633758551
2/13/2017
194
3.99 USD
Contemporary,
Young Adult, Fish
Out of Water, Forced
Proximity, Mistaken
Identity, Opposites
Attract

“A lot of young adult romances have featured an undercover princess, but this turns that
story on its head. Very cute read! Lots of fun!” --Diana Rodriguez Wallach, author of
Proof of Lies
“I really enjoy secret identity books. Throw in some high school angst, and what’s not to
love?” --Emily May, author of The Earl’s Dilemma
“This book was so stinking cute! I love the royalty falling for a commoner trope. It’s so
unrealistic that when it does happen in real life, I can’t help but swoon.” --Moriah, A
Leisure Moment

ABOUT SARA HANTZ
Sara Hantz has been a prolific reader all her life, but it wasn’t until she was an adult that she
got the writing bug. Sara lectured for many years before deciding to devote more time to
her writing and working in the family hospitality business. She has two grown-up children
and when not writing, working, or online with her friends, she spends more time than most
people she knows watching TV - in fact if TV watching was an Olympic sport she’d win
gold.
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Falling for the Wrong Guy
by Sara Hantz

Ruby Davis has a crush on her brother’s best friend. At least, he was his bestie until the
big betrayal. Now Drew is off limits to everyone, especially Ruby. She can’t stand the way
people treat him, or the way he feels about himself. It isn’t right. And those deep green
eyes are calling to her.
Drew is scarred and damaged, and he has no business even looking at Ruby. But he can’t
help himself. She’s beautiful, but he does his best to stay away. When they are assigned a
school project, they become reluctant friends --even though they want so much more.

“This was an amazing book!!! It had me guessing the whole time!!!” --Alethia Posey,
Goodreads
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633753938
10/12/2015
266
3.99 USD
Contemporary,
Young Adult, Best
Friend’s Little Sister,
Forced Proximity

“I really enjoyed reading Sara Hantz’s Falling for the Wrong Guy. It was a cute romance
between a girl and her brother’s best friend that made my heart happy. If you’re in the
market for a fun contemporary romance with a little more depth, this is the book for
you.” --Emilie, Goodreads
“Such a great story about healing wounds and forgetting the past. Something I relate to,
yet again. There were parts that just wrenched my heart from my chest, and I felt like
crying.Only the best books can do that to me, and this book is that great. Also, is the
cover not the cutest?!” --Hadassah H, Goodreads

ABOUT SARA HANTZ
Sara Hantz has been a prolific reader all her life, but it wasn’t until she was an adult that she
got the writing bug. Sara lectured for many years before deciding to devote more time to
her writing and working in the family hospitality business. She has two grown-up children
and when not writing, working, or online with her friends, she spends more time than most
people she knows watching TV - in fact if TV watching was an Olympic sport she’d win
gold.
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The Perfectly Imperfect Match
by Kendra C. Highley

Pitcher Dylan Dennings has his future all mapped out: make the minors straight out of
high school, work his way up the farm system, and get called up to the majors by the time
he’s twenty-three. The Plan has been his sole focus for years, and if making his dreams
come true means instituting a strict “no girls” policy, so be it.
Lucy Foster, needlepoint ninja, big sister to an aspiring pitcher, and chicken advocate,
likes a little mayhem. So what if she gets lost taking her brother to baseball camp…at her
own high school? The pitching coach, some hotshot high school player, obviously thinks
she’s a hot mess. Too bad he’s cute, because he’s so not her type.
Problem is, they keep running into each other, and every interaction sparks hotter than
the last. But with Dylan’s future on the line, he has to decide whether some rules are
made to be broken…

Suttonville Sentinels Series, Book 3
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781640631243
7/10/2017
252
3.99 USD
Contemporary,
Young Adult, Sports
Romance, Enemies
to Lovers, Forbidden
Love, Opposites
Attract

“The Perfectly Imperfect Match was a delightfully sweet read, full of crushing and
budding love, and it put a smile on my face.” --Erica C., Goodreads
“This is a wonderful wholesome YA read.It’s a light, fun read with very little angst and
some really great characters.” --Bette H., Goodreads
“The Perfectly Imperfect Match has such a sweet story. [...] A great summer read. I
can’t wait to read the rest of Kendra C. Highley’s books. I am hooked!” --Domini P.,
Goodreads
“I love an opposite attracts romance and this author didn’t disappoint! Lucy and Dylan
are like night and day, but their chemistry makes the relationship shine--sparks fly off the
pages!! *swoon* I loved it.” --Victoria B., NetGalley

ABOUT KENDRA C. HIGHLEY
Kendra C. Highley lives in north Texas with her husband and two children. She also
serves as staff to three self-important and high-powered cats. This, according to the cats,
is her most critical job. She believes in everyday magic, extraordinary love stories, and the
restorative powers of dark chocolate.
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Swinging at Love
by Kendra C. Highley

Outfielder Tristan Murrell has a problem. As the number two slugger for the Suttonville
Sentinels, his team is counting on him to make their very first run at the state
championship. But he has a secret—his swing has totally deserted him. As in, he can’t hit
anything. He needs to fix the issue, and fast, but how?
Ballerina Alyssa Kaplan has a problem, too. The shiny new sports complex in town has
left her family’s batting cage business on the verge of going under. Nailing her audition
for a prestigious dance company is everything, but there’s no way she’s letting her some
shiny big-box company destroy her family’s livelihood.
Tristan needs a miracle. So does Alyssa. And maybe, just maybe, Tristan’s secret weapon
might be the girl of his dreams…

Suttonville Sentinels Series, Book 2
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
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9781633759299
3/13/2017
262
3.99 USD
Contemporary,
Young Adult, Sports
Romance, Bait and
Switch, Forbidden
Love

“I remember reading about Tristan in the first book, and oh wow if I thought I loved him
in the first book, this one is entirely on a different level.” --Anessa Suleman, Book Lover
“There is absolutely no reason for anyone to not like this book. It’s a quick, fun read.
I love Tristan and Alyssa. The chemistry between them is just . . . Aaah! Love it!”
--Hadassah Harper, Haddie’s Haven
“Swinging at Love was such a fun book. [...] I’m starting to love the sports romance
books some of the Entangled Teen authors have been putting out.” --Kristi Housman,
Goodreads

Rights Sold in Gaming

ABOUT KENDRA C. HIGHLEY
Kendra C. Highley lives in north Texas with her husband and two children. She also
serves as staff to three self-important and high-powered cats. This, according to the cats,
is her most critical job. She believes in everyday magic, extraordinary love stories, and the
restorative powers of dark chocolate.
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The Bad Boy Bargain
by Kendra C. Highley

Baseball player Kyle Sawyer has many labels: bad boy, delinquent, ladies’ man, fearless
outfielder… Only one of them is actually true. But then sweet ballet dancer Faith
Gladwell asks him to help wreck her reputation, and everything goes sideways.
Faith knows a thing or two about love, and what she had with her cheating jerk of an ex
wasn’t it. When he starts spreading rumors about her being an Ice Queen, Faith decides
it’s time to let a little bad into her life.
Lucky for her, Kyle Sawyer—dark, dangerous, totally swoonworthy Kyle Sawyer—is
landscaping her backyard over Spring Break. Shirtless. And if she can convince him to
play along, “dating” Kyle will silence the rumors.
But Faith’s plan threatens to expose Sawyer’s biggest secret of all…and that’s a risk he’s not
willing to take.

Suttonville Sentinels Series, Book 1
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
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9781633757905
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Contemporary,
Young Adult, Sports
Romance, Bad Boy
Reformed, Fake
Relationship

“THE BAD BOY BARGAIN is everything you’d want in a book: an intriguing story,
lovable characters, a swoon-worthy guy, some humor, and a whole lot of heart....This
was a sweet and heartwarming page-turner that I could not put down. I’m always a fan
of Kendra C. Highley’s books, but this one is a new favorite!” --Erin Fletcher, Author, All
Laced Up
“This sweet, adorable romance ticked all the boxes for me. It was a quick, entertaining
read that left me with so many good feels. I’ll definitely be checking out more of this
author’s work in future.” --Siobhan Davis, My YA & NA Obsession
“Overall, it was a quick and cute read. I’ll definitely be checking out future works from
this author.” --Stacee, Adventures of a Book Junkie

ABOUT KENDRA C. HIGHLEY
Kendra C. Highley lives in north Texas with her husband and two children. She also
serves as staff to three self-important and high-powered cats. This, according to the cats,
is her most critical job. She believes in everyday magic, extraordinary love stories, and the
restorative powers of dark chocolate.
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Defying Gravity
by Kendra C. Highley

Zoey Miller lives for her holidays in Aspen. Her time up on the mountain with the
Madison brothers, Parker and Luke, is everything. But for the first time, it’s not enough.
This time, she’s determined to win one of the brothers’ hearts.
But the brother she has in mind is a renowned player, with hordes of snow-bunnies
following him around Snowmass resort. And the other...well, he’s her best friend and
knows she deserves better. Namely him. And he’s going to win her heart.

Finding Perfect Series, Book 2
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633757165
7/25/2016
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3.99 USD
Contemporary,
Young Adult,
Holiday Romances,
Sports Romance,
Friends to Lovers,
Revenge

“This book is just freaking cute! There’s no other word for it.” --Krystal, Kookie Krysp
Reads
“Once I dove in, I could barely put [Defying Gravity] down. I wanted to go back to
Aspen and spend all my time with Zoey and Parker and wouldn’t have wanted to spend a
long car ride any other way.” --Moriah Chavis, A Leisure Moment
“For fans of Kasie West and Susane Colasanti, this is great YA book to add to your TBR
pile!” --Jordan Marie
“These Entangled Crush books are cute and fun - light, teen friendly romances with just
the right endings.” --Charla Hollingsworth, HNGC Library

ABOUT KENDRA C. HIGHLEY
Kendra C. Highley lives in north Texas with her husband and two children. She also
serves as staff to three self-important and high-powered cats. This, according to the cats,
is her most critical job. She believes in everyday magic, extraordinary love stories, and the
restorative powers of dark chocolate.
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Finding Perfect
by Kendra C. Highley

For “Perfect Paige” Westfeld, today is “D” Day. As in, she just got one on her calculus test.
With her dreams of Stanford, her reputation, and her parents’ expectations at stake, Paige
needs to find a way to save face before everything she’s worked for goes up in flames.
Ben Franklin (yes, he’s related) is from the wrong side of town, with the wrong clothes
and the wrong kind of life. He also knows an opportunity when he sees one, and he’ll be
happy to tutor Paige—if she makes him into the kind of guy her best friend, the hottest
girl in school, will date.
It’s the perfect arrangement. And Paige is determined not even the inconvenient—and
utterly imperfect—attraction simmering between her and Ben will ruin it…

Finding Perfect Series, Book 1
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633754294
9/14/2015
199
3.99 USD
Contemporary,
Young Adult, Across
the Tracks, Bait and
Switch, Social Issues,
Friends to Lovers,
Overcoming Odds

“Gorgeous, addictive and impossible to put down, this is a must read for contemporary
romance lovers!” --Literary-ly Obsessed
“Finding Perfect is such the perfect blend of teen angst, high school antics, and parental
drama...I felt like I was in the midst of one of my favorite Brat Pack movies from the 80s!
It was sweet, funny, and heartfelt.” --Shannon, Goodreads

“This is a brilliant high school romance with some of the best, well rounded, characters
in a teen book I have ever read.” --Elaine, Splashes into Books
“This is a super cute, fast read with swoony moments.” --Melissa, Goodreads

ABOUT KENDRA C. HIGHLEY
Kendra C. Highley lives in north Texas with her husband and two children. She also
serves as staff to three self-important and high-powered cats. This, according to the cats,
is her most critical job. She believes in everyday magic, extraordinary love stories, and the
restorative powers of dark chocolate.
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The Rules of Rebellion
by Amity Hope

1. Skinny dip (her idea)
2. Prank someone (his idea)
3. Stargaze (her idea)
4. Kiss someone (his idea)
Leo Zimmerman has had a crush on his curvy best friend Kylie Jenkins since forever, so
When he discovers the girl with a flair for baking has a newfound plan to rebel against
her overbearing parents, he’s determined to be the one to help her carry it out. Who
better than a self-proclaimed rebel like himself to show her the ropes of letting loose?
Sure, taking her to her first high school party, helping her sneak out of the house, or
watching a sunset together isn’t exactly a hardship, but much harder is masking his
feelings the more time they spend together. And when he suggests adding “kiss a boy” to
Kylie’s plan and she accepts…suddenly all his dreams seem to be coming true.
But Leo’s got a secret that could change everything between them, and it’s only a matter
of time before it comes to the surface.
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“This is a sweet romance. Kylie pulls all the strings. Leo shows how great he is and the
pair gets on really well. This is Kylie’s story of getting everything she wants by taking a
risk.” --D.M., Goodreads
“It is a story filled with little rebellions, lots of love and much more trouble! A great
read, I have no hesitation in recommending it to teens and adults who appreciate a well
written, fast paced high school saga.” --Elaine, Goodreads
“The Rules of Rebellion was such a cute read so I cannot wait to read more books written
by Amity Hope!” --Shirley, Goodreads

ABOUT AMITY HOPE
Amity lives in beautiful northern Minnesota with her two sons, two cats and their
Rottweiler. She has a degree in elementary education and worked in that field for ten years
before deciding to chase her dream. Her debut novel, Twisted, was listed by Amazon as a
Top 100 Kids & Teens Kindle Book of 2012. If she’s not writing, or spending time with her
boys, she’s most likely reading.
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The Rules of Persuasion
by Amity Hope

1) Take things slow (her rule)
2) Make it believable (his rule)
After tragedy hit her family, Meg Matthews officially crossed the line from “good girl” to
“bad girl.” Motorcycle? Check. Graffiti? Check. The only thing Meg hadn’t planned on
was blackmail. Too bad now a certain infuriating boy holds Meg’s future in his hands…
When Luke Prescott—star pitcher and town golden boy—catches Meg vandalizing the
school, she’s given two choices: face the consequences or enter into a fake relationship
with him to get his parents and his ex off his back.
But as Meg and Luke grow closer, they both realize they’ve been keeping secrets from
each other. Their fake relationship might be doomed from the start—if they can’t learn to
open up to the one person they never thought they’d trust.
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“This book was cute and the perfect YA romance I was looking for!” --Dee, The Bookish
Khaleesi
“The perfect kind of summer romance for young adult readers.” --Darleen, On the
Brightside
“I LOVED IT! The sweet and sassy banter between Meg and Luke kept the book’s pacing
at a rapid rate. I read pages and pages without even reaching over to grab my cup to sip
my coffee!” --Victoria B., NetGalley
“This is a great fluffy summer read and would definitely recommend this to people who
love contemporary books!” --Emily F., Goodreads

Rights Sold in Gaming

ABOUT AMITY HOPE
Amity lives in beautiful northern Minnesota with her two sons, two cats and their
Rottweiler. She has a degree in elementary education and worked in that field for ten years
before deciding to chase her dream. Her debut novel, Twisted, was listed by Amazon as a
Top 100 Kids & Teens Kindle Book of 2012. If she’s not writing, or spending time with her
boys, she’s most likely reading.
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Taming the Rebel
by Dawn Klehr

Rebel Hart should be at home taking care of her father after his breakup with his
boyfriend, not tromping through the woods at summer camp. He’s had his heart broken
beyond repair, and the way she sees it, there’s only one person to blame—the boyfriend’s
son. So when that infuriatingly gorgeous quarterback turns up at the same camp, she
plans to make him pay.
Justice Brody isn’t happy about trading training camp for actual summer camp. But
if he wants to stay on the football team, he has to show that he can be drama-free. He
welcomes the anonymity that comes with summer camp…until he realizes the one
girl who knows him better than anyone is there, too. Rebel is off-limits, impossibly
beautiful…and trouble with a capital T. Still, he can’t stay away. And even as Rebel exacts
her revenge, in several very embarrassing and painful ways, neither can she.
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“Taming the Rebel is filled with comedy, strong friendships, delightful rapport between
characters and charming intimacy.” --Emily C., Goodreads
“The story is full of swoonworthy moments and has a lot of heart. I really enjoyed this
one!” --Sarah B., NetGalley
“A cute summer read, with humor, pranks and teenage angst.” --Alison, Lovely Alison
Reads
“This novel was such a light summer romance read. Cute and spunky through and
through!” --Nicole B., Goodreads

ABOUT DAWN KLEHR
Dawn Klehr is the author of the young adult romantic thrillers, The Cutting Room Floor
and If You Wrong Us, as well the edgy YA romance, A Rebel Heart, coming Summer 2017.
She began her career in TV news and though she’s been on both sides of the camera, she
prefers to lurk behind the lens. Mostly, she loves to get lost in stories –in film, the theater,
or on the page --and is a sucker for both the sinister and the sappy. Dawn lives in the Twin
Cities with her funny husband, adorable son, and naughty dog.
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Not Okay, Cupid
by Heidi R. Kling

Hazel McCallister loves her life. Perfect grades. Perfect best friend. Perfect boyfriend.
Until her perfect boyfriend cheats on her with her perfect best friend. Now Hazel’s in free
fall—until her best friend’s brother, Felix, gives her the perfect idea. Reclaim her power
by taking revenge on her cheating ex.
Felix James loves his life. Casual relationships. Loads of surfing. He’s as drama-free as
they come. But he can’t stand by when his sister steals her best friend’s boyfriend, and the
dude insists it was Hazel’s fault. So Felix vows to help turn Hazel into a girl her ex can’t
resist—so then she can break his heart.
With an alliance in place, Hazel’s revenge is all but assured. But with each piece of
payback, she feels a stronger attraction to Felix, even though revenge will turn her into
a girl Felix could never be with. And soon Hazel has to make an impossible choice:
revenge…or Felix, the boy who’s stolen her heart.

“I’m a huge fan of Kling’s. Fast-paced sweet romance that has a 80s movie feel going for
it. Think modern SIXTEEN CANDLES.” --Kim Baccellia, YA Book Central
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“I LOVED THIS BOOK...something about light-hearted contemporaries that make me
incredibly happy.” --Downright Dystopian
“This adorable novel is pure YA gold, with a cast of endearing characters who will work
their way into your heart and not let go. The banter between Felix and Hazel alone is
worth the price of this book. The dialogue is quick and witty, and will leave you wanting
more scenes with just the two of them sitting around talking. Their flirting is seriously
off-the-charts cute. This romance is squeaky clean and perfect for romance lovers of all
ages.” --Lit Reactor

Rights Sold in Turkish

ABOUT HEIDI R. KLING
Heidi R. Kling is the bestselling author of novels about relatable girls in fantastic
situations— books that beg the question: what would YOU do in her shoes? Her latest,
WHERE THE SEA TAKES ME, is the sequel to her award-winning debut novel Sea #1
WHERE I FOUND YOU. A native Californian, she relocated to New York to earn her MFA
in Creative Writing from The New School and is now living her dream writing full time in
a tiny town on the Cali coast with her husband, two kids, their Sailor dog and a guinea pig
named Llama Llama.
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Love Beyond Opposites
by Molly E. Lee

If high school has taught mathlete Jade Aaron anything, it’s that nerds never get the guy.
So when rock star Lennon Pryor starts pursuing her, It’s not rocket science. This doesn’t
add up.
I mean, sure, he’s hot.
And charming.
And a god on the guitar...
But he’s also the world’s biggest player. Being with him would be a bigger mistake than
2+2=5.
Until graduation night, when a reckless moment leads to a reckless kiss. And now Jade’s
falling for the one guy destined to break her heart.
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Digital ISBN:
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“Molly E. Lee’s latest YA meets rocker romance, Love Beyond Opposites, SHINES like
a bright star with sweetness, swoon, passion, and promise, and I was SWEPT AWAY. I
CRUSHED on this story so hard!” --Karen, Bookalicious Babes Blog
“Seriously, this series, this book, is one everyone needs to read. There’s nothing wrong
with a little YA loving in your life every now and then and Molly Lee did nothing but
execute it perfectly.” --Imani, Enamored Reads
“This book is a five star rating based on the pace being fast for me, (meaning I was able
to enjoy and finish super quickly), the characters, plotline, and the fluffy romance. If you
like fast paced, 24 hour type of fluffy romances this book is for you.” --Colleen, Colleen’s
Conclusions

ABOUT MOLLY E. LEE
Molly E. Lee is an author best known for her romance novels, the Grad Night series and the
Love on the Edge series. She is a 1001 Dark Nights Discovery Author for 2017. Molly writes
Adult and Young Adult contemporary featuring strong female heroines who are unafraid
to challenge their male counterparts, yet still vulnerable enough to have love sneak up on
them. In addition to being a military spouse and mother of two + one stubborn English
Bulldog, Molly loves watching storms from her back porch at her Midwest home, and
digging for treasures in antique stores.
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Love Between Enemies
by Molly E. Lee

Zoey Handler is ready to put an end to her decade-long rivalry with Gordon Meyers.
They’ve traded top spot between valedictorian and salutatorian for years, but all that’s
over now. Right? But after a crazy graduation speech prank gets out of hand, suddenly
their rivalry turns into all-out war. Time to make peace with a little friendly payback.
Step one? Make him believe they’re now friends.
Step two? Show him the time of his life at an epic graduation party.
Step three? Don’t fall for his tricks.
Step four? Absolutely, positively, do not kiss him again.
So what if he’s cute? (Okay, hot.) So what if he’s charming? (Heaven help her, tempting.)
So what if he apologizes? (That has to be fake.) She knows the real Gordon. And no
matter how much her heart begs her to stop, there’s no turning back.

Grad Night Series, Book 2
Digital ISBN:
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Contemporary,
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Revenge

“I was very impressed with the way these characters were brought to life. I felt that I was
back in high school and experiencing all the drama that comes with.” --Wit and Wonder
Books
“The dynamic between the two was sizzling with chemistry[.]” --Oumy, Goodreads
“Everything about this book was great. The characters were believable and well
developed. [...] I can’t wait to read more.” --Tara Peters, Goodreads
“I think I loved this even more than Love In The Friend Zone!” --Amanda, Goodreads

ABOUT MOLLY E. LEE
Molly E. Lee is an author best known for her romance novels, the Grad Night series and the
Love on the Edge series. She is a 1001 Dark Nights Discovery Author for 2017. Molly writes
Adult and Young Adult contemporary featuring strong female heroines who are unafraid
to challenge their male counterparts, yet still vulnerable enough to have love sneak up on
them. In addition to being a military spouse and mother of two + one stubborn English
Bulldog, Molly loves watching storms from her back porch at her Midwest home, and
digging for treasures in antique stores.
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Love in the Friend Zone
by Molly E. Lee

Braylen didn’t even want to go to Lennon Pryor’s epic graduation-night party, but when
Fynn begs her to be his “wingwoman,” she can’t deny him. Talking up her BFF—how
he’s magic behind a camera, with a killer sense of humor and eyelashes that frame the
most gorgeous blue eyes in the history of forever—is easy. Supporting his efforts to woo
someone so completely wrong for him? Not so much
Fynn knows that grad night is his last shot before leaving for college to find true love.
But over the course of the coolest party of their high school careers, he starts to see that
perhaps what he really wants has been in front of him all along. Bray’s been his best
friend since kindergarten, though, and he’d rather have her in his life as a friend than not
at all.
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“This book is everything you want and expect from a teen romance!” --Sarah L.,
Goodreads
“I could not put Love in the Friend Zone down! This was such an entertaining read that
had me on the edge of my seat the whole time.” --Chelsea, Freeing Fantasy
“This is my first time reading Molly E. Lee’s book and it has my heart for her amazing
writing!” --Fatin M., NetGalley
“You need to read this book. I know I can’t wait for the next in the series!” --Tara P.,
Goodreads

ABOUT MOLLY E. LEE
Molly E. Lee is an author best known for her romance novels, the Grad Night series and the
Love on the Edge series. She is a 1001 Dark Nights Discovery Author for 2017. Molly writes
Adult and Young Adult contemporary featuring strong female heroines who are unafraid
to challenge their male counterparts, yet still vulnerable enough to have love sneak up on
them. In addition to being a military spouse and mother of two + one stubborn English
Bulldog, Molly loves watching storms from her back porch at her Midwest home, and
digging for treasures in antique stores.
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Aimee and the Heartthrob
by Ophelia London

Miles Carlisle is every teen girl’s fantasy. His rugged good looks and exotic British accent
have helped catapult his boy band, Seconds to Juliet, to super-stardom. But after two
disastrous and very public breakups, Miles isn’t interested in dating just any girl; he wants
The One. And the only girl he’s interested in is not only his best friend’s little sister—and
off-limits—but won’t even give him the time of day…
As a kid, Aimee Bingham had a huge thing for Miles…until he made fun of her for
always tagging along. Now that she’s outgrown both him and her pigtails, the prospect of
spending two weeks on tour with the childhood crush who broke her heart isn’t exactly
enticing. Except now Miles seems interested. Very interested. And no matter how hard
Aimee tries to resist him, her crush is definitely making a comeback.
But everyone knows that falling for a heartthrob is a backstage pass to heartbreak…

Backstage Pass Series, Book 1
Digital ISBN:
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Rights Sold in German

“Fun, sweet, and so, so HOT! This is my teenage dream come true! Ophelia London
perfectly captures the push and pull, the yearning and angst, and the all-consuming rush
of first love. I never wanted this story to end.” --New York Times Bestselling Author
Rachel Harris
“This is, without a doubt, one of the most squee-worthy books I’ve read this year and
I’m already adding it to my list of 2015 favorites... This book was simply a wonderfully
written story about young love and how trust and faith in one another are important to
make any relationship work, whether one or both of you are famous or you just happen
to be regular people.” --Bookaholics Not-So-Anonymous
“I sighed, I swooned, I laughed, I FELL INLOVE. The characters are superb! Lets hug
Ophelia for bringing Miles to our lives.” --Paula M, Goodreads

ABOUT USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR OPHELIA LONDON
USA Today bestselling author Ophelia London was born and raised among the redwood
trees in beautiful northern California. Once she was fully educated, she decided to settle in
Florida, but her car broke down in Texas and she’s lived in Dallas ever since. A cupcake and
treadmill aficionado (obviously those things are connected), she spends her time watching
arthouse movies and impossibly trashy TV, while living vicariously through the characters
she writes.
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Operation Prom Date
by Cindi Madsen

Kate ships tons of fictional couples, but IRL her OTP is her and Mick, the hot
quarterback she’s crushed on since, like, forever. With only one semester left of senior
year, it’s now or never if she wants to land him in time for prom. Since she’s flirtationally
challenged, she enlists Cooper Callihan, the guy who turned popular seemingly
overnight but who used to be a good friend.
Cooper lives and breathes rowing, but his partner just broke his wrist. When he
remembers Kate’s good with a set of oars, he strikes a deal: help him train, and he’ll
make sure her crush notices her. Only he didn’t know how addicting spending time
with her would be. Or how the more successful the Operation is, the more jealousy he
experiences.
The mission has been set. The troops have their marching orders. But what if the target is
the wrong guy all along?

“Quirky, romantic, and so much fun! I TOTALLY ship these two!” --Rachel Harris,
author of My Super Sweet Sixteenth Century
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633758742
3/13/2017
251
3.99 USD
Contemporary,
Young Adult, Sports
Romance, Friends to
Lovers, Right Under
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Rights Sold in Audio

“Operation Prom Date is a sweet, swoony, hilarious romance that I couldn’t put down!
I totally shipped this couple with each turn of the page! Another big win for Cindi
Madsen!” --Molly E. Lee, Author of the Love on the Edge series
“GAH! It was just perfect. My romance loving heart was so freaking satisfied, I had
tingles just reading about them. And the climax was perfection.” --Lenore, Celebrity
Readers
“Their friendship is real, their chemistry is sizzling and it was so nice to see Kate discover
what she wants, and DESERVES from a relationship.” --For What It’s Worth

ABOUT USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR CINDI MADSEN
Cindi Madsen is a USA Today bestselling author of contemporary romance and young
adult novels. She sits at her computer every chance she gets, plotting, revising, and falling in
love with her characters. Sometimes it makes her a crazy person. Without it, she’d be even
crazier. She has way too many shoes, but can always find a reason to buy a pretty new pair,
especially if they’re sparkly, colorful, or super tall. She loves music and dancing and wishes
summer lasted all year long. She lives in Colorado (where summer is most definitely NOT
all year long) with her husband, three children, an overly-dramatic tomcat, & an adorable
one-eyed kitty named Agent Fury.
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Stuck with You
by Christina Mandelski

When Caleb Gray heads to the Texas coast to mentally prepare for a future he isn’t sure
he wants, the last person he expects to see is Catie Dixon. Yeah, their mothers have been
planning their wedding since they were born, but he and Catie are most definitely not
friends. He can’t see her as anything but the annoying kid who followed him everywhere.
Except, it’s really bothering him that everyone is staring at her in that bikini…
Catie got over her crush on Caleb ages ago. So why can’t she see past his ripped body or
how unsettled he seems? She’s got her own problems, though. Her future has been set for
years and now she’s dreaming of pulling the plug. A week at their families’ beach house is
just what she needs to pull herself together, and she has no intention of letting Caleb back
into her heart...which would be a whole lot easier if he’d put on a shirt.
But a forced week of togetherness full of beach parties, waterslide mishaps, bonfires, and
roller coasters sparks more than an understanding. What do you do when the person
standing in the way of your future is the one person you grew up hating...but now don’t?

The First Kiss Hypothesis Series, Book 3
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
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9781640638556
9/2/2019
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3.99 USD
Contemporary,
Young Adult,
Enemies to Lovers

“This book was such a quick read, and I found myself unable to put it down.” --Sophie,
Goodreads
“This was a cute story. I do enjoy a nice contemporary romance and Caleb and Catie
were fun characters. “ --Aly, Goodreads
“Stuck with You is the first book that I’ve read by Christina Mandelski, but it certainly
won’t be my last. This story was so sweet, romantic, and heartfelt. It had all of the
elements that I look for in a young adult contemporary romance!” --Lindy, Goodreads

ABOUT CHRISTINA MANDELSKI
Christina Mandelski was born in South Florida, where her love of reading was cultivated
in a house full of books. Chris lives in Houston with one handsome husband, two beautiful
daughters, and two freakshow cats. She has a fondness for the beach, her family and friends,
and she still loves to read (especially curled up with a good cup of coffee!) She also enjoys
shopping, traveling and eating, especially cake. Always cake. When she’s not doing these
things, you can find her holed in a cozy spot with her laptop, writing.
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Love and Other Secrets
by Christina Mandelski

Star lacrosse player Alex “Kov” Koviak has it all. Or so everyone thinks. He’s real good at
pretending his life is perfect...until he meets Bailey. The girl challenges him and pushes
him and makes him laugh like he’s never laughed before. Their friendship is their little
secret, and he’s happy to keep her to himself.
Between school, two jobs, and trying to get into NYU film school, Bailey Banfield has
zero time for a social life. But then she meets Alex in her express lane at the grocery
store, and their secret friendship becomes the only place she can breathe. She refuses to
complicate that with more. No matter how charming Alex can be.
When Bailey decides to film outrageous promposals for her NYU application, she enlists
Alex’s help to plan an over-the-top, epic promposal to someone else. Too bad the only
prom date Alex wants anywhere near Bailey is him.
For a guy who seems to have it all, he’s about to lose the only thing he’s ever wanted.

The First Kiss Hypothesis Series, Book 2
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
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9781640636262
9/3/2018
305
3.99 USD
Contemporary,
Young Adult, Sports
Romance, Opposites
Attract, Unrequited
Love

“Love and Other Secrets by Christina Mandeleski a five-star read that will make you
breathe deep to your toes and smile. This was my first read by this author and I am
certain I will go back and read her other books, there was a sweet romance to this story
that kept me hooked.” --Sara O., Goodreads
“I couldn’t read this book fast enough, it’s so charming!” --Danielle M., Goodreads
“AHHHHH!! I. LOVED. IT! As always - any Entangled Crush novel, I’m always going to
be obsessed with. But Bailey and Alex? I really have no words. I loved it. I loved it. I loved
it. I loved them. I loved them soooo much.” --Viv Y., Goodreads
“This book was adorable and I couldn’t put it down.” --Laura F., Goodreads

ABOUT CHRISTINA MANDELSKI
Christina Mandelski was born in South Florida, where her love of reading was cultivated
in a house full of books. Chris lives in Houston with one handsome husband, two beautiful
daughters, and two freakshow cats. She has a fondness for the beach, her family and friends,
and she still loves to read (especially curled up with a good cup of coffee!) She also enjoys
shopping, traveling and eating, especially cake. Always cake. When she’s not doing these
things, you can find her holed in a cozy spot with her laptop, writing.
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The First Kiss Hypothesis
by Christina Mandelski

Nora Reid believes scientific laws control everything, even love. With her grandparents’
epic first kiss story cemented in her brain, Nora develops a hypothesis she’s determined
to prove: for each person in the world, there is exactly one other person, and at first kiss,
they’ll experience an immediate and intense reaction.
But after four years of zero-reaction kisses, she comes up with a new theory: maybe that
pesky crush on her stunningly hot best friend Eli Costas is skewing her results.
She needs to get rid of him, and fast.
Eli Costas is an injury-prone lacrosse star with a problem—the one chance he had at
winning over the girl next door resulted in the most epically sucktastic first kiss ever.
And now she’s…trying to get rid of him? Hell no. It’s time to disprove her theory and
show her exactly what she’s missing.
Game. On.

The First Kiss Hypothesis Series, Book 1
Digital ISBN:
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9781640633568
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“The character development is where this novel shined. The characters speak and act
as their age group, they have fears and worries that match their ages as well.” --Erica
Chilson, Wicked Reads
“With some intense driving, some delicious pie and a cute younger brother, The First
Kiss Hypothesis is a sweet, original story.” --Danielle, Chapters Through Life
“Fun read with a lot of pie.” --Tammy, Goodreads
“Nora and Eli were hilarious, with Eli stealing the show. The concept, I think, was
original and it was done very well. There was love and acceptance for girls involved in
science and education on those on the autism spectrum. I couldn’t be more pleased with
this book.” --Lacy, A Ravenclaw Library

ABOUT CHRISTINA MANDELSKI
Christina Mandelski was born in South Florida, where her love of reading was cultivated
in a house full of books. Chris lives in Houston with one handsome husband, two beautiful
daughters, and two freakshow cats. She has a fondness for the beach, her family and friends,
and she still loves to read (especially curled up with a good cup of coffee!) She also enjoys
shopping, traveling and eating, especially cake. Always cake. When she’s not doing these
things, you can find her holed in a cozy spot with her laptop, writing.
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Offsetting Penalties
by Ally Mathews

Isabelle Oster has dreamed of being a prima ballerina her entire life, so when the only
male dancer backs out of the fall production, she’s devastated. Without a partner, she has
no hope of earning a spot with the prestigious Ballet Americana company. Until hot jock
Garret practicing stretches in one of the studios gives Izzy an idea, and she whips out her
phone. But does she really want this badly enough to resort to blackmail?
All-state tight end Garret Mitchell will do anything to get a college football scholarship.
Even taking ballet, which surprisingly isn’t so bad, because it means he gets to be up
close and personal with the gorgeous Goth girl Izzy while learning moves to increase his
flexibility. But Izzy needs him to perform with her for the Ballet Americana spot, and he
draws the line at getting on stage. Especially wearing tights.

“A fresh, cute story that is about blackmail, football and ballet.” --Caramel, Bookable
Reviews
Digital ISBN:
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9781640633384
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Contemporary,
Young Adult, Sports
Romance, Across
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to Lovers, Forced
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“I had so much fun reading this book! I literally had a smile on my face the entire time I
was reading it.” --Lauren, SERIESous Books
“I really enjoyed this book, and I liked the fact it taught me something new. Who
would have known ballet was the key to football. Rio Ferdinand that’s who!” --Danielle,
Chapters Through Life
“Izzy and Garret are about as opposite as you can get, but their growing relationship was
adorable and fun to read about.” --Kristi Housman, Confessions of a YA Reader

Rights Sold in Gaming

ABOUT ALLY MATHEWS
Ally lives in Texas with three kids, four dogs, two cats, a rabbit, assorted reptiles, and her
husband. When she’s not writing, you can find her reading, binge watching Psych, Scream,
Younger, and superhero movies, and letting dogs in and out of the house. She loves to cook
but hates to clean up afterwards, and strongly believes that Disney World is truly magical.
You can find Ally on her website, Instagram, Facebook, and Twitter, though she makes no
claims of using any of them properly.
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Weddings, Crushes, and Other Dramas
by Emily McKay

Willa is happy to be the maid of honor in her dad’s upcoming wedding to uber-celeb
Mia McCain. Not as happy about the best man being her soon-to-be stepbrother, the
infuriating—and infuriatingly gorgeous—Finn McCain. Every time their paths cross, the
attraction simmering between them grows a little harder to ignore. Willa knows all about
guys like Finn—they only want what they can’t have. What’s between them isn’t real.
Finn has never felt anything more real than what’s developing between him and Willa.
Sure, her dad warned him to steer clear, but it’s not just about forbidden temptation. He’s
determined to prove to Willa he’s not going anywhere—and that happily-ever-after will
always be worth the risk.

Creative HeArts Series, Book 6
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633758537
2/13/2017
229
3.99 USD
Contemporary,
Young Adult,
Forbidden Love,
Forced Proximity,
Opposites Attract,
Overcoming Odds

“Seriously swoony! I loved Finn in How Willa Got Her Groove Back, but he’s gotten
even better over the course of Weddings, Crushes, and Other Dramas if that’s possible.”
--Melissa, Goodreads
“It’s great fun, watching Willa and Finn do everything possible in an effort to avoid the
magnetic pull between them.” --John Clark, Goodreads
“Weddings, Crushes, and Other Dramas by Emily McKay is the cute conclusion (or is it?)
to this high school romance.” --Emily, Goodreads

ABOUT EMILY MCKAY
Emily McKay is a life-long fan of books, pop-culture and anything geeky. She has a black
belt in Tae Kwon Do and baking cookies. When she’s not kicking-ass and scooping cookie
dough, she’s watching videos from Screen Junkies (her favorite Youtube channel) or
Pemberely Digital or Classic Alice. Okay, she has a YouTube problem! She’s seeking help.
Really. Though, she may also have a slight problem with procrastination. When the internet
is down and there are no chocolate chips in the house, she does write books --everything
from Harlequin romance novels to post-apocalyptic YA. Though her interests may appear
broad, the common denominators are swoony heroes and snarky humor.
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How Willa Got Her Groove Back
by Emily McKay

When Willa Schofer’s father comes home from a business trip with an über-famous new
fiancée, Willa’s senior year blows up in paparazzi-fueled flames. Overnight, she has a new
house, a new car, and a new soon-to-be stepbrother—the unbelievably hot, unbelievably
arrogant, Finn McCain. Thank god he’s constantly pushing her buttons, or she might do
something irresponsible. Like fall for the jerk.
Just when Willa’s decided to avoid him for, oh, ever, Finn lands in the center of her senior
project team. Seriously—how hard is it to shake a guy? At least her work on the project
snagged the attention of the (second) hottest guy in school. He might only be into her
because of her famous stepmom, and he’s not quite as exciting as a certain annoying
housemate, but at least she’s allowed to crush on the guy.
Because crushing on your annoying stepbrother? So not cool.

Creative HeArts Series, Book 2
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633754812
2/22/2016
258
3.99 USD
Contemporary,
Young Adult,
Forbidden Love,
Forced Proximity

“I have to say that I was not expecting to like this books as much as I did. Also, getting
into it, I had no idea that it would be a series of its own --a.k.a., this is the first book
in the Willa and Finn trilogy. So people, be warned: THIS IS NOT A STANDALONE
NOVEL! Also, this is a loose retelling of Pride and Prejudice!” --My Tiny Obsessions
“I LOVE the way this series has been crafted with different authors writing different
books based on characters who are all interconnected. Did I say I LOVE it? I LOVE
LOVE it!” --Siobhan Davis, Goodreads
“Highly recommended to fans of Stephanie Perkins’ Anna and the French Kiss, Lola
and the Boy Next Door, and Isla and the Happily Ever After. I, for one, can’t wait to see
what happens in the next Creative HeArts installment from Emily McKay! “ --Melissa,
Goodreads

ABOUT EMILY MCKAY
Emily McKay is a life-long fan of books, pop-culture and anything geeky. She has a black
belt in Tae Kwon Do and baking cookies. When she’s not kicking-ass and scooping cookie
dough, she’s watching videos from Screen Junkies (her favorite Youtube channel) or
Pemberely Digital or Classic Alice. Okay, she has a YouTube problem! She’s seeking help.
Really. Though, she may also have a slight problem with procrastination. When the internet
is down and there are no chocolate chips in the house, she does write books --everything
from Harlequin romance novels to post-apocalyptic YA. Though her interests may appear
broad, the common denominators are swoony heroes and snarky humor.
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Saving It

by Monica Murphy
Eden: Josh Evans and I have been best friends forever. He knows all my secrets, and I
know all of his. So when he randomly asks me to help him lose his virginity, I sort of flip
out. That’s a question that sends your mind to places you’ve seriously never considered
before. Like, you know. Having sex. With your best friend. Except Josh doesn’t want to
have sex with me—he wants me to help him find a girl. A nice girl who’s funny and smart
and cute. Except he already knows a girl just like that…
Josh: Eden Sumner is my best friend. So of course she’d be the person to help me find
my perfect match, so I can drop my V card before I head off to college. Except the more
we search, the more I realize that maybe the right girl has been by my side all along. I
don’t need Eden’s help in finding me a girl to love. I’m pretty sure I’m already in love with
Eden. But now she thinks I’m only after one thing…with anyone but her.

“Amazing characters and plenty of laugh-out-loud and swoony moments!” --Cindi
Madsen, USA Today bestselling author of Operation Prom Date
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781640633995
9/18/2017
276
3.99 USD
Contemporary,
Young Adult,
Holiday Romances,
Boy Next Door,
Friends to Lovers,
Girl Next Door

Rights Sold in Audio

“Love this book and the author too! [...] This is a cute romance novel with lots of
frustration and a perfect ending. It’s funny, sweet and addictive.” --Danielle, Chapters
Through Life
“[Y]ou guys got to check this book out. It’s so endearing and heartfelt. [...] Come
November, I’m going to get me a physical copy of this book because I just loved it.”
--Lacy, A Ravenclaw Library
“This book is sweet and funny and I devoured it within one sitting! Great!” --Charlotte
Heudebourck, Goodreads

ABOUT NYT & USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR MONICA MURPHY
Monica Murphy is a NYT, USA Today, and #1 international bestselling author. Her books
have been translated in almost a dozen languages and has sold over one million copies
worldwide. She writes new adult, young adult and contemporary romance. She is a wife and
a mother of three who lives with her family in central California on 14 acres in the middle
of nowhere, along with their one dog and too many cats. A self-confessed workaholic,
when she’s not writing, she’s reading or hanging out with her husband and kids. She’s a firm
believer in happy endings, though she will admit to putting her characters through many
angst-filled moments before they finally get that hard won HEA.
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Daring the Bad Boy
by Monica Murphy

Annie McFarland is sick of being a shy nobody. A session at summer camp seems like the
perfect opportunity to reinvent herself—gain some confidence, kiss a boy, be whoever
she wants to be. A few days in, she’s already set her sights on über-hottie Kyle. Too bad
her fear of water keeps her away from the lake, where Kyle is always hanging out.
Jacob Fazio is at Camp Pine Ridge after one too many screw-ups. Junior counseling
seems like punishment enough, but the rigid no-fraternizing-with-campers rules harsh
his chill. When a night of Truth or Dare gets him roped into teaching Annie how to
swim, she begs him to also teach her how to snag Kyle.
Late-night swim sessions turn into late-night kissing sessions…but there’s more on the
line than just their hearts. If they get caught, Jake’s headed straight to juvie, but Annie’s
more than ready to dare him to reveal the truth.

Endless Summer Series, Book 1
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633757219
8/22/2016
252
3.99 USD
Contemporary,
Young Adult,
Forbidden Love

“Daring the Bad Boy was charming, funny, and adorable.” --Miranda, Mrs. Leif ’s Two
Fangs About It
“It was just how summer camp should be: fun with friends, swimming and finding
something unexpected on the way.” --Keanna, Key Read That
“I love Monica Murphy’s style, and she creates some wonderful characters that, even with
their flaws (or because of them) you still can’t help but like them.” --Samantha Bilodeau,
Musings of a Madjy
“Charming and heartwarming story that is the perfect summer read!” --Dawn West, Up
Til Dawn Book Blog

Rights Sold in Audio

ABOUT NYT & USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR MONICA MURPHY
Monica Murphy is a NYT, USA Today, and #1 international bestselling author. Her books
have been translated in almost a dozen languages and has sold over one million copies
worldwide. She writes new adult, young adult and contemporary romance. She is a wife and
a mother of three who lives with her family in central California on 14 acres in the middle
of nowhere, along with their one dog and too many cats. A self-confessed workaholic,
when she’s not writing, she’s reading or hanging out with her husband and kids. She’s a firm
believer in happy endings, though she will admit to putting her characters through many
angst-filled moments before they finally get that hard won HEA.
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Keeping Her Secret
by Sarah Nicolas

The last person Riya Johnson expected to run into at her new summer camp is Courtney
Chastain—her childhood best friend and the girl who broke her heart after a secret,
mind-blowing, life-altering kiss. She definitely didn’t expect to be sharing a bunk bed
with her for four long weeks.
Courtney has what every girl wants—she’s beautiful, rich, and the object of every boy’s
desire at Camp Pine Ridge. Too bad none of them make her feel an iota of what Riya’s
kiss did all those years ago. But Courtney needs to uphold appearances at all costs—even
if it means instigating an all-out prank war with Riya as her main target.
Neither girl can stop thinking about the other…but that doesn’t mean they can give up
past hurts and take a chance on a future together.

Endless Summer Series, Book 2
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633756892
8/22/2016
247
3.99 USD
Contemporary,
Young Adult,
LGBTQIA,
Forbidden Love,
Social Issues

“Highly recommend for those looking for a swoony F/F YA romance.” --Shelly, Read
Sleep Repeat
“It does take a bit of a fairy-tale turn by the end of it, but you know what? That’s okay
because I think we all need a bit of fairy tale in our lives. This is a quick and fun read that
I do indeed recommend.” --By Hook or By Book
“A cute f/f relationships that has a happy ending. . Highly recommend. This one should
definitely be on your TBR.” --Megan, YA Bookers

ABOUT SARAH NICOLAS
Sarah Nicolas is a recovering mechanical engineer, library event planner, and author who
lives in Orlando with a 60-lb mutt who thinks he’s a chihuahua. Sarah writes YA novels
as Sarah Nicolas and romance under the name Aria Kane. Sarah has published both
traditionally and independently, and has also worked in the publishing industry as an
editorial intern, editorial assistant, publicist, publicity director, cover artist, and art director.
Sarah is the current Board Treasurer and Agent Liaison for Pitch Wars. When not writing,
Sarah can be found playing volleyball or drinking wine.
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Incriminating Dating
by Rebekah L. Purdy

Opinionated, unconventional Ayla Hawkins isn’t the type to use blackmail, but
sometimes a girl has to stand up for what’s right. So when she catches Mr. Perfect Luke
Pressler doing something decidedly un-perfect, Ayla’s got the dirt she needs to get Luke
on her side—in the form of her new fake boyfriend.
One mistake. All Luke wanted was a night to goof off, to blow off steam. The next thing
he knew, he was pretending to date Ayla Hawkins. But his little blackmailer turns out
to be kind. Honorable. And just the breath of fresh air he didn’t even realize he was
suffocating for. But Luke and Ayla come from different worlds, and once the terms of
their agreement end, their fauxmance will, too.

“Lovely swoon-worthy novel. I do recommend, especially to nerds who love comic books
and superheroes—Ayla is one of us. ;)” --Sabina, Goodreads
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633759268
4/10/2017
266
3.99 USD
Contemporary,
Young Adult,
Blackmail, Enemies
to Lovers, Fake
Relationship

“It’s a very well-written story and it is almost impossible to put down. I really enjoyed
it and would highly recommend it for any lovers of clean YA romance.” --Olivia F.,
Goodreads
“Ayla and Luke are a new favorite couple for me.” --Kristi, Goodreads
“This is the first book by Purdy that I’ve read, but it won’t be the last. [...] The characters
are compelling, the story takes some genuinely unexpected turns and has a satisfying
ending. Everything you want from a YA romance.” --Hayden Q., Goodreads

ABOUT REBEKAH L. PURDY
Rebekah was born and raised in Michigan where she spent many late nights armed with a
good book and a flashlight. She’s lived in Michigan most of her life other than the few years
she spent in the U.S. Army. Rebekah has a business degree from University of Phoenix and
currently works full time for the court system. Rebekah also has a big family (6 kids),she
likes to consider her family as the modern day Brady Bunch complete with crazy road
trips and game nights. When not hiding at her computer, Rebekah enjoys reading, singing,
soccer, swimming, football, camping, playing video games, traveling, and hanging out with
her family and gazillion pets.
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Daisy and the Front Man
by Rebekah L. Purdy

When Daisy Morris finds out she’s spending the summer with her dad, bodyguard
for Seconds to Juliet—the hottest boy band around—she knows it couldn’t be more
perfect. But not because she’s a fan. Oh, no. Because ever since front man Trevin Jacobs
completely humiliated her by standing her up for homecoming, Daisy is out for a little
revenge. Yup, Trevin Jacobs is goin’ down…
When one of his bandmates bets Trevin he can’t make Daisy—the gorgeous but
surprisingly ice-cold daughter of their bodyguard—fall in love with him, it’s a bet he can’t
resist. Sure, Daisy won’t give him the time of day for reasons he can’t understand, and her
dad’s hell-bent against his little girl spending time with a superstar. But the terms are set,
and Trevin is determined to make Daisy fall…hard.
But every front man should know never to trust a girl with a pretty face…

Backstage Pass Series, Book 3
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633752993
6/16/2015
290
3.99 USD
Contemporary,
Young Adult, Bet,
Enemies to Lovers,
Revenge, Social
Issues

“Daisy and the Front Man was a super sweet novel! Both Daisy and Trevin were amusing
together, and so adorable. Not to mention all the other band mates--I can’t stop giggling
over all the humor throughout.” --Jessica from Thoughts at one in the morning
“I adored this book! This was one sweet, short, funny and satisfying contemporary!”
--Sania at Grape Fruit Books Blog
“Fun, low-stress read - kind of like ice cream on a summer day.” --HCNG Library
“The romance is swoon-worthy, the plot is insane, and Trevin is speechless.” --Books and
Authors Blog Spot

Rights Sold in German

ABOUT REBEKAH L. PURDY
Rebekah was born and raised in Michigan where she spent many late nights armed with a
good book and a flashlight. She’s lived in Michigan most of her life other than the few years
she spent in the U.S. Army. Rebekah has a business degree from University of Phoenix and
currently works full time for the court system. Rebekah also has a big family (6 kids),she
likes to consider her family as the modern day Brady Bunch complete with crazy road
trips and game nights. When not hiding at her computer, Rebekah enjoys reading, singing,
soccer, swimming, football, camping, playing video games, traveling, and hanging out with
her family and gazillion pets.
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Don’t Kiss the Messenger
by Katie Ray

For most of her teenage life, CeCe Edmonds has been dealing with the stares and the
not-so-polite whispers that follow her around Edgelake High. So she has a large scar on
her face—Harry Potter had one on his forehead and people still liked him.
CeCe never cared about her looks—until Emmett Brady, transfer student and football
darling, becomes her literature critique partner. The only problem? Emmett is blindsided
by Bryn DeNeuville, CeCe’s gorgeous and suddenly shy volleyball teammate.
Bryn asks CeCe to help her compose messages that’ll charm Emmett. CeCe isn’t sure
there’s anything in his head worth charming but agrees anyway—she’s a sucker for a good
romance. Unfortunately, the more messages she sends and the more they run into each
other, the more she realizes there’s plenty in his head, from food to literature. Too bad
Emmett seems to be falling for the wrong girl…

Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633758629
4/10/2017
328
3.99 USD
Contemporary,
Young Adult, Sports
Romance, Friends to
Lovers

“[I]f I’m deciphering things correctly, it looks like this is just the first of a few books
focused on the kids at Edgelake High School, so I’ve got my fingers crossed that there will
be more romances to come. (And I would KILL for Tuba’s story of finding love!)” --Ysar
Beletrie, Fic Central
“A modern version of Cyrano de Bergerac that will have readers swooning.” --Kristen
Cambensy, Victim of Books
“I really enjoyed reading this one, a cute read with likable characters.” --Carrie, Carrie’s
Book Reviews
“Yess!!! I needed this book!” --Damaris, Good Choice Reading

ABOUT KATIE RAY
Katie Ray (also known by her previous author name, Katie Kacvinsky) writes teen and
new adult fiction novels. Her books have been nominated for YALSA awards, and First
Comes Love was a finalist for the Oregon Book Award. Her screenplay, A High Note, was a
semifinalist in the Austin Screenplay Competition in 2015. She currently lives in Ashland,
Wisconsin with her husband, two children, and a slightly insane dog.
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Resisting the Rebel
by Lisa Brown Roberts

Spirit committee leader Mandy Pennington is secretly in love with her best friend, Gus,
but when he hooks up with her archenemy at a party, she decides to win him over once
and for all. She just doesn’t know how. But who better to help than hot loner Caleb Torrs?
Caleb’s got his own problems, but when he sees Mandy pining over Gus at a party, he
thinks she’s finally smoked the spirit stick and lost her mind. Maybe he has, too, because
he just asked Mandy to be his fake girlfriend. She’ll get her loser friend’s attention, and
he’ll get his stalker ex off his back. It’s a win-win.
But soon one fake date blends into the next and before he knows it, he actually wants to
kiss Mandy. For real. Too bad their plan is working, and Gus is finally noticing the one
girl Caleb just might be falling for…

“Okay, so Mandy and Caleb are ultimately the best couple ever. They just have that
hippie-rebel thing going on if ya know what I mean *wink wink*” --Mad for Books, Luv
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633756816
7/25/2016
297
3.99 USD
Contemporary,
Young Adult,
Enemies to Lovers,
Fake Relationship

“This is a wonderfully written teenage love story! I’m 30 years old and I have to say I was
mesmerized by this book! I started this book yesterday evening and ended up staying up
till after 1am and realized I was seriously debating staying up and finishing it!” --Amber’s
World of Books

Rights Sold in Audio

ABOUT LISA BROWN ROBERTS
Award-winning romance author Lisa Brown Roberts still hasn’t recovered from the teenage
catastrophes of tweezing off both eyebrows, or that time she crashed her car into a tree while
trying to impress a guy. It’s no wonder she loves to write romantic comedies. Lisa’s books
have earned praise from Kirkus Reviews, Publishers Weekly, and the School Library Journal.
She lives in Colorado with her family, in which pets outnumber people.
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Playing the Player
by Lisa Brown Roberts

Trina Clemons needed the money. Why else would she - the most organized, prepared
student in school - spend the summer as a nanny and partner with the biggest slacker
ever? Now she’s ready to tackle nannyhood with her big binder of research and schedules.
Just don’t ask her about the secret job of “fixing” the bad habits of a certain high school
player...
Slade Edmunds prefers easy hook-ups, and Trina is definitely not his type. She’s all
structure and rules, while Slade wants to just have fun. Fortunately, Trina has no idea
about the bet Slade made with his best friend that he can totally get her to unwind by the
end of summer...
Then the weirdest thing happens. There’s chemistry. A lot of it.
But nothing gets between a boy and a girl like a big, fat secret...

Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633752245
9/14/2015
400
3.99 USD
Contemporary,
Young Adult,
LGBTQIA, MultiCultural, Enemies to
Lovers, In Love with
the Nanny

“I think Lisa Brown Roberts did a fantastic job keeping these high schoolers true to
themselves and true to actual high school students in *Playing the Player*. That does
not mean that they were perfect. Not by a long shot, but they were just like so many high
schoolers that I knew growing up.” --Book Briefs
“I am absolutely and totally in love with the characters; the main ones, the minor ones,
the whole story, just everything.” --Nicole, Goodreads
“For the love of all things adorable, swoony, and chick flick-like, you need to read
Playing the Player! It was adorable from the very beginning to the very end.” --Reading
Transforms

Rights Sold in audio & Gaming

ABOUT LISA BROWN ROBERTS
Award-winning romance author Lisa Brown Roberts still hasn’t recovered from the teenage
catastrophes of tweezing off both eyebrows, or that time she crashed her car into a tree while
trying to impress a guy. It’s no wonder she loves to write romantic comedies. Lisa’s books
have earned praise from Kirkus Reviews, Publishers Weekly, and the School Library Journal.
She lives in Colorado with her family, in which pets outnumber people.
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Crazy, Stupid, Fauxmance
by Shellee Roberts

After Mariely Hinojosa and Cabot Wheeler both break up with their significant others at
the same party, Mariely sees a way to get even with both of their exes. Everyone knows
that the best way to get over a breakup is a hookup—a fake hookup, that is. Three weeks,
all fun, no strings, and definitely no heartbreak at the end.
But somewhere between the sweet hand-holding and melt-your-mind kisses, their fake
relationship starts to feel less like an act and more like the real thing…but Mariely’s a
free-spirited girl from the other side of the tracks, and Cabot’s the hot trust-fund guy
from the Hills.
They’d never work for real…

Creative HeArts Series, Book 3
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633756274
4/18/2016
216
3.99 USD
Contemporary,
Young Adult,
Multi-Cultural,
Across the Tracks,
Fake Relationship,
Friends to Lovers

“I loved watching the romance develop between the two of them, it was genuine and
there where so many cute, warm and fuzzy moments and I loved how the book ended
and I can’t wait to see more of them in the next book[.]” --Alisha Tarran, Reality’s A Bore
“Crazy, Stupid, Fauxmance is everything wonderful about young adult romance wrapped
up in a shiny bow. I absolutely adored this book and read it from start to finish because I
just couldn’t put it down.” --My Crazy Bookish Life
“Although I love all Entangled Crush books, this was probably my favorite so far. As a
Texan myself, I loved that the book was set in Austin and I am a sucker for romances
that both A) start off fake and B) show how two people from totally opposite sides of the
social ladder can fall in love.” --Cheyanne Young

ABOUT SHELLEE ROBERTS
Shellee Roberts lives a pretty ordinary life. She was born, raised and still lives with her
own family in Austin, Texas (a.k.a. the awesomest city in the world). At various times, she
wanted to be a pharmacist, an IT mega-gazillionaire, a civil rights lawyer, and a diplomat,
but ended up working a regular 9-to-5 instead. An avid reader, she began writing stories as
a creative outlet and discovered her passion for storytelling. She still has a day job (a girl’s
gotta buy books), but spends her nights tapping away on the keyboard.
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Just Pretending
by Leah and Kate Rooper

It’s not easy being royal. Sixteen-year-old Evangeline wears her crown proudly, but
between her duties and her overprotective big brother, the idea of romance is just a
dream. But a chance encounter in Chicago changes all that….
Sure, seventeen-year-old Tyler Evans loves playing hockey, but he’s more concerned
about providing for his dad and little sister. Then he meets Eva--and falls head-over-heels
in love—and he has two more problems. One, she’s his best friend’s little sister. Two, she
wears a crown.
But then Eva accidentally mistakes Tyler for a visiting prince, and for the first time, Tyler
doesn’t feel like a nobody. He knows he has to tell her the truth…but not yet.
His plan? To keep up the royal charade as long as it takes to convince Eva he’s the guy for
her. Even if he’s lying to everyone…including himself.

Chicago Falcons Series, Book 3
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781640637153
11/5/2018
237
3.99 USD
Contemporary,
Young Adult,
Holiday Romances,
Sports Romance,
Bait and Switch, Best
Friend’s Little Sister

“...it’s a heart-warming read which will have romance fans fuzzy inside and dreaming of
the day they might meet the ‘prince’ of their dreams.” --Tonja Drecker, author of Music
Boxes
“This book is amazing. I loved Eva and Tyler so so much. They’re so real and sweet and
ugh just loved it!!” --Jamie Z., Goodreads
“Once I started, I couldn’t put it down. I wanted Tyler to get his happily ever after the
second I met him.” -- Kendal, Goodreads
“Just Pretending was a cute story with a lot of heart.” --Shannon, Goodreads

ABOUT LEAH AND KATE ROOPER
Leah and Kate Rooper are sisters from Victoria, British Columbia, Canada. Growing up
beside the Pacific Ocean and inside a temperate rainforest fed their sense of adventure as
children, and nourished a curiosity for strange and distant lands. They fed this curiosity
with books - lots and lots of books. After experiencing the magic of Middle-earth, they
began creating their own worlds. When they’re not writing, Leah and Kate spend their time
blogging and vlogging about their travel adventures and their writing journey.
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Just One of the Royals
by Leah and Kate Rooper

Star hockey player Daniel Sacachelli wants only two things: 1) for the Falcons to win next
season, and 2) for his secret — the fact he’s actually the prince of Eldonia — to never
make its way to Chicago. But if Daniel keeps avoiding his crown, their family will lose
their kingdom forever.
Madison Myong can’t believe that her will-they-or-won’t-they best friend Daniel is
really a prince! He’s always seemed more rebel than royal. But now, he needs to clean up
his image, fast. Posing as his long-time girlfriend, Madison accompanies him back to
Eldonia, intending to give Daniel a makeover fit for a king.
Only, the more royal Daniel becomes, the more Madison misses her best friend. And if
she does her job right, she’ll lose him forever...

Chicago Falcons Series, Book 2
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781640635760
6/4/2018
260
3.99 USD
Contemporary,
Young Adult, Sports
Romance, Bad Boy
Reformed, Bait
and Switch, Wager,
Social Issues

“It was a lot of fun being back with the Falcons! The Roopers gave us another super cute
romance with a fun royal twist.” --Samantha, We Live and Breathe Blog
“If you are looking for a book that is similar to The Princess Diaries, look no further.
Just One of the Royals is just as witty with it, but there’s just hockey and some smack talk
added into it. It was an enjoyable fast paced five-star read.” --Colleen’s Conclusions
“…whether you love hockey romances, best friends’ romances or secretly royal romances,
this is the book for you. It has everything all in one! I really enjoyed Just One of the
Royals. It was a cute and fun read.” --Michelle, Book Briefs

Rights Sold in Gaming

ABOUT LEAH AND KATE ROOPER
Leah and Kate Rooper are sisters from Victoria, British Columbia, Canada. Growing up
beside the Pacific Ocean and inside a temperate rainforest fed their sense of adventure as
children, and nourished a curiosity for strange and distant lands. They fed this curiosity
with books - lots and lots of books. After experiencing the magic of Middle-earth, they
began creating their own worlds. When they’re not writing, Leah and Kate spend their time
blogging and vlogging about their travel adventures and their writing journey.
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Crush

Just One of the Boys
by Leah and Kate Rooper

Alice Bell has one goal: to play for the elite junior hockey team the Chicago Falcons. But
when she’s passed over at tryouts for being a girl, she’ll do anything to make her dream a
reality…even disguising herself as her twin brother. With her amazing skills on the ice,
Alice is sure she’ll fit in easily. That is, until she starts falling for one of her teammates…
Hayden Tremblay, star of the Falcons, can’t keep himself out of the penalty box.
Constantly living in the shadow of his older brother, Hayden’s losing his passion for
hockey. But when he gets shown up on the ice by the Falcons’ new rookie, Hayden’s
determined to teach the kid a thing or two. Little does he guess that “Al’s” surprises on
the ice are just the beginning...

Chicago Falcons Series, Book 1
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781640633421
10/2/2017
241
3.99 USD
Contemporary,
Young Adult,
LGBTQIA, Sports
Romance, Enemies
to Lovers, Fish Out
of Water

“This is the type of book you could sit down on a nice winter day with a cup of steaming
hot cocoa and cuddle with a pillow that you’ll…wipe the tears you’ll get from reading
this book from laugh worthy moments.” --Jasmine F., Goodreads
“I absolutely adored this book! There was something about this book that really grabbed
me and I loved the alternating view points. Will definitely be recommending it to my
students!” --Sarah B., NetGalley
“I love the characters, the plot, the set up..everything. I loved everything. Just One of the
Boys is now one of my favourite books!” --Adele C., NetGalley
“I highly recommend reading this cute, funny contemporary romance when it comes out
in October! It will put you in a good mood!” --Jessie, Book Ballistic

ABOUT LEAH AND KATE ROOPER
Leah and Kate Rooper are sisters from Victoria, British Columbia, Canada. Growing up
beside the Pacific Ocean and inside a temperate rainforest fed their sense of adventure as
children, and nourished a curiosity for strange and distant lands. They fed this curiosity
with books - lots and lots of books. After experiencing the magic of Middle-earth, they
began creating their own worlds. When they’re not writing, Leah and Kate spend their time
blogging and vlogging about their travel adventures and their writing journey.
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Crush

Chaos Theory

by Lynn Rush & Kelly Anne Blount
Corey Chaos, teen YouTube sensation, just needs a break from his hectic schedule. Ever
since his musical talent was “discovered” by the right person at the right time, his life has
been a steady stream of interviews, screaming fans, TV shows, screaming fans, Instagram
lives, and did he mention the screaming fans? He’d give anything to be a normal teen
again, even for five minutes. So, when his agent suggests staying at his pool house for
a month to get away from the stress, Corey is on the next plane to snowy Twin River,
Wisconsin.
As soon as he gets there, though, his agent’s gorgeous teen daughter, Victoria, asks for his
help—and Corey can’t bring himself to say no to her. Not after the video of her boyfriend
dumping her in the school cafeteria went viral with its own hashtag, #LunchDump.
Ouch. That’s not the way you want to get a million views. No one, especially a sweet girl
like Victoria, deserves to be treated that way.
But then she tells him about her big plan to get revenge on her ex. And Corey’s certain
his starring role has chaos written all over it.

Twin River High Series, Book 3
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781649371751
5/24/2021
303
3.99 USD
Young Adult,
Contemporary,
Fake Relationship,
Revenge

“Chaos Theory by Kelly Ann Blount & Lynn Rush a sweet as sugar five-star read.” --Sara
O, Goodreads
“This was fun! I loved the small twists to the typical fake dating plot.” --Caitlyn,
Goodreads
“In conclusion, this is a very nice series that you can really read in a flash - sweet, light
while still addressing important issues.” --Alice, Goodreads
“This third book in the series might have become my favorite so far!” --CynthiaAnn,
Goodreads

ABOUT NYT & USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR LYNN RUSH & KELLY ANNE BLOUNT

Kelly Anne Blount is a USA Today bestselling author of young adult novels. When she’s not
writing, she’s probably lost in a book, watching Twilight, snuggling her five furry rescues, or
having an adventure with her handsome husband and their darling daughter.
New York Times & USA Today Bestselling Author, Lynn Rush, is a full-time writer, wife,
and trail runner, living in the Sonoran Desert, despite her fear of rattle snakes. Known
as #TheRunningWriter, she can’t resist posting epic sunrise pictures while running in the
desert with her trail sisters, even if she has to occasionally hop over a scorpion.
w w w. E n t a n g l e d P u b l i s h i n g . c o m

Crush

Project Personality
by Lynn Rush & Kelly Anne Blount

Hope Chambers has a major problem. She’s spent the entirety of her four years of high
school focusing on being perfect—perfect grades, perfect extracurriculars, perfect
essays—to the point that she forgot to get a life. And now she’s perfectly boring.
She’s got exactly two weeks before her admissions interview for MIT to spice up her life
and get a personality, dammit. And she knows exactly who can help her: soccer star and
Mr. Popularity himself, Landon Watkins. But how does a nerdy, socially awkward girl ask
the most charismatic guy in school to help her become interesting?
Saving his life in the school cafeteria is a pretty good start.
No one is more surprised than Hope when Landon agrees to help her. But what he
proposes they do takes her so far out of her shell, she’s practically in a different ocean.
And when she starts falling for the last guy she ever expected to, it has her secondguessing every decision she’s ever made...

Twin River High Series, Book 2
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781649371744
5/17/2021
274
3.99 USD
Young Adult,
Contemporary,
Sports Romance,
Opposites Attract,
Mistaken Identity

“I rarely read books in one sitting but Project Personality was really hard to put down!”
--Naomi A, Goodreads
“All in all, this was a heartfelt, cute story with some darker undertones (the authors
provided a content warning, which I really appreciate!). I really enjoyed reading this
one!” --Caitlyn, Goodreads
“Project Personality by Kelly Anne Blount & Lynn Rush a five-star read filled with
charisma.” --Sara O, Goodreads
“Oh my gosh!! I don’t even know what to say about this book it is a beautifully written,
heartwarming, story about self discovery and second chances. It totally melted my
heart!!!” --Marisol B, Goodreads

ABOUT NYT & USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR LYNN RUSH & KELLY ANNE BLOUNT

Kelly Anne Blount is a USA Today bestselling author of young adult novels. When she’s not
writing, she’s probably lost in a book, watching Twilight, snuggling her five furry rescues, or
having an adventure with her handsome husband and their darling daughter.
New York Times & USA Today Bestselling Author, Lynn Rush, is a full-time writer, wife,
and trail runner, living in the Sonoran Desert, despite her fear of rattle snakes. Known
as #TheRunningWriter, she can’t resist posting epic sunrise pictures while running in the
desert with her trail sisters, even if she has to occasionally hop over a scorpion.
w w w. E n t a n g l e d P u b l i s h i n g . c o m

Crush

Gutter Girl

by Lynn Rush & Kelly Anne Blount
Star football player Jace Rovers has a secret. And not just any secret—a shocking secret…
He writes romance. The kind with swords. And dresses. And kissing.
Nobody knows. Not the other kids at Twin River High. Not his overbearing parents. And
certainly not the millions of fans who’ve read his book on the writing platform Scribbles.
And that’s the way he plans to keep it.
Except suddenly one of the other football players grabs his notebook in jest and starts
reading a kissing scene out loud…and Jace knows he’s busted.
But then McKenna Storm, resident goth girl who avoids the spotlight like a virus,
snatches up the notebook and tells everyone she’s the author. And lucky for Jace, she later
agrees to continue the ruse...for a price.
Heck, he’d give her anything not to reveal his secret. But when they start to fall for each
other, he knows he’ll have to keep the biggest secret of all—his darkest character is based
on her…

Twin River High Series, Book 1
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781649371720
5/10/2021
294
3.99 USD
Contemporary,
Young Adult, Sports
Romance, Opposites
Attract, Mistaken
Identity

“When I read the blurb for Gutter Girl, I instantly knew I had to get my hands on it.” -Sofie, Goodreads
“It was just soooo good.” --Aliyana, Goodreads
“Check this out. It is a cute YA romance, dealing with regular everyday stresses that you
can relate to as a reader!” --Lora, Goodreads
“There are a lot of really fun elements to this story.” --Olivia, Goodreads
“All together a fun, fast read with a positive message.” --Renee, Goodreads
“Gutter girl was a fun and easy read!” --Mandy, Goodreads

ABOUT NYT & USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR LYNN RUSH & KELLY ANNE BLOUNT

Kelly Anne Blount is a USA Today bestselling author of young adult novels. When she’s not
writing, she’s probably lost in a book, watching Twilight, snuggling her five furry rescues, or
having an adventure with her handsome husband and their darling daughter.
New York Times & USA Today Bestselling Author, Lynn Rush, is a full-time writer, wife,
and trail runner, living in the Sonoran Desert, despite her fear of rattle snakes. Known
as #TheRunningWriter, she can’t resist posting epic sunrise pictures while running in the
desert with her trail sisters, even if she has to occasionally hop over a scorpion.
w w w. E n t a n g l e d P u b l i s h i n g . c o m

Crush

Pushing the Boundaries
by Stacey Trombley

Myra goes to Haiti with one goal: take the photograph that will win a scholarship and
prove to her uber-traditional family that she has what it takes to be a photographer
instead of a doctor. Her camera has always been her shield against getting too close to
anyone, but she didn’t expect the hot teen translator who has an ability to see past her
walls.
Elias needs his job as a translator to provide for his siblings. He can’t afford to break the
rule forbidding him from socializing with a client. Except this girl Myra insists on going
outside the city to capture the perfect picture, and he steps in as her guide in order to
keep her safe.
The deeper they travel into the country, the harder they fall for each other. Now they’re
both taking risks that could cost each other their dreams.
If they get too close—it could ruin both their lives.

“I felt the emotions Stacey was conveying through her writing. She really sucked me into
the story. Iwish it was longer.” --Christina Oswald, Goodreads
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633757851
1/16/2017
226
3.99 USD
Contemporary,
Young Adult, Fish
Out of Water,
Forbidden Love,
Opposites Attract

“I loved this book so much.” --Kristi, Goodreads
“It was extremely easy to like Elias.” --Rê, US Brasil Book Review
“I liked Elias. He was working hard to provide for his family in a country where
opportunities are limited and few and far between. His devotion to his family was heart
warming.” --Kristine, Twin Spin

ABOUT STACEY TROMBLEY
Stacey Trombley lives in Ohio with her husband and the sweetest Rottweiler you’ll ever
meet. She’s always been the weird one in the family (which is saying something since her
father is a full time balloon artist) and she’s totally proud of that fact. She thinks people
are fascinating and loves exploring the diversity around her. Any chance she has, she’s off
doing or learning something new. She went on her first missions trip to Haiti when she was
twelve-years-old, and is still dying to go back. Her “places to travel” list is almost as long
as her “books to read” list. She wants to bring something new to the world through her
writing, but just giving a little piece of herself is more than enough.
w w w. E n t a n g l e d P u b l i s h i n g . c o m

Crush

The Love Playbook
by Suze Winegardner

When Avery Stone learns her dad will be fired if his high school team doesn’t make the
playoffs, she has to get her head out of her day planner and do something—anything—to
help him win. Even if it means secretly coaching the team’s newest player, who seems to
have more game than skill.
Lucas Black just transferred to Hillside with a fake name and a big secret. The MVP of
every team he’d played on since he was seven—not to mention the MVP of every postgame party—he can’t understand why since arriving at Hillside, he’s been unable to catch
a single. Freaking. Ball.
Until…Avery. Amazing, kind, generous, and crazy-freaking-hot Avery.
As Lucas goes from zero back to hero and Avery struggles with just what Lucas means to
her, she inadvertently sets them on a collision course with Lucas’s secret…a secret that
could take down not only Lucas but her father too.

“I didn’t see this story coming…This is well written and both characters are interesting.”
--D.M. Duncan, Goodreads
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781640638563
11/4/2019
350
3.99 USD
Contemporary,
Sports Romance,
Young Adult, Bad
Boy Reformed,
Forbidden Love,
Opposites Attract

“The Love Playbook by Suze Winegardner is a lovely young adult romance that is sure
to take you away to high school and that sexy football player who everyone loves. This
swoon-worthy read is sure to keep you up at night turning the pages as quickly as
possible.” --Lovely Loveday
“A touching story about the power of love, family, and friendship, when it comes to
recovering from great losses.” --We Live and Breathe Books
“It had me at the edge of my seat waiting for the ball to drop (HA!).” --Yahaira, NetGalley

ABOUT SUZE WINEGARDNER
Suze Winegardner is a British YA writer, currently living overseas with her military
husband, and lovely Lab. She loves Buffy, Fray Bentos pies, Archer, cheese, and the serial
comma. Wait - Cadbury Flakes too. And naps. Wait, what was the question? Anyway, she
thinks her life is chock full of hoot, just a little bit of nanny...and if you get that reference,
she already considers you kin.

w w w. E n t a n g l e d P u b l i s h i n g . c o m

Crush

Anya and the Shy Guy
by Suze Winegardner

Anya Anderson doesn’t just need a big break, she needs any break. Living on the streets
doesn’t leave a girl many options, so when she scores a gig reporting on the Seconds to
Juliet tour, she jumps at the chance to earn enough money to sleep somewhere safe. And
the paycheck will get bigger—and keep her off the streets for good—if she can dig up dirt
on Will Fray, the irritatingly hot “shy guy” of the band.
Problem is, Will Fray isn’t who everyone thinks he is. In fact, he’s not Will at all. Matt,
Will’s identical twin, is actually the guy onstage, reluctantly covering for his brother while
he’s in rehab. To make matters worse, Matt’s being shadowed by a cute reporter with
troubled eyes determined to get the scoop. On him. And he’s having trouble finding the
willpower to keep his distance…
But if the secret gets out, it won’t just be his head on a platter—it’ll be the whole band’s.

Backstage Pass Series, Book 4
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633753426
7/14/2015
231
3.99 USD
Contemporary,
Young Adult,
Bait and Switch,
Mistaken Identity,
Road Romance

Rights Sold in German

“Anya and the Shy Guy is absolutely another sweet with the-right-kind-of-hot
installment in the Backstage Pass series. This book is why fangirls exist! The adrenaline,
the uncontrollable feels and the undeniable chemistry. Suze Winegardner just packed it
all in one book for us to feast over. If you’re a romance reader, this book is definitely for
you. And if not? It’s time to be converted! And this book will totally help you with that.”
--Her Book Thoughts
“Anya and the Shy Guy is a quick, enjoyable read...will appeal to anyone who likes
a contemporary romance with just the right mix of lightheartedness and drama.”
--Jeremy Reppy, Goodreads”Anya and the Shy Guy is a lighthearted book with just the
right amount of drama that would surely entertain contemporary novels lovers who
are looking for a quick read. I laughed a whole lot while reading this and in my book
anything that entertains me so is definitely a winner.” --Chaotic Reader, Goodreads

ABOUT SUZE WINEGARDNER
Suze Winegardner is a British YA writer, currently living overseas with her military
husband, and lovely Lab. She loves Buffy, Fray Bentos pies, Archer, cheese, and the serial
comma. Wait - Cadbury Flakes too. And naps. Wait, what was the question? Anyway, she
thinks her life is chock full of hoot, just a little bit of nanny...and if you get that reference,
she already considers you kin.
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Teen

Transcendent
by Jus Accardo

The boy she’d lost, and finally found again, is not the same boy she remembers. As one of
the most powerful Sixes, Kale has changed in ways Dez can’t ignore. He swore he’d never
kill, and now he’s out for blood. He swore he’d never harm her, and now he struggles to
control his fatal touch.
They’ve been to hell and back, over and over, but this time they might not survive the fire.
When the truth at the root of the Denazen Corporation’s origins begins to unfold, those
behind the scenes will do anything to keep it hidden. Dez and Kale will be pushed to
their breaking point. As long buried secrets come to light, they must fight for their
freedom—and each other—as they never have before.
Kale’s destructive power could win the battle, if he doesn’t lose himself to it in the
process. Or Dez will be faced with an impossible task—saving the world from the boy she
loves.

Denazen Series, Book 4
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781682815397
3/2/2020
400
4.99 USD
Paranormal, Young
Adult, Overcoming
Odds, Social Issues

“I cried, I laughed and at times I wanted to through my phone with how mad I got, so
yeah it was really THAT good.” --Karla H., Goodreads
“I really love this series, along with characters and world within it. The writing style of
Jus Accardo makes her books so easy to read. This book really was addictive reading, I
finished reading well into the late hours of the night/early hours of the morning. What
more can I say, I am so looking forward to even more from this series, I don’t want it to
ever end!!” --Sandra R., Goodreads
“Jus Accardo gave us an ending worthy of the series.” --Gianna B., Goodreads

Rights Sold in Audio

ABOUT JUS ACCARDO
Jus Accardo spent her childhood reading and learning to cook. Determined to follow in
her grandfather’s footsteps as a chef, she applied and was accepted to the Culinary Institute
of America. But at the last minute, she realized her true path lay with fiction, not food. Jus
is the bestselling author of the popular Denazen series from Entangled publishing, as well
as the Darker Agency series, and the New Adult series, The Eternal Balance. A native New
Yorker, she lives in the middle of nowhere with her husband, three dogs, and sometimes
guard bear, Oswald.
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Teen

Alpha

by Jus Accardo
Sera has no memory of her life before. Before captivity, before experiments, before the
only lifeline she had was the voice of a boy in the cell next to hers. Before G.
G wishes he could forget everything before Sera brought him back to life. Forget his
memories as a ruthless mercenary on an alternate version of Earth. Forget that he was
part of an experiment simply known as Alpha.
Now on the run from their captors and in need of an antidote to save his life, G and
Sera’s clock is ticking. And they’ll have to gamble everything on the bond they forged in
captivity if they want to survive.

Infinity Division Series, Book 3
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781640631861
7/3/2018
304
5.99 USD
Sci-Fi, Young
Adult, Dystopian,
Overcoming Odds,
Social Issues

“A fun YA sci-fi story with a compelling cast of characters.” --Kirkus Reviews on Infinity
“This book was amazing. Not everything was tied up in a pretty bow, but it made it more
real that way.” --Dee, NetGalley
“If you have been reading the Infinity Divisions books, which you should do before
reading this one, Alpha is a satisfying end to the trilogy.” --Read Eat Love
“Accardo indeed has found the recipe for making a tremendously compelling book. The
emotions are palpable, and you find yourself wanting to root for all the characters at
times, despite what their motives might be. The stories and characters enter your heart,
and you’ll find that you have a difficult time letting them go once you close the book.”
--Up All Night with Books

ABOUT JUS ACCARDO
Jus Accardo spent her childhood reading and learning to cook. Determined to follow in
her grandfather’s footsteps as a chef, she applied and was accepted to the Culinary Institute
of America. But at the last minute, she realized her true path lay with fiction, not food. Jus
is the bestselling author of the popular Denazen series from Entangled publishing, as well
as the Darker Agency series, and the New Adult series, The Eternal Balance. A native New
Yorker, she lives in the middle of nowhere with her husband, three dogs, and sometimes
guard bear, Oswald.
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Teen

Omega

by Jus Accardo
One mistake can change everything. Ashlyn Calvert finds that out the hard way when a
bad decision leads to the death of her best friend, Noah Anderson.
Only Noah isn’t really gone. Thanks to his parents’ company, the Infinity Division, there
is a version of him skipping from one dimension to another, set on revenge for the
death of his sister, Kori. When a chance encounter brings him face-to-face with Ash,
he’s determined to resist the magnetic pull he’s felt for her time and time again. Because
falling for Ash puts his mission—and their lives—in danger.
But there’s more going on in Ash’s alternate universe than either of them knows: a
mysterious project called Omega. A conspiracy spanning multiple Earths and revolving
around none other than Ash. Its creators would do anything to keep Omega secret...
Anything.

Infinity Division Series, Book 2
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633758247
8/1/2017
320
5.99 USD
Sci-Fi, Young
Adult, Dystopian,
Friends to Lovers,
Overcoming Odds

“Infinity was good, but Omega was even better.” --Danielle Duncan, Chapters Through
Life
“Despite Noah having seen multiple versions of Ash, despite Noah being totally
different to Ash’s Noah, the two feel a pull. A totally infuriating and confusing pull, but
a pull nonetheless. And the sexual tension? Is off. The. Charts.” --Kate, Spotty Dogs &
Paperbacks
“Loved this one as much as the first. Nearly gave me whiplash with all the twists and
turns.” --Christy, Tales of the Ravenous Reader

ABOUT JUS ACCARDO
Jus Accardo spent her childhood reading and learning to cook. Determined to follow in
her grandfather’s footsteps as a chef, she applied and was accepted to the Culinary Institute
of America. But at the last minute, she realized her true path lay with fiction, not food. Jus
is the bestselling author of the popular Denazen series from Entangled publishing, as well
as the Darker Agency series, and the New Adult series, The Eternal Balance. A native New
Yorker, she lives in the middle of nowhere with her husband, three dogs, and sometimes
guard bear, Oswald.
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Teen

Infinity
by Jus Accardo

Nobody said being the daughter of an army general was easy. But her dad sending a
teenage subordinate to babysit her while he’s away? That’s taking it a step too far.
Cade, as beautiful as he is deadly, watches Kori with more than just interest in his eyes.
He looks at her like he knows her very soul. And when he saves her from a seemingly
random attack, everything changes.
Turns out, Kori’s dad isn’t just an army general—he’s the head of a secret government
project responsible for jumping between parallel dimensions. Which means there are
infinite Koris, infinite Cades…and apparently, on every other Earth, they’re madly in
love.
Falling in love is the last thing on Kori’s mind. Especially when she finds herself in a
deadly crossfire, and someone from another Earth is hell-bent on revenge…

Infinity Division Series, Book 1
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633754966
11/1/2016
320
5.99 USD
Sci-Fi, Young
Adult, Dystopian,
Overcoming Odds,
Social Issues

“A fun YA sci-fi story with a compelling cast of characters.” --Kirkus Reviews
“Infinity is definitely another stunner from Jus Accardo and I cannot wait to see where
this story goes to, literally.” --Shortie Says
“Quite simply the easiest five stars I’ve ever given a book. WOW. WOW WOW WOW. “
--Vibin with Books
“If you are looking for a YA sci-fi that has strong characters and a great story, definitely
check this one out.” --Fiction Fare

ABOUT JUS ACCARDO
Jus Accardo spent her childhood reading and learning to cook. Determined to follow in
her grandfather’s footsteps as a chef, she applied and was accepted to the Culinary Institute
of America. But at the last minute, she realized her true path lay with fiction, not food. Jus
is the bestselling author of the popular Denazen series from Entangled publishing, as well
as the Darker Agency series, and the New Adult series, The Eternal Balance. A native New
Yorker, she lives in the middle of nowhere with her husband, three dogs, and sometimes
guard bear, Oswald.
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Teen

A Darker Past
by Jus Accardo

Between helping her mother with the Darker Agency and laying the smack down on
monster baddies, Jessie Darker puts the “normal” in paranormal. But lately, things have
gotten a little crazy…even for a smart-assed half-demon teenage girl.
For starters, Jessie’s been contracted into fifty-five years of annoying servitude. To a
demon. Then there’s Lukas Scott, her sexy new boyfriend. Once the former incarnation
of Wrath, he’s been going through some…uh, changes. Like residual anger. And trading
chaste hangouts for lusty make-out sessions.
But it’s when Lukas and Jessie accidentally release a Very Nasty Demon that things get
really bad, setting into motion a chain of death and mayhem that threatens both Earth
and the Shadow Realm. Jessie has exactly four days to fix it…before all of Hell breaks
loose.

The Darker Agency Series, Book 2
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781622664726
11/11/2014
332
4.99 USD
Paranormal, Young
Adult, Opposites
Attract, Overcoming
Odds, Protector

“I absolutely loved loved loved this book. Jessie, Lukas and Kendra are my new besties.
There was not a moment were I wanted to put it down. Fast-paced, fun-loving novel that
seriously leaves you wanting more.” ---Angela Book Cave
“There is absolutely no doubt that Jus Accardo is one of my favorite authors. She
continues to entertain me thoroughly with every book that churns out and I could not be
happier to have found such a fun author. “ --Nick, Goodreads
“A great sequel to Darker Days. This was a very balanced novel with such thrill and
romance that I couldn’t put it down. Jus Accardo is fabulous!” --Nay Denise, Goodreads

ABOUT JUS ACCARDO
Jus Accardo spent her childhood reading and learning to cook. Determined to follow in
her grandfather’s footsteps as a chef, she applied and was accepted to the Culinary Institute
of America. But at the last minute, she realized her true path lay with fiction, not food. Jus
is the bestselling author of the popular Denazen series from Entangled publishing, as well
as the Darker Agency series, and the New Adult series, The Eternal Balance. A native New
Yorker, she lives in the middle of nowhere with her husband, three dogs, and sometimes
guard bear, Oswald.
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Teen

Darker Days
by Jus Accardo

Jessie Darker goes to high school during the day, but at night she helps with the family
investigation business. Cheating husbands and stolen inheritances? They’re your girls—
but their specialty is a bit darker. Zombie in your garage? Pesky Poltergeist living in
your pool? They’ll have the problem solved in a magical minute. For a nominal fee, of
course…
When gorgeous new client, Lukas Scott, saunters into the office requesting their help to
find a stolen box, it sounds like a simple case—until the truth comes out. The box is full
of Sin.
Seven deadly ones, in fact.
They’ve got five days to recapture the Sins before they’re recalled by the box, taking seven
hijacked human bodies with them. Easy peasy—except for one thing…
There’s a spell that will allow the Sins to remain free, causing chaos forever. When the key
ingredient threatens the life of someone she knows, Jessie must make the ultimate choice
between love and family—or lose everything.

The Darker Agency Series, Book 1
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781622660568
8/26/2013
332
4.99 USD
Paranormal, Young
Adult, Overcoming
Odds

“A freshly unique paranormal full of romance and adventure, you may want to keep one
of he deadly sins for yourself ” --NY Times Bestelling author Jennifer L Armentrout
“No wimpy heroines need apply! This rocking tale of good vs. evil is packed with twists
and turns. A terrific start to a new series.” --Jana Oliver, award winning author of the
Demon Trapper’s daughter
“A fabulous start to a new series for discerning readers who are looking for a different YA
paranormal. Engaging characters, an interesting premise and lots of action complement
an exciting plot. And, as for the hero, a deadly sin never looked better. If you’re a fan of
Accardo’s Denazen series, grab this one, too.” --Susannah Balch, RT reviews

ABOUT JUS ACCARDO
Jus Accardo spent her childhood reading and learning to cook. Determined to follow in
her grandfather’s footsteps as a chef, she applied and was accepted to the Culinary Institute
of America. But at the last minute, she realized her true path lay with fiction, not food. Jus
is the bestselling author of the popular Denazen series from Entangled publishing, as well
as the Darker Agency series, and the New Adult series, The Eternal Balance. A native New
Yorker, she lives in the middle of nowhere with her husband, three dogs, and sometimes
guard bear, Oswald.
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Tremble
by Jus Accardo

Dez Cross has problems. She’s almost eighteen and on the verge of losing her mind
thanks to the drug the Denazen corporation used to enhance her abilities. People close to
her have turned their backs on the underground and are now fighting for the wrong side.
And then there’s Kale… Things couldn’t get any worse.
Until, of course, they do. Denazen is about to start a new trial—this one called
Domination—and it works. But that means out with the old and in with the new. The
order has been given to terminate all remnants of the second trial—including Dez. The
good news is that there’s a survivor from the original trial. A woman whose blood may
hold the cure for the second generation of Supremacy kids’ defects. But the underground
Sixes aren’t the only ones who know about her.
Dez’s father is willing to throw away everything he has to keep Dez from getting the
cure—including the one thing that might tear her apart from the inside out.

Denazen Series, Book 3
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781620610190
5/7/2013
326
5.99 USD
Sci-Fi, Young Adult,
Overcoming Odds,
Protector, Social
Issues

“TREMBLE is the perfect mix of romance, on-the-edge-of-your-seat action, twists and
turns that kept me guessing, and a whole lot of awesome.” --Cindi Madsen, Bestselling
Author of ALL THE BROKEN PIECES and FALLING FOR HER FIANCE
“If you haven’t picked up this series, I want to ask why not? It’s amazing, the characters
are brilliant - there are so many you’ll find yourself attached to, the abilities are fantastic;
so fantastic that you may be jealous that you don’t have some of them.” --Jessica, Step
Into Fiction
“TREMBLE is fast paced, action packed and picks up not too long after TOXIC and Jus
Accardo wastes no time kicking you in the feels.” --Jen, YA Book Central

Rights Sold in Audio

ABOUT JUS ACCARDO
Jus Accardo spent her childhood reading and learning to cook. Determined to follow in
her grandfather’s footsteps as a chef, she applied and was accepted to the Culinary Institute
of America. But at the last minute, she realized her true path lay with fiction, not food. Jus
is the bestselling author of the popular Denazen series from Entangled publishing, as well
as the Darker Agency series, and the New Adult series, The Eternal Balance. A native New
Yorker, she lives in the middle of nowhere with her husband, three dogs, and sometimes
guard bear, Oswald.
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Faceless
by Jus Accardo

My name is Brandt Cross, and I died. Again…
I’m living in the body of a Six named Douglass Cain, a certifiable scumbag whose ability
is on Zendean Industries—AKA Denazen’s—most wanted list. There’s some serious bad
going down, and Ginger, the leader of the Underground, sent me undercover to obtain
information because people are dying.
My cousin, Dez, is dying...
Denazen thought they’d found a cure for the Supremacy decline, but they were wrong.
That’s the bad news. The good news? Franklin Wentz.
Wentz, the owner of a genetic research company, is brilliant and just a little bit crazy.
He’s unwittingly created a formula that may cure the sick Supremacy kids, and everyone
wants it—including Devin, the super hot Resident.
Get the formula. Save the day. Don’t fall for the hot spy. Piece of cake.

Denazen Series, Book 2.5
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781622668595
3/18/2013
196
0.99 USD
Sci-Fi, Young Adult,
Overcoming Odds,
Protector

“Bone-chilling action, a heart meltingly sweet romance, and mind-blowing plot twists,
FACELESS is a perfect addiction to the Denazen series.” --Literary Escapism
“Faceless is a great addition to the Denazen series. Although it only comes in as a longer
novella, it packs the full potential of a full novel in it’s few pages. I would love to see
more stories from Brandt’s, or even other Sixes, POV’s. I can’t wait to see where the
Denazen series is going next, and if the last paragraph of the acknowledgements were any
indication, it’s going to be a crazy ride!” --Angela M, Goodreads
“Ok, let me start with the fact that Jus writes the MOST AWESOME GUYS EVER. I
think I find a new love in each book hehe” --Cynthia, Goodreads

ABOUT JUS ACCARDO
Jus Accardo spent her childhood reading and learning to cook. Determined to follow in
her grandfather’s footsteps as a chef, she applied and was accepted to the Culinary Institute
of America. But at the last minute, she realized her true path lay with fiction, not food. Jus
is the bestselling author of the popular Denazen series from Entangled publishing, as well
as the Darker Agency series, and the New Adult series, The Eternal Balance. A native New
Yorker, she lives in the middle of nowhere with her husband, three dogs, and sometimes
guard bear, Oswald.
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Toxic

by Jus Accardo
When a Six saved Kale’s life the night of Sumrun, she warned there would be
consequences. A trade-off. Something taken for the life they gained. But Dez never
imagined she’d lose the one thing she’d give anything to keep… And as if it’s not enough
Dez finds her immunity to Kale fading, the Six brought in to help Kale learn to control
his killer touch starts drooling on him the moment they meet. Worse than that? Jade can
touch Kale. But bimbo Barbie is the least of Dez’s problems.
After Dez and Kale got away at Sumrun, her father lost not only his most powerful
weapon but an important piece of the Supremacy project. Forced by Denazen to remedy
the situation, he poisons Dez and offers her a choice—surrender to Denazen for the
cure…or die. Determined to find a solution that doesn’t involved being bagged and
tagged—or losing someone she loves—Dez keeps the poison a secret. But when a rash of
Denazen attacks hit a little too close to home, Dez is convinced there’s a traitor among
them. Jade.
Sacrifices, broken promises, and secrets. Dez will have to lay it all on the line if there’s
any hope of proving Jade’s guilt before they all end up Residents of Denazen. Or worse,
dead…

Denazen Series, Book 2
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781620610176
9/11/2012
336
5.99 USD
Sci-Fi, Young Adult,
Forbidden Love,
Overcoming Odds,
Protector

“As a writer, Ms. Accardo demonstrates an exceptional ability to make readers “see”
everything that is happening. Her prose is fast paced, her detail is meticulous, her
characters are believable, and her storyline is packed with tension and sprinkled with
humor.” --Rita Lorraine Hubbard, New York Journal of Books
“There are surprises, betrayals and moments so heart wrenching, I wanted to cry. Toxic
sucks you in immediately and keeps you on the edge of your seat right up to the last
sentence.” --Jen, YA Book Central
“Full of heart-pounding action, suspense and emotional turmoil, Toxic is a fantastic
addition to the Denazen series that you will NOT want to miss!” --Mostly YA Book
Obsessed

Rights Sold in Audio

ABOUT JUS ACCARDO
Jus Accardo spent her childhood reading and learning to cook. Determined to follow in
her grandfather’s footsteps as a chef, she applied and was accepted to the Culinary Institute
of America. But at the last minute, she realized her true path lay with fiction, not food. Jus
is the bestselling author of the popular Denazen series from Entangled publishing, as well
as the Darker Agency series, and the New Adult series, The Eternal Balance. A native New
Yorker, she lives in the middle of nowhere with her husband, three dogs, and sometimes
guard bear, Oswald.
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Touch

by Jus Accardo
When a strange boy tumbles down a river embankment and lands at her feet, seventeenyear-old adrenaline junkie Deznee Cross snatches the opportunity to piss off her father
by bringing the mysterious hottie with ice blue eyes home.
Except there’s something off with Kale. He wears her shoes in the shower, is overly
fascinated with things like DVDs and vases, and acts like she’ll turn to dust if he touches
her. It’s not until Dez’s father shows up, wielding a gun and knowing more about Kale
than he should, that Dez realizes there’s more to this boy—and her father’s “law firm”—
than she realized.
Kale has been a prisoner of Denazen Corporation—an organization devoted to collecting
“special” kids known as Sixes and using them as weapons—his entire life. And, oh yeah,
his touch? It kills. The two team up with a group of rogue Sixes hellbent on taking down
Denazen before they’re caught and her father discovers the biggest secret of all. A secret
Dez has spent her life keeping safe.
A secret Kale will kill to protect.

Denazen Series, Book 1
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781620610145
6/12/2012
326
5.99 USD
Sci-Fi, Young Adult,
Forbidden Love,
Overcoming Odds,
Protector

“Accardo’s debut, first in the Denazen series, is infused with pulse-pounding action,
attitude, charm, romance, suspense and enough witty dialogue to crown it one of the best
YA novels of the year.” --Diane Morasco, RT Book Reviews
“Memorable characters, heart pounding action, sizzling hot romance — Touch has it
all! Definitely fresh and new. You need to read this book like yesterday.” -- Jennifer L.
Armentrout, author of Half-Blood and Obsidian
“Raw and emotional; just like its heroine, Touch packs a mean right hook. Jus Accardo’s
action-packed debut is sure to win her a legion of fans.” --Inara Scott, award-winning
author of The Candidates and The Marked

Rights Sold in Audio

ABOUT JUS ACCARDO
Jus Accardo spent her childhood reading and learning to cook. Determined to follow in
her grandfather’s footsteps as a chef, she applied and was accepted to the Culinary Institute
of America. But at the last minute, she realized her true path lay with fiction, not food. Jus
is the bestselling author of the popular Denazen series from Entangled publishing, as well
as the Darker Agency series, and the New Adult series, The Eternal Balance. A native New
Yorker, she lives in the middle of nowhere with her husband, three dogs, and sometimes
guard bear, Oswald.
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Untouched
by Jus Accardo

Until he met Dez, Kale’s days were filled with violence and death. He was used as a
weapon of destruction by the power hungry men of Denazen. He’s a Six. A person with
an abnormal ability. Some people call them gifts, but not Kale. Kale’s touch means instant
death to anyone.
But now there’s Dez, the girl he can touch, and they’re hunting down Sixes and warning
them about Denazen. Kale is learning about the world outside captivity and trying to
put his dark past behind him. But they underestimated how badly Denazen wanted him
back.
When Dez sacrifices herself to save the new Six they rescued from falling into the corp’s
hands, Kale is lost. Denazen has brought out its best to get the job done. Samsen, a
nightmare from Kale’s past—the only person he’s ever truly feared—has come for them,
and it soon becomes obvious he has his own twisted agenda.
Kale will need all his training to get Dez back and ensure they all make it out, free–and
alive. But will it be enough?

Denazen Series, Book 1.5
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633750357
3/27/2012
104
0.99 USD
Sci-Fi, Young Adult,
Overcoming Odds,
Protector

“I really enjoy the writing style of this author, it flows really well. This is
the second book I have read and they are both excellent. I would certainly
recommend Touch & Untouched. I simply cannot wait for the next book in the series to
come out!!!” --Chocolate Chunky Munkie
“Wow, what a novella. I was completely and utterly sucked back into this incredible world
that Jus Accardo has built. “ --Kayleigh, Goodreads
“Overall, Untouched is a must read for any fan of this series and I’d highly recommend it
anyone who is looking for something a little different.” --Donna, Goodreads

ABOUT JUS ACCARDO
Jus Accardo spent her childhood reading and learning to cook. Determined to follow in
her grandfather’s footsteps as a chef, she applied and was accepted to the Culinary Institute
of America. But at the last minute, she realized her true path lay with fiction, not food. Jus
is the bestselling author of the popular Denazen series from Entangled publishing, as well
as the Darker Agency series, and the New Adult series, The Eternal Balance. A native New
Yorker, she lives in the middle of nowhere with her husband, three dogs, and sometimes
guard bear, Oswald.
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A Messy, Beautiful Life
by Sara Jade Alan

Life is funny sometimes.
And not always the ha, ha kind. Like that one time where a hot guy tried to kiss me and I
fell. Down. Hard. And then found out I had cancer.
I’m trying to be strong for my friends and my mom.
And I’m trying so hard to be “just friends” with that hot guy, even though he seems to
want so much more. But I won’t do that to him. He’s been through this before with his
family, and I’m not going to let him watch me die.
So, I tell myself: Smile Ellie. Be funny Ellie. Don’t cry Ellie, because once I start, I might
not stop.

Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781640633544
10/2/2017
239
4.99 USD
Contemporary,
Young Adult,
Friends to Lovers,
Overcoming Odds

“A Messy, Beautiful Life appealed to every side of me: the theater geek, the romantic,
the comedy lover, and the sister/best-friend who knows that family is only partly about
DNA. I loved Ellie’s journey...and it’s not every book that can make you ugly-cry and
snort-laugh within a few chapters.” --Rosemary Clement-Moore, author of Texas Gothic
“Ellie’s story flew off the page and took over my heart while tickling my funny bone and
messing with my tear ducts.” --Victoria Hanley, bestselling author of Seize the Story: A
Handbook for Teens Who Like to Write
“This book has the perfect mixture of lighthearted, fun moments and moments that will
shatter your heart. But it’s beautiful and gives you all the feels. [...] Read this book!!!”
--Nicole, Buchwolke Tumblr

ABOUT SARA JADE ALAN
Sara Jade Alan is the author of the young adult novel A Messy, Beautiful Life, which is a
finalist for the Colorado Book Award. She wrote her first comedy sketch during secondgrade recess, then cast it, directed it, and made costumes out of garbage bags. Since then
she has performed in more than a thousand improvised and scripted shows and was on the
USA Network as a winner of their College Comedy Contest. Sara is a faculty member of
Lighthouse Writers Workshop’s Young Writers Program in Denver.
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Life After Juliet
by Shannon Lee Alexander

Becca Hanson was never able to make sense of the real world. When her best friend
Charlotte died, she gave up on it altogether. Fortunately, Becca can count on her books to
escape—to other times, other places, other people…
Until she meets Max Herrera. He’s experienced loss, too, and his gorgeous, dark eyes see
Becca the way no one else in school can.
As it turns out, kissing is a lot better in real life than on a page. But love and life are a lot
more complicated in the real world…and happy endings aren’t always guaranteed.
The companion novel to Love and Other Unknown Variables is an exploration of
loss and regret, of kissing and love, and most importantly, a celebration of hope and
discovering a life worth living again.

Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633753242
7/5/2016
304
7.99 USD
Contemporary,
Young Adult, Social
Issues

“Readers will fall in love with Becca, Max,Darby, and other characters as their soft,
awkward moments of adolescence resonate throughout the prose. A successful story of a
young woman’s journey through grief.” --Kirkus Review
“This book is more than a love story, and the love story is more than epic!” --Liza Tabita,
Goodreads
“I absolutely loved this... The story, the characters, the message... Just perfection! And I
dare anyone reading to try not to fall for Max!!” --Jamie Arkin, Fiction Fare
“Great read for a book lover... Epic love at it’s best!!!” --Socially Awkward Book Nerd

Rights Sold in French

ABOUT SHANNON LEE ALEXANDER
Shannon Lee Alexander is a wife and mother (of two kids and one yellow terrier named
Harriet Potter). She is passionate about coffee, books, and cancer research. Math makes her
break out in a sweat. Love and Other Unknown Variables is her debut novel. She currently
lives in Indianapolis with her family.
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Teen

Love and Other Unknown Variables
by Shannon Lee Alexander

Charlie Hanson has a clear vision of his future. A senior at Brighton School of
Mathematics and Science, he knows he’ll graduate, go to MIT, and inevitably discover
solutions to the universe’s greatest unanswered questions. He’s that smart. But Charlie’s
future blurs the moment he reaches out to touch the tattoo on a beautiful girl’s neck.
The future has never seemed very kind to Charlotte Finch, so she’s counting on the
present. She’s not impressed by the strange boy at the donut shop—until she learns he’s
a student at Brighton where her sister has just taken a job as the English teacher. With
her encouragement, Charlie orchestrates the most effective prank campaign in Brighton
history. But, in doing so, he puts his own future in jeopardy.
By the time he learns she’s ill—and that the pranks were a way to distract Ms. Finch from
Charlotte’s illness—Charlotte’s gravitational pull is too great to overcome. Soon he must
choose between the familiar formulas he’s always relied on or the girl he’s falling for (at
far more than 32 feet per second squared).

“Perfect for fans of John Green’s The Fault in Our Stars and Lurlene McDaniel’s fiction.”
--Kerry Sutherland, Akron-Summit County Public Library, OH
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781622664689
10/7/2014
352
7.99 USD
Contemporary,
Young Adult, Social
Issues

“I don’t even know where to begin with how much I love Love and Other Unknown
Variables. Love may not be a strong enough word. There are so many things about it that
make it a breath of fresh air in the Young Adult genre.” --Adult in the YA Section
“A heartwarming YA story of love and entering the unknown territories of adulthood.”
--Kirkus Reviews
“A quirky and heartbreaking coming-of-age novel. Fans of The Fault In Our Stars will fall
in love with Charlie and Charlotte’s story!” --International bestselling author Julie Cross

Rights Sold in French & Turkish

ABOUT SHANNON LEE ALEXANDER
Shannon Lee Alexander is a wife and mother (of two kids and one yellow terrier named
Harriet Potter). She is passionate about coffee, books, and cancer research. Math makes her
break out in a sweat. Love and Other Unknown Variables is her debut novel. She currently
lives in Indianapolis with her family.
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Other Breakable Things
by Rowan Altwood and Kelley York

According to Japanese legend, folding a thousand paper cranes will grant you healing.
Evelyn Abel will fold two thousand if it will bring Luc back to her.
Luc Argent has always been intimately acquainted with death. After a car crash got him a
second chance at life—via someone else’s transplanted heart—he tried to embrace it. He
truly did. But he always knew death could be right around the corner again. And now it
is.
Sick of hospitals and tired of transplants, Luc is ready to let his failing heart give out,
ready to give up. A road trip to Oregon—where death with dignity is legal—is his answer.
But along for the ride is his best friend, Evelyn. And she’s not giving up so easily.
A thousand miles, a handful of roadside attractions, and one life-altering kiss later,
Evelyn’s fallen, and Luc’s heart is full. But is it enough to save him? Evelyn’s betting her
heart, her life, that it can be.
Right down to the thousandth paper crane.

Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633755994
4/4/2017
306
5.99 USD
Contemporary,
Young Adult,
Overcoming Odds,
Social Issues

Rights Sold in French

“I absolutely could not put it down and loved every second of this book - it’s such a
poignant and beautiful story. I’m not sure I can write how amazing this book is, but I
highly recommend it.” --Olivia Farr, Goodreads Reviewer
“There are some books you know going in will leave you a broken and simpering mess
and Other Breakable Things is one such book.” --Romance Readers Retreat
“Heartstrings tugged (no pun intended)! Following this young couple as their
relationship grows and blossoms, even under a deadline of an illness that’s taking a bad
turn was so heart warming (again...no pun intended).” --Sarah Swann, Goodreads
“Heartbreaking and bittersweet, Luc and Evelyn’s story is one that would capture your
heart and bring you to tears.” --Natasha, Dreamland Teenage Fantasy

ABOUT ROWAN ALTWOOD AND KELLEY YORK
Kelley York and Rowan Altwood are a wife and wife writing team living in central
California with their daughter and way too many cats. Kelley is the author of Hushed, Made
of Stars, and Modern Monsters, and Other Breakable Things is Rowan’s debut.
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The Society
by Jodie Andrefski

Welcome to Trinity Academy’s best-kept secret. The Society.
You’ve been handpicked by the elite of the elite to become a member. But first you’ll have
to prove your worth by making it through Hell Week.
Do you have what it takes? It’s time to find out.
Samantha Evans knows she’d never get an invite to rush the Society—not after her dad
went to jail for insider trading. But after years of relentless bullying at the hands of the
Society’s queen bee, Jessica, she’s ready to take down Jessica and the Society one peg at a
time from the inside out.
All it’ll take is a bit of computer hacking, a few fake invitations, some eager rushees…and
Sam will get her revenge.
Let the games begin.

“The Society is a wonderful, trying to find yourself, coming of age story.” --Lynndell
Watson, Hugs N Kisses for Books
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633753273
5/3/2016
306
5.99 USD
Contemporary,
Young Adult,
Mystery & Romantic
Suspense, Revenge

“The author quickly ensnares you in the story line which is well written and fast paced
and the characters are life like.” --Laura Hernandez, Voluptuous Book Diva
“[A]s a young adult, The Society would have hit all of my favorite notes: thrilling pacing,
mild romantic triangle to keep my turning the pages, and friendship troubles. “ --Erica
Chilson, Wicked Reads
“Suspenseful and catty - loved it.” --Tina Avon, Bookshipper

Rights Sold in Audio

ABOUT JODIE ANDREFSKI
Jodie Andrefski has been passionate about reading ever since she was a little girl, when she
used to climb trees to escape with a favorite book. She lives and writes in a New Bern, North
Carolina, and has a grown son and daughter. Andrefski often draws on her background in
education and mental health counseling to bring real world experience to her writing. She
loves coffee, a good Netflix binge and just about any dessert. She is a firm believer in the
magic of a first kiss, and insists that you should never, ever give up on your dreams.
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Oblivion

by Jennifer L. Armentrout
I knew the moment Katy Swartz moved in next door, there was going to be trouble. Lots
of it.
And trouble’s the last thing I need, since I’m not exactly from around here. My people
arrived on Earth from Lux, a planet thirteen billion light years away. Plus, if there’s one
thing I know, it’s that humans can’t be trusted. We scare them. We can do things they
only dream about, and honestly, we make them look weak as hell. ‘Cuz they are.
But Kat is getting to me in ways no one else has, and I can’t stop myself from wanting
her–or wanting to use my powers to protect her. She makes me weak, and I’m the
strongest of our kind, tasked with protecting us all. So this one simple girl…she can
mean the end for us. Because the Luxen have an even bigger enemy–the Arum, and I
need to stay on my game.
Falling for Katy–a human–won’t just place her in danger. It could get us all killed, and
that’s one thing I’ll never let happen…

Lux Series, Book 6
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633753129
12/1/2015
1007
6.99 USD
Sci-Fi, Young Adult,
Aliens, Boy Next
Door, Forbidden
Love

“Aliens, hot aliens? DAEMON BLACK???? YES PLEASE! [...] This is actually the book
that made me start book blogging!” --Sasha Alsberg, #1 New York Times bestselling coauthor of Zenith
“I LOVE DAEMON BLACK...that is all.” --Jacqueline, Goodreads
“Love the mean boys.” --Penelope Douglas, New York Times bestselling author of Bully
“Unexpected. Beautiful. And brilliant.” --Nashoda Rose, New York Times bestselling
author of Torn From You

Rights Sold in Audio, French, Gaming, “This series owned me the first time I read it and there is nothing better than having
Daemon Black’s POV.” --Jack Sawyer’s Heart, Goodreads
German, Hungarian, Italian, Polish,
Russian, Spanish, Turkish, & UK
ABOUT NYT & USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR JENNIFER L. ARMENTROUT

# 1 NEW YORK TIMES, # 1 International, and USA TODAY Bestselling author Jennifer L.
Armentrout lives in West Virginia. She also writes under the name J. Lynn. When she’s not
hard at work writing, she spends her time, reading, working out, watching zombie movies,
and pretending to write. She shares her home with her husband, his K-9 partner named
Diesel and her hyper Border Jack Apollo, and a slew of farm animals that include alpacas,
goats, and sheep.
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Opposition

by Jennifer L. Armentrout
Katy knows the world changed the night the Luxen came. She can’t believe Daemon
stood by as his kind threatened to obliterate every last human and hybrid on Earth. But
the lines between good and bad have blurred.
Daemon will do anything to save those he loves, even if it means betrayal. But when it
quickly becomes impossible to tell friend from foe, and the world is crumbling around
them, they may lose everything to ensure the survival of their friends…and mankind.

Lux Series, Book 5
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781622662654
8/4/2014
500
6.99 USD
Sci-Fi, Young Adult,
Aliens, Boy Next
Door, Forbidden
Love

“Daemon Black is unforgettable and Katy is an awesome book nerd. Their love is
something special and this series is just fantastic! Do yourself a favor and pick them up!”
--Christy, Goodreads
“Jen nailed this series with an epic conclusion. Loved it!!!” --Wendy Higgins, New York
Times bestselling author of Sweet Evil
“The perfect end to a perfect series. Daemon and Katy will always have a special place in
my heart.” --Kris-10, Goodreads

Rights Sold in Audio, Bulgarian, Dutch,
“I absolutely recommend this series to everyone who enjoys romance with paranormal
French, Gaming, German, Hungarian,
elements and kickass battles,and I hope you will love Lux as much as I did!” --Katerina,
Indonesian, Italian, Polish, Portuguese,
Goodreads
Romanian, Russian, Slovak, Spanish,
Turkish, & UK
ABOUT NYT & USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR JENNIFER L. ARMENTROUT

# 1 NEW YORK TIMES, # 1 International, and USA TODAY Bestselling author Jennifer L.
Armentrout lives in West Virginia. She also writes under the name J. Lynn. When she’s not
hard at work writing, she spends her time, reading, working out, watching zombie movies,
and pretending to write. She shares her home with her husband, his K-9 partner named
Diesel and her hyper Border Jack Apollo, and a slew of farm animals that include alpacas,
goats, and sheep.
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Origin

by Jennifer L. Armentrout
Daemon will do anything to get Katy back. After the successful but disastrous raid on
Mount Weather, he’s facing the impossible. Katy is gone. Taken. Everything becomes
about finding her. Taking out anyone who stands in his way? Done. Burning down the
whole world to save her? Gladly. Exposing his alien race to the world? With pleasure.
All Katy can do is survive. Surrounded by enemies, the only way she can come out of this
is to adapt. After all, there are sides of Daedalus that don’t seem entirely crazy, but the
group’s goals are frightening and the truths they speak even more disturbing. Who are
the real bad guys? Daedalus? Mankind? Or the Luxen?
Together, they can face anything. But the most dangerous foe has been there all along,
and when the truths are exposed and the lies come crumbling down, which side will
Daemon and Katy be standing on? And will they even be together?

Lux Series, Book 4
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781622660766
8/27/2013
400
5.99 USD
Sci-Fi, Young Adult,
Aliens, Boy Next
Door, Forbidden
Love

“I absolutely loved every single page of this book! That ending.... pretty much left me
writhing in agony as I await the sequel. Jennifer- you are a freakin’ genius (kind of
evil.....), but still a literary genius! <3” --Kris 10, Goodreads
“Full of action, Origin is the best part in series so far!” --Lucia, Goodreads
“I’ve been anxious to see how this one would turn out... if it would stack up to the rest of
the series. It did! Amazing!” --Christy, Goodreads
“Before I start my review I just want to say that this is my favorite book from the series.

Rights Sold in Audio, Bulgarian, Dutch,
After the incredible and heartbreaking cliffhanger we got in Opal, I was dying to get my
French, Gaming, German, Hungarian,
hands on this one, because I was sure a lot of things will change in this story. And guess
Indonesian, Italian, Polish, Portuguese,
what? I was right..” --Ramona, Goodreads
Romanian, Russian, Slovak, Spanish,
Turkish, & UK
ABOUT NYT & USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR JENNIFER L. ARMENTROUT

# 1 NEW YORK TIMES, # 1 International, and USA TODAY Bestselling author Jennifer L.
Armentrout lives in West Virginia. She also writes under the name J. Lynn. When she’s not
hard at work writing, she spends her time, reading, working out, watching zombie movies,
and pretending to write. She shares her home with her husband, his K-9 partner named
Diesel and her hyper Border Jack Apollo, and a slew of farm animals that include alpacas,
goats, and sheep.
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Opal

by Jennifer L. Armentrout
No one is like Daemon Black.
When he set out to prove his feelings for me, he wasn’t fooling around. Doubting him
isn’t something I’ll do again, and now that we’ve made it through the rough patches,
well… There’s a lot of spontaneous combustion going on.
But even he can’t protect his family from the danger of trying to free those they love.
After everything, I’m no longer the same Katy. I’m different… And I’m not sure what that
will mean in the end. When each step we take in discovering the truth puts us in the path
of the secret organization responsible for torturing and testing hybrids, the more I realize
there is no end to what I’m capable. The death of someone close still lingers, help comes
from the most unlikely source, and friends will become the deadliest of enemies, but we
won’t turn back. Even if the outcome will shatter our worlds forever.
Together we’re stronger…and they know it.

Lux Series, Book 3
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

“Five FAT gold stars. My girl Jen done again! More Daemon, please? *holds out hands*”
--author of The Dante Walker series, Victoria Scott

9781620610107
12/3/2012
452
5.99 USD
Sci-Fi, Young Adult,
Aliens, Boy Next
Door, Forbidden
Love

“This ends on a massive cliffhanger… and I LOVED it. dangle me over that edge,
JLA, because I thought it was cleverly done and really hit me emotionally.” --Jessica,
Goodreads
“This series has consumed me! I’ve never read so quick, I can’t convey how much I’ve
loved what I’ve read so far, I’ve been devouring the pages.” --Kat, Goodreads

Rights Sold in Audio, Bulgarian, Dutch,
“Opal didn’t disappoint. It was so alert and with an amazing dynamic that will certainly
French, Gaming, German, Greek,
leave you breathless by the end of the book.” --Ramona, Goodreads
Hungarian, Indonesian, Italian, Polish,
Portuguese, Romanian, Spanish, Slovak,
Turkish, & UK
ABOUT NYT & USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR JENNIFER L. ARMENTROUT

# 1 NEW YORK TIMES, # 1 International, and USA TODAY Bestselling author Jennifer L.
Armentrout lives in West Virginia. She also writes under the name J. Lynn. When she’s not
hard at work writing, she spends her time, reading, working out, watching zombie movies,
and pretending to write. She shares her home with her husband, his K-9 partner named
Diesel and her hyper Border Jack Apollo, and a slew of farm animals that include alpacas,
goats, and sheep.
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Onyx

by Jennifer L. Armentrout
Being connected to Daemon Black sucks… Thanks to his alien mojo, Daemon’s
determined to prove what he feels for me is more than a product of our bizarro
connection. So I’ve sworn him off, even though he’s running more hot than cold these
days. But we’ve got bigger problems.
Something worse than the Arum has come to town… The Department of Defense are
here. If they ever find out what Daemon can do and that we’re linked, I’m a goner. So
is he. And there’s this new boy in school who’s got a secret of his own. He knows what’s
happened to me and he can help, but to do so, I have to lie to Daemon and stay away
from him. Like that’s possible. Against all common sense, I’m falling for Daemon. Hard.
But then everything changes… I’ve seen someone who shouldn’t be alive. And I have
to tell Daemon, even though I know he’s never going to stop searching until he gets the
truth. What happened to his brother? Who betrayed him? And what does the DOD want
from them—from me?
No one is who they seem. And not everyone will survive the lies…

Lux Series, Book 2
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781622667185
8/14/2012
448
5.99 USD
Sci-Fi, Young Adult,
Aliens, Boy Next
Door, Forbidden
Love

“The second in Armentrout’s Lux series is enchanting, as she carefully amps up the
romance and danger. Readers will stay glued as the story unfolds and eagerly await the
next installment.” --RT Book Reviews 4 1/2 Stars TOP PICK
“This is the stuff swoons are made of. Fans of Obsidian will devour the high-stakes plot
and beautifully crafted chemistry.” --Wendy Higgins, New York Times bestselling author
of SWEET EVIL

“HANDS DOWN, feet down, face down, ass down the best book Jennifer L. Armentrout
has ever written..I’ve said before that I’m riding the Jennifer L. Armentrout train going
Rights Sold in Audio, Bulgarian, Dutch,
full speed ahead, but now I own the frickin railroad! GREAT ALIEN BALLS OF FIRE! I
French, Gaming, German, Greek,
must warn you, Onyx drips with sexual tension.” --Tough Critic Book Reviews

Hebrew, Hungarian, Indonesian, Italian,
Polish, Portuguese, Romanian, Spanish,
Slovak, Turkish, & UK

ABOUT NYT & USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR JENNIFER L. ARMENTROUT

# 1 NEW YORK TIMES, # 1 International, and USA TODAY Bestselling author Jennifer L.
Armentrout lives in West Virginia. She also writes under the name J. Lynn. When she’s not
hard at work writing, she spends her time, reading, working out, watching zombie movies,
and pretending to write. She shares her home with her husband, his K-9 partner named
Diesel and her hyper Border Jack Apollo, and a slew of farm animals that include alpacas,
goats, and sheep.
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Obsidian

by Jennifer L. Armentrout
Starting over sucks. When we moved to West Virginia right before my senior year, I’d
pretty much resigned myself to thick accents, dodgy internet access, and a whole lot of
boring…. until I spotted my hot neighbor, with his looming height and eerie green eyes.
Things were looking up.
And then he opened his mouth. Daemon is infuriating. Arrogant. Stab-worthy. We do
not get along. At all. But when a stranger attacks me and Daemon literally freezes time
with a wave of his hand, well, something…unexpected happens.
The hot alien living next door marks me.You heard me. Alien. Turns out Daemon and his
sister have a galaxy of enemies wanting to steal their abilities, and Daemon’s touch has
me lit up like the Vegas Strip. The only way I’m getting out of this alive is by sticking close
to Daemon until my alien mojo fades.
If I don’t kill him first, that is.

Lux Series, Book 1
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781622667178
5/8/2012
400
5.99 USD
Sci-Fi, Young Adult,
Aliens, Boy Next
Door, Forbidden
Love

“The beginning of Armentrout’s new Lux series is a thrilling ride from start to finish.
A cross between Roswell and Dawson’s Creek, this series is guaranteed to hold your
attention and have you begging for more.” --RT Book Reviews
“Daemon and Katy are combustible…Obsidian is an action packed ride that will leave
you breathless and begging for more.” --Jus Accardo, author of Touch
“Loved this book! This is actually the book that made me start book blogging!” --Sasha
Alsberg, Goodreads

Rights Sold in Audio, Bulgarian, Dutch,
“This book was such a quick, fun read! I haven’t read an alien book before, and I found
French, Gaming, German, Greek,
these aliens to be so interesting. Katy was a great main character and I LOVED that she
Hebrew, Hungarian, Indonesian, Italian,
had a book blog.” --Zoe, Goodreads
Polish, Portuguese, Russian, Romanian,
Slovak, Spanish, Turkish, & UK
ABOUT NYT & USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR JENNIFER L. ARMENTROUT

# 1 NEW YORK TIMES, # 1 International, and USA TODAY Bestselling author Jennifer L.
Armentrout lives in West Virginia. She also writes under the name J. Lynn. When she’s not
hard at work writing, she spends her time, reading, working out, watching zombie movies,
and pretending to write. She shares her home with her husband, his K-9 partner named
Diesel and her hyper Border Jack Apollo, and a slew of farm animals that include alpacas,
goats, and sheep.
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Shadows

by Jennifer L. Armentrout
The last thing Dawson Black expected was Bethany Williams. As a Luxen, an alien lifeform on Earth, human girls are…well, fun. But since the Luxen have to keep their true
identities a secret, falling for one would be insane. Dangerous. Tempting. Undeniable.
Bethany can’t deny the immediate connection between her and Dawson. And even
though boys aren’t a complication she wants, she can’t stay away from him. Still,
whenever they lock eyes, she’s drawn in. Captivated. Lured. Loved.
Dawson is keeping a secret that will change her existence…and put her life in jeopardy.
But even he can’t stop risking everything for one human girl. Or from a fate that is as
unavoidable as love itself.

Lux Series, Book 0.5
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781622667208
2/20/2012
192
4.99 USD
Sci-Fi, Young Adult,
Aliens, Boy Next
Door, Forbidden
Love

Rights Sold in Audio, Dutch, French,
Gaming, German, Hungarian, Italian,
Romanian, Spanish, & UK

“The riveting love story that Jennifer wrote of Dawson and Beth, they will shows that
love will conquer all and gives the greatest strength like no others. I praise the novella,
giving it a 5 Cat’s Tails review when you know you found your match, there’s nothing in
the world that can pull you apart.” --Sassy Cats Book Review
“Ok, seriously, this YA series has me HOOKED !!!! Like woah hooked! I feel like I could
easily devour ten of these books in a sitting! Im totally and completely in LOVE!!”
--Aesta’s Book Blog, Goodreads
“The author really understands the key ingredients to a fantastic YA romance: swoonworthy guys, realistic heroines, wistful romance, action, and humor. One of the reasons
Armentrout stands out to me compared to many other YA authors I read is the humor in
her writing.” --Rachael Wade, Goodreads

ABOUT NYT & USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR JENNIFER L. ARMENTROUT

# 1 NEW YORK TIMES, # 1 International, and USA TODAY Bestselling author Jennifer L.
Armentrout lives in West Virginia. She also writes under the name J. Lynn. When she’s not
hard at work writing, she spends her time, reading, working out, watching zombie movies,
and pretending to write. She shares her home with her husband, his K-9 partner named
Diesel and her hyper Border Jack Apollo, and a slew of farm animals that include alpacas,
goats, and sheep.
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Flawed

by Kate Avelynn
Sarah O’Brien is only alive because of the pact she and her brother made twelve years
ago—James will protect her from their violent father if she promises never to leave him.
For years, she’s watched James destroy his life to save hers. If all he asks for in return is
her affection, she’ll give it freely.
Until he asks for more than she can give.
Sam Donavon has been James’s best friend-and the boy Sarah’s had a crush on for as
long as she can remember. As their forbidden relationship deepens, Sarah knows she’s in
trouble. Quiet, serious Sam has decided he’s going to save her. Neither of them realizes
James is far more unstable than her father ever was.
And James is not about to let Sarah forget her half of the pact...

Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781682810620
11/20/2012
350
2.99 USD
Contemporary,
Young Adult,
Forbidden Love,
Social Issues

“ I’m an emotional wreck and cannot control the verbal vomit that will most likely
come out of my mouth. So with that said, the following may contain spoilers and some
expletives. You have been warned. Proceed at your own risk :)” --Tessamari, Goodreads
“To say Flawed was an emotional read would be an understatement. Im not gonna lie. I
was exhausted when I finished this one. It was intense, heart breaking and depressing.”
--Arianna, Goodreads
This was a story of devotion, loyalty, tragedy, love, guilt, beauty, and betrayal. At times
I loved it, other times I hated it. I was angry, happy, disgusted, heartbroken and moved.
After reading it I really felt emotionally raw.” --Christy, Goodreads

ABOUT KATE AVELYNN
When not devouring books, holding down her editing gig, or burning the cookies she keeps
forgetting she’s baking, Kate Avelynn writes dark contemporary YA that blends first love,
betrayal, and danger.
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Zombie Abbey
by Lauren Baratz-Logsted

1920, England
And the three teenage Clarke sisters thought what they’d wear to dinner was their biggest
problem…
Lady Kate, the entitled eldest.
Lady Grace, lost in the middle and wishing she were braver.
Lady Lizzy, so endlessly sunny, it’s easy to underestimate her.
Then there’s Will Harvey, the proud, to-die-for—and possibly die with!—stable boy;
Daniel Murray, the resourceful second footman with a secret; Raymond Allen, the
unfortunate-looking young duke; and Fanny Rogers, the unsinkable kitchen maid.
Upstairs! Downstairs! Toss in some farmers and villagers! None of them ever expected to
work together for any reason. But none of them had ever seen anything like this.
“Highbrow British aristocracy meets The Walking Dead in this tongue-in-cheek tale, a
historical and modern mash-up.” --Wendy Higgins, New York Times bestselling author
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633759121
4/3/2018
352
5.99 USD
Paranormal, Young
Adult, Historical,
Overcoming Odds,
Social Issues

“More scandalous fun than Downton Abbey, Zombie Abbey is a glorious and zany romp
with the undead.” --Tasha Alexander, New York Times bestselling author
“This part zombie romp, part historical fiction, and part romantic comedy will delight
readers...witty dialogue keeps pages turning...” --School Library Journal
“Funny and captivating, romantic and horrifying, Baratz-Logsted’s fast-paced story will
leave readers clamoring for more.” --Karen Dionne, author

ABOUT LAUREN BARATZ-LOGSTED
Lauren Baratz-Logsted is the author of over 30 books for adults, teens and children, which
have been published in 15 countries. Before becoming a writer, she was an independent
bookseller (11 years), a Publishers Weekly reviewer (292 titles); a freelance editor, a sort-of
librarian, and a window washer. She lives in CT with her husband, daughter and cat. Lauren
prefers the nobility to zombies, as a rule, and so long as you’re not the latter, you’re welcome
to visit her at www.laurenbaratzlogsted.com.
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Olivia Decoded
by Vivi Barnes

Olivia: This isn’t my Jack, who once looked at me like I was his world. The guy who’s
occupied the better part of my mind for eight months.This is Z, criminal hacker with a
twisted agenda and an arsenal full of anger.
Olivia’s spent the past year trying to get her life on track. New school. New friends. New
attitude. But old flames die hard, and one look at Jack—the hacker who enlisted her into
his life and his hacking ring, stole her heart, and then left her—and every memory, every
moment, every feeling comes rushing back.
But Jack’s not the only one resurfacing in Liv’s life.
Jack: If there was any part of her that still wanted me, even a little, I’d never be able to let
her go. But I couldn’t do that to her. She deserves better than a criminal like me.
When a stalker hell-bent on scaring Liv and framing Jack enters Liv’s life, Jack and Liv
will have to work together to find out who it is before someone gets hurt, or worse. But
can Liv learn to trust Jack again, when he can’t—or won’t—give up his life of hacking for
good?

Olivia Twisted Series, Book 2
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633754911
9/6/2016
320
5.99 USD
Contemporary,
Young Adult,
Mystery & Romantic
Suspense, Social
Issues

“This likable pair of hackers deserves as many more outings as Barnes can conceive. An
emotionally mature YA thriller that gives hope to troubled teens.” --Kirkus Reviews
“Addictive and gripping, yet also creepy and a little unnerving!” --Once Upon a
Moonlight Review
“This book starts off with a great mystery that just keeps you guessing until the end. It’s a
quick read, read it in one night because I just didn’t want to stop. It’s that good. However,
I do want to go back and read the very first book now.” --Emmyjo, Goodreads

ABOUT VIVI BARNES
Vivi Barnes was raised on a farm in East Texas where her theater-loving mom and cowboy
dad gave her a unique perspective on life. After college, she convinced her supportive
husband to move with her to be part of the sunshine and magic in Orlando, Florida. On
a good day, she manages to divide her time writing, working, reading, goofing off with
her three kids, and avoiding dirty dishes. Vivi is a proud member of SCBWI and attends
conferences whenever she can.
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Paper or Plastic
by Vivi Barnes

Welcome to SmartMart, where crime pays minimum wage...
Busted. Alexis Dubois just got caught shoplifting a cheap tube of lipstick at the local
SmartMart. She doesn’t know what’s worse—disappointing her overbearing beautypageant-obsessed mother for the zillionth time…or her punishment. Because Lex is
forced to spend her summer working at the store, where the only things stranger than the
staff are the customers.
Now Lex is stuck in the bizarro world of big-box retail. Coupon cutters, jerk customers,
and learning exactly what a “Code B” really is (ew). And for added awkwardness, her new
supervisor is the totally cute—and adorably geeky—Noah Grayson. Trying to balance her
out-of-control mother, her pitching position on the softball team, and her secret crush on
the school geek makes for one crazy summer. But ultimately, could the worst job in the
world be the best thing that ever happened to her?

“An enjoyable read with enough emotional turmoil and sweet romantic moments to
satisfy the YA crowd.” --Kirkus Reviews
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781622665266
2/3/2015
320
5.99 USD
Contemporary,
Young Adult, Forced
Proximity

“Oh this book! What a delightful little thing Paper or Plastic was! I enjoyed every minute
of it and had butterflies in my tummy by the end.” --Nick, Goodreads
“I loved this book! It was so much fun and romance-y and surprising and just enjoyable.
I definitely recommend it for those days when you want a quick romance to get you
through the cold days.” --Lori, Goodreads

ABOUT VIVI BARNES
Vivi Barnes was raised on a farm in East Texas where her theater-loving mom and cowboy
dad gave her a unique perspective on life. After college, she convinced her supportive
husband to move with her to be part of the sunshine and magic in Orlando, Florida. On
a good day, she manages to divide her time writing, working, reading, goofing off with
her three kids, and avoiding dirty dishes. Vivi is a proud member of SCBWI and attends
conferences whenever she can.
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Olivia Twisted
by Vivi Barnes

Olivia -- He tilts my chin up so my eyes meet his, his thumb brushing lightly across my
lips. I close my eyes. I know Z is trouble. I know that being with him is going to get me
into trouble. I don’t care. At least at this moment, I don’t care.
Tossed from foster home to foster home, Olivia’s seen a lot in her sixteen years. She’s
hardened, sure, though mostly just wants to fly under the radar until graduation. But her
natural ability with computers catches the eye of Z, a mysterious guy at her new school.
Soon, Z has brought Liv into his team of hacker elite—break into a few bank accounts,
and voila, he drives a motorcycle. Follow his lead, and Liv might even be able to escape
from her oppressive foster parents. As Liv and Z grow closer, though, so does the
watchful eye of Bill Sykes, Z’s boss. And he’s got bigger plans for Liv…
Z -- I can picture Liv’s face: wide-eyed, trusting. Her smooth lips that taste like
strawberry Fanta. It was just a kiss. That’s all. She’s just like any other girl.
Except that she’s not. Thanks to Z, Olivia’s about to get twisted.

Olivia Twisted Series, Book 1
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781622660292
11/5/2013
304
5.99 USD
Contemporary,
Young Adult,
Mystery & Romantic
Suspense, Forced
Proximity

“One of the most interesting premises of any contemporary YA book this year. Moreover,
its parallels to the literary powerhouse Oliver Twist are brilliant. With Barnes’ nearflawless writing, excellent character development and a smart storyline that readers will
devour, this book deserves its RT Top Pick.” --RT Book Reviews Top Pick
“Barnes has taken a story known to the ages and modernized it for the younger
generation. It’s a glorious retelling of a magnificent story that opens up the world for a
whole new group.” --The Ledger Independent

ABOUT VIVI BARNES
Vivi Barnes was raised on a farm in East Texas where her theater-loving mom and cowboy
dad gave her a unique perspective on life. After college, she convinced her supportive
husband to move with her to be part of the sunshine and magic in Orlando, Florida. On
a good day, she manages to divide her time writing, working, reading, goofing off with
her three kids, and avoiding dirty dishes. Vivi is a proud member of SCBWI and attends
conferences whenever she can.
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Under the Milky Way
by Vanessa Barneveld

Nothing ever happens in Dawson, Colorado.
Until high school senior Cassidy Roekiem’s mom checks into a “wellness center,” but
nothing is wrong with her.
Then people start seeing lights in the sky and missing chunks of time, but the town insists
nothing is going on.
And now Hayden, the new boy at school who keeps to himself and is more than a little
mysterious, starts to notice her like it’s nothing out of the ordinary.
Suddenly, “nothing” is starting to feel a whole lot like something. And everything leads
back to Hayden. The boy she’s starting to fall for. The boy with too many dark secrets for
his kind heart. The boy she’s pretty sure isn’t human…

“Vanessa Barneveld has created a masterpiece. This is Young Adult romance with action
and intrigue laced throughout.” --Vikki T, NetGalley
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781682815823
8/10/2021
402
5.99 USD
Young Adult, Sci-Fi,
Aliens, Overcoming
Odds, Social Issues

“Secrets, lies, betrayal, conspiracies, abductions, and more make for a suspenseful and
entertaining read. Part sci-fi, part mystery, the intrigue definitely propels the plot. I
became easily engrossed in the story and didn’t anticipate many of the surprising twists
and turns. It’s an interesting and enjoyable read that will appeal to readers of ya sci-fi
romance.” --Julie P, NetGalley
“This book is like twilight for aliens! A lot of similarities! I loved the romance of
Hayden and Cassidy! It was so sweet! It would be very cool to see this book as a movie.”
--Amanda R, NetGalley

ABOUT VANESSA BARNEVELD
Australian Vanessa Barneveld lives in a 19th-century house in inner-city Sydney with a 21stcentury husband, two eccentric cats and one ghost—all of whom provide inspiration for her
spirited novels. In addition to her writing career, she’s part of a crack team that produces
closed captions for deaf TV viewers and audio descriptions for the blind. An avid traveler,
she enjoys the journeys almost as much as the destinations. She freely admits to being food
motivated and will stop at nothing to find the perfect hot chips wherever she roams around
the world.
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Love Spells and Other Disasters
by Angie Barrett

I didn’t know when I wrote the first love spell that it would actually make things happen.
Like, actually make people fall in love with each other…
How could I have known something like that? I mean, magic isn’t real, right?
But here’s the thing—the spell does work and so does the next one and the next one...
and suddenly I’m getting a whole lot of attention from everyone at my high school. Me,
Blend-into-the-Walls, Please-Let-Me-Introvert-in-Peace Rowan Marshall. And not only
that, but I’ve also caught the attention of Luca Russo, a godlike, football-playing hottie
who claims he likes me just the way I am. Ummm...
But as I’m about to learn, playing around with things you don’t understand means when
things go wrong—like really, very awfully wrong—you don’t know how to fix them.

“This was the perfect read for winter, it was cute, fluffy, and romantic.” --Brinley,
Goodreads
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781649371256
2/1/2021
344
4.99 USD
Young Adult,
Paranormal,
Witches,
Contemporary,
Opposites Attract,
Overcoming Odds

“This was a delightful and magical read about friendship, family, and making hard
choices.” --Ariel, Goodreads
“Love Spells and Other Disasters was a real treat to read. I think this book definitely
speaks to the younger generation and has so much substance written between the pages.”
--April Engels, Goodreads

Rights Sold in Polish

ABOUT ANGIE BARRETT
Author Angie Barrett lives in a small town in Ontario, Canada in an old century home that
is also known as the “cat house” because, well, Angie likes cats. A lot. She also likes shopping
for books, or for anything really, and spending time RVing in the summer with her family.
She has worked for sixteen years as a high school English teacher and Librarian and is
currently a Curriculum Consultant for new teachers.
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The Vanishing Spark of Dusk
by Sara Baysinger

Stand up.
When Lark is stolen from Earth to be a slave on the planet Tavdora, she’s determined to
find her way back home to her family, no matter the cost. Placed in the household of a
notorious slave trader, Lark quickly learns her best assets are her eyes and ears. And if
she’s brave enough, her voice.
Be heard.
Kalen is the Tavdorian son of a slave trader and in line to inherit his father’s business. But
his growing feelings for Lark, the new house slave who dares to speak of freedom, compel
him to reveal his new plan for the slave ships returning to Earth—escape. Together, they
just might spark a change that flares across the universe.
Fight back.

Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781640634619
1/8/2018
480
3.99 USD
Sci-Fi, Young Adult,
Forbidden Love,
Protector

“The Vanishing Spark of Dusk pulls readers into an intriguing, believable world where
the stakes couldn’t be higher and the forbidden attraction hotter. Be prepared to stay up
all night reading--you won’t be able to put it down.” --Charlene Whitman, author of The
Front Range series
“Imagine Red Queen plus Beauty and the Beast set in space. Like the sound of that? This
book is along those lines!--Michelle, First Book Love
“This story was a whirlwind of adventure with a love story written in the stars, that
will sweep you off your feet. A page turner that will make you read through the night.”
--Ruby, Goodreads
“I swooned, I’m not gonna lie.” --Kate Hardy, Beautiful Bookland

ABOUT SARA BAYSINGER
Sara was born in the heart of the Andes Mountains in Ecuador where she spent her early
life exploring uncharted lands and raising chickens. She now makes her home among
the endless cornfields of Indiana with her husband and two children…and she still raises
chickens. Her dystopian novel BLACK TIGER was self-published in 2016. When not getting
lost in a book, Sara can be found gardening, devouring chocolate, and running off the
sugar-high from said chocolate.
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The Rising King
by Shea Berkley

The summer before Dylan Kennedy’s senior year in high school is turning out to be
anything but boring. Ridiculously hot girlfriend? Check. Killing evil Dark Souls who
suddenly have aspirations of taking over the magical realm of Teag because its protective
spell is gone? Check.
Not even Teag’s King, Dylan’s father, Baun, can stop them. People are dying, and a dark
magic that his girlfriend, Kera, received from Baun is growing stronger. Dylan wants to
believe Kera is suppressing the darkness that’s in her, but every day he sees that control
slip just a little more.
Baun sends Dylan to find a powerful magic that stop the Dark Souls, a magic so strong
that Baun hid it so no one else could use it. What Dylan doesn’t expect to find along with
it are consequences that could end the lives of those closest to him.

Keepers of Life Series, Book 3
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781622661510
4/28/2014
391
4.99 USD
Fantasy, Young
Adult, Overcoming
Odds, Protector

“The characters are well thought out and developed, the plot is interesting and different,
the pacing is perfect. You will not be disappointed in picking this series up!” --The Cover
Contessa
“I have enjoyed this series and want to read it again and I plan on buying the paperback
editions of all three books! Highly recommended for all fantasy readers!” --Lynndell,
Goodreads
“Oh, such a great book, loved the end of the series, and yeah, what a great book!!!!”
--Louisa, Goodreads

ABOUT SHEA BERKLEY
Shea Berkley is the author of The Keeper of Life series for Entangled Publishing. “My series
is all about monsters, magic, and mayhem that take the reader on a wild fun-filled ride.”
When Shea isn’t writing, she’s doing random activities to keep her mind occupied and away
from causing trouble. Whether it’s kickboxing, driving waaay too fast or baking waay too
many cookies, she does it like a pro. But mostly you can find her licking chocolate off her
fingers and keyboard as she types (she takes multitasking to new levels) ‘cause those pesky
people in her head won’t leave her alone. There’s probably medication for that, but she
refuses to silence the muse.
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The Fallen Prince
by Shea Berkley

Dylan finally feels like he has it all. He’s back home in the human realm with his beautiful
girlfriend, loving grandparents, and some crazy powers over the elements. But Dylan’s
temper is climbing out of control, and along with the bursts of rage come new powers he
wasn’t expecting.
Kera has these new powers, too. She’s seen them before and knows what they can do if
kept unchecked…and it’s not pretty. Plus, going back to her home realm, Teag, would
hasten the process. Kera is determined to keep her one true love, Dylan, safe on Earth,
but when the barrier between the human realm and Teag weakens, allowing monster-like
creatures to pass over, Kera becomes desperate to protect her home.
When Kera is kidnapped and imprisoned in a corner of her world that no one has ever
escaped from alive, can Dylan overcome his unbridled powers—and himself—to save
her?

Keepers of Life Series, Book 2
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781620612255
6/4/2013
330
4.99 USD
Fantasy, Young
Adult, Overcoming
Odds, Protector

“The Fallen Prince by Shea Berkley is a non-stop journey into the world of fantasy where
you must suspend your belief in what you can see and open your mind to what could
be!” --Diane, Goodreads
“Fast paced and full of twists and turns “The Fallen Prince” will have you anxiously
turning each page.” --Katie, Goodreads
“Once I started reading I could not stop until the end and even then I didn’t want the
story to stop.” --Joy Whiteside, Goodreads
“The book is full of adventure, love and surprises, rarely you find a book with all of this
combined and it flows, is just amazing book, don’t take my word for it, read all of the
other amazing reviews and the stars.” --Books are my Life

ABOUT SHEA BERKLEY
Shea Berkley is the author of The Keeper of Life series for Entangled Publishing. “My series
is all about monsters, magic, and mayhem that take the reader on a wild fun-filled ride.”
When Shea isn’t writing, she’s doing random activities to keep her mind occupied and away
from causing trouble. Whether it’s kickboxing, driving waaay too fast or baking waay too
many cookies, she does it like a pro. But mostly you can find her licking chocolate off her
fingers and keyboard as she types (she takes multitasking to new levels) ‘cause those pesky
people in her head won’t leave her alone. There’s probably medication for that, but she
refuses to silence the muse.
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The Marked Son
by Shea Berkley

Seventeen-year-old Dylan Kennedy always knew something was different about him, but
until his mother abandoned him in the middle of Oregon with grandparents he’s never
met, he had no idea what.
When Dylan sees a girl in white in the woods behind his grandparents’ farm, he knows
he’s seen her before…in his dreams. He’s felt her fear. Heard her insistence that only he
can save her world from an evil lord who uses magic and fear to feed his greed for power.
Unable to shake the unearthly pull to Kera, Dylan takes her hand. Either he’s completely
insane or he’s about to have the adventure of his life, because where they’re going is full of
creatures he’s only read about in horror stories. Worse, the human blood in his veins has
Dylan marked for death…

Keepers of Life Series, Book 1
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781620612309
7/31/2012
352
3.99 USD
Fantasy, Young
Adult, Overcoming
Odds, Protector
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“I found The Marked Son to be such a thrilling read! I was captivated from the very
beginning.” --Alexa, Goodreads
“This book is amazing. Its like I took off on the most fantastic paranormal fantasy
adventure ride, and still haven’t touched ground.” --Debbie, Goodreads
“I have read a lot of books but this book left me speechless! Shea did a great job weaving
a beautiful story starting with Dylan and his mother and then Dylan learns he has
grandparents that are alive.” --Tee Loves Kyle Jacobson, Goodreads
“The Marked Son will take you on a fantastic journey that includes some self-discovery,
lots of action, loads of adventure and heartwarming love. A must read for all ages.”
--Tamra Baumann, Goodreads

ABOUT SHEA BERKLEY
Shea Berkley is the author of The Keeper of Life series for Entangled Publishing. “My series
is all about monsters, magic, and mayhem that take the reader on a wild fun-filled ride.”
When Shea isn’t writing, she’s doing random activities to keep her mind occupied and away
from causing trouble. Whether it’s kickboxing, driving waaay too fast or baking waay too
many cookies, she does it like a pro. But mostly you can find her licking chocolate off her
fingers and keyboard as she types (she takes multitasking to new levels) ‘cause those pesky
people in her head won’t leave her alone. There’s probably medication for that, but she
refuses to silence the muse.
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Never Apart
by Romily Bernard

What if you had to relive the same five days over and over? And what if at the end of it,
your boyfriend is killed… And you have to watch. Every time.
You don’t know why you’re stuck in this nightmare.
But you do know that these are the rules you now live by:
Wake Up. Run. Die. Repeat.
Now, the only way to escape this loop is to attempt something crazy. Something
dangerous. Something completely unexpected. This time…you’re not going to run.
Combining heart-pounding romance and a thrilling mystery Never Apart is a stunning
story you won’t soon forget.

Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633758230
10/3/2017
306
7.99 USD
Sci-Fi, Young Adult,
Boy Next Door, Girl
Next Door

“Thrilling, romantic, and full of surprises, Never Apart kept me on the edge of my seat,
desperate to uncover what was happening to Grace—and whether she’d ever find a way to
stop it.” --Megan Miranda, NYT Bestselling author of All the Missing Girls
“Utterly captivating. This book had me under a spell from the first page. A beautifully
written story of love, loss, and the fragile threads that bind us to one another.” --Natalie
D. Richards, author of Six Months Later
“Impossible to put down. . . An infinitely readable story that twists and turns in all the
right places, then hurtles toward a shocking conclusion. I fell in love with Bernard’s
complex characters, her exquisite imagery, and her masterfully-timed reveals.” --Elle
Cosimano, award-winning author of Nearly Gone

ABOUT ROMILY BERNARD
Romily Bernard graduated from Georgia State University with a literature degree. Since
then, she’s worked as a riding instructor, cell-phone salesperson, personal assistant, horse
groomer and exercise rider, accounting assistant, and, during a very dark time, customer
service representative. . . . She’s also, of course, now a YA novelist. So don’t let anyone tell
you a BA degree will keep you unemployed. Romily currently lives in Atlanta, Georgia. Her
debut novel, Find Me, won the Golden Heart Award for YA Romance from the Romance
Writers of America in 2012.
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Unraveled
by Kate Jarvik Birch

Ella isn’t anyone’s pet anymore, but she’s certainly not free.
After exposing the dark secrets about NuPet’s breeding program, forcing them to repeal
the law that allowed genetically modified girls to be kept as pets, she thought girls like
her would finally be free. She never dreamed that it would backfire. NuPet may have
convinced the public of their intentions to assimilate pets back into society, but Ella
knows it’s a lie.
They aren’t planning mass rehabilitation…they’re planning a mass extermination.
Now, with the help of a small group of rebels, Ella and Penn, the boy she’d give up her
life for, set out to bring down NuPet for good. But when her group gets implicated in a
string of bombings, no one is safe. If she can’t untangle the web of blackmail and lies that
extends far beyond NuPet’s reach, she won’t just lose her chance at freedom, she’ll lose
everyone she loves.

Perfected Series, Book 3
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633759145
4/3/2018
304
7.99 USD
Sci-Fi, Young
Adult, Dystopian,
Overcoming Odds,
Social Issues

Rights Sold in Audio

“The way Kate Jarvik Birch had everything slowly unfurl, giving you as a reader the
chance to guess at who the spy/double agent was great. Kate Jarvik Birch certainly keeps
you on the edge of your seat in this book.” --Sandra, Jeanz Read N Review
“The explosive conclusion to the Perfected series. [...] I’ve really enjoyed this series it has
been constant throughout. It’s a continuous story and is fast-paced.” --Danielle, Chapters
Through Life
“Unraveled is an action packed, feminist themed story that holds a hell of a lot of appeal.”
--Juli, Goodreads
“Unraveled is the third book in the series, and is a am continuation of Ella’s journey. This
series is wonderfully disturbing and unique.” --Mandie, NetGalley

ABOUT KATE JARVIK BIRCH
Kate Jarvik Birch is a visual artist, author, playwright, daydreamer, and professional
procrastinator. As a child, she wanted to grow up to be either a unicorn or mermaid.
Luckily, being a writer turned out to be just as magical. Her essays and short stories have
been published in literary journals including Indiana Review and Saint Ann’s Review. She
lives in Salt Lake City, Utah with her husband and three kids.
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Tarnished
by Kate Jarvik Birch

Ella was genetically engineered to be the perfect pet—graceful, demure…and kept.
In a daring move, she escaped her captivity and took refuge in Canada. But while she
can think and act as she pleases, the life of a liberated pet is just as confining as the
Congressman’s gilded cage. Her escape started a revolution, but she’s trapped, unable to
get back to Penn—the boy she loves—or help the girls who need her.
Back in the United States, pets are turning up dead. With help from a very unexpected
source, Ella slips deep into the dangerous black market, posing as a tarnished pet
available to buy or sell. If she’s lucky, she’ll be able to rescue Penn and expose the truth
about the breeding program. If she fails, Ella will pay not only with her life, but the lives
of everyone she’s tried to save…

Perfected Series, Book 2
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
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9781633751286
12/1/2015
304
5.99 USD
Sci-Fi, Young
Adult, Dystopian,
Forbidden Love,
Overcoming Odds

Rights Sold in Audio & Turkish

“PERFECTED was an interesting book, but TARNISHED definitely stepped the series up
another level.” --Stacy, Goodreads
“This was an impressive sequel! It seriously elevated this series into new heights!”
--Lauren-SERIESous Books, Goodreads
“Five stars are not enough for TARNISHED. TARNISHED is simply outstanding!”
--Monique, Goodreads
“This novel truly has something that appeals to any mind, in any age group. It’s jampacked with action for those who are searching for it. At every turn of the page, you’re
heart is jumping out of your chest, and you’re resisting the urge to scream.” --Trisha,
Goodreads

ABOUT KATE JARVIK BIRCH
Kate Jarvik Birch is a visual artist, author, playwright, daydreamer, and professional
procrastinator. As a child, she wanted to grow up to be either a unicorn or mermaid.
Luckily, being a writer turned out to be just as magical. Her essays and short stories have
been published in literary journals including Indiana Review and Saint Ann’s Review. She
lives in Salt Lake City, Utah with her husband and three kids.
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Perfected

by Kate Jarvik Birch
As soon as the government passed legislation allowing humans to be genetically
engineered and sold as pets, the rich and powerful rushed to own beautiful girls like
Ella. Trained from birth to be graceful, demure, and above all, perfect, these “family
companions” enter their masters’ homes prepared to live a life of idle luxury.
Ella is happy with her new role as playmate for a congressman’s bubbly young daughter,
but she doesn’t expect Penn, the congressman’s handsome and rebellious son. He’s the
only person who sees beyond the perfect exterior to the girl within. Falling for him goes
against every rule she knows…and the freedom she finds with him is intoxicating.
But when Ella is kidnapped and thrust into the dark underworld lurking beneath her
pampered life, she’s faced with an unthinkable choice. Because the only thing more
dangerous than staying with Penn’s family is leaving…and if she’s unsuccessful, she’ll face
a fate far worse than death.

Perfected Series, Book 1
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
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9781622662692
7/1/2014
304
5.99 USD
Sci-Fi, Young
Adult, Dystopian,
Forbidden Love,
Overcoming Odds,
Protector

Rights Sold in Audio & Turkish

“Perfected has landed itself as one of my all-time favorites, and I find myself talking
about it often and passionately. It was just so well done and unique! If you enjoyed any of
my recommends below, I suspect (and hope) you’ll love Perfected just as much!” --The
Obsessive Bookseller, Goodreads
“This book was absolutely amazing and I am dying to read more!! My heart broke in two
when the ending of this book suddenly crept upon me!” --Shilo Harney, Goodreads
“I’m not going to lie. I adored Perfected. Once I got into the story, nothing could draw
me away from it.” --Kristen Cansler, Goodreads
“Perfected is absolutely wonderful! The story is based on a completely new concept and
kept me riveted and interested throughout the entire book!” --Lynndell, Goodreads

ABOUT KATE JARVIK BIRCH
Kate Jarvik Birch is a visual artist, author, playwright, daydreamer, and professional
procrastinator. As a child, she wanted to grow up to be either a unicorn or mermaid.
Luckily, being a writer turned out to be just as magical. Her essays and short stories have
been published in literary journals including Indiana Review and Saint Ann’s Review. She
lives in Salt Lake City, Utah with her husband and three kids.
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Infinity

by Andria Buchanan
The kingdom of Nerissette is finally at peace. After multiple battles, Queen Allie just
might have the time to start building a relationship with the dragon next door, Winston,
before her sixteenth birthday. But unrest is forming at the borders and soon she realizes
that it’s not just the Fate Maker who wants to take her crown, but her aunt, Queen
Bavasama.
When Bavasama sends her troops over the border into Nerissette on a campaign of mass
destruction, Allie has to decide whether or not she’s willing to bring her battle-scarred
country back to war. She can’t take the chance of letting more people die, or letting those
she’s lost disappear from memory.
She must survive long enough to save her country and, in the end, decide what she will
do when faced with a final, horrible series of choices.

Chronicles of Nerissette Series, Book 3
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781622660254
11/5/2013
304
4.99 USD
Fantasy, Young
Adult, Overcoming
Odds

“I liked Infinity. It was fast-paced and had me eager to find out how the whole story
ended. “ --Arys, Goodreads
“This book was simply an amazing ending to the series. It starts with a strong pace from
page one and doesn’t let up until the end.” --Tonja Drecker, Goodreads
“I enjoyed the series and highly recommend it.” --Dana, Goodreads
“I have to tell you, out off all three books, this was my favorite! I loved every minute of it.”
--Jennifer Weiser, Amazon

ABOUT ANDRIA BUCHANAN
Trapped for years around adults who thought they knew everything, Andria Buchanan
started writing to keep herself sane and out of jail. Now, instead of fighting traffic and
dealing with staff meetings Andria prefers to spend her days hanging out by the pool in
a pair of yoga pants and a t-shirt, typing away at stories about young women who are
completely capable of kicking butt, saving themselves, and rescuing a cute prince in need of
kissing all without chipping their nail polish and still getting their math homework done.
When she’s not working she’s either on Twitter or chasing down one of her two dogs (aka
The Not So Wonder Twins) who believe it’s their life’s mission to eat all her left socks.
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Evanescent
by Andria Buchanan

Allie’s destroyed her way out of the deadly realm of Nerissette, unless she can find two
elusive artifacts that have the power to make her a goddess. But she’s got even bigger
problems: she also has to find a way to unite Nerissette behind her as their new queen,
and capture the Fate Maker before he can find another army of invaders willing to help
him return to power.
In the meantime, Allie is having to deal with her growing feelings for the guy who she’s
certain is the love of her life. She and her shape shifting champion must both learn about
the subtle, shifting layers of bravery and what it means to open your heart to another,
regardless of how frightened it may be.

Chronicles of Nerissette Series, Book 2
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781622660193
10/1/2013
304
4.99 USD
Fantasy, Young
Adult, Overcoming
Odds

“Overall, I am highly enjoying this series. I like this sequel even more than first, and I
can’t wait for the next book to come out. The storyline is gripping, and I love the depth
this one reaches and the potential for even more depth that it puts in by the end. It will
be very interesting to see what happens next to these characters.” --Fresh Fiction
“Evanescent is filled with action and continues the wonderful world-building, as well as,
character development that Ms. Buchanan started in her first book.” --Arys, Goodreads
“The book is fast paced and action packed and I look forward to reading the next one!”
--Dana, Goodreads

ABOUT ANDRIA BUCHANAN
Trapped for years around adults who thought they knew everything, Andria Buchanan
started writing to keep herself sane and out of jail. Now, instead of fighting traffic and
dealing with staff meetings Andria prefers to spend her days hanging out by the pool in
a pair of yoga pants and a t-shirt, typing away at stories about young women who are
completely capable of kicking butt, saving themselves, and rescuing a cute prince in need of
kissing all without chipping their nail polish and still getting their math homework done.
When she’s not working she’s either on Twitter or chasing down one of her two dogs (aka
The Not So Wonder Twins) who believe it’s their life’s mission to eat all her left socks.
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Everlast

by Andria Buchanan
Allie Munroe has only ever wanted to belong, maybe even be well liked. But even though
she’s nice and smart and has a couple of friends, she’s still pretty much the invisible girl at
school. So when the chance to work with her friends and some of the popular kids on an
English project comes up, Allie jumps at the chance to be noticed.
And her plan would have worked out just fine…if they hadn’t been sucked into a magical
realm through a dusty old book of fairy tales in the middle of the library.
Now, Allie and her classmates are stuck in Nerissette, a world where karma rules and
your social status is determined by what you deserve. Which makes a misfit like Allie the
Crown Princess, and her archrival the scullery maid. And the only way out is for Allie
to rally and lead the people of Nerissette against the evil forces that threaten their very
existence.

Chronicles of Nerissette Series, Book 1
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781622660070
8/27/2013
400
0.99 USD
Fantasy, Young
Adult, Fish Out of
Water, Overcoming
Odds

“This is looking to be a great fantasy series - relateable characters, solid world building, a
mythology I can buy into.” --Elizabeth, Goodreads
“One of the most entertaining books Ive read in a while.” --Grace Fonseca, Goodreads
“Ms. Buchanan did a stupendous showing us this new world. The descriptions and
characters reactions kept me riveted” --Usrula, Goodreads
“Everlast is one of those books that really is every girls dream and if you have ever
fantasized about living in a fairy tale, then you definitely have to read this book.”
--Danielle Young, Goodreads

ABOUT ANDRIA BUCHANAN
Trapped for years around adults who thought they knew everything, Andria Buchanan
started writing to keep herself sane and out of jail. Now, instead of fighting traffic and
dealing with staff meetings Andria prefers to spend her days hanging out by the pool in
a pair of yoga pants and a t-shirt, typing away at stories about young women who are
completely capable of kicking butt, saving themselves, and rescuing a cute prince in need of
kissing all without chipping their nail polish and still getting their math homework done.
When she’s not working she’s either on Twitter or chasing down one of her two dogs (aka
The Not So Wonder Twins) who believe it’s their life’s mission to eat all her left socks.
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Dear Cassie
by Lisa Burstein

What if the last place you should fall in love is the first place that you do?
You’d think getting sent to Turning Pines Wilderness Camp for a month-long
rehabilitation “retreat” and being forced to re-live it in this journal would be the worst
thing that’s ever happened to me.You’d be wrong.There’s the reason I was sent to Turning
Pines in the first place: I got arrested. On prom night. With my two best friends, who I
haven’t talked to since and probably never will again.
And then there’s the real reason I was sent here. The thing I can’t talk about with the guy
I can’t even think about.What if the moment you’ve closed yourself off is the moment you
start to break open? But there’s this guy here. Ben. And the more I swear he won’t—he
can’t—the deeper under my skin he’s getting.
After the thing that happened, I promised I’d never fall for another boy’s lies.
And yet I can’t help but wonder…what if?

Pretty Amy Series, Book 2
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
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320
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Contemporary,
Young Adult,
Enemies to Lovers,
Social Issues

“Disturbing and Beautiful...Get ready to be more than entertained. Get ready to be
changed.” --Katie Kacvinsky, Author of First Comes Love
“Raw, uncompromising...Draws the reader in with taut storytelling and complex, original
characters.” --Holly Goldberg Sloan, Author of I’ll Be There
“For Fans of Katie McGarry or Katie Kacvinsky Dear Cassie will resonate with readers
from beginning to end.” --MTG Reviews
“Full of snark, angst and brilliant writing! Dear Cassie is captivating.” --The Bumble Girl

ABOUT LISA BURSTEIN
Lisa Burstein is a tea seller by day and a writer by night. She received her MFA in Creative
Writing from the Inland Northwest Center for Writers at Eastern Washington University.
She also writes as Candy Sloane from Sneaking Candy. She is the author of Pretty Amy,
The Next Forever, Dear Cassie, Sneaking Candy and The Possibility of Us. As well as a
contributor to the essay collection, Break These Rules: 35 YA Authors On Speaking Up,
Standing Out, and Being Yourself.
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Pretty Amy
by Lisa Burstein

You’d think life couldn’t get much worse than being arrested on prom night. But you’d be
wrong.
No friends. My two besties, Cassie and Lila, are now officially parentally banned.
No summer of freedom. Instead, I’ll be working at a convenience store, earning money
just so I can cover bail.
No future. Just a series of humiliating “rehabilitation techniques” designed to teach me a
lesson.
The only silver lining is Aaron—a mystery wrapped in a leather jacket and wielding car
keys—who just happens to show up right when I need him. Now I only feel alive when
we’re driving together, the wind in my hair.
Maybe finally getting a life only happens once you think your life is over.

Pretty Amy Series, Book 1
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781620611203
5/8/2012
352
5.99 USD
Contemporary,
Young Adult, Social
Issues

“If you’ve ever felt like you didn’t belong or didn’t know what you wanted to do with your
life, then Pretty Amy is a must-read for you.” --Girls’ Life Magazine
“Pretty Amy will resonate with any teen considering or already on the wrong path.
Burstein paints a bleak picture of teenage politics and one girl’s search to fit in and be
loved.” --San Francisco Book Review
“A coming-of-age story without the comfort of padding…a relatable and compelling
character [with] a lot of wonderful snark.” --New York Journal of Books
“Lisa Burstein has one of the most refreshingly real YA voices I’ve read in years. Get your
hands on a copy of Pretty Amy --STAT! “ --E.Kristin Anderson, Co-editor of Dear Teen
Me, Authors Write Letters to their Teen Selves

ABOUT LISA BURSTEIN
Lisa Burstein is a tea seller by day and a writer by night. She received her MFA in Creative
Writing from the Inland Northwest Center for Writers at Eastern Washington University.
She also writes as Candy Sloane from Sneaking Candy. She is the author of Pretty Amy,
The Next Forever, Dear Cassie, Sneaking Candy and The Possibility of Us. As well as a
contributor to the essay collection, Break These Rules: 35 YA Authors On Speaking Up,
Standing Out, and Being Yourself.
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Star-Crossed Dragons
by Chris Cannon

Ice-princess, Sara Sinclair, is the most un-Blue Blue Dragon of her Clan. And now her
parents signed a marriage contract to an absolute asshat. Sara has no interest in being
one half of a snobby Blue power couple. In fact, all she can dream about is biting her
obnoxious fiancé’s head off and burying him in the garden. Since that can’t happen, her
future seems like a lost cause, until she meets Ian, a fire-breathing Red Dragon—who is
everything her fiancé is not.
Now Sara’s jumped from the frying pan into the fire because dating outside of your Clan
is against Directorate law. Ian could be thrown in jail or executed without a trial. But now
that she knows what love feels like, she can’t imagine being with anyone else.
Talk about a rock and a hard place…

Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
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9781649371232
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381
4.99 USD
Young Adult,
Paranormal, Shifters,
Forbidden Love

“I LOVED this book. Forbidden love is always an interesting read but adding magic,
dragons, and a completely different style of life than we are used to and you get an
amazing new spin on a classic love story.” --Madison Vessels, Goodreads
“I’d recommend this book to fans of dragons, paranormal romance, and anyone who
wants a happily ever after.” --Patriciab, Goodreads

ABOUT CHRIS CANNON
Chris Cannon is the award-winning author of the Going Down In Flames series and the
Boyfriend Chronicles. She lives in Southern Illinois with her husband and several furry
beasts. She believes coffee is the Elixir of Life. Most evenings after work, you can find her
sucking down caffeine and writing fire-breathing paranormal adventures or romantic
comedies.
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Demon Bound
by Chris Cannon

When a summoning goes awry, suddenly booknerd Meena’s summer job becomes
something drastically different. Instead of cleaning eccentric Carol’s house, she’s bound to
a demon as his soul-collector. Soon Meena discovers that the boring, pageant-obsessed,
bonfire-loving town that she’s never fit in to is a hotbed for soul-sucking demons,
demon-hunting witches, and vampires who just wanna have fun… And then she comes
into her own powers.
Could things get any stranger? Good thing she meets new guy Jake—who gets her and
still hangs around.
When Jake’s mom sends him off to his Aunt Zelda’s for the summer, he thought he’d be
bored. But nothing is what it seems in this town. His aunt isn’t just odd, she’s a witch who
fights demons and tries to maintain the magical balance of the town. Jake should get the
hell out of there and, he would leave, except for bad-ass newbie witch Meena, who looks
at him like he matters.
He never counted on sticking around, but Meena’s bound to a demon who wants to
destroy her soul—and Jake’s finally found someone worth fighting for.

Crossroad Chronicles Series, Book 1
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781682815274
1/6/2020
400
4.99 USD
Paranormal, Young
Adult, Overcoming
Odds, Social Issues,
Ugly Duckling

“If you enjoy paranormal romances with relatable characters, this book is next on your
TBR!” --Kat, Goodreads
“I don’t have to work to get into Chris’ books. I’m sucked in right about the time the
main character is described as a bookworm. So, about page 1.” --Schizanthus Nerd,
Goodreads
“World building is great in this story. It’s the kind of book you read when you want
something exciting and unique.” --Fizza, Goodreads
“I’ve read quite a few of Chris Cannons books and her worlds are never dull. This one is
inventive and her writing style brings it to life.” --DM, Goodreads

ABOUT CHRIS CANNON
Chris Cannon is the award-winning author of the Going Down In Flames series and the
Boyfriend Chronicles. She lives in Southern Illinois with her husband and several furry
beasts. She believes coffee is the Elixir of Life. Most evenings after work, you can find her
sucking down caffeine and writing fire-breathing paranormal adventures or romantic
comedies.
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Burning Bright
by Chris Cannon

Bryn is back for her senior year at the Institute for Excellence, also known as shapeshifting dragon school. She isn’t sure which is scarier, the life-force sucking dragons
stalking campus or the fact that she’s officially betrothed to Jaxon, a guy who will never
love her. Not that she could ever love him, either… That’s just ridiculous.
Senior year should be fun. Her parents are alive, she’s finally fitting in, and she’s learning
how to be a Medic. But what’s with Jaxon giving her strange looks? He runs hot and cold,
and he doesn’t even have the excuse of being a hybrid fire-and-ice-breathing dragon like
her. One minute they’re having a great time and the next, she wants to blast a fireball at
his head. The marriage contract of doom looms over them--unless this match not made
in heaven kindles a flame…

Going Down in Flames Series, Book 5
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781640635777
6/4/2018
405
4.99 USD
Paranormal, Young
Adult, Shifters,
Enemies to Lovers,
Fake Relationship,
Fish Out of Water

“I have loved these dragons for a long time, and I’m very sad to see them go. But I have
all 5 books on my kindle, so I may be revisiting them again...” --Jeraca, Goodreads
“The writing flows so beautifully and is absolutely action-packed!” --Olivia F., Goodreads
“I have loved this series ever since the beginning and this book was no exception.”
--Cassie James, Goodreads
“If you’re looking for a fun, sassy, action packed read with dragons look no further.”
--Emily V., NetGalley

ABOUT CHRIS CANNON
Chris Cannon is the award-winning author of the Going Down In Flames series and the
Boyfriend Chronicles. She lives in Southern Illinois with her husband and several furry
beasts. She believes coffee is the Elixir of Life. Most evenings after work, you can find her
sucking down caffeine and writing fire-breathing paranormal adventures or romantic
comedies.
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Fanning the Flames
by Chris Cannon

Bryn McKenna has it all, including her smoking-hot knight turned live-in boyfriend,
Valmont. Even though she’s a hybrid dragon, she’s finally fitting into the new shapeshifting dragon world that’s become her own. But her grandparents want to ruin
everything by making Bryn’s nightmare of an arranged marriage to Jaxon Westgate a
reality. It doesn’t help that Jaxon’s father is on a witch hunt for Rebel sympathizers and
Bryn finds herself in his line of fire.
If she doesn’t say, “I do,” she’ll lose everything. Good-bye flying. Good-bye best friends.
Good-bye magic. But if she bends to her grandparents’ will and agrees to marry Jaxon,
she’ll lose the love of her life—her knight.

Going Down in Flames Series, Book 4
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
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9781633758773
3/6/2017
323
4.99 USD
Fantasy, Young
Adult, Paranormal,
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to Lovers, Fish Out
of Water, Forbidden
Love

“Chris Cannon is a powerful writer, able to make you feel every single word from the first
page to the last.” --Kristin Carfi, Books in Brogan
“The witty Bryn once again captured my heart and made me enraptured in another
wonderful piece of her journey.” --Cassie James, author of Queen of Fire
“[I]t was more like reaching the end of the first part of a conclusion, like Harry Potter
and The Deathly Hallows Part 1, you understand why it was played out this way but
you’re left hungry for more.” --Gia Shaw, Goodreads
“I’m kind of in it to win it at this point. With everything that happened in the last quarter
of the book, I need to know how it all goes down for Bryn.” --Kristin Bingham, Book
Sniffers Anonymous

ABOUT CHRIS CANNON
Chris Cannon is the award-winning author of the Going Down In Flames series and the
Boyfriend Chronicles. She lives in Southern Illinois with her husband and several furry
beasts. She believes coffee is the Elixir of Life. Most evenings after work, you can find her
sucking down caffeine and writing fire-breathing paranormal adventures or romantic
comedies.
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Trial by Fire
by Chris Cannon

Bryn’s hopes for a peaceful new semester at school go up in smoke when someone tries
to kill her—again. She’s not sure which is scarier, facing the radicals who want to sacrifice
her for their cause, or her impending nightmare-of-a-Directorate-arranged marriage to
her nemesis, Jaxon.
The one bright spot in her life is Valmont, her smoking-hot knight who is assigned to
watch over her twenty-four hours a day. Is what she feels for him real, or just a side effect
of the dragon-knight bond? At this point, stopping the impending civil war might be
easier than figuring out her love life.

Going Down in Flames Series, Book 3
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633755864
4/4/2016
355
4.99 USD
Fantasy, Young
Adult, Paranormal,
Shifters, Fish Out of
Water

“The mystery that is in Trial By Fire keeps you guessing on what is going on. There
is magic in this book, and Chris Cannon has captured it!” --Kelly Mccurdy, Kelly’s
NerdyObsession
“The wait for this book was absolutely worth it. From beginning to end, this book did not
disappoint. Another fantastic story by Chris Cannon.” --No Escape Like a Book
“Another great installment in this Dragon fantasy world!” --Ana, BookHookup
“Overall, [Trial By Fire]was well-written and hard to put down. I am looking forward to
the next book.” --Diane Lynch, Goodreads

ABOUT CHRIS CANNON
Chris Cannon is the award-winning author of the Going Down In Flames series and the
Boyfriend Chronicles. She lives in Southern Illinois with her husband and several furry
beasts. She believes coffee is the Elixir of Life. Most evenings after work, you can find her
sucking down caffeine and writing fire-breathing paranormal adventures or romantic
comedies.
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Bridges Burned
by Chris Cannon

Since discovering she is a shape-shifting, fire-breathing dragon on her sixteenth birthday
(surprise!), Bryn McKenna’s world has been thrown into chaos. Being a “crossbreed”—
part Red dragon and part Blue—means Bryn will never fit in. Not with dragon society.
Not with the archaic and controlling Directorate. And definitely not when she has striped
hair and a not-so-popular affection for rule-breaking…
But sneaking around with her secret boyfriend, Zavien, gets a whole lot harder when he’s
betrothed to someone else. Someone who isn’t a mixed breed and totally forbidden. And
for an added complication, it turns out Bryn’s former archnemesis Jaxon Westgate isn’t
quite the evil asshat she thought. Now she’s caught between her desire to fit in and a need
to set things on fire. Literally.
Because if Bryn can’t adapt to the status quo…well, then maybe it’s time for her to change
it.Only her blood can save him from disaster.

Going Down in Flames Series, Book 2
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
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9781633751712
1/19/2015
392
4.99 USD
Fantasy, Young
Adult, Paranormal,
Shifters, Opposites
Attract, Social Issues

“It’s a hard thing for a sequel to surpass the original but in this case it did! WOW! I loved
this book so much, I couldn’t put it down, even as my tired eyes burned and blurred.”
--Emily, Goodreads
“Highly recommend, full of action, suspense and intrigue. Intense and unputdownable...I
need the next book NOW!!!” --Karla, Goodreads
“My heart literally ached for Bryn in this book. I am so attached to her and I shed a lot of
tears because of the events in this book.” -Ivey Byrd, Goodreads
“I freaking love this series!! I loved the dragons and the world that’s been created.”
--Maghon Thomas, Goodreads

ABOUT CHRIS CANNON
Chris Cannon is the award-winning author of the Going Down In Flames series and the
Boyfriend Chronicles. She lives in Southern Illinois with her husband and several furry
beasts. She believes coffee is the Elixir of Life. Most evenings after work, you can find her
sucking down caffeine and writing fire-breathing paranormal adventures or romantic
comedies.
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Going Down in Flames
by Chris Cannon

Finding out on your sixteenth birthday you’re a shape-shifting dragon is tough to
swallow. Being hauled off to an elite boarding school is enough to choke on.
Since Bryn is the only crossbreed at the Institute for Excellence, all eyes are on her, but it’s
a particular black dragon, Zavien, who catches her attention.
Zavien is tired of the Directorate’s rules. Segregated clans, being told who to love, and
close-minded leaders make freedom of choice almost impossible. The new girl with the
striped hair is a breath of fresh air, and with Bryn’s help, they might be able to change the
rules.
At the Institute, old grudges, new crushes, and death threats are all part of a normal
day for Bryn. She’ll need to learn to control her dragon powers if she wants to make it
through her first year at school. But even focusing on staying alive is difficult when you’re
falling for someone you can’t have…

Going Down in Flames Series, Book 1
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781622665303
6/30/2014
407
4.99 USD
Fantasy, Young
Adult, Paranormal,
Shifters, Forbidden
Love, Revenge

“Hilarious. Well written. Gloriously awesome. I loved it and will be sticking with it!”
--Tia, Goodreads
“It’s actually been a while since I’ve read a YA paranormal story. And what a great way
to get back into the genre! This book was everything I hoped it would be...wonderful
characters, an interesting setting filled with both good and evil, twists and turns and
mystery, and, of course, dragons!” --Ana, Goodreads
“An incredibly fun, fast-paced, original coming of age story with a witty heroine, secret
school for dragons and unexpected plot. It is wildly entertaining and I can’t wait for Book
2!” --Kris, Goodreads

Rights Sold in Gaming

ABOUT CHRIS CANNON
Chris Cannon is the award-winning author of the Going Down In Flames series and the
Boyfriend Chronicles. She lives in Southern Illinois with her husband and several furry
beasts. She believes coffee is the Elixir of Life. Most evenings after work, you can find her
sucking down caffeine and writing fire-breathing paranormal adventures or romantic
comedies.
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Falling for Forever
by Melissa Chambers

The second Jenna Quigley turns eighteen, she’s headed to L.A. to extend the timer on her
fifteen minutes of fame. Too bad her dad made her promise to graduate high school first.
Silver lining? Her new school has a serious talent competition with a $25,000 cash prize,
which would go a long way in L.A. Jenna’s got plenty of talent—she didn’t almost win
America’s Newest Sensation for nothing. But it’ll take everything she’s got to bring down
the music nerd with a stick up his butt…no matter how cute he is in those glasses.
Miles Cleveland needs to win that talent contest. When some hot girl stole his audition
spot on America’s Newest Sensation, his chance to study music flounced off to New York
with her. Now, not only can he win enough money to pay for his education, he can get
revenge on that very same girl. He can’t start to question his plan, though…no matter
how deep Jenna buries into his heart.

Before Forever Series, Book 2
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781640631342
7/3/2017
385
4.99 USD
Contemporary,
Young Adult,
Enemies to Lovers,
Social Issues

“I’m in love with this series. Another 5-star worthy book! You can read this story as a
standalone. However, this author’s writing style is so addictive you won’t want to miss
The Summer Before Forever.” --Danielle Duncan, Chapters Through Life
“I loved that we got little snippets of Chloe and Landon throughout this book. I hope
that Chambers will continue on with this series. I would love to catch up with Jenna and
Miles six months or a year into the future to see how they’re doing.” --Sara Newhouse,
Bibliophagist
“Wicked book hangover!!! I read this in ONE night. I couldn’t put it down and totally
ignored everything else I had to do so I could finish the book. Melissa Chambers outdid
herself with this story.” --Victoria Bunce, Educator

ABOUT MELISSA CHAMBERS
Melissa Chambers writes contemporary novels for young, new, and actual adults. A
Nashville native, she spends her days working in the music industry and her nights
tapping away at her keyboard. While she’s slightly obsessed with alt rock, she leaves the
guitar playing to her husband and kid. She never misses a chance to play a tennis match,
listen to an audiobook, or eat a bowl of ice cream. (Rocky road, please!) She’s a member of
SCBWI and RWA including several local and online chapters thereof. She holds her B.S. in
Communications from the University of Tennessee.
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The Summer Before Forever
by Melissa Chambers

Chloe Stone’s life is a hot mess. Determined to stop being so freaking skittish, she packs
up her quasi-famous best friend and heads to Florida. The goal? Complete the summer
bucket list to end all bucket lists. The problem? Her hot soon-to-be stepbrother, Landon
Jacobs.
Landon’s mom will throttle him if he even looks at his future stepsister the wrong way.
Problem is, Chloe is everything he didn’t know he wanted, and that’s…inconvenient.
Watching her tear it up on a karaoke stage, stand up to his asshole friend, and rock her
first string bikini destroys his sanity.
But there’s more than their future family on the line. Landon is hiding something—
something he knows will change how she feels about him—and she’s hiding something
from him, too. And when the secrets come out, there’s a good chance neither will look at
the other the same way again…

Before Forever Series, Book 1
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633757271
8/22/2016
376
4.99 USD
Contemporary,
Young Adult,
Forbidden Love,
Social Issues

“Landon ... sigh... every girl should have a Landon in her life at some point. He’s sweet
but masculine, protective but not overbearing, perfect but not.” --Jessica Calla, author of
the Sheridan Hall series
“The only reason I gave this book five stars is because I can’t give it more!” --Moriah, A
Leisure Moment
“Loved, loved, loved!! This is a fabulous YA read that had me hooked from the first
page...The writing is great and the pace of the story is quick and easy. I was almost to the
end of the book before I ever realized.” --Bette Hansen, Goodreads
“If you’re looking to read a romance and/or something like the Did I Mention I Love You
series, then I suggest you read this as I loved it.” --Liv, Liv’s Wonderful Escape

ABOUT MELISSA CHAMBERS
Melissa Chambers writes contemporary novels for young, new, and actual adults. A
Nashville native, she spends her days working in the music industry and her nights
tapping away at her keyboard. While she’s slightly obsessed with alt rock, she leaves the
guitar playing to her husband and kid. She never misses a chance to play a tennis match,
listen to an audiobook, or eat a bowl of ice cream. (Rocky road, please!) She’s a member of
SCBWI and RWA including several local and online chapters thereof. She holds her B.S. in
Communications from the University of Tennessee.
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Unraveling Eleven
by Jerri Chisholm

In Compound Eleven, freedom from tyranny is impossible.
My name is Eve Hamilton, and I’ve managed the impossible.
I am free.
Until just like that, it is wrenched from my grasp. And this time, the corridors of the
dark underground city are even more dangerous than ever before. But my brief taste of
freedom has left me with something useful, something powerful, something that terrifies
the leaders of Compound Eleven.
And now I have a monster inside.
One I’ll need to learn to control, and fast, or I’ll lose everything and everyone I hold dear.
Starting with Wren Edelman. The one boy who has taught me that anything is possible if
we stick together.
But will that matter if I become the very thing he fears the most?

Eleven Trilogy Series, Book 2
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781649371126
11/16/2021
386
5.99 USD
Young Adult,
Dystopian, Sci-Fi,
Enemies to Lovers,
Forbidden Love

“This book is even more thrilling and exciting than the book one. The life in Compound
Eleven is nothing short of hell, especially for the rebellious teenager, Eve. In the last book
we see how she struggles to find a way out of the compound and succeed in the end.”
--Fizza, Goodreads
“What a roller coaster of emotions this book will put you through! Book 2 of the Eleven
Trilogy picks up right where book 1 ends. I thought book one was amazing, but this one
was better!” --Dreams, Goodreads
“To those writing a trilogy, or just a sequel in general, THIS is how you write one. I
absolutely LOVE this book and it’s characters... The story is fast paced and grips on tight
to you till the very last page.” --Sequoia, Goodreads

ABOUT JERRI CHISHOLM
Jerri Chisholm is a YA author, a distance runner, and a chocolate addict. Her childhood was
spent largely in solitude with only her imagination and a pet parrot for company. Following
that she completed a master’s degree in public policy and then became a lawyer, but
ultimately decided to leave the profession to focus exclusively on the more imaginative and
avian-friendly pursuit of writing. She lives with her husband and three children, but, alas,
no parrot.
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Escaping Eleven
by Jerri Chisholm

In Compound Eleven, the hierarchy of the floors is everything.
My name is Eve Hamilton, and on my floor, we fight. Which at least is better than the
bottom floor, where they toil away in misery. Only the top floor has any ease in this harsh
world; they rule from their gilded offices.
Because four generations ago, Earth was rendered uninhabitable—the sun too hot, the
land too barren. Those who remained were forced underground. While not a perfect life
down here, I’ve learned to survive as a fighter.
Except my latest match is different. Instead of someone from the circuit, my opponent
is a mysterious boy from the top floor. And the look in his eyes tells me he’s different…
maybe even kind. Right before he kicks my ass.
Still, there’s something about him—something that says he could be my salvation...or
my undoing. Because I’m no longer content to just survive in Eleven. Today, I’m ready to
fight for more than my next meal: I’m fighting for my freedom. And this boy may just be
the edge I’ve been waiting on.
“Oh my goodness, what a page turner!” --Heather S., NetGalley
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781682815021
12/8/2020
386
7.99 USD
Young Adult, Sci-Fi,
Dystopian, Enemies
to Lovers, Forbidden
Love

“Escaping Eleven is an immersive, action-packed story about one girl’s fight for freedom.”
--Julie P., NetGalley
“Escaping Eleven was a brilliant, beautiful story that made me want more from this
world. I was pulled into the story every time I sat down to read it. This was a m a z i n g
and I’m so thankful that I got to read this.” --Laur G., Goodreads
“A wonderful, exciting, yet confronting debut that YA readers’ll love.” --Minca H.,
NetGalley

ABOUT JERRI CHISHOLM
Jerri Chisholm is a YA author, a distance runner, and a chocolate addict. Her childhood was
spent largely in solitude with only her imagination and a pet parrot for company. Following
that she completed a master’s degree in public policy and then became a lawyer, but
ultimately decided to leave the profession to focus exclusively on the more imaginative and
avian-friendly pursuit of writing. She lives with her husband and three children, but, alas,
no parrot.
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Live Like Legends
by Kate Cornell

Princess Kalista has known her role from birth. She’s spent her entire life preparing to be
the socialite wife of a prince from a peaceful kingdom. But on her big day, she is shocked
when she is instead forced to marry the warrior prince of a cursed land, who is as cold as
the wintry kingdom he’ll one day rule.
Carson has a throne no princess wants to share with him. An immortal beast ravages
their land, and he’ll do anything to stop it, even marry a complete stranger on the day she
was supposed to wed her betrothed. Let her hate him for it, but Kalista is his only hope
for peace.
Kalista knows she’s just a pawn on the chessboard of politics, but now she’s expected to
kill an unstoppable creature because of some legend about her bloodline that Carson
believes as truth. He trains her how to fight, and when lessons in swordplay lead to
lessons in love, her destiny puts more than just her life at risk.
How far is she willing to go to save the prince she never wanted…but can’t imagine living
without?
“I absolutely loved this book!...I couldn’t put it down, literally read in one day.” --Yara,
Goodreads
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781682816080
6/1/2020
388
4.99 USD
Fantasy, Young
Adult, Opposites
Attract, Royalty

“Enjoyed very much reading this book. It was easy to read and never had a boring
moment. It was so funny and sweet.” --Sara, Goodreads
“Live Like Legends is an absolutely fantastic YA fantasy romance.” --Olivia, Goodreads
“I want to highly recommend that book. It is an easy read and a masterpiece at the same
time. I love this book.” --Nika Schnarr, Goodreads
“I really loved this book! I finished it in two days because I couldn’t put it down. It was
fast paced, action packed and so fun.” --Nikki, Goodreads

ABOUT KATE CORNELL
Kate Cornell was born in Michigan. She wrote her first novel about alien robots when she
was in 5th grade. She lives in Los Angeles where she watches bad movies and reviews them
on YouTube. Live Like Legends is her first novel.
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Atlantis Reborn
by Gloria Craw

In a few days, I’ll officially be the Laurel clan chief—but it comes at a heavy cost. My
human family, the McKyes, think I’m dead, and the only family I have left is my surly
cousin, Theron. Plus the occasional visit from my dead mother.
Gathering the fifteen clans of Atlantis is more tasking than I thought. Thank fate that Ian
has my back, otherwise keeping the peace would be a total disaster. I want to give him
my heart, too, but without an official likeness, or spontaneous pairing, it’s only wishful
thinking. To make matters worse, someone out there has the formula to create humanAtlantian hybrids. For a hefty price.
Certain chiefs are so desperate to increase our population that they refuse to see the price
might be more than money; it could cost us our souls. If I can’t change their minds, the
descendants of Atlantis could disappear forever.

Atlantis Rising Series, Book 3
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633756106
6/5/2017
269
4.99 USD
Fantasy, Young
Adult, Paranormal,
Overcoming Odds,
Social Issues

“[I]n my opinion, readers following the characters/series will be pleased with the final
parts of the book.” --Olivia Farr, Goodreads
“The author does a great job with the plot line in this book that it will leave you second
guessing all the twists and turns. I found this to be a fun but quick read.” --Lovely
Loveday
“Falling back into Allison and Ian’s world was like wrapping myself up in my cosiest
blanket, complete with hot chocolate with marshmallows! This is meant in the best
possible way. It was just so easy to fall into the storyline and be reunited with the various
characters and storylines.” --Merissa, I Dig Good Books!

ABOUT GLORIA CRAW
Gloria Craw grew up in the desert southwest and attended the University of Utah where she
got a degree in anthropology. These days, she lives just outside of Seattle, Washington. She’s
married, has four daughters and a very hairy dog.
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Atlantis Quest
by Gloria Craw

After all they’d cost me, I thought I was done with the Truss clan. I was wrong. Nikki
Dawning, my mortal enemy, has been kidnapped, and I’ve been asked to spy on the Truss
to find her. The pull between Ian and I has never been stronger, but he can’t help me
this time. I have to rely on Theron, a bad-tempered cousin I didn’t know I had. To make
matters worse, the people I trust have been keeping secrets.
I’m starting to feel like a weapon in a war I don’t understand. How far am I willing to go
to protect the descendants of Atlantis and the common good when I’m not sure what the
common good is anymore?
Only one thing is certain. If I’m the next Laurel clan chief, I can’t let myself be
manipulated…by anyone.

Atlantis Rising Series, Book 2
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633752832
3/1/2016
356
7.99 USD
Fantasy, Young
Adult, Paranormal,
Overcoming Odds,
Right Under Your
Nose

“This book is fast paced, with action, intensity and hormones. what isn’t there to like!”
--Karla, Goodreads
“Exciting Adventure, Magical, Mysterious, Fun, and Suspense Filled Stars! What a
wonderful and refreshing read.” --Lindy, Goodreads
“I recommend this book if you are looking for a series that will pull you in and having
you trying to figure out what happens next in this page turner that you will not be able to
put down.” --Lovely Loveday, Goodreads

ABOUT GLORIA CRAW
Gloria Craw grew up in the desert southwest and attended the University of Utah where she
got a degree in anthropology. These days, she lives just outside of Seattle, Washington. She’s
married, has four daughters and a very hairy dog.
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Atlantis Rising
by Gloria Craw

We’ve stayed hidden too long…
I am different. I have always been different, but no one can know or my life will be in
danger. So I hide in plain sight, wearing drab clothes and thick glasses and trying to be
invisible. I’m so good at hiding, no one has ever noticed me. Until Ian…the mysterious
and oh-so-cute boy I know I need to avoid.
Now I have been seen. And more terrifying still, I am wanted—by those who would
protect me and those who would destroy everything and everyone I love. But if they’re all
terrified about who I am, wait until they see what I can do…

Atlantis Rising Series, Book 1
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781622665242
1/6/2015
320
5.99 USD
Fantasy, Young
Adult, Paranormal,
Overcoming Odds,
Right Under Your
Nose

“An enchanting debut from a promising new author of paranormal YA.” --Kirkus
Reviews
“All in all it was a quick and fun read...Highly recommended. =)” --Say, Goodreads
“If you’re looking for a re-telling of the children of Atlantis that is completely unique, you
should definitely read Atlantis Rising. “ --ReadWriteLove28, Goodreads

ABOUT GLORIA CRAW
Gloria Craw grew up in the desert southwest and attended the University of Utah where she
got a degree in anthropology. These days, she lives just outside of Seattle, Washington. She’s
married, has four daughters and a very hairy dog.
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On Thin Ice
by Julie Cross

Brooke Parker never expected to find herself in the tiny town of Juniper Falls, Minnesota.
Of course, she also never expected to lose her dad. Or for her mom to lose herself.
Brooke feels like she’s losing it…until she finds Juniper Falls hockey. Juniper Falls girls’
hockey, that is.
Jake Hammond, current prince of Juniper Falls, captain of the hockey team, and player
with the best chance of scoring it big, is on top of the world. Until one hazing ritual gone
wrong lands him injured, sitting on the sidelines, and—shocking even to him—finding
himself enjoying his “punishment” as assistant coach for the girls’ team.
As Jake and Brooke grow closer, he finds the quiet new girl is hiding a persona full of life,
ideas, and experiences bigger and broader than anything he’s ever known. But to Jake,
hockey’s never just been a game. It’s his whole life. And leveraging the game for a shot at
their future might be more than he can give.

Juniper Falls Series, Book 3
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781640634091
2/26/2019
340
5.99 USD
Contemporary,
Young Adult, Sports
Romance, Across
the Tracks, Social
Issues, Fish Out of
Water

“Well done Julie Cross, this was a great read.” --Sarah, Goodreads
“It was very much a page-turner, and I am really enjoying this series (where each book
can be read as a stand-alone)!” --Olivia Farr, Goodreads
“This was definitely a book that made a statement!” --Patricia Rohrs, Goodreads
“I would highly recommend this book, but also the series to anyone who wants a quick,
loving, cute, heartbreaking - but in a good way read.” --Sabrina DiRoberto, Goodreads
“This book had me on the edge of my seat with all of the emotions.” --Coleen’s
Conclusions

ABOUT NYT & USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR JULIE CROSS
Julie Cross is a NYT and USA Today bestselling author of New Adult and Young Adult
fiction, including the Tempest series, a young adult science fiction trilogy which includes
Tempest, Vortex, Timestorm (St. Martin’s Press). She’s also the author of Letters to Nowhere
series, Whatever Life Throws at You, Third Degree, Halfway Perfect, Chasing Truth, Off the
Ice and many more to come! Julie Cross was a longtime resident of central Illinois but has
recently moved her entire family across the country to continue her academic studies at
Stanford University.
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Hiding Lies
by Julie Cross

At Holden Prep, dirty little secrets always have a way of coming to the surface.
Eleanor Ames has never been what she seems. Average high school student on the
outside, but reformed con artist trying to break free of her past on the inside. When
Eleanor receives startling news about someone from her previous criminal life, plans for
a new operation coinciding with her school’s upcoming field trip quickly consume her.
But operations rarely go according to plan. And this is one her irresistible teen FBI agent
boyfriend, Miles, would never approve of.
Now, more than just Ellie’s reputation is at stake. If she fails, it could be her life.

Eleanor Ames Series, Book 2
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633758179
4/17/2018
308
5.99 USD
Contemporary,
Young Adult,
Mystery &
Romantic Suspense,
Overcoming Odds,
Social Issues

“Cross sets the pages of her stories ablaze with sizzling romance and entrancing mystery.”
--Victoria Scott, author of Violet Grenade
“Hiding Lies kept me reading way past my bedtime. Julie Cross delivers a riveting
suspenseful story. I got sucked in on page one and ended up with a wicked book
hangover.” --Victoria Bunce, Teacher/advocate
“If this is the last book, Cross gave us a great ending, but I must say, I would love to read
more of Eleanor and Miles’ adventures.” --Samantha, We Live and Breathe Books
“When I read these books I feel like I should be watching a great drama series on the
CW!” --Sarah, Educator at Canisteo-Greenwood CSD

ABOUT NYT & USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR JULIE CROSS
Julie Cross is a NYT and USA Today bestselling author of New Adult and Young Adult
fiction, including the Tempest series, a young adult science fiction trilogy which includes
Tempest, Vortex, Timestorm (St. Martin’s Press). She’s also the author of Letters to Nowhere
series, Whatever Life Throws at You, Third Degree, Halfway Perfect, Chasing Truth, Off the
Ice and many more to come! Julie Cross was a longtime resident of central Illinois but has
recently moved her entire family across the country to continue her academic studies at
Stanford University.
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Breaking the Ice
by Julie Cross

Haley Stevenson seems like she’s got it all together: cheer captain, “Princess” of Juniper
Falls, and voted Most Likely to Get Things Done. But below the surface, she’s struggling
with a less-than-stellar GPA and still reeling from the loss of her first love. Repeating
her Civics class during summer school is her chance to Get Things Done, not angst over
boys. In fact, she’s sworn them off completely until college.
Fletcher Scott is happy to keep a low profile around Juniper Falls. He’s always been the
invisible guy, warming the bench on the hockey team and moonlighting at a job that
would make his grandma blush. Suddenly, though, he’s finding he wants more: more time
on the ice, and more time with his infuriatingly perfect summer-school study partner.
But leave it to a girl who requires perfection to shake up a boy who’s ready to break all the
rules.

Juniper Falls Series, Book 2
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633758995
12/26/2017
352
5.99 USD
Contemporary,
Young Adult, Sports
Romance, Forbidden
Love, Overcoming
Odds

“...A companionable and realistic rendering of teen courtship.” --Kirkus Reviews
“I COULD NOT PUT THIS BOOK DOWN. It has been a while since I’ve rooted for
characters as hard as I rooted for Fletch and Haley, but I couldn’t help myself. I loved
them both so so much, and they were both super unique.” --Taylor Clenin, Goodreads
“If you love ya contemps, and you love sweet sports romances, then you need to pick up
this book. I promise you will not be disappointed!” --Emily, Rad Babes Read
“There’s just something so genuine about this story. I felt the connection, but also there
was a ton of humor. I laughed out loud quite a few times. I felt like I was hanging around
them myself.” --Lissa Rice, Boundless Book Reviews

ABOUT NYT & USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR JULIE CROSS
Julie Cross is a NYT and USA Today bestselling author of New Adult and Young Adult
fiction, including the Tempest series, a young adult science fiction trilogy which includes
Tempest, Vortex, Timestorm (St. Martin’s Press). She’s also the author of Letters to Nowhere
series, Whatever Life Throws at You, Third Degree, Halfway Perfect, Chasing Truth, Off the
Ice and many more to come! Julie Cross was a longtime resident of central Illinois but has
recently moved her entire family across the country to continue her academic studies at
Stanford University.
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Off the Ice
by Julie Cross

Claire O’Connor is back in Juniper Falls, but that doesn’t mean she wants to be. One
semester off, that’s what she promised herself. Just long enough to take care of her father
and keep the family business—a hockey bar beside the ice rink—afloat. After that, she’s
getting the hell out. Again.
Enter Tate Tanley. What happened between them the night before she left town
resurfaces the second they lay eyes on each other. But the guy she remembers has been
replaced by a total hottie. When Tate is unexpectedly called in to take over for the hockey
team’s star goalie, suddenly he’s in the spotlight and on his way to becoming just another
egotistical varsity hockey player. And Claire’s sworn off Juniper Falls hockey players for
good.
It’s the absolute worst time to fall in love.
For Tate and Claire, hockey isn’t just a game. And they both might not survive a body
check to the heart.

Juniper Falls Series, Book 1
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633756564
2/28/2017
300
5.99 USD
Contemporary,
Young Adult, Sports
Romance, Forbidden
Love, Friends to
Lovers

“Readers will be drawn into the story and become invested in the character’s lives.
Definitely recommend!” --Kristen Cambensy, Victim of Books
“I really enjoyed this story though it’s a departure from the normal books I review and
read.” --Sharon Moritz, Librarian at Oxnard Public Library
“There is so much to love about this book. Well-developed characters that jump off the
page - check. Characters that don’t act like spoiled twelve-year-olds all the time - check.
Intriguing story - check. Swoony romance - check. Storyline and plot points that aren’t
overused - check. A good writing style - check.” --Hristina Petrov, I’ll Be Fine Alone
Reads
“Love love loved this! Julie has done it again!” --Serenity, Lovely Reads Publishing

ABOUT NYT & USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR JULIE CROSS
Julie Cross is a NYT and USA Today bestselling author of New Adult and Young Adult
fiction, including the Tempest series, a young adult science fiction trilogy which includes
Tempest, Vortex, Timestorm (St. Martin’s Press). She’s also the author of Letters to Nowhere
series, Whatever Life Throws at You, Third Degree, Halfway Perfect, Chasing Truth, Off the
Ice and many more to come! Julie Cross was a longtime resident of central Illinois but has
recently moved her entire family across the country to continue her academic studies at
Stanford University.
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Chasing Truth
by Julie Cross

When former con artist Eleanor Ames’s homecoming date commits suicide, she’s positive
there’s something more going on. The more questions she asks, though, the more she
crosses paths with Miles Beckett. He’s sexy, mysterious, arrogant…and he’s asking all the
same questions.
Eleanor might not trust him – she doesn’t even like him – but they can’t keep their hands
off of each other. Fighting the infuriating attraction is almost as hard as ignoring the fact
that Miles isn’t telling her the truth…and that there’s a good chance he could be the killer.

Eleanor Ames Series, Book 1
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633755086
9/27/2016
400
5.99 USD
Contemporary,
Young Adult,
Mystery &
Romantic Suspense,
Overcoming Odds

“An enjoyably twisty, romantic, and thoughtful prep-school mystery.” --Kirkus Reviews
“Julie Cross is quite easily becoming one of my favourite authors.” --D.M., Goodreads
“I love this genre when its done well, and I think that Cross did an amazing job with
the first book in the Eleanor Ames series! Cross certainly delivers with Chasing Truth.”
--Jaime Arkin, Goodreads
“Chasing Truth is the explosive first installment in a new young adult thriller series. “
--Stephanie Ward, Goodreads

Rights Sold in German & Italian

ABOUT NYT & USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR JULIE CROSS
Julie Cross is a NYT and USA Today bestselling author of New Adult and Young Adult
fiction, including the Tempest series, a young adult science fiction trilogy which includes
Tempest, Vortex, Timestorm (St. Martin’s Press). She’s also the author of Letters to Nowhere
series, Whatever Life Throws at You, Third Degree, Halfway Perfect, Chasing Truth, Off the
Ice and many more to come! Julie Cross was a longtime resident of central Illinois but has
recently moved her entire family across the country to continue her academic studies at
Stanford University.
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Whatever Life Throws At You
by Julie Cross

Seventeen-year-old Annie Lucas’s life is completely upended the moment her dad returns
to the major leagues as the new pitching coach for the Kansas City Royals. Now she’s
living in Missouri (too cold), attending an all-girls school (no boys), and navigating the
strange world of professional sports. But Annie has dreams of her own—most of which
involve placing first at every track meet…and one starring the Royals’ super-hot rookie
pitcher.
But nineteen-year-old Jason Brody is completely, utterly, and totally off-limits. Besides,
her dad would kill them both several times over. Not to mention Brody has something of
a past, and his fan club is filled with C-cupped models, not smart-mouthed high school
“brats” who can run the pants off every player on the team. Annie has enough on her
plate without taking their friendship to the next level. The last thing she should be doing
is falling in love.
But baseball isn’t just a game. It’s life. And sometimes, it can break your heart…

“Julie Cross’ writing is so addictive that you will be instantly hooked. I fell in love with
Jason Brody!” --Amanda Pedulla of Stuck in YA Books
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781622662999
10/7/2014
384
5.99 USD
Contemporary,
Young Adult, MultiCultural, Forbidden
Love, Friends to
Lovers, Mistaken
Identity

“Julie Cross once again delivers with this swoon-worthy, laugh-out-romance between a
sexy rookie baseball player and the new coach’s daughter.” --Yara Santos of Once Upon a
Twilight
“Whatever Life Throws at You is a perfect story about growing up and the hardships
you’ll uncover no matter what profession you choose. It’s filled with laughs, heartbreaks,
tears, suspense, and plenty of romance.” --Jessica Reigle of Step Into Fiction

ABOUT NYT & USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR JULIE CROSS
Julie Cross is a NYT and USA Today bestselling author of New Adult and Young Adult
fiction, including the Tempest series, a young adult science fiction trilogy which includes
Tempest, Vortex, Timestorm (St. Martin’s Press). She’s also the author of Letters to Nowhere
series, Whatever Life Throws at You, Third Degree, Halfway Perfect, Chasing Truth, Off the
Ice and many more to come! Julie Cross was a longtime resident of central Illinois but has
recently moved her entire family across the country to continue her academic studies at
Stanford University.
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Redux

by A.L. Davroe
The domed city of Evanescence is in ruins. With nowhere to go, prodigy hacker Ellani
“Ella” Drexel and a small band of survivors flee to the Undertunnel below their city.
To escape the wasteland she unknowingly created.
But sanctuary is hard to find. With malfunctioning androids and angry rebels at their
backs, the group hopes to press on for the neighboring city of Cadence. But Ella’s chosen
path is challenging…life-threatening, even. Worse, the boy she loves is acting distant, and
not at all like the person she first met in Nexis.
But then Ella learns a secret…and it changes everything.
Ella knows she needs to turn back and make a stand to reclaim her home. She’s
determined to bring a new—and better—life to all who’ve suffered.
Or die trying.

A Tricksters Novel Series, Book 2
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633755062
3/21/2017
386
5.99 USD
Sci-Fi, Young
Adult, Dystopian,
Overcoming Odds

“If you enjoy dystopian type books, I am certain that you’ll enjoy reading this book and
well the whole series. It’s well written and well thought out. The description and the
imagery toppled with a fascinating storyline pulls the reader right in.” --Annie Wallace,
Just One More Chapter
“Redux is as much of a page-turner as Nexis, but the adventures are all in the real world
and all of the decisions have life and death consequences, unlike playing the game Nexis,
where a character can be killed, but will live to play a different game.” --Sascha, Sascha
Darlington’s Microcosm Explained
“This book was an emotional roller coaster ride and I enjoyed every minute of it. All
the ups, downs, twists, and turns. A.L. Davroe writes in a way that you feel like you are
actually there with the characters.” --Heather, Goodreads

ABOUT A.L. DAVROE
A.L. Davroe grew up in Connecticut and, after traveling to many countries, many states, and
many fantasy realms - sometimes even living in them - she has decided that Connecticut is
a wonderful little state. She likes books, cats, chai tea lattes, and the word “chime.” By day,
A.L. makes cheese for a local artisan dairy and, by night, A.L. writes in various sub-genres
of adult and YA fantasy, science fiction, horror, and romance, but most of her work tends to
have a revisionist twist to it.
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Nexis

by A.L. Davroe
In the domed city of Evanescence, appearance is everything. A Natural Born among
genetically altered Aristocrats, all Ella ever wanted was to be like everyone else.
Augmented, sparkling, and perfect. Then...the crash. Devastated by her father’s death and
struggling with her new physical limitations, Ella is terrified to learn she is not just alone,
but little more than a prisoner.
Her only escape is to lose herself in Nexis, the hugely popular virtual reality game her
father created. In Nexis she meets Guster, a senior player who guides Ella through the
strange and compelling new world she now inhabits. He offers Ella guidance, friendship...
and something more. Something that allows her to forget about the “real” world and
makes her feel whole again. But when their separate worlds collide, Ella will have to
choose between love and survival. Because Nexis isn’t quite the game everyone thinks it
is.
And it’s been waiting for Ella.

A Tricksters Novel Series, Book 1
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633751224
12/1/2015
352
5.99 USD
Sci-Fi, Young
Adult, Dystopian,
Forbidden Love,
Overcoming Odds

“Love, love, LOVED this one!!” -Lisa Mandina, Lisa Loves Literature
“I believe it comes as no surprise to all of you that I absolutely loved this book by
now. Even if Sci-Fi isn’t your usual go-to genre (and until now it wasn’t mine either) I
absolutely encourage everyone to give this book a chance. “ -Emilia Grant, Goodreads
“WOW. This book was exceptional!!” -Krystianna, Downright Dystopian
“This isn’t typical dystopian fiction, nor is it typical SF, though it has elements of both.
This is about Ella’s coming of age, with a hint of “Cinderella” to balance the trickster and
enough truth to resonate while lessoning us all. Can’t wait for the next book!” -Hilary,
Goodreads

ABOUT A.L. DAVROE
A.L. Davroe grew up in Connecticut and, after traveling to many countries, many states, and
many fantasy realms - sometimes even living in them - she has decided that Connecticut is
a wonderful little state. She likes books, cats, chai tea lattes, and the word “chime.” By day,
A.L. makes cheese for a local artisan dairy and, by night, A.L. writes in various sub-genres
of adult and YA fantasy, science fiction, horror, and romance, but most of her work tends to
have a revisionist twist to it.
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Searching for Beautiful
by Nyrae Dawn

Before it happened… Brynn had a group of best friends, a boyfriend who loved her, a
growing talent for pottery. She had a life. And then…she had none.
After it happened… Everything was lost. The boy she now knew never loved her. The
friends who felt she betrayed their trust. The new life just beginning to grow inside her.
Brynn believes her future is as empty as her body until Christian, the boy next door,
starts coming around. Playing his guitar and pushing her to create art once more. She
meets some new friends at the local community center, plus even gets her dad to look her
in the eye again…sort of. But letting someone in isn’t as easy as it seems.
Now... Can Brynn open up her heart to truly find her life’s own beauty, when living for
the after means letting go of the before?

“Her writing, her characters, her messages, all beautiful. All wonderful and all ones you
don’t want to miss out on.” --Mlpmom, Goodreads
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781622661497
3/4/2014
304
5.99 USD
Contemporary,
Young Adult, Social
Issues

“Let me just say I am a huge fan of Dawn’s writing and she has always done such a
marvelous job writing broken characters. Well she does it yet again.” --P, Goodreads
“This book is fantastic! It deals with some powerful issues in a sensitive but not overdone
way? I highly recommend this to YA readers everywhere!” --Cheryl, Goodreads
“Searching for Beautiful was a meaningful read with depth, tragedy, and life lessons.”
--Lindy, Goodreads

ABOUT NYRAE DAWN
Nyrae Dawn is also the author of the bestselling The Games series, including Charade.
She is also the co-author of Out of Play with Jolene Perry. She lives in California with her
husband and children.
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Incognito
by Katie Delahanty

In the virtual utopia of the Simulation, everyone will live peacefully and without fear or
needs—at least that’s how they’re selling it. But the government plans to use this program
to take control of the entire human race. Elisha Dewitt has just been given her first
mission to help prevent this, and she’s ready to prove she can go incognito just as well as
any other master thief.
Breaking and entering? No sweat. She’s done worse. Stealing a cassette tape from the
museum vaults will be easy—in, out, done—until he shows up...and everything gets way
more complicated. Garrett Alexander just has that effect.
Nothing is as it seems, and a dangerous game of cat-and-mouse begins with Garrett, her
rival and match in every way. Not knowing who she can trust, Elisha decides it’s up to her
to rescue everyone—even Garrett—before the world as she knows it comes to a brutal
end.

Keystone Series, Book 2
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781682815045
5/3/2021
445
4.99 USD
Young Adult,
Contemporary,
Mystery & Romantic
Suspense, Enemies
to Lovers, Fish out of
Water

“Incognito by Katie Delahanty is a cool, romantic spy thriller set in the future that will
appeal to fans of Charlie’s Angels and Totally Spies.” --Leighton, Goodreads
“This book is more thrilling and exciting than the first one. I love how the author
continued the second book from where the first book has left off. It’s a page-turner,
action-packed, and full of mystery that will keep you at the edge of your seat.” --Rain
Reads, Goodreads

ABOUT KATIE DELAHANTY
Katie lives in Los Angeles with her husband, pre-school-age twin daughters and toddler son.
Growing up in Pittsburgh, she loved old movies and playing dress up, but never considered
telling stories of her own. It wasn’t until she was asked to start a blog for the sleepwear
company she worked for that she began to write. Not knowing what to say about lingerie,
she decided to write a fictional serial about a girl who was chasing her dream of being a
costume designer and fell in love with a rock star along the way. And that’s when Katie fell
in love with storytelling. She’s been waking before dawn to write ever since.
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Keystone

by Katie Delahanty
When Ella Karman debuts on the Social Stock Exchange, she finds out life as a highprofile “Influencer” isn’t what she expected. Everyone around her is consumed by their
rankings, in creating the smoke and mirrors that make them the envy of the world.
But then Ella’s best friend betrays her, her rankings tank, and she loses—everything.
Leaving her old life behind, she joins Keystone, a secret school for thieves, where
students are being trained to steal everything analog and original because something—or
someone—is changing history to suit their needs.
Partnered with the annoyingly hot—and utterly impossible—Garrett Alexander, who
has plenty of his own secrets, Ella is forced to return to the Influencer world, while
unraveling a conspiracy that began decades ago.
One wrong move and she could lose everything—again.

Keystone Series, Book 1
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781640638259
1/7/2020
350
5.99 USD
Sci-Fi, Young Adult,
Dystopian, Enemies
to Lovers, Fish out of
Water, Overcoming
Odds

“An inventive take on dystopian YA that pits the analog against the digital.” --Kirkus
Reviews
“It was original, fun and extremely interesting. It was a young adult dystopian fantasy set
in the not too distant future and with the way technology and social media have been
booming some of the concepts don’t seem too far off.” --I Like Books Best
“This book had a great pace and I didn’t want to put it down. It also felt pretty unique to
me.” --Confessions of a YA Reader
“Keystone by Katie Delahanty is original and unique, looking at a future dystopian world
in which everyone is graded on the Social Stock exchange…I recommend this for any fan
of YA dystopian with a dash of romance and intrigue!” --Kristi, NetGalley

ABOUT KATIE DELAHANTY
Katie lives in Los Angeles with her husband, pre-school-age twin daughters and toddler son.
Growing up in Pittsburgh, she loved old movies and playing dress up, but never considered
telling stories of her own. It wasn’t until she was asked to start a blog for the sleepwear
company she worked for that she began to write. Not knowing what to say about lingerie,
she decided to write a fictional serial about a girl who was chasing her dream of being a
costume designer and fell in love with a rock star along the way. And that’s when Katie fell
in love with storytelling. She’s been waking before dawn to write ever since.
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Valiant

by Merrie Destefano
The Valiant was supposed to save us. Instead, it triggered the end of the world.
Earth is in shambles. Everyone, even the poorest among us, invested in the Valiant’s
space mining mission in the hopes we’d be saved from ourselves. But the second the ship
leaves Earth’s atmosphere, our fate is sealed. The alien invasion begins. They pour into
cities around the world through time portals, possessing humans, forcing us to kill one
another.
And for whatever reason, my brother is their number one target.
Now the fate of the world lies in the hands of me, a seventeen-year-old girl, but with the
help of my best friend, Justin—who’s suddenly starting to feel like more—maybe if we
save my brother, we can save us all…

Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781640634251
12/4/2018
352
5.99 USD
Sci-Fi, Young Adult,
Friends to Lovers,
Overcoming Odds,
Social Issues

“An imaginative, fresh take on the time travel novel. Valiant has it all: breakneck
adventure, high stakes, a kick-ass heroine, and a time-twisting narrative. Seriously
captivating sci-fi.” --Tosca Lee, New York Times bestselling author of The Progeny
“I’m one that absolutely loves an extremely fast paced read with new happenings
practically on every page and Valiant was just that sort of book.” --Carrie’s Book Reviews
“It’s quick paced and creative. The romance is sweet and the Earth take over is gory.”
--D.M., Goodreads
“If you enjoy action-packed YA science fiction, then I highly recommend it!” --So Many
Books, So Little Time

ABOUT MERRIE DESTEFANO
Born in the Midwest, former magazine editor Merrie Destefano currently lives in Southern
California with her husband, two German shepherds, a Siamese cat, and the occasional
wandering possum. Her favorite hobbies are reading speculative fiction and watching
old Star Trek episodes, and her incurable addiction is writing. She loves to camp in the
mountains, walk on the beach, watch old movies, and listen to alternative music—although
rarely all at the same time.
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Prom-Wrecked

by Jennifer DiGiovanni and T.H. Hernandez
Their prom night ended in a jail cell with forty of their closest friends. But that’s hardly
the worst thing that happened to them...
When the principal announces prom is canceled this year, senior Riley Hart is
determined to save it. Armed with little more than her own enthusiasm, she ends up
working closely with Owen Locklear, who is more than completely off-limits. Because
he’s the boyfriend of her ex-BFF, Catherine Reed. Still, Owen knows Riley better than
almost anyone, and his charming ideas for turning the prom upside-down and backward
win Riley over.
Catherine is willing to join Owen and Riley on the prom committee, but only because
her legacy as prom queen is at stake. She’s already suffocating under the weight of her
parents’ expectations for after senior year, and compared to that, ensuring prom happens
should be easy. At least until everything starts to go wrong.
First they lose their deposit. Then they book a band full of octogenarians. And lose their
venue... Twice. Riley will have an unforgettable teenage experience, damn it, if it’s the last
thing she does…
“A fun story about a series of unfortunate prom disasters, mismatched couples, and an
upside-down happy ending.” --Lisa Brown Roberts, author
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781640638129
5/6/2019
301
4.99 USD
Contemporary,
Young Adult,
Friends to Lovers,
Social Issues

“Awesome plot, great characters, and a book boyfriend or two who I wish were real.
Prom has never been so outrageously fun and laugh-out-loud hilarious!” --Cookie
O’Gorman, author
“A comical and heart-warming Senior year romp told by two equally relatable young
ladies, written by two equally talented authors.” --Karole Cozzo, author
“I laughed so much reading this book it was honestly amazing. It was hilarious
without being ridiculous and I think that’s what I loved the most about it.” --Emma K.,
Goodreads

ABOUT JENNIFER DIGIOVANNI AND T.H. HERNANDEZ
Jennifer DiGiovanni writes light fantasy and contemporary fiction for teens.
T.H. Hernandez is a young adult author of six novels, spanning the contemporary, postglobal warming/dystopian, and urban scifi genres. She lives in San Diego, California with
her husband, three kids, and a zoo-worthy collection of animals.
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Analiese Rising
by Brenda Drake

When a stranger gives Analiese Jordan a list of names before he dies, the last thing she
expects to see is her own on it. Not. Cool. Her search for answers leads to the man’s
grandson, Marek, who has dangerous secrets of his own. Both are determined to unlock
the mystery of the list.
But the truth is deadly. Analiese is a descendant of the God of Death, known as a Riser,
with the power to raise the dead and control them. Finding out she has hidden powers?
Cool. Finding out she turns corpses into killers? No, thank you.
Now the trail plants her and Marek in the middle of a war between gods who apparently
want to raise an army of the Risen, and Analiese must figure out how to save the world—
from herself.

“A fast-paced adventure brimming with romance, mythology, and dangerous secrets. I
was hooked!” --Elly Blake, New York Times and international bestselling author
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781640635180
1/3/2019
352
7.99 USD
Fantasy, Young
Adult, Gods
and Goddesses,
Enemies to Lovers,
Overcoming Odds,
Social Issues

“An exuberant runaround, carried along by the heady rush of first love.” --Kirkus Reviews
“…Analiese Rising is a fantasy, Greek mythology romance that kept me guessing until
the end.” --D.M., Goodreads
“I highly recommend this book - a wild and thrilling ride!” --Erin Cashman, author
“...a fast-paced whirlwind that will keep you on the edge of your seat from the very first
page.” --Kindley Katey

Rights Sold in Audio

ABOUT NYT BESTSELLING AUTHOR BRENDA DRAKE
Brenda Drake is a New York Times bestselling author of young adult fiction. She grew up
the youngest of three children, an Air Force brat, and the continual new kid at school. Her
fondest memories growing up is of her eccentric, Irish grandmother’s animated tales, which
gave her a strong love for storytelling. So it was only fitting that she would choose to write
stories with a bend toward the fantastical. When she’s not writing or hanging out with her
family, she haunts libraries, bookstores, and coffee shops, or reads someplace quiet and not
at all exotic (much to her disappointment).
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Assassin of Truths
by Brenda Drake

The gateways linking the great libraries of the world don’t require a library card, but they
do harbor incredible dangers.
And it’s not your normal bump-in-the- night kind. The threats Gia Kearns faces are the
kind with sharp teeth and knifelike claws. The kind that include an evil wizard hell-bent
on taking her down.
Gia can end his devious plan, but only if she recovers seven keys hidden throughout the
world’s most beautiful libraries. And then figures out exactly what to do with them.
The last thing she needs is a distraction in the form of falling in love. But when an
impossible evil is unleashed, love might be the only thing left to help Gia save the world.

Library Jumpers Series, Book 3
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633757394
2/6/2018
350
7.99 USD
Fantasy, Young
Adult, Paranormal,
Opposites Attract,
Overcoming Odds

“Nonstop adventure, intricate world building, soul-deep love, and heartbreaking
sacrifice. Do not miss it!” --Pintip Dunn, New York Times bestselling author of the
Forget Tomorrow series
“This book was everything. [...] Thanks for the wild ride!” --Megan, Novel Grounds
“This book is just as good - if not a bit better - than the first two, which was a very happy
surprise for me.” --Stephanie Ward, A Dream Within a Dream
“Assassin of Truths was my favourite book in this series and the ending is so perfect.
[...] This book has so much to offer. It’s action packed with a slice of magical fantasy.”
--Danielle, Chapters Through Life

Rights Sold in Audio & French

ABOUT NYT BESTSELLING AUTHOR BRENDA DRAKE
Brenda Drake is a New York Times bestselling author of young adult fiction. She grew up
the youngest of three children, an Air Force brat, and the continual new kid at school. Her
fondest memories growing up is of her eccentric, Irish grandmother’s animated tales, which
gave her a strong love for storytelling. So it was only fitting that she would choose to write
stories with a bend toward the fantastical. When she’s not writing or hanging out with her
family, she haunts libraries, bookstores, and coffee shops, or reads someplace quiet and not
at all exotic (much to her disappointment).
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Guardian of Secrets
by Brenda Drake

Being a Sentinel isn’t all fairytales and secret gardens.
Sure, jumping through books into the world’s most beautiful libraries to protect humans
from mystical creatures is awesome. No one knows that better than Gia Kearns, but she
could do without the part where people are always trying to kill her. Oh, and the fact that
Pop and her had to move away from her friends and life as she knew it.
And if that isn’t enough, her boyfriend, Arik, is acting strangely. Like, maybe she should
be calling him “ex,” since he’s so into another girl. But she doesn’t have time to be mad or
even jealous, because someone has to save the world from the upcoming apocalypse, and
it looks like that’s going to be Gia.
Maybe. If she survives.

Library Jumpers Series, Book 2
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633755901
2/7/2017
400
7.99 USD
Fantasy, Young
Adult, Paranormal,
Forbidden Love,
Opposites Attract,
Overcoming Odds

Rights Sold in Audio & French

“I found this series to be more for the young adult to early twenties, but this old lady ( 50
yr old) really enjoyed it.” --Annemarie, Goodreads
“...this is sure to appeal to fans of YA urban fantasy and paranormal romance, particularly
ones who enjoy stories featuring books and libraries. It’s left me eagerly anticipating the
next book!” --Kim, By Hook Or By Book
“It is an amazing read, with just enough sass, romance, angst, sadness and adventure.”
--Laura Jayne, The Bookish Emporium
“Brenda Drake knows how to write a book jumpers story. This book will keep you
intrigued from the beginning to the end and make you anxious for what is to come in the
series!” --Melanie, Goodreads

ABOUT NYT BESTSELLING AUTHOR BRENDA DRAKE
Brenda Drake is a New York Times bestselling author of young adult fiction. She grew up
the youngest of three children, an Air Force brat, and the continual new kid at school. Her
fondest memories growing up is of her eccentric, Irish grandmother’s animated tales, which
gave her a strong love for storytelling. So it was only fitting that she would choose to write
stories with a bend toward the fantastical. When she’s not writing or hanging out with her
family, she haunts libraries, bookstores, and coffee shops, or reads someplace quiet and not
at all exotic (much to her disappointment).
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Thief of Lies
by Brenda Drake

Gia Kearns would rather fight with boys than kiss them. That is, until Arik, a leather
clad hottie in the Boston Athenaeum, suddenly disappears. While examining the book
of world libraries he abandoned, Gia unwittingly speaks the key that sucks her and her
friends into a photograph and transports them into a Paris library, where Arik and his
Sentinels—magical knights charged with protecting humans from the creatures traveling
across the gateway books—rescue them from a demonic hound.
Jumping into some of the world’s most beautiful libraries would be a dream come true for
Gia, if she weren’t busy resisting her heart or dodging an exiled wizard seeking revenge
on both the Mystik and human worlds. Add a French flirt obsessed with Arik and a fling
with a young wizard, and Gia must choose between her heart and her head, between
Arik’s world and her own, before both are destroyed.

Library Jumpers Series, Book 1
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633752221
1/5/2016
400
5.99 USD
Fantasy, Young
Adult, Paranormal,
Opposites Attract,
Overcoming Odds

“Drake’s world building is intriguing: powerful battle globes (Arik wields a fire globe;
He can manipulate the fire into a thin whip”), new races of fairy creatures who work in
tandem with Sentinels and wizards, and--best of all--portals in libraries, which many
readers will eagerly believe are mystical places.” --Kirkus Reviews
“This fast-paced fantasy filled debut is one you don’t want to miss in 2016...This is a must
read for fans ofThe Girl at Midnight!” --Cody, Literary-ly Obsessed
“Thief of Lies is the first book I’ve read by this author and it’s left me wanting more! It’s a
perfect book not only for YA fantasy fans, but also adult bookworms and library lovers.”
--Kim, By Hook or By Book

Rights Sold in Audio & French

ABOUT NYT BESTSELLING AUTHOR BRENDA DRAKE
Brenda Drake is a New York Times bestselling author of young adult fiction. She grew up
the youngest of three children, an Air Force brat, and the continual new kid at school. Her
fondest memories growing up is of her eccentric, Irish grandmother’s animated tales, which
gave her a strong love for storytelling. So it was only fitting that she would choose to write
stories with a bend toward the fantastical. When she’s not writing or hanging out with her
family, she haunts libraries, bookstores, and coffee shops, or reads someplace quiet and not
at all exotic (much to her disappointment).
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Awakening
by Shannon Duffy

Desiree Six (because she was born on a Friday) believes in everything the Protectorate
stands for. She likes the safety and security of having her entire life planned out—her
career, her mate, even the date of her death. She doesn’t even think to question when
Darian, her childhood friend and neighbor, is convicted of murdering his parents. They
had seemed like such a loving family. But if he was convicted, then he must have done it.
Then Darian shows up in her room late one night. He has escaped the Terrorscape—a
nightmare machine used to punish all Noncompliants—and he needs Desiree’s help.
What he tells her rocks her world to its core and makes her doubt everything she’s ever
been told. With this new information, will Desiree and Darian be able to escape the
Protectorate before it’s too late?

“This is my first book by Shannon Duffy; it definitely won’t be my last. “ --Claire
Robinson, Goodreads
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781622665273
4/7/2015
304
7.99 USD
Sci-Fi, Young
Adult, Dystopian,
Overcoming Odds

“Fell hard and fast for Darian, and was completely swept away by the vivid, imaginative
world Shannon created. Loved it!!” —Rachel Harris, New York Times Bestselling Author
“Awakening is great for fans of YA dystopian and I would even encourage people who
might be burnt out or new dystopians to try Awakening.” --Michelle, Goodreads
“With a mixture of romance and some action, this was one of those books that I couldn’t
put down until I realized I was pouting at the end from the lack of more pages. “ --T.N.,
Goodreads

ABOUT SHANNON DUFFY
Shannon Duffy is a middle grade and young adult author. Born and raised in the scenic
province of Newfoundland, she currently lives in beautiful Ontario. She also spends as
much time as possible in Florida, which is her home away from home. If she’s not hanging
out with her family, she’s writing or reading, working out, shopping, or trolling a beach
somewhere tropical.
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Roaring

by Lindsey Duga
Colt Clemmons is an agent in a specialized division within the Bureau of Investigation—
one that hunts down not just mobsters, but also monsters.
For reasons that are kept top secret, Colt is the only person who can resist a siren’s voice.
But he’s never had a chance to test this ability. The last siren left in the world mysteriously
disappeared years ago.
Then one night, with a single word, she reveals herself. It seems too good to be true.
And it is. Because nothing about this siren—her past, her powers, or her purpose—is
what it seems...

Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781649370488
8/3/2020
350
4.99 USD
Young Adult,
Fantasy, Paranormal,
Overcoming Odds,
Road Romance

Rights Sold in Audio

“This was a roaring good time! I absolutely loved this story! The romance, the adventure,
and the action! It has so much and is told so beautifully. This was an absolute great
thrilling read! It mixes monsters with monsters and holy heck was it such a fun
combination!” --Ash in Books
“Roaring was a really fun and captivating fantasy read!” --Lindsay C., NetGalley
“A really fun, thrilling, exciting and interesting read. I had an enjoyable time reading
this and it held my attention the entire way through that I finished it within the day!”
--Amanda M., NetGalley
“I genuinely loved every second of this book. I look forward to reading more from
Lindsey Duga!” --Taylor N., Goodreads

ABOUT LINDSEY DUGA
Lindsey Duga developed a deep love for courageous heroes, dastardly villains, and
enchanting worlds from the cartoon shows, books, and graphic novels she read as a kid. By
day, Lindsey is an account manager at a digital marketing agency based in Baton Rouge,
Louisiana. By night, and the wee hours of the morning, she writes both middle grade and
young adult. She has a weakness for magic, anything classical, all kinds of mythology, and
falls in love with tragic heroes. Other than writing and cuddling with her morkie puppy,
Delphi, Lindsey loves catching up on the latest superhero TV show, practicing yoga, and
listening (and belting) to her favorite music artists and show tunes.
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Glow of the Fireflies
by Lindsey Duga

Briony never planned to go back to the place she lost everything.
Firefly Valley, nestled deep within the Smoky Mountains, is better kept in her past. After
an unexplained fire gave Briony amnesia, her mother disappeared and her dad moved
them to Knoxville.
But now her grandmother needs a caretaker and Briony’s dad volunteers her to help. The
moment she returns, her whole world shifts. She feels a magical connection to this valley,
as if it’s literally part of her somehow.
And when she meets a hot guy who claims he was her childhood friend but now
mysteriously keeps his distance, Briony starts piecing together her missing past…and
discovers her mother didn’t leave to start a new life somewhere. She’s trapped in the
hidden world within the valley.
Now, Briony will do whatever it takes to rescue her, even if it means standing up against
dangerously powerful nature spirits. Even if it means giving up her first love.
“Duga conjures a classic American landscape and a sublimely sensuous adventure.”
--Kirkus Reviews
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781640637351
10/1/2019
400
5.99 USD
Fantasy, Young
Adult, Overcoming
Odds, Social Issues

“Glow of the Fireflies will sweep you away into a world of folklore and magic.” --Annie
Sullivan, author of A Touch of Gold and Tiger Queen
“Everything you could ever ask for in a YA fantasy: a tenacious heroine, an enthralling
journey through a mystical world, and a touch of romance for good measure. Not to
mention, Duga’s vivid descriptions are so delectable you’ll want to savor every word.”
--Tiffany Brownlee, author of Wrong in All the Right Ways
“Scenic, imaginative writing.” --Dreamer J., Goodreads

ABOUT LINDSEY DUGA
Lindsey Duga developed a deep love for courageous heroes, dastardly villains, and
enchanting worlds from the cartoon shows, books, and graphic novels she read as a kid. By
day, Lindsey is an account manager at a digital marketing agency based in Baton Rouge,
Louisiana. By night, and the wee hours of the morning, she writes both middle grade and
young adult. She has a weakness for magic, anything classical, all kinds of mythology, and
falls in love with tragic heroes. Other than writing and cuddling with her morkie puppy,
Delphi, Lindsey loves catching up on the latest superhero TV show, practicing yoga, and
listening (and belting) to her favorite music artists and show tunes.
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Kiss of the Royal
by Lindsey Duga

Princess Ivy has one goal—end the war against the Forces of Darkness.
Ivy’s magic is more powerful than any other Royal’s, but she needs a battle partner who
can help her harness it. Prince Zach’s unparalleled skill with a sword should make them
an unstoppable pair—if only they could agree on...well, just about anything.
But Ivy’s magic can only fully unlock with Zach’s help, and he’s not exactly cooperating.
Zach believes Ivy’s magic is dangerous. Ivy believes they’ll never win the war without it.
Two warriors, one goal, and the fate of their world on the line. But the more they argue,
the more they fall for each other. And only one of them can be right…

“A timeless tale with a marvelous twist!” --Wendy Higgins, NYT bestselling author
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781640631847
7/3/2018
400
5.99 USD
Fantasy, Young
Adult, Overcoming
Odds, Social Issues

Rights Sold in Spanish

“Full of swoony romance intertwined with non-stop adventure,?Kiss of the Royal? was
a delight from start to finish.” --Mindee Arnett, critically acclaimed author of?Avalon?
and?Onyx & Ivory
“A heart-warming and charming debut. In Kiss of the Royal, Lindsey Duga carves
out a delightful fantasy adventure wrapped up in finding first love.” --Sara Wolf, NYT
bestselling author of Bring Me Their Hearts
“An action-packed fantasy filled with richly-drawn characters, page-turning twists, and
a steamy romance, Kiss of the Royal will capture your heart like a magical kiss.” --Brenda
Drake, NYT bestselling author

ABOUT LINDSEY DUGA
Lindsey Duga developed a deep love for courageous heroes, dastardly villains, and
enchanting worlds from the cartoon shows, books, and graphic novels she read as a kid. By
day, Lindsey is an account manager at a digital marketing agency based in Baton Rouge,
Louisiana. By night, and the wee hours of the morning, she writes both middle grade and
young adult. She has a weakness for magic, anything classical, all kinds of mythology, and
falls in love with tragic heroes. Other than writing and cuddling with her morkie puppy,
Delphi, Lindsey loves catching up on the latest superhero TV show, practicing yoga, and
listening (and belting) to her favorite music artists and show tunes.
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Dating Makes Perfect
by Pintip Dunn

The Tech sisters don’t date in high school. Not because they’re not asked. Not because
they’re not interested. Not even because no one can pronounce their long, Thai last
name—hence the shortened, awkward moniker. But simply because they’re not allowed.
Until now.
In a move that other Asian American girls know all too well, six months after the older
Tech twins got to college, their parents asked, “Why aren’t you engaged yet?” The sisters
retaliated by vowing that they won’t marry for ten (maybe even twenty!) years, not until
they’ve had lots of the dating practice that they didn’t get in high school. In a shocking
war on the status quo, her parents now insist that their youngest daughter, Orrawin
(aka “Winnie”), must practice fake dating in high school. Under their watchful eyes,
of course—and organized based on their favorite rom-coms. ’Cause that won’t end in
disaster.
The first candidate? The son of their longtime friends, Mat Songsomboon—arrogant,
infuriating, and way too good-looking. Winnie’s known him since they were toddlers
throwing sticky rice balls at each other. And her parents love him. If only he weren’t her
sworn enemy.
“A laugh-out-loud YA romance with a smart cast.” --Kirkus Reviews, starred
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781682814987
8/18/2020
322
5.99 USD
Contemporary,
Young Adult, MultiCultural, Romantic
Comedy, Enemies
to Lovers, Fake
Relationship

Rights Sold in Audio

“In Dating Makes Perfect, Pintip Dunn has expertly crafted a witty culturally immersive
romance with enthralling dialogue and captivating characters.” --Nisha Sharma, awardwinning author of My So-Called Bollywood Life
“This book made my Thai-American heart soar...With hilarious, quirky characters and
a romance that sizzles, Dating Makes Perfect is a pitch perfect rom com.” --Christina
Soontornvat, author of A Wish in the Dark
“Fun, heartfelt, and full of warmth, Pintip Dunn’s Dating Makes Perfect is the ideal feelgood book for the summer. Do yourself a favor and read this book right away.” --Jodi
Meadows, NYT bestselling author of My Plain Jane and the Fallen Isles trilogy

ABOUT NY TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR PINTIP DUNN
Pintip Dunn is a NYT bestselling author of YA fiction. She graduated from Harvard
University, magna cum laude, with an A.B. in English Literature and Language. She
received her J.D. at Yale Law School, where she was an editor of the YALE LAW JOURNAL.
Pintip’s novel FORGET TOMORROW won the 2016 RWA RITA® for Best First Book, &
SEIZE TODAY won the 2018 RITA for Best Young Adult Romance. Her books have been
translated into four languages, & they have been nominated for the following awards: the
Grand Prix de l’Imaginaire; the Japanese Sakura Medal; the MASL Truman Award; the
Tome Society It list; & the Romantic Times Reviewers’ Choice Award.
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Malice

by Pintip Dunn
What I know: a boy in my school will one day wipe out two-thirds of the population with
a virus.
What I don’t know: who he is.
In a race against the clock, I not only have to figure out his identity, but I’ll have to outwit
a voice from the future telling me to kill him. Because I’m starting to realize no one is
telling the truth. But how can I play chess with someone who already knows the outcome
of my every move? Someone so filled with malice they’ve lost all hope in humanity? Well,
I’ll just have to find a way—because now they’ve drawn a target on the only boy I’ve ever
loved...?

“Well-drawn characters and playful twists keep this thriller fully charged.” --Kirkus
Reviews
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781640634114
2/4/2020
352
7.99 USD
Sci-Fi, Young
Adult, Dystopian,
Overcoming Odds,
Social Issues

Rights Sold in Audio

“Like a virus that takes over the world, my love for MALICE replicates with every page.
With its shocking twists and to-die-for romance, I dare you to put this book down!”
--Kristin Cast, New York Times bestselling author
“A riveting story full of mind games, deception, and romance that had me holding my
breath from page after glorious page.” --Brenda Drake, New York Times bestselling
Author
“Malice is a gripping read from beginning to end...Pintip Dunn’s latest kept me riveted to
the last page!” --Meg Kassel, award-winning author of Blackbird of the Gallows

ABOUT NYT BESTSELLING AUTHOR PINTIP DUNN
Pintip Dunn is a NYT bestselling author of YA fiction. She graduated from Harvard
University, magna cum laude, with an A.B. in English Literature and Language. She
received her J.D. at Yale Law School, where she was an editor of the YALE LAW JOURNAL.
Pintip’s novel FORGET TOMORROW won the 2016 RWA RITA® for Best First Book, &
SEIZE TODAY won the 2018 RITA for Best Young Adult Romance. Her books have been
translated into four languages, & they have been nominated for the following awards: the
Grand Prix de l’Imaginaire; the Japanese Sakura Medal; the MASL Truman Award; the
Tome Society It list; & the Romantic Times Reviewers’ Choice Award.
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Star-Crossed
by Pintip Dunn

Princess Vela’s people are starving.
Stranded on a planet that lacks food, Vela makes the ultimate sacrifice and becomes an
Aegis for her people. Accepting a genetic modification that takes sixty years off her life,
she can feed her colony via nutrition pills. But her best friend is still getting worse. And
she’s not the only one.
Now the king is dying, too.
When the boy she’s had a crush on since childhood volunteers to give his life for her
father’s, Vela realizes her people need more than pills to survive. As tensions rise between
Aegis and colonists, secrets and sabotage begin to threaten the future of the colony itself.
Unless Vela is brave enough to save them all…

Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633752429
10/2/2018
400
5.99 USD
Sci-Fi, Young Adult,
Forbidden Love,
Overcoming Odds,
Social Issues

“With cleverly written characters, an intriguing world, and heart-wrenching conflicts,
Pintip Dunn delights with her exciting science fiction novel.” --Jodi Meadows, New York
Times bestselling author
“With a prose as incandescent as a nebula, and a romance that blazes like the sun, StarCrossed utterly consumed me from the very first page.” --Darcy Woods, award-winning
author of Summer of Supernovas
“Pintip Dunn has crafted one multi-course meal of a story: a fascinating premise to whet
the appetite, an entree of utterly compelling world-building seasoned with literary prose,
and a forbidden romance that has all the decadence of the richest dessert. It’s well worth
savoring!” --Jen Malone, author of Wanderlost and Changes in Latitudes

Rights Sold in Audio

ABOUT NYT BESTSELLING AUTHOR PINTIP DUNN
Pintip Dunn is a NYT bestselling author of YA fiction. She graduated from Harvard
University, magna cum laude, with an A.B. in English Literature and Language. She
received her J.D. at Yale Law School, where she was an editor of the YALE LAW JOURNAL.
Pintip’s novel FORGET TOMORROW won the 2016 RWA RITA® for Best First Book, &
SEIZE TODAY won the 2018 RITA for Best Young Adult Romance. Her books have been
translated into four languages, & they have been nominated for the following awards: the
Grand Prix de l’Imaginaire; the Japanese Sakura Medal; the MASL Truman Award; the
Tome Society It list; & the Romantic Times Reviewers’ Choice Award.
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Seize Today
by Pintip Dunn

Seventeen-year-old Olivia Dresden is a precognitive. Since different versions of people’s
futures flicker before her eyes, she doesn’t have to believe in human decency. She can see
the way for everyone to be their best self-if only they would make the right decisions.
No one is more conflicted than her mother, and Olivia can only watch as Chairwoman
Dresden chooses the dark, destructive course every time. Yet Olivia remains fiercely loyal
to the woman her mother could be.
But when the chairwoman captures Ryder Russell, the striking and strong-willed boy
from the rebel Underground, Olivia sees a vision of her own imminent death…at
Ryder’s hand. Despite her bleak fate, she rescues Ryder and flees with him, drawing her
mother’s fury and sparking a romance as doomed as Olivia herself. As the full extent of
Chairwoman Dresden’s gruesome plan is revealed, Olivia must find the courage to live in
the present-and stop her mother before she destroys the world.

Forget Tomorrow Series, Book 3
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
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9781633758193
10/3/2017
300
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Sci-Fi, Young
Adult, Dystopian,
Multi-Cultural,
Overcoming Odds
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“Deliciously creative and a dazzling page-turner [...] Seize Today is simply
unputtdownable.” --Kristen Cast, New York Times bestselling author
“Each scene had me sitting at the edge of my seat waiting to see what she had in store for
her characters.” --Brenda Drake, New York Times bestselling author of Thief of Lies
“I seriously couldn’t be more satisfied with an ending to a trilogy like I am with this one.
I mean, I’m just blown away at everything this book has to offer.” --Lacy, A Ravenclaw
Library
“I really enjoyed this book, and particularly how all the pieces of the puzzle we’ve been
gathering since the first book came together so smoothly in this conclusion.” --Olivia
Farr, Goodreads

ABOUT NYT BESTSELLING AUTHOR PINTIP DUNN
Pintip Dunn is a NYT bestselling author of YA fiction. She graduated from Harvard
University, magna cum laude, with an A.B. in English Literature and Language. She
received her J.D. at Yale Law School, where she was an editor of the YALE LAW JOURNAL.
Pintip’s novel FORGET TOMORROW won the 2016 RWA RITA® for Best First Book, &
SEIZE TODAY won the 2018 RITA for Best Young Adult Romance. Her books have been
translated into four languages, & they have been nominated for the following awards: the
Grand Prix de l’Imaginaire; the Japanese Sakura Medal; the MASL Truman Award; the
Tome Society It list; & the Romantic Times Reviewers’ Choice Award.
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Before Tomorrow
by Pintip Dunn

In a world where all seventeen-year-olds receive a memory from their future selves,
Logan Russell’s vision is exactly as he expects—and exactly not. He sees himself achieving
his greatest wish of becoming a gold-star swimmer, but strangely enough, the vision
also shows him locking eyes with a girl from his past, Callie Stone, and experiencing an
overwhelming sense of love and belonging.
Logan’s not sure what the memory means, but soon enough, he learns that his old friend
Callie is in trouble. She’s received an atypical memory, one where she commits a crime in
the future. According to the law, she must be imprisoned, even though she’s done nothing
wrong. Now, Logan must decide if he’ll give up his future as a gold-star swimmer and
rescue the literal girl of his dreams. All he’ll have to do is defy Fate.

Forget Tomorrow Series, Book 0.5
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633757714
10/31/2016
107
0.99 USD
Sci-Fi, Young Adult,
Dystopian, MultiCultural, Friends to
Lovers

“Loved this novella. Logan is adorable and reading his perspectivefor the entire series
would be fine with me.” --Amber H., Ms. RandomCreation
“Ahh, Logan’s novella was everything I hoped for and more. It’s so original and so well
executed, amazing!” --Kei, The Lovely Pages Reviews
“This novella is a delight and a must-read for every fan of the Forget Tomorrow series.
It’s a perfect accompaniment to full-length book two in the series: Remember Yesterday.”
--Meg Kassel, author of Black Bird of the Gallows
“Well written with great characterization, Before Tomorrow is a must read to complete
the series thus far.” --Sharon Berge, Goodreads

ABOUT NYT BESTSELLING AUTHOR PINTIP DUNN
Pintip Dunn is a NYT bestselling author of YA fiction. She graduated from Harvard
University, magna cum laude, with an A.B. in English Literature and Language. She
received her J.D. at Yale Law School, where she was an editor of the YALE LAW JOURNAL.
Pintip’s novel FORGET TOMORROW won the 2016 RWA RITA® for Best First Book, &
SEIZE TODAY won the 2018 RITA for Best Young Adult Romance. Her books have been
translated into four languages, & they have been nominated for the following awards: the
Grand Prix de l’Imaginaire; the Japanese Sakura Medal; the MASL Truman Award; the
Tome Society It list; & the Romantic Times Reviewers’ Choice Award.
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Remember Yesterday
by Pintip Dunn

Sixteen-year-old Jessa Stone is the most valuable citizen in Eden City. Her psychic
abilities could lead to significant scientific discoveries—if only she’d let TechRA study
her. But after they kidnapped and experimented on her as a child, cooperating with the
scientists is the last thing Jessa would do.
But when she discovers the past isn’t what she assumed, Jessa must join forces with
budding scientist Tanner Callahan to rectify a fatal mistake made ten years ago. She’ll do
anything to change the past and save her sister—even if it means aligning with the enemy
she swore to defeat.

Forget Tomorrow Series, Book 2
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
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9781633754942
10/4/2016
400
5.99 USD
Sci-Fi, Young
Adult, Dystopian,
Multi-Cultural,
Overcoming Odds

“Once again, Dunn masterfully sets the stage for another series entry. An epic, futuristic
tale continues with proficient, zestful writing.” --Kirkus Reviews
“Remember Yesterday is freaking amazing. I really enjoyed Forget Tomorrow, and this
second installment of the trilogy is even better -- fascinating, twisting plot, a swoonworthy romance, and so many new questions!... It’s hard to discuss anything about this
book without spoilers, so I’ll just say prepare to be surprised from beginning to end!”
--Meg Kassel, author of BlackBird of the Gallows
“Dunn is such a wonderful storyteller. The scenes and characters she writes are vivid and
full of depth.” --Brenda Drake, author of Thief of Lies, Guardian of Secrets, and Touching
Fate

Rights Sold in French, Portuguese, &
Turkish
ABOUT NYT BESTSELLING AUTHOR PINTIP DUNN
Pintip Dunn is a NYT bestselling author of YA fiction. She graduated from Harvard
University, magna cum laude, with an A.B. in English Literature and Language. She
received her J.D. at Yale Law School, where she was an editor of the YALE LAW JOURNAL.
Pintip’s novel FORGET TOMORROW won the 2016 RWA RITA® for Best First Book, &
SEIZE TODAY won the 2018 RITA for Best Young Adult Romance. Her books have been
translated into four languages, & they have been nominated for the following awards: the
Grand Prix de l’Imaginaire; the Japanese Sakura Medal; the MASL Truman Award; the
Tome Society It list; & the Romantic Times Reviewers’ Choice Award.
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Forget Tomorrow
by Pintip Dunn

It’s Callie’s seventeenth birthday and, like everyone else, she’s eagerly awaiting her
vision?a memory sent back in time to sculpt each citizen into the person they’re meant to
be. A world-class swimmer. A renowned scientist.
Or in Callie’s case, a criminal.
In her vision, she sees herself murdering her gifted younger sister. Before she can process
what it means, Callie is arrested and placed in Limbo?a prison for those destined to break
the law. With the help of her childhood crush, Logan, a boy she hasn’t spoken to in five
years, she escapes the hellish prison.
But on the run from her future, as well as the government, Callie sets in motion a chain
of events that she hopes will change her fate. If not, she must figure out how to protect
her sister from the biggest threat of all—Callie, herself.

Forget Tomorrow Series, Book 1
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
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9781633752405
11/3/2015
400
5.99 USD
Sci-Fi, Young
Adult, Dystopian,
Overcoming Odds,
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“Pintip Dunn has a new fan in me! Forget Tomorrow offers a dark vision of the future
that held me captive. I’m beyond excited to read the next chapter of this incredibly
compelling series.” --Nalini Singh, NYT bestselling author
“Engaging and electric with heart pounding suspense. Pintip Dunn’s gorgeous
storytelling makes this an incredible read. Be prepared to stay up all night turning the
pages.” --Kristin Cast, NYT bestselling author
“Breathtakingly creative & powerfully written.” --Kristan Higgins, NYT bestselling
author
“A tense, gripping adventure.” --Sophie Jordan, NYT bestselling author

Rights Sold in French, Portuguese,
Spanish, & Turkish
ABOUT NYT BESTSELLING AUTHOR PINTIP DUNN
Pintip Dunn is a NYT bestselling author of YA fiction. She graduated from Harvard
University, magna cum laude, with an A.B. in English Literature and Language. She
received her J.D. at Yale Law School, where she was an editor of the YALE LAW JOURNAL.
Pintip’s novel FORGET TOMORROW won the 2016 RWA RITA® for Best First Book, &
SEIZE TODAY won the 2018 RITA for Best Young Adult Romance. Her books have been
translated into four languages, & they have been nominated for the following awards: the
Grand Prix de l’Imaginaire; the Japanese Sakura Medal; the MASL Truman Award; the
Tome Society It list; & the Romantic Times Reviewers’ Choice Award.
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The Thorn and the Sinking Stone
by CJ Dushinski

Warring families. Forbidden love. And danger they can’t escape…
Daggers. Roses. Cowboys. Boat Men. Survivors of Earth’s Last War, four “families” vie to
rule the dreary streets of Rain City through violence and blood. Valencia Hara, Princess
of the wealthy Black Roses, is raised in warrior ways with sharpened steel. But she is no
ordinary Rose. She is Cursed—tainted with the ability to see seconds into the future…
To avenge his father’s death, Sebastian Leold, of the rival gang Two Daggers, must face
off against the Black Princess, he with his dagger, she with her katana sword. Yet a secret
from a shared past leaves him unable to kill beautiful Valencia; nor can she kill him.
For they once knew each other beyond their blood feud…and they have more secrets in
common than they know.
But in a world filled with vengeance and violence, there can be no room for love…

“From the title to the very last sentence, I loved this book.” --Kariny, Goodreads
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9781633751729
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“The opening scene drew me straight away into a world of blood and death and
vengeance... loved every moment and still wish for more.” --The Titan’s Tomb
“I really enjoyed this book it reminded me of a modern Romeo an Juliet with a
supernatural element...” --Book Enthralled
“It’s been a while since I’ve had a novel pull me in quite like this one. The Thorn and the
Sinking Stone, I kind of imagine, would be like if The Gangs of New York and Romeo
and Juliet had a baby. This novel wasn’t something I devoured overnight, rather, it was
something that I savored, stretched out over the course of 5 days to fully appreciate all
that was going on in this dark world/gem of a YA novel...” --Sasha Hibbs, Goodreads

ABOUT CJ DUSHINSKI
After wandering through ancient cities and civilizations, learning from diverse cultures,
and surrounding herself in new experiences, CJ began writing; inspired by the places she
saw and people she met along the way, wanting to share them with the world. CJ currently
resides in Calgary, Alberta Canada --home of the Canadian Rockies --and keeps one
hand on her passport and pen at all times, ready to pick up, see the world, and weave her
experiences into stories.
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The Uncrossing
by Melissa Eastlake

Luke can uncross almost any curse—they unravel themselves for him like no one else.
So working for the Kovrovs, one of the families controlling all the magic in New York, is
exciting and dangerous, especially when he encounters the first curse he can’t break. And
it involves Jeremy, the beloved, sheltered prince of the Kovrov family—the one boy he
absolutely shouldn’t be falling for.
Jeremy’s been in love with cocky, talented Luke since they were kids. But from their first
kiss, something’s missing. Jeremy’s family keeps generations of deadly secrets, forcing
him to choose between love and loyalty. As Luke fights to break the curse, a magical,
citywide war starts crackling, and it’s tied to Jeremy.
This might be the one curse Luke can’t uncross. If true love’s kiss fails, what’s left for him
and Jeremy?

“A lovely story that combines clever writing, treacherous magic, and a swoon-worthy,
fairy tale romance.” --Tara Sim, author of Timekeeper
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
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10/2/2017
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“I fell in love with this book after the first ten pages. That doesn’t really happen to
me, and the last book that gave me such a ride and the need to both slap and hug the
characters was Nora Sakavic’s The Foxhole Court. No other book has called my attention
this way since then, and anyone who knows me knows exactly what that means.” --Laly, I
Am Never Lost And Never Found Tumblr
“A stunning debut with lovable characters, an enthralling plot, and one of the best
romances I’ve read. (Plus, it’s really gay.)” --Mark O’Brien, Mark O’Brien Writes

ABOUT MELISSA EASTLAKE
Melissa Eastlake is a 2017 Lambda Literary Fellow and studied creative writing at Hollins
University. She lives in Athens, Georgia with her partner and their dogs.
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Storm

by Danielle Ellison
A little salt. And a whole lot of magic…
Up until recently, Penelope was a witch with no magic. After having it stolen by a demon
when she was just a child, Penelope had been forced to rely on sharing others’ powers as
she went through the grueling training required to become an elite demon hunter. Now
Penelope has more magic than she’s ever known. And when you’re this powerful, who
needs salt to keep the demons away?
But power has a dark side.
Carter Prescott just wants to hunt demons and be with Penelope. But suddenly, witches
who formerly had no magic are developing out-of-control powers. Now the world Carter
swore to protect isn’t just endangered by malicious demons—it’s threatened by the same
witches who once defended it. And Carter is horrified to see his girlfriend starting
to change. Stronger. More powerful. Unrecognizable. It’s just a matter of time before
Penelope transforms into something far beyond his worst fears…

Salt Series, Book 2
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
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“Let me start off by saying I adored SALT, and I can say that STORM was a fantastic
follow-up! “ --Book Crushin

9781633750739
9/29/2014
294
4.99 USD
Fantasy, Young
Adult, Paranormal,
Overcoming Odds

“Storm is the second book in a fast-paced and thrilling young adult paranormal series
that revolves around witches, magic, and demons.” --Stephanie Ward, Goodreads
“Witches, demons and too much power = a great book that has you reeling.” --Sandie
Book Boyfriend Review, Goodreads
“Fast paced and wicked. But be careful of what gets taken and from who. Pick up your
own copy today to find out!” --Peggy, Goodreads

ABOUT DANIELLE ELLISON
Danielle Ellison is a nomad, always on the lookout for an adventure and the next story.?In
addition to writing, she’s the founder and coordinator of the NoVa TEEN Book Festival.
When she’s not busy with books, she’s probably watching her favorite shows, drinking
coffee, or fighting her nomadic urges.?She is newly settled in Oklahoma (for now) with her
cat, Simon, but you can always find her on twitter @DanielleEWrites.
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Salt

by Danielle Ellison
Penelope is a witch, part of a secret society protecting humans from demon attacks. But
when she was a child, a demon killed her parents—and stole her magic. Since then, she’s
been pretending to be something she’s not, using her sister’s magic to hide her own loss
and prevent being sent away.
When she’s finally given the chance to join the elite demon-hunting force, Penelope
thinks that will finally change. With her sister’s help, she can squeeze through the tests
and get access to the information she needs to find “her” demon. To take back what was
stolen.
Then she meets Carter. He’s cute, smart, and she can borrow his magic, too. He knows
her secret—but he also has one of his own.
Suddenly, Penelope’s impossible quest becomes far more complicated. Because Carter’s
not telling her everything, and it’s starting to seem like the demons have their own
agenda…and they’re far too interested in her

Salt Series, Book 1
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

“This was a witchy YA that kept me flipping the pages till the end of the book...” --Anne,
Goodreads

9781622663484
1/7/2014
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4.99 USD
Fantasy, Young
Adult, Paranormal,
Overcoming Odds

“Right from the start Salt is intense and attention grabbing. There were so many pieces of
this book that I just absolutely loved. Believe me, this is a story you will not want to miss
out on when starting your new year.” --Shortie Says
“Filled with kickass action, timeless humour and a feisty female with a mission, Salt is as
addictive as it is magical.” --Booknut, Goodreads
“A lovely YA paranormal romance, Salt was a fantastic book. I really enjoyed reading it.
From the magic, to the secrets, it was a wonderful read.” --Farrah, Goodreads

ABOUT DANIELLE ELLISON
Danielle Ellison is a nomad, always on the lookout for an adventure and the next story.?In
addition to writing, she’s the founder and coordinator of the NoVa TEEN Book Festival.
When she’s not busy with books, she’s probably watching her favorite shows, drinking
coffee, or fighting her nomadic urges.?She is newly settled in Oklahoma (for now) with her
cat, Simon, but you can always find her on twitter @DanielleEWrites.
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The Revolution of Ivy
by Amy Engel

Ivy Westfall is beyond the fence and she is alone.
Abandoned by her family and separated from Bishop Lattimer, Ivy must find a way to
survive on her own in a land filled with countless dangers, both human and natural. She
has traded a more civilized type of cruelty-forced marriages and murder plots-for the
bare-knuckled brutality required to survive outside Westfall’s borders.
But there is hope beyond the fence, as well. And when Bishop reappears in Ivy’s life, she
must decide if returning to Westfall to take a final stand for what she believes is right is
worth losing everything she’s fought for.

The Book of Ivy Series, Book 2
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633751163
11/3/2015
400
5.99 USD
Sci-Fi, Young
Adult, Dystopian,
Enemies to Lovers,
Overcoming Odds

“From the beginning to the end I loved it. I loved it because, finally Ivy found herself.”
--Hulya Kara Yuksel, Goodreads
“I’m not even telling you anything about this book other than if you haven’t started this
series GO NOW.” --Jaime Arkin, Goodreads
“I’ve really enjoyed this duo! The first book was just swoon worthy and SUPER fun to
read! *sigh* Bishop.” --Rebekah, Goodreads

“Wonderfully crafted and brilliantly concocted, THE REVOLUTION OF IVY takes us
through a world of emotions, while keeping us at bay with the swoon-worthy romance
and shocking revelations, this duology will have your head spinning by the time your
Rights Sold in Audio, Azerbaijani,
Chinese, French, German, Greek, Italian, finished!!” --Addicted Readers, Goodreads

Russian, Turkish, & UK

ABOUT NYT BESTSELLING AUTHOR AMY ENGEL
Amy Engel was born on a commune in Kansas and after a nomadic child and young
adulthood spent bouncing between countries (Iran, Taiwan) and states (Kansas, California,
Missouri, Washington, D.C.), she settled in Kansas City, Missouri with her husband and
two children. Amy has an English degree from the University of Kansas and a J.D. from
Georgetown University Law Center. Before devoting herself full-time to writing and
motherhood, she worked as a criminal defense attorney, which is not quite as exciting as
it looks on television. When she has a free moment, Amy can usually be found reading,
running or shoe shopping.
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The Book of Ivy
by Amy Engel

After a brutal nuclear war, the United States was left decimated. A small group of
survivors eventually banded together, but only after more conflict over which family
would govern the new nation. The Westfalls lost. Fifty years later, peace and control are
maintained by marrying the daughters of the losing side to the sons of the winning group
in a yearly ritual.
This year, it is my turn.
My name is Ivy Westfall, and my mission is simple: to kill the president’s son—my soonto-be husband—and return the Westfall family to power.
But Bishop Lattimer is either a very skilled actor or he’s not the cruel, heartless boy my
family warned me to expect. He might even be the one person in this world who truly
understands me. But there is no escape from my fate. I am the only one who can restore
the Westfall legacy.
Because Bishop must die. And I must be the one to kill him…

The Book of Ivy Series, Book 1
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781622664665
11/11/2014
400
5.99 USD
Sci-Fi, Young
Adult, Dystopian,
Enemies to Lovers,
Overcoming Odds

“...The worldbuilding is mostly well-thought-out, with some complicated issues. . . . An
intriguing start with a brave heroine.” --Kirkus Reviews
“Thought-provoking, poignant, and sexy! Readers will burn the midnight oil to finish
The Book of Ivy and fall asleep with the name Bishop Lattimer on their lips.” --Regina at
Mel, Erin, and Regina Read-A-Lot
“The Book of Ivy has every ingredient you look for in an epic novel: from the spinetingling plot and exhilarating characters, to every entrancing word penned by Amy
Engel.” --Insightful Minds Reviews

“I enjoyed this novel so much that I polished it off in two sittings.” --Julie at Magna
Rights Sold in Audio, Azerbaijani,
Chinese, French, German, Greek, Italian, Maniac Café
Polish, Russian, Turkish, & UK

ABOUT NYT BESTSELLING AUTHOR AMY ENGEL
Amy Engel was born on a commune in Kansas and after a nomadic child and young
adulthood spent bouncing between countries (Iran, Taiwan) and states (Kansas, California,
Missouri, Washington, D.C.), she settled in Kansas City, Missouri with her husband and
two children. Amy has an English degree from the University of Kansas and a J.D. from
Georgetown University Law Center. Before devoting herself full-time to writing and
motherhood, she worked as a criminal defense attorney, which is not quite as exciting as
it looks on television. When she has a free moment, Amy can usually be found reading,
running or shoe shopping.
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The Castaways
by Jessika Fleck

The Castaway Carnival: fun, mysterious, dangerous.
Renowned for its infamous corn maze…and the kids who go missing in it.
When Olive runs into the maze, she wakes up on an isolated and undetectable island
where a decades-long war between two factions of rival teens is in full swing.
Trapped, Olive must slowly attempt to win each of her new comrades’ hearts as Will—
their mysterious, stoically quiet, and handsome leader—steals hers.
Olive is only sure about one thing: her troop consists of the good guys, and she’ll do
whatever it takes to help them win the war and get back home.
But victory may require more betrayal, sacrifice, and heartbreak than she’s ready for.

“A page-turning fantastical mystery with heartfelt characters.” --Julie Cross, NYT
bestselling author of Tempest
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633759183
4/3/2017
349
4.99 USD
Fantasy, Young
Adult, Forbidden
Love, Opposites
Attract

“A gripping story that held me until the final page!” --Brenda Drake, NYT bestselling
author of Thief of Lies
“This book was a YA version of Lost, in all the best ways - a mysterious island with a
“brain” of its own, characters with compelling backstories, infighting among different
factions of those who landed there under mysterious circumstances - yep, I loved it!!”
--Jen Malone, author of Wanderlost
“Oh my gosh, this book. I’m not sure what I expected, but it chewed up all my feelings
and was so, so, so good!” --Gail Nall, author of Exit Stage Left

ABOUT JESSIKA FLECK
Jessika Fleck is a writer, unapologetic coffee drinker, and knitter — she sincerely hopes to
one day discover a way to do all three at once. Until then, she continues collecting vintage
typewriters and hourglasses, dreaming of an Ireland getaway, and convincing her husband
they NEED more kittens. Jessika has lived all over the U.S. from Hawaii to Vermont, but
currently calls Illinois home. She lives there with her sociology professor husband and two
daughters where she’s learning to appreciate the beauty in cornfields and terrifyingly large
cicadas.
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The Secret to Letting Go
by Katherine Fleet

Haunted with guilt after his girlfriend’s death, Daniel Hudson has no interest in
committing to anyone. At the end of the summer, he’ll be leaving Florida for a new start
in college. If only he could avoid the mysterious new girl in town, who seems every bit
as naive and eccentric as she looks. Trouble is, she’s hard to ignore, with her beautiful
piercing eyes, pitiful-looking dog, and unsettling tendency of finding trouble.
Clover Scott lived her whole life off the grid and arrives on the Gulf coast in search of her
grandparents. She never expected to nearly drown, or get caught in a hurricane, or fall
in love with the boy who rescues her. Now, she has a chance to rewrite her life’s story, to
finally fit in somewhere, but Daniel wants answers about her past. When the police start
asking questions about the disappearance of her parents, she must make a choice: go to
jail or confess her secrets—even if they might destroy her chance at a happily-ever-after.

“The year has only just now begun but I feel like this is a top candidat for my favorite
book of the year.” --Nicole Jagusch, Hoffnungswolke
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633754867
2/1/2016
367
4.99 USD
Contemporary,
Young Adult, Boy
Next Door, Social
Issues, Girl Next
Door, Protector

“This book deserves high praise. I literally couldn’t put it down and was insisting that I
had to finish it before I could get on with my day. You’ll laugh, you’ll feel like crying--and
might actually cry--and you’ll have chills.” --A Leisure Moment
“I just couldn’t book this book down.” --The Reading Worm
“This book is a MUST READ for any fan of YA contemporary romance.” --Book Reader
Addicts

ABOUT KATHERINE FLEET
Originally from eastern Canada, Katherine Fleet moved with her family to the Caribbean
island of Curacao in 2007. The slower pace of island life gave her time to pursue a longtime goal - becoming a YA writer. When she is not writing, she spends her time baking,
chauffeuring her three amazing, talented kids around, and having sun-filled adventures with
her wonderful friends.
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Where You’ll Find Me
by Erin Fletcher

When Hanley Helton discovers a boy living in her garage, she knows she should kick him
out. But Nate is too charming to be dangerous. He just needs a place to get away, which
Hanley understands. Her own escape methods—vodka, black hair dye, and pretending
the past didn’t happen—are more traditional, but who is she to judge?
Nate doesn’t tell her why he’s in her garage, and she doesn’t tell him what she’s running
from. Soon, Hanley¹s trading her late night escapades for all-night conversations and
stolen kisses. But when Nate’s recognized as the missing teen from the news, Hanley isn’t
sure which is worse: that she’s harboring a fugitive, or that she’s in love with one.

“I am absolutely blown away by this book. What I thought would be a light, easy YA read
was anything but.” --Claire Robinson, Goodreads
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781622664436
1/7/2014
190
4.99 USD
Contemporary,
Young Adult,
Forbidden Love

“I fully recommend it to anyone looking for a book with equal parts drama, romance and
realities of life.” --Divergent Gryffindor
“Adorable and well written. If you’re in the mood for a very sweet book that will
have your heart aching towards the end, then you should give this a read.” --Krystle,
Goodreads
“A story that will make you smile more than once and then make your heart hurt more
than just a little bit, Erin Fletcher’s debut novel is one worth reading!” --Stay Bookish,
Goodreads

ABOUT ERIN FLETCHER
Erin Fletcher is a morning person who does most of her writing before sunrise while
drinking excessive quantities of coffee, believes flip-flops qualify as year-round footwear,
and would spend every day at the beach if she could. She has a bachelor’s degree in
mathematics (which is almost never useful when writing books) and lives in North
Carolina.
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To Whatever End
by Lindsey Frydman

What if with every person you met, after just one touch, you have a vision of the last
time you’ll see each other? Ever. Normally, these visions are innocent—two friends just
drifting apart, a random stranger that brushed past you then never crossed your path
again.
But not today.
When I accidentally touch him, within only moments of our first meeting, I’m
bombarded by visions of his death.
And from what I can see, I’m the reason he dies.
Now I just need to figure out why, and how to stop this from happening. Because not
only am I to blame, but his very last words to me are...I love you.

“Once I started reading this book, I could not put it down.” --heather -NightlyReading,
Goodreads
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781640635203
1/4/2021
276
4.99 USD
Young Adult,
Contemporary,
Paranormal,
Boy Next Door,
Overcoming Odds

“To Whatever End is a fast fun YA read that reads and feels like a contemporary with a
sprinkle of magic.” --Katie, Goodreads
“If you love sweet YA romance, Mysteries/Thrillers, or just a crazy rollercoaster ride...I’d
definitely recommend checking this one out! It’s a fantastic book and I wholly enjoyed it.”
--Lea, Goodreads
“Page after page they pulled me deeper into their world and took me on one heck of a
thrilling and enthralling journey!” --Misty, Reds Romance Reviews

ABOUT LINDSEY FRYDMAN
Lindsey’s books always include a romance, though sometimes there’s an added sci-fi or
magical realism twist. She lives in Columbus, Ohio (where the weather is never quite right).
Her BFA in Photography and Graphic Design has granted her a wide assortment of creative
knowledge that serves as inspiration (and not much else). When she’s not crafting YA and
NA stories, you’ll likely find her spending waaay too much time on Pinterest, playing a
video game, singing show-tunes, or performing in a burlesque show—because she enjoys
giving her introversion a worthy adversary. (Plus, it’s the closest to Broadway she’ll ever
get.).
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Descent
by Tara Fuller

Easton doesn’t believe in love. He believes in death. Darkness. Sin. As a reaper for Hell,
it’s all he’s known for more than four hundred years. So when he gets slapped with the job
of training the boss’s daughter, an angel that knows nothing but joy, he knows he’s in for a
world of trouble.
Though he’s made it clear he wants nothing to do with her outside of work, Gwen will
do whatever it takes to get close to the dark and wounded reaper—even taint her angelic
image and become a reaper herself. But in all her planning, she forgot to factor in one
thing—how far the demons Easton doomed to Hell will go for revenge.
When the dangers of Hell threaten Gwen, Easton will destroy everything and everyone to
save her. But as the darkness closes in, will he be able to save himself?

Kissed by Death Series, Book 3
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781622662777
6/2/2015
272
4.99 USD
Paranormal, Young
Adult, Forbidden
Love, Friends to
Lovers, Overcoming
Odds

Rights Sold in Turkish

“Descent was the perfect ending to this trilogy. It was pretty much everything I hoped
it would be. Moreover, with the dominance of fantasy in the YA genre nowadays, it was
nice to get back to a paranormal series I love!” --City of Books
“I have been waiting for this book for such a long time now and Im so glad we finally
got Easton’s story. This has been such a fun, yet slightly dark, series and I’ve enjoyed
following these characters along.” --Readers Live a Thousand Lives
“I absolutely LOVED this book! Why did it take me so long to buy? I hated how short it
was, but holy wow!” --Kai, Goodreads
“Tara wrote another great book! It was just as riveting, nerve-wracking, sexy, even sweet
moments.” --Chrystal, Goodreads

ABOUT TARA FULLER
Tara Fuller writes novels. Some about witches. Some about grim reapers. All, of course,
are delightfully full of teen angst and kissing. Tara grew up in a one-stoplight town in
Oklahoma, where once upon a time she dreamed of becoming a writer. She has a slight
obsession with music and a shameless addiction to zombie fiction, Mystery Science Theater,
and black and white mochas. Tara now lives with her family in a slightly larger town in
North Carolina, where they have at least three stoplights.
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Blurred
by Tara Fuller

Cash is haunted by things. Hungry, hollow things. They only leave him alone when
Heaven’s beautiful reaper, Anaya, is around. Cash has always been good with girls, but
Anaya isn’t like the others. She’s dead. And with his deteriorating health, Cash might
soon be as well.
Anaya never breaks the rules, but the night of the fire, she recognized part of Cash’s
soul—and doomed him to something worse than death. Cash’s soul now resides in an
expired body, making him a shadow walker, a rare, coveted being that can walk between
worlds. A being creatures of the underworld would do anything to get their hands on.
The lines between life and death are blurring, and Anaya and Cash find themselves
falling helplessly over the edge. Trapped in a world where the living don’t belong, can
Cash make it out alive?

Kissed by Death Series, Book 2
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781620610862
7/2/2013
328
5.99 USD
Paranormal, Young
Adult, Forbidden
Love, Friends to
Lovers

“Love a good book about reapers!” --Sakura, Goodreads
“I thought that I loved the first book, Inbetween, but this one was absolutely amazing!! I
loved Cash and Anaya’s story.” --Amy Fournier, Goodreads
“If you are looking for an original paranormal series, Tara Fuller’s Kissed By Death series
is definitely for you.” --Livia, Goodreads
“Intensely romantic, and at times chilling, BLURRED is as consuming as the shadow
demons that plague its pages. Death has never been more addictive!” --Melissa West,
Goodreads

Rights Sold in Turkish

ABOUT TARA FULLER
Tara Fuller writes novels. Some about witches. Some about grim reapers. All, of course,
are delightfully full of teen angst and kissing. Tara grew up in a one-stoplight town in
Oklahoma, where once upon a time she dreamed of becoming a writer. She has a slight
obsession with music and a shameless addiction to zombie fiction, Mystery Science Theater,
and black and white mochas. Tara now lives with her family in a slightly larger town in
North Carolina, where they have at least three stoplights.
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Inbetween
by Tara Fuller

Since the car crash that took her father’s life three years ago, Emma’s life has been a
freaky—and unending—lesson in caution. Surviving “accidents” has taken priority over
being a normal seventeen-year-old, so Emma spends her days taking pictures of life
instead of living it. Falling in love with a boy was never part of the plan. Falling for a
reaper who makes her chest ache and her head spin? Not an option.
It’s not easy being dead, especially for a reaper in love with a girl fate has put on his list
not once, but twice. Finn’s fellow reapers give him hell about spending time with Emma,
but Finn couldn’t let her die before, and he’s not about to let her die now. He will protect
the girl he loves from the evil he accidentally unleashed, even if it means sacrificing the
only thing he has left…his soul.

Kissed by Death Series, Book 1
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781620610848
8/28/2012
336
5.99 USD
Paranormal, Young
Adult, Forbidden
Love, Friends to
Lovers

Rights Sold in Turkish

“Hot reapers. Awesome story & a whole lot of happy butterflies. Loved the characters &
look forward to reading their stories as this series goes on.” --Cindi Madsen, author of
All the Broken Pieces
“A captivating whirlwind of death, revenge, and true love. I want a reaper of my own!”
--Shortie Says
“A perfect balance of tension, humor and romance, INBETWEEN is addicting.” --Trisha
Wolfe, Author of Destiny’s Fire
“Words cannot describe how much I love this romantic story about life (or the after life)
after death... For me, INBETWEEN by Tara Fuller compares to the novels What Dreams
May Come or Wings of Desire/City of Angels... for teens.” --Making the Grade

ABOUT TARA FULLER
Tara Fuller writes novels. Some about witches. Some about grim reapers. All, of course,
are delightfully full of teen angst and kissing. Tara grew up in a one-stoplight town in
Oklahoma, where once upon a time she dreamed of becoming a writer. She has a slight
obsession with music and a shameless addiction to zombie fiction, Mystery Science Theater,
and black and white mochas. Tara now lives with her family in a slightly larger town in
North Carolina, where they have at least three stoplights.
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Risen

by Cole Gibsen
My aunt has been kidnapped by vampires, and it’s up to me to save her. Only…I had
no idea vampires existed. None. Nada. I’m more of a reader than a fighter, and even
though I’d been wishing to escape my boring existence in the middle of nowhere, I’d give
anything to have it back now if it meant my aunt was safe.
Then there’s the vampire Sebastian, who seems slightly nicer than most of the
bloodsuckers I’ve run into so far. Yes, he’s the hottest being I’ve ever come across, but
there’s no way I can trust him. He swears he’s helping me get answers, but there’s more to
his story. Now I’m a key pawn in a raging vampire war, and I need to pick the right ally.
But my chances of surviving this war are slim at best, when the side I choose might be
the one that wants me dead the most.

Blood Eternal Series, Book 1
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633758940
3/27/2018
400
5.99 USD
Paranormal, Young
Adult, Shifters,
Vampires, Forbidden
Love, Overcoming
Odds, Social Issues

Rights Sold in Gaming

“I’m so glad Risen raised vampires from the dead. I love vampires and it never gets old
so long as it’s written well, and Cole Gibsen delivers.” --Sasha Hibbs, author of Black
Amaranth
“Romance, action, wit, and fangs abound in this fast-paced paranormal fiction that will
delight vampire fans...” --SLJ
“This was a complete surprise. As much as I tend to love vampire novels, they usually get
repetitive after a while. Risen defied my expectations and kept me on my toes.” --Alice,
The Alley-Cat7
“Risen is a fresh addition to the world of vampire fiction. With its unique plot and
captivating characters I was hooked from the first paragraph.” --Jess Wright, Goodreads

ABOUT COLE GIBSEN
Growing up, Cole Gibsen couldn’t decide what she loved more—dogs or books. Rather than
choose, she decided to devote her life to both! Dog trainer (wrangler) by day and author by
night, she’s the author of more than ten books with more on the way.
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Life Unaware
by Cole Gibsen

Regan Flay has been talking about you.
Regan Flay is on the cusp of achieving her control-freak mother’s “plan” for high
school success?cheerleading, student council, the Honor Society—until her life gets
turned horribly, horribly upside down. Every bitchy text. Every bitchy email. Every lie,
manipulation, and insult she’s ever said have been printed out and taped to all the lockers
in school.
Now Regan has gone from popular princess to total pariah.
The only person who even speaks to her is her former best friend’s hot but socially
miscreant brother, Nolan Letner. Nolan thinks he knows what Regan’s going through,
but what nobody knows is that Regan isn’t really Little Miss Perfect. In fact, she’s barely
holding it together under her mom’s pressure. But the consequences of Regan’s fall
from grace are only just beginning. Once the chain reaction starts, no one will remain
untouched...
Especially Regan Flay.

Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781622663972
4/28/2015
304
5.99 USD
Contemporary,
Young Adult, Social
Issues

“By humanizing the mean girls, Gibsen complicates the familiar theme of bullying,
revealing that everyone has something he or she would rather keep hidden.” --Kirkus
Review
“Life Unaware, to me, was nothing short of perfection.” --Amanda, Goodreads
“I adored this book. I really did and that’s saying something.” --Jazmen, Goodreads
“Gibsen portrays issues of bullying and mental illness without being too heavy handed.
It was a darker book, but still managed to be fun and not a downer....I also adored Nolan.
He’s definitely joined the growing ranks of my book boyfriends. This book had a similar
feel to “Mean Girls.” I recommend it! “ --Meredith Tate, Goodreads

Rights Sold in French & Gaming

ABOUT COLE GIBSEN
Growing up, Cole Gibsen couldn’t decide what she loved more—dogs or books. Rather than
choose, she decided to devote her life to both! Dog trainer (wrangler) by day and author by
night, she’s the author of more than ten books with more on the way.
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T-Minus

by Shannon Greenland
I am the daughter of the first female POTUS, and today is about to become the longest
day of my life…
24 hours—that’s how much time I have to save my mother before terrorists assassinate
her. But now my father and brother are missing, too. This goes deeper than anyone
thinks. Only someone on the inside would know how to pull this off—how to make the
entire First Family disappear.
I can’t trust anyone, so it’s up to me to uncover the conspiracy and stop these madmen.
Because little do they know, they picked the wrong person to terrorize.
My name is Sophie Washington, and I will not be a victim. No one, I repeat no one, is
taking me or my family down. But the clock is ticking…

“Spy Kids meets White House Down in this fast-paced thriller with an overabundance of
violence.” --Kirkus Reviews
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781640636651
8/6/2019
400
5.99 USD
Contemporary,
Young Adult, Social
Issues

Rights Sold in Audio

“Well hang on to your hats because the action in Shannon Greenland’s T-Minus doesn’t
stop for one minute. From the opening scene where Sophie is awakened from sleep to be
moved to a safe-house to the tension-filled climax, the novel is go, go, go. T-Minus is a
fast paced, quick read for all of you YA spy novel enthusiasts.” --Sascha D., NetGalley
“Reading this book was like watching a three-dimensional thriller movie with popcorn.”
--Shalini G., Goodreads
“If you’re looking for a fast-paced action-packed read, T-Minus is the book for you.”
--Downright Dystopian Blog

ABOUT SHANNON GREENLAND
Shannon Greenland, or S. E. Green, is the award winning author of the teen thriller, Killer
Instinct, a YALSA Quick Pick for Reluctant Readers; the teen spy series, The Specialists, an
ALA Popular Paperback and a National Reader’s Choice recipient; and the YA romance,
The Summer My Life Began, winner of the Beverly Hills Book Award. Her books have been
translated into several languages. Shannon grew up in Tennessee where she dreaded all
things reading and writing. She didn’t even read her first book for enjoyment until she was
twenty-five. After that she was hooked! When she’s not writing, she works as an adjunct
math professor and lives on the coast in Florida with her very grouchy dog.
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Watching You
by Shannon Greenland

Viola’s always been that girl from that family, so a scholarship to a prestigious private
school in Florida was supposed to be her ticket out of poverty and into a brand-new life.
But Viola’s secrets have followed her. Her relationship with the intelligent and gorgeous
Riel should have been the salvation she needed—he understands her troubled past better
than anyone. But then weird things start to happen.
Frightening messages.
Missing personal items.
The unsettling feeling that she’s being watched.
Viola’s never been one to give her trust easily, but she’ll need to trust in Riel if she’s going
to survive her stalker. Because she’s not fighting for a new life anymore—she’s fighting to
stay alive.

“Watching You has everything I love — a tortured love interest, angsty romance, a
deplorable antagonist, and buckets of suspense.” --T.H. Hernandez, Goodreads
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781640635883
7/2/2018
305
4.99 USD
Contemporary,
Young Adult,
Mystery & Romantic
Suspense, Friends to
Lovers, Revenge

“I highly recommend this romantic suspense read for anyone who loves swoon worthy
guys, tough yet sweet southern girls and an interesting stalker!” --Smada’s Book Smack
“If you are looking for a book with a love story mixed in with a thrilling twist, you need
to read this book now!!” --Patriotic Bookaholic
“Watching You is the story to dive into when you want a fun, dramatic YA read. If you
loved Shadow of a Girl,you’ll definitely love this next read from Shannon Greenland!”
--Lovey Dovey Books

ABOUT SHANNON GREENLAND
Shannon Greenland, or S. E. Green, is the award winning author of the teen thriller, Killer
Instinct, a YALSA Quick Pick for Reluctant Readers; the teen spy series, The Specialists, an
ALA Popular Paperback and a National Reader’s Choice recipient; and the YA romance,
The Summer My Life Began, winner of the Beverly Hills Book Award. Her books have been
translated into several languages. Shannon grew up in Tennessee where she dreaded all
things reading and writing. She didn’t even read her first book for enjoyment until she was
twenty-five. After that she was hooked! When she’s not writing, she works as an adjunct
math professor and lives on the coast in Florida with her very grouchy dog.
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Shadow of a Girl
by Shannon Greenland

After I ran away from home, these were the two rules that dictated my life. Scoring a job
as a roadie fit perfectly for what I needed. Traveling, cash, and life out of the spotlight.
But when my path collides with West, the lead singer of Bus Stop, I can’t seem to stay out
of hisspotlight—especially since we’ll be touring together for an entire year.
West is determined to break down my walls. He won’t give up. And little by little they
come crumbling. But if he knew what lurked behind them, he wouldn’t be so eager to get
rid of them.
The more time we spend together, the more the lines of our friendship become blurred.
He makes me dream of things I never thought possible. But while our friendship has
been evolving into a romance, my secrets have been closing in. And just when I’ve
decided to reveal my past to West, I’m confronted by it. The cost of my freedom could
ruin the life of the guy I love…

Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
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9781633757318
9/19/2016
238
4.99 USD
Contemporary,
Young Adult, Road
Romance, Social
Issues

“Shannon Greenland balances the tigh trope between romanceand suspense in
SHADOW OF A GIRL. Gritty and intense, the tension sizzles off the pages!” --Kimberly
Derting, author of The Taking
“I love this book. The plot was interesting and the characters were realistic, raw and
honest...I couldn’t put it down.” --KittyKat,Goodreads
“Absolutely stunning read, I completely flew through it!” --Leah, Goodreads
“This is a must read for any age. Love, Love, Love!” --K.P. Knupp, Goodreads
“This book was amazing!” --Shawna Cramer,Seashells and Puppy Tails

Rights Sold in German

ABOUT SHANNON GREENLAND
Shannon Greenland, or S. E. Green, is the award winning author of the teen thriller, Killer
Instinct, a YALSA Quick Pick for Reluctant Readers; the teen spy series, The Specialists, an
ALA Popular Paperback and a National Reader’s Choice recipient; and the YA romance,
The Summer My Life Began, winner of the Beverly Hills Book Award. Her books have been
translated into several languages. Shannon grew up in Tennessee where she dreaded all
things reading and writing. She didn’t even read her first book for enjoyment until she was
twenty-five. After that she was hooked! When she’s not writing, she works as an adjunct
math professor and lives on the coast in Florida with her very grouchy dog.
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Secrets of a Reluctant Princess
by Casey Griffin

At Beverly Hills High, you have to be ruthless to survive…
Adrianna Bottom always wanted to be liked. But this wasn’t exactly what she had in
mind. Now, she’s in the spotlight…and out of her geeky comfort zone. She’ll do whatever
it takes to turn the rumor mill in her favor—even if it means keeping secrets. So far, it’s
working.
Wear the right clothes. Say the right things. Be seen with the right people.
Kevin, the adorable sketch artist who shares her love of all things nerd, isn’t exactly the
right people. But that doesn’t stop Adrianna from crushing on him. The only way she can
spend time with him is in disguise, as Princess Andy, the masked girl he’s been LARPing
with. If he found out who she really was, though, he’d hate her.
The rules have been set. The teams have their players. Game on.

Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633755987
3/7/2017
354
5.99 USD
Contemporary,
Young Adult,
Across the Tracks,
Opposites Attract

“Fantastic fun to read and left me hoping that the reality show doesn’t ruin Andy’s
life and relationships! I know my students will love this!” --Sarah Bittel, Educator at
Canisteo-Greenwood CSD
“It has all the great feels for a teen read and I found myself enjoying the humor and little
love story that it gave us.” --Natalie Miller, Books and Boys Books Blog
“I could really relate to the nerdy side of Andy and found her easily likeable. I especially
loved the larping scenes, which were really fun. Her nerd crush on Kevin was cute, too,
which lead to PUNS(!) and some really steamy scenes.” --Inge, Of Wonderland
“This book was amazing. [...O]nce you got into it. You were hooked. The characters, the
storyline all felt real.” --Brit Lane, Reviews by Bee

ABOUT CASEY GRIFFIN
Casey Griffin can often be found at comic conventions on her days off from her day job,
driving 400 ton dump trucks in Northern Alberta, Canada. As a jack of all trades with a
resume boasting registered nurse, English teacher, and photographer, books are her true
passion, and she is currently busy writing every moment she can.
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The Sound of Us
by Julie Hammerle

Kiki Nichols might not survive music camp.
She’s put her TV-loving, nerdy self aside for one summer to prove she’s got what it takes:
she can be cool enough to make friends, she can earn that music scholarship, and she can
get into Krause University’s music program.
Except camp has rigid conduct rules—which means her thrilling late-night jam session
with the hot drummer can’t happen again, even though they love all the same TV shows,
and fifteen minutes making music with him meant more than every aria she’s ever sung.
But when someone starts snitching on rule breakers and getting them kicked out, music
camp turns into survival of the fittest. If Kiki’s going to get that scholarship, her chance
to make true friends—and her chance with the drummer guy—might cost her the future
she wants more than anything.

“A winning story about a teenage voice student that hits all the right notes.” --Kirkus
Reviews
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633755024
6/7/2016
306
5.99 USD
Contemporary,
Young Adult, Social
Issues

“A journey of self-discovery that is relatable, unpredictable, and heartwarming.” --Amy
Spalding, author of Kissing Ted Callahan (And Other Guys)
“An incredible coming-of-age story with a feisty heroine, a moving romance, and
outstanding supporting characters -- there aren’t enough superlatives in the English
language to say how much I love The Sound of Us!” --Fangirls Ahead
“I had the ‘feels’ while reading, I won’t lie. I look for books that make my belly twist up
for the character, as if they are a real person, andThe Sound of Us accomplished that feat.”
--Wicked Reads

ABOUT USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR JULIE HAMMERLE
USA Today best-selling, RITA nominated author, Julie Hammerle writes romantic comedies
for adults and teens. Before settling down to write “for real,” she studied opera, taught Latin,
and held her real estate license for one hot minute. Currently, when not writing, she ropes
people into conversations about Game of Thrones and makes excuses to avoid the gym. Her
favorite YA-centric TV shows include 90210 (original spice), Felicity, and Freaks and Geeks.
Her music playlist reads like a 1997 Lilith Fair set list. She lives in Chicago with her husband
and her two kids.
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Selected
by Barb Han

After a polarized nation was broken by the threat of civil war, States have now become
countries. And in New Maine, things have gotten worse.
Giving my family a better life is everything. And my selection to attend an elite prep
school suddenly offers my family a dramatically different life—food on the table, a roof
over their heads, and a fighting chance at a future.
Everything is going great until some of my friends begin ghosting me, and then
disappear. Soon it becomes clear this “chance of a lifetime” isn’t the Holy Grail I was
promised. And the attention from one of Easton’s elite has me questioning why a boy
with a golden future wants to risk it by being seen with me.
But when I find out why I’m really at this school, I may have to trust him if I want to live.

“Selected has a quick moving plot, engaging story-line, and characters that are flawed
and appealing.” --Kristi S., Goodreads
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781682815410
2/3/2020
400
4.99 USD
Sci-Fi, Young Adult,
Dystopian, Enemies
to Lovers, Opposites
Attract

“Fast-paced, intriguing, and unputdownable!” --Erika C., NetGalley
“My heart was racing to the max and I could not stop reading this book. This will be
a potential pick for our teen book club that will generate a huge discussion.” --Lovely
Librarian Blog
“This book is highly readable, and it was easy to get lost in the pages.” --Olivia F.,
Goodreads

ABOUT USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR BARB HAN
Barb Han is a USA TODAY, Publishers Weekly, and Amazon Bestselling Author. Reviewers
have called her books “heartfelt” and “exciting.” She lives in Texas—her true north—with
her adventurous family, a poodle mix and a spunky rescue who is often referred to as a
hot mess. She is the proud owner of too many books (if there is such a thing). When not
writing, she can be found exploring Manhattan, on a mountain either hiking or skiing
depending on the season, or swimming in her own backyard.
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After Always
by Barbara J. Hancock

Lydia’s life felt like it ended when Tristan died. Sure, they had their problems and he
could be a little…intense at times. But he’d promised to love her forever…
When her parents propose a summer across the country with a music teacher who runs
an inn, Lydia agrees. But it’s different from what she expected. There’s a presence there
she can’t quite reconcile—and it feels like it’s hunting her. It seems Tristan’s promise
followed her…and may have graver consequences than she could have known.
Then there’s Michael Malone, the one light spot in an otherwise dark existence. Lydia
can’t help but be drawn to him, and as they try to uncover the evil plaguing the inn,
they grow closer. But guilt over Tristan’s death still consumes her. Can she and Michael
uncover what evil lurks in the inn before it takes another victim?

“It is written beautifully and has an interesting plot as well as likable characters.”
--Heather C.,NetGalley
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781640636811
10/1/2018
252
4.99 USD
Mystery & Romantic
Suspense, Young
Adult, Social Issues,
Overcoming Odds

“This was a great, fun read! My first read from this author, and it won’t be my last.”
--Mandie G., NetGalley
“I’d definitely recommend this book - a good, engaging read.” --Sudha K., Goodreads
“This book took me for a ride!...If you are fan of creepy inns, hauntings, and learning to
trust and love again then this book is for you.” --Joanna B., NetGalley

ABOUT BARBARA J. HANCOCK
Barbara J. Hancock lives in a cabin in the foothills of the Blue Ridge Mountains with her
many rescued pets and the guy who lured her into the wilderness with promises of lots of
peace and quiet for writing. To this day, the Appalachian wildwood is the best gift she’s ever
been given. Her favorite pastime (besides animal rescue) is bringing darkly romantic stories
to life by firefly light.
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Eyes on Me
by Rachel Harris

Look up the word “nerd” and you’ll find Lily Bailey’s picture. She’s got one goal: first stop
valedictorian, next stop Harvard. Until a stint in the hospital from too much stress lands
her in the last place a klutz like her ever expected to be: salsa dance lessons.
Look up the word “popular” and you’ll find Stone Torres’s picture. His life seems
perfect—star of the football team, small-town hero, lots of friends. But his family is
struggling to make ends meet, so if pitching in at his mom’s dance studio helps, he’ll do it.
When Lily’s dad offers Stone extra cash to volunteer as Lily’s permanent dance partner,
he can’t refuse. But with each dip and turn, each moment her hand is in his, his side job
starts to feel all too real. Lily shows Stone he’s more than his impressive football stats,
and he introduces her to a world outside of studying. But with the lines blurred, can their
relationship survive the secret he’s been hiding?

“Three words: dancing football player! That made me want to read this book, and I am so
glad I did.” --Kendal, Goodreads
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781640635272
3/26/2019
384
5.99 USD
Contemporary,
Young Adult, Sports
Romance, Playboy
Reformed, Wager,
Social Issues,
Opposites Attract

“So darn cute I had a grin stuck to my face almost the entire time.” --Olivia Wildenstein,
Goodreads
“Eyes on Me by Rachel Harris a five-star read that you won’t be able to take your eyes off.
This is such an adorable read. Be warned you will spend most of your time reading with
the biggest goofy smile on your face.” --Sara O., Goodreads
“Sweet, swoony, and a heck of a lot of fun!” --Erika C., NetGalley

Rights Sold in Audio

ABOUT NYT & USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR RACHEL HARRIS
New York Times & USA Today bestselling author Rachel Harris writes humorous love
stories about girls-next-door and the hot guys that make them swoon. Vibrant settings,
witty banter, and strong relationships are a staple in each of her books…and kissing. Lots
of kissing. Rachel’s books have been featured in USA Today and Glitter Magazine, and
her stories have been finalists in the National Reader’s Choice Award, the Holt Medallion
Award, and The Golden Quill.
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Wicked Charm
by Amber Hart

Willow Bell thinks moving to the Okefenokee area isn’t half bad, but nothing prepares
her for what awaits in the shadows of the bog.
Girls are showing up dead in the swamp. And she could be next.
Everyone warns Willow to stay away from Beau Cadwell—the bad boy at the top of their
suspect list as the serial killer tormenting the small town.
But beneath his wicked, depthless eyes, there’s something else that draws Willow to him.
When yet another girl he knew dies, though, Willow questions whether she can trust her
instincts…or if they’re leading to her own death.

Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633758971
1/30/2018
350
5.99 USD
Mystery & Romantic
Suspense, Young
Adult, Overcoming
Odds, Social Issues

“Atmospheric, lush, and razor-edged, this romance is the best sort of trouble—the kind
that keeps you up reading all night long.” --Jenna Marie Thorne, author of The Wrong
Side of Right
“...this mystery was like nothing I’ve read before and I was hooked on every page. I love
the swamp setting and the suspense.” --Danielle, Chapters Through Life
“From page one to the end, Hart offers up another irresistible read that will keep the
reader guessing and rapidly turning the pages.” --Heather Smith Meloche, author of
Ripple
“An amazing romance, fast paced suspense & great character development. This book
was simply amazing!” --The Printed Girl

ABOUT AMBER HART
Amber Hart resides on the Florida coastline with family and a plethora of animals she
affectionately refers to as her urban farm. When unable to find a book, she can be found
writing, daydreaming, or with her toes in the sand. She’s the author of several novels for
teens and adults, including Wicked Charm, the Before & After series, and the Untamed
series.
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Red

by Alyxandra Harvey
Bad girls burn hot…
Red is the color of Kia Alcott’s hair.
It’s her temper, which blazes hot and always gets Kia into way too much trouble. And it’s
the color of fire. Fires that Kia can start…just by thinking about them.
When her latest “episode” gets her kicked out of school, Kia is shipped off to her
grandmother, who works for the wealthy Blackwoods. It’s an estate shrouded in secrets,
surrounded by rules, and presided over by a family that is far from normal…including
the gorgeous and insolent Ethan Blackwood.
Ethan knows far more about the dangers of the forest surrounding the estate than Kia can
ever imagine. For this forest has teeth, and Ethan is charged with protecting the outside
world from its vicious mysteries.
But inside, even the most vibrant shade of red doesn’t stand a chance against the dark
secrets of the Blackwood family…

Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633751736
3/10/2015
251
4.99 USD
Fantasy, Young
Adult, Bad Girl,
Enemies to Lovers

“This book was such a fun-filled fantasy that is sort of a Little Red Riding Hood retelling
but with a supernatural and magical twist that had me completely fascinated and
consumed.” --Tina, Goodreads
“Definitely highly recommended for fans of YA fiction, fantasy, paranormal, the
supernatural, or for those who are looking for something fresh and original in the genre.”
--Stephanie Ward, Goodreads
“An intriguing YA read that I really enjoyed, Red was a fantastic book. It had an
interesting concept, great characters, and an enjoyable story.” --Farrah, Goodreads
“This was a great, really creepy book! Loved this world, and what Kia can do, and the
forest that the Blackwoods protect! Really great book!” --Louisa, Goodreads

ABOUT ALYXANDRA HARVEY
Alyxandra Harvey lives in a stone Victorian house in Ontario, Canada with a few resident
ghosts who are allowed to stay as long as they keep company manners. She loves medieval
dresses, used to be able to recite all of The Lady of Shalott by Tennyson, and has been
accused, more than once, of being born in the wrong century. She believes this to be mostly
true except for the fact that she really likes running water, women’s rights, and ice cream.
Aside from the ghosts, she also lives with her husband and their dogs. She likes cinnamon
lattes, tattoos and books.
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Holding Court
by K.C. Held

Sixteen-year-old Jules Verity knows exactly what’s in store at her new job at castleturned-dinner-theater Tudor Times. Some extra cash, wearing a fancy-pants dress, and
plenty of time to secretly drool over the ever-so-tasty—and completely unavailable—
Grayson Chandler. Except that it’s not quite what she imagined.
For one, the costume Jules has to wear is awful. Then there’s the dead body she finds
that just kind of…well, disappears. Oh, and there’s the small issue of Jules and her
episodes of what her best friend calls “Psychic Tourette’s Syndrome”—spontaneous and
uncontrollable outbursts of seemingly absurd prophecies.
The only bright side? This whole dead body thing seems to have gotten Grayson’s
attention. Except that the more Jules investigates, the more she discovers that Grayson’s
interest might not be as courtly as she thought. In fact, it’s starting to look suspicious…

“...a sweet and entertaining concoction...that mixes a whodunit and a teen romance with
knights and prophecies.” --Kirkus Reviews
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633752283
3/1/2016
352
5.99 USD
Contemporary,
Young Adult,
Mystery &
Romantic Suspense,
Coworkers,
Forbidden Love

“Fresh and fast-paced, HOLDING COURT is a rollicking romantic mystery bursting
with delightfully quirky characters and unexpected revelations.” --Katherine Longshore,
author of the GILT series
“HOLDING COURT somehow manages to be a charming and hilarious love story, while
also being a spooky and twisty mystery...An amazing debut from an amazing author!”
--Heather W. Petty, author of the LOCK & MORI series
“HOLDING COURT is the perfect blend of laugh-out-loud hijinks and butterflyinducing romance. I didn’t want it to end!” --NYT bestselling author, Rachel Harris

ABOUT K.C. HELD
K.C. Held is the author of HOLDING COURT, a YA mystery that won the YARWA Athena
Award for Best First Book, as well as 1st Place in the Contemporary Category. She holds an
MFA in costume design and has worked with her share of vampires, ninjas, superheroes,
and assassins. Born and raised in California with stopovers in Honduras, Mexico, and
France, K.C. recently traded the Pacific Northwest for the Rocky Mountains of Boulder,
Colorado.
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Sidelined

by Kendra C. Highley
Genna Pierce’s life is finally falling into place. Perfect grades? Check. Her choice of
scholarship now that basketball recruiters are sniffing around? Check. The hot guy she’s
crushed on since freshman year finally noticing her? Looks like it’ll be a check any day
now.
But when a freak accident sidelines Genna, her perfect life starts breaking apart into a
million less-than-perfect pieces. No more scholarships. Spiraling grades. And she’s sure
Jake Butler, her forever crush, will have zero interest in someone as broken as she is.
Except Jake does want to stick around. He may have started falling for the girl Genna
used to be, but he’ll wait for the girl she could become—if she can find enough left in her
to pick up the pieces and start again.

“BUT WOW. This book, though. That wasn’t what I expected, it was so much better and
just overall all kinds of awesome.” --Nicole, Goodreads
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781622662975
10/1/2013
241
4.99 USD
Contemporary,
Young Adult,
Sports Romance,
Overcoming Odds,
Social Issues

“Sidelined is a strong story about a broken girl who needs to find the strength to get up
again after a serious knockdown in life.” --Suze Lavender, Goodreads
“This book hooked me from the beginning. Genna’s voice is realistic and engaging.”
--Jessie Harrell, Goodreads
“It’s a heartwrenching novel focusing on drug addiction with divorce and teenage
romance rolled in. You won’t be disappointed!” --Samantha, Goodreads

ABOUT KENDRA C. HIGHLEY
Kendra C. Highley lives in north Texas with her husband and two children. She also
serves as staff to three self-important and high-powered cats. This, according to the cats,
is her most critical job. She believes in everyday magic, extraordinary love stories, and the
restorative powers of dark chocolate.
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Greta and the Lost Army
by Chloe Jacobs

After spending the last four years trapped in a place of monsters, demons, and magick,
the last thing the fierce teenage bounty hunter Greta expected was to ever be back on
Earth. But a rare opportunity gives her and the Goblin King Isaac the opportunity to do
just that. Now she’s home. With a boy in tow. And her parents have lots of questions.
Although Greta finally has her heart’s deepest wish—to see her family again—every step
she takes to reconnect with them drives her further away from Isaac. Greta and Isaac
planned for her to return to Mylena and become his queen, but she’s not sure if she can
go back to that harsh world, though staying on Earth means giving up the boy she loves.
But a powerful enemy refuses to let Greta escape. A demon who will stop at nothing to
destroy her and everything she loves. Even if it means following her to Earth and forcing
her to face a fate as unavoidable as love itself.

Mylena Chronicles Series, Book 3
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633755567
2/1/2016
377
4.99 USD
Fantasy, Young
Adult, Across the
Tracks, Overcoming
Odds

“Series conclusions always make me nervous, because there is just so much you want to
happen, but Greta and the Lost Army delivered in every single way.” --Teresa DeLillo,
Readers Live a Thousand Lives
“Chloe Jacob’s storytelling sucks you in...The same playfulness and adventure awaits them
both in this final installment. I am still and forever will be Team Isaac.” --MyFictional
Escape
“Chloe Jacobs has created a dark and desperate world in need of a savior and masterfully
grouped together unexpected heroes and heroines to rally in that roll. I flat out loved it.
It entertained, I became emotionally connected and most of all I didn’t want it to end.”
--Beth, Goodreads

ABOUT CHLOE JACOBS
Chloe Jacobs is a native of nowhere and everywhere, having jumped around to practically
every Province of Canada before settling in Ontario where she lives now with her husband
and son. Bringing new characters to life and finding out what makes them tick and how
badly she can make them suffer is one of her greatest pleasures, even better than red licorice,
geeky graphic tees, and fuzzy pink bunny slippers.
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Greta and the Glass Kingdom
by Chloe Jacobs

Greta the human bounty hunter never quite fit into the shadowed, icy world of Mylena.
Yet she’s managed to defeat the demon Agramon and win the love of the darkly intense
Goblin King, Isaac. Now Isaac wants her to rule by his side—a human queen. And the
very announcement is enough to incite rebellion…
To make matters worse, defeating Agramon left Greta tainted with a dark magick. Its
unclean power threatens to destroy her and everything she loves. With the Goblin King’s
life and the very peace of Mylena at stake, Greta must find a cure and fast.
Her only hope lies with the strange, elusive faeries in the Glass Kingdom…if she can get
there before the evil within her destroys everything.

Mylena Chronicles Series, Book 2
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781622662678
2/9/2015
318
4.99 USD
Fantasy, Young
Adult, Across the
Tracks, Overcoming
Odds

“I have been dying for this book and I’m so happy it didn’t disappoint.” --Jennifer,
Goodreads
“Greta and the Glass Kingdom is a magnetic, magical, mystical must read!” --Beth,
Goodreads
“This was an amazing book and teaches that it is possible for true love to conquer all.”
--Simone, Goodreads
“Chloe Jacobs’ Greta and the Glass Kingdom was a long time coming! But the wait was
totally worth it because this read was epic!” --Jessica, Goodreads

ABOUT CHLOE JACOBS
Chloe Jacobs is a native of nowhere and everywhere, having jumped around to practically
every Province of Canada before settling in Ontario where she lives now with her husband
and son. Bringing new characters to life and finding out what makes them tick and how
badly she can make them suffer is one of her greatest pleasures, even better than red licorice,
geeky graphic tees, and fuzzy pink bunny slippers.
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Greta and the Goblin King
by Chloe Jacobs

While trying to save her brother from a witch’s fire four years ago, Greta was thrown in
herself, falling through a portal to Mylena, a dangerous world where humans are the
enemy and every ogre, ghoul, and goblin has a dark side that comes out with the eclipse.
To survive, Greta has hidden her humanity and taken the job of bounty hunter—and
she’s good at what she does. So good, she’s caught the attention of Mylena’s young goblin
king, the darkly enticing Isaac, who invades her dreams and undermines her will to
escape.
But Greta’s not the only one looking to get out of Mylena. An ancient evil knows she’s the
key to opening the portal, and with the next eclipse mere days away, every bloodthirsty
creature in the realm is after her—including Isaac. If Greta fails, she and the lost boys of
Mylena will die. If she succeeds, no world will be safe from what follows her back…

Mylena Chronicles Series, Book 1
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781620610039
11/13/2012
304
5.99 USD
Fantasy, Young
Adult, Opposites
Attract, Overcoming
Odds

“High adventure and hot romance. GRETA AND THE GOBLIN KING is a winner!”
--Kelley Armstrong, #1 New York Times bestselling author
“Don’t miss this rollicking adventure through a fascinating world. You’ll gobble up
GRETA AND THE GOBLIN KING and be left hungry for more!” --Deborah Cooke,
bestselling author of The Dragonfire Novels and The Dragonfire Diaries
“Chloe Jacobs’s YA debut is unputdownable with a kick-butt heroine and a super sexy
hero. The goblin king is a keeper!” -- Michelle Rowen, national bestselling author

ABOUT CHLOE JACOBS
Chloe Jacobs is a native of nowhere and everywhere, having jumped around to practically
every Province of Canada before settling in Ontario where she lives now with her husband
and son. Bringing new characters to life and finding out what makes them tick and how
badly she can make them suffer is one of her greatest pleasures, even better than red licorice,
geeky graphic tees, and fuzzy pink bunny slippers.
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Knight Assassin
by Rima Jean

Seventeen-year-old Zayn has special powers she cannot control—powers that others fear
and covet. Powers that cause the Templar Knights to burn Zayn’s mother at the stake for
witchcraft.
When a mysterious stranger tempts Zayn to become the first female member of the
heretical Assassins, the chance to seek her revenge lures her in. She trains to harness
her supernatural strength and agility, and then enters the King of Jerusalem’s court in
disguise with the assignment to assassinate Guy de Molay, her mother’s condemner.
But once there, she discovers Earic Goodwin, the childhood friend who still holds her
heart, among the knights—and his ocean-blue eyes don’t miss a thing. Will vengeance be
worth the life of the one love she has left?

“From her fast paced plot line, to the characters and vivid setting, Rima Jean totally
hooked me with Knight Assassin.” --Mundie Moms
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781622664573
3/4/2014
243
4.99 USD
Paranormal, Young
Adult, Overcoming
Odds, Revenge

“Wow! This book impressed the pants off of me!” --Tandie, Goodreads
“Absolutely amazing, thrilling, romantic, and just wonderful! Knight Assassin was a
brilliant YA read.” --Farrah, Goodreads
“It’s graced with a kick-ass heroine, an action-packed plot and some really cool magic.”
--Richa, Goodreads

ABOUT RIMA JEAN
Rima Jean received a degree in archaeology from the University of Pennsylvania. After a
dismal law school experience, she floundered a bit before accepting her calling: storytelling.
She resides in Houston with her wonderful husband and two beautiful daughters, where she
writes, edits, and dabbles in digital art.
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Toxic

by Lydia Kang
Hana isn’t supposed to exist. She’s grown up hidden by her mother in a secret room of the
bioship Cyclo until the day her mother is simply gone—along with the entire crew. Cyclo
tells her she was abandoned, but she’s certain her mother wouldn’t leave her there to die.
And Hana isn’t ready to die yet. She’s never really had a chance to live.
Fenn is supposed to die. He and a crew of hired mercenaries are there to monitor Cyclo
as she expires, and the payment for the suicide mission will mean Fenn’s sister is able to
live. But when he meets Hana, he’s not sure how to save them both.
As Cyclo grows sicker by the day, they unearth more secrets about the ship and the crew.
But the more time they spend together, the more Hana and Fenn realize that falling for
each other is what could ultimately kill them both.

Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781640634237
11/6/2018
400
5.99 USD
Sci-Fi, Young Adult,
Forbidden Love,
Overcoming Odds,
Protector

Rights Sold in Audio

“Hauntingly beautiful, completely absorbing, this book will linger with you long after the
final page...Lydia Kang took my breath away.” --New York Times bestselling author, Amie
Kaufman
“Lydia Kang is a magnificent writer…You should definitely read this book.” --Anadosen,
Goodreads
“TOXIC is my favorite sci-fi of the year and I can’t wait to see what’s next for Kang in the
YA realm. Loved this, will read it again, will pitch it to everyone I know.” --TheBookAvid,
Goodreads
“If there’s one YA book you’re going to read this year, make it Toxic.” --The Literary
Invertebrate

ABOUT LYDIA KANG
Lydia Kang is an author of young adult fiction, poetry, and narrative non-fiction. She
graduated from Columbia University and New York University School of Medicine,
completing her residency and chief residency at Bellevue Hospital in New York City. She is a
practicing physician who has gained a reputation for helping fellow writers achieve medical
accuracy in fiction. Her poetry and non-fiction have been published in JAMA, The Annals
of Internal Medicine, Canadian Medical Association Journal, Journal of General Internal
Medicine, and Great Weather for Media. She believes in science and knocking on wood, and
currently lives in Omaha with her husband and three children.
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The November Girl
by Lydia Kang

I am Anda, and the lake is my mother. I am the November storms that terrify sailors and
sink ships. With their deaths, I keep my little island on Lake Superior alive.
Hector has come here to hide from his family until he turns eighteen. Isle Royale is shut
down for the winter, and there’s no one here but me. And now him.
Hector is running from the violence in his life, but violence runs through my veins. I
should send him away, to keep him safe. But I’m half human, too, and Hector makes me
want to listen to my foolish, half-human heart. And if I do, I can’t protect him from the
storms coming for us.

“An intense and beautifully written romance that had me bracing myself until the final
page.” --Brenda Drake, NYT bestselling author of Thief of Lies
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633758278
11/7/2017
400
5.99 USD
Fantasy, Young
Adult, Forbidden
Love, Social Issues

Rights Sold in Audio

“Absolutely stunning in its beauty! I’ve never read a book quite like The November
Girl. You don’t want to miss this unique and mesmerizing tale.” --Pintip Dunn, NYT
bestselling author of Forget Tomorrow
“The November Girl is a magnetic, magical read, and one that should absolutely be on
your to-read list.” --Hypable
“Andy’s loneliness is heart wrenching. Hector really made my heart ache though. This
book is hauntingly beautiful and full of discovery. I highly recommend this young adult
fantasy!” –Amy Leigh, Amazon

ABOUT LYDIA KANG
Lydia Kang is an author of young adult fiction, poetry, and narrative non-fiction. She
graduated from Columbia University and New York University School of Medicine,
completing her residency and chief residency at Bellevue Hospital in New York City. She is a
practicing physician who has gained a reputation for helping fellow writers achieve medical
accuracy in fiction. Her poetry and non-fiction have been published in JAMA, The Annals
of Internal Medicine, Canadian Medical Association Journal, Journal of General Internal
Medicine, and Great Weather for Media. She believes in science and knocking on wood, and
currently lives in Omaha with her husband and three children.
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Cleaner of Bones
by Meg Kassel

Reece Fernandez didn’t come to this town to finish high school. He hadn’t planned to
stay. Changed against his will into a harbinger of death many years before, Reece has only
known a nomadic existence, chasing disasters where mass death occurs and feeding on
the energy. But after meeting his new neighbor, he can’t imagine leaving.
Angie Dovage changes everything. Feelings he thought had died complicate his
predictable but gruesome existence, making him want to share his secrets with her.
Making him yearn for a different life. Reece is desperate to protect Angie from an
impending natural disaster that will decimate her town, and from a sinister creature who
sees her as the key to breaking his own tortured curse.
But one hard lesson Reece has learned: becoming a harbinger of death was easer than
unbecoming one…

Black Bird of the Gallows Series, Book 0.5
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781640631694
10/2/2018
87
0.99 USD
Paranormal, Young
Adult, Overcoming
Odds, Social Issues

“An intriguing little side story.” --Forest Song, Goodreads
“I would definitely recommend fans of Black Bird of the Gallows to read Cleaner of
Bones!” --Fay Tannerr, Goodreads
“It compliments the story very well as you get to witness what Reece did when he was
not with Angie and what happens in his home life with the other Harbingers of death.”
--Tasmin Andrews, Goodreads

ABOUT MEG KASSEL
Meg Kassel is an author of paranormal and speculative books for young adults. A New
Jersey native, Meg graduated from Parson’s School of Design and worked as a graphic
designer before embracing her true passion, writing. She now lives in a log house in
the Maine woods with her family, and is busy at work on her next novel. A fan of ’80s
cartoons, original Netflix series, daydreaming, and ancient mythology, Meg has always
been fascinated and inspired by the fantastic, the creepy, and the futuristic. When she’s not
writing, Meg is reading, hanging out with her husband and daughter, hiding her peanut
butter cups, or walking her rescue mutt, Luna.
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Keeper of the Bees
by Meg Kassel

Dresden is cursed. His chest houses a hive of bees that he can’t stop from stinging people
with psychosis-inducing venom. His face is a shifting montage of all the people who
have died because of those stings. And he has been this way for centuries—since he was
eighteen and magic flowed through his homeland, corrupting its people.
He follows harbingers of death, so at least his curse only affects those about to die
anyway. But when he arrives in a Midwest town marked for death, he encounters Essie,
a seventeen-year-old girl who suffers from debilitating delusions and hallucinations.
His bees want to sting her on sight. But Essie doesn’t see a monster when she looks at
Dresden.
Essie is fascinated and delighted by his changing features. Risking his own life, he holds
back his bees and spares her. What starts out as a simple act of mercy ends up unraveling
Dresden’s solitary life and Essie’s tormented one. Their impossible romance might even
be powerful enough to unravel a centuries-old curse.

Black Bird of the Gallows Series, Book 2
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781640634060
9/4/2018
304
7.99 USD
Fantasy, Paranormal,
Young Adult,
Forbidden Love,
Redemption, Social
Issues, Unrequited
Love

“Beauty and the Beast like you’ve never imagined!” --New York Times bestselling author
Pintip Dunn
“A delectably creepy tale with a love story that’s a sting to the heart!” --New York Times
bestselling author Brenda Drake
“Dark, haunting, unique, beautiful, sweet YA paranormal romance.” -- New York Times
bestselling author Wendy Higgins
“Keeper of Bees is a complex story and difficult to explain so I have tried my best to give
an insight without giving anything away…It’s unique, strange and mesmerizing. Another
great installment to this series.” --D.M. Duncan, Goodreads

ABOUT MEG KASSEL
Meg Kassel is an author of paranormal and speculative books for young adults. A New
Jersey native, Meg graduated from Parson’s School of Design and worked as a graphic
designer before embracing her true passion, writing. She now lives in a log house in
the Maine woods with her family, and is busy at work on her next novel. A fan of ’80s
cartoons, original Netflix series, daydreaming, and ancient mythology, Meg has always
been fascinated and inspired by the fantastic, the creepy, and the futuristic. When she’s not
writing, Meg is reading, hanging out with her husband and daughter, hiding her peanut
butter cups, or walking her rescue mutt, Luna.
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Black Bird of the Gallows
by Meg Kassel

A simple but forgotten truth: Where harbingers of death appear, the morgues will soon
be full.
Angie Dovage can tell there’s more to Reece Fernandez than just the tall, brooding athlete
who has her classmates swooning, but she can’t imagine his presence signals a tragedy
that will devastate her small town. When something supernatural tries to attack her,
Angie is thrown into a battle between good and evil she never saw coming. Right in the
center of it is Reece—and he’s not human.
What’s more, she knows something most don’t. That the secrets her town holds could kill
them all. But that’s only half as dangerous as falling in love with a harbinger of death.

Black Bird of the Gallows Series, Book 1
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633758155
9/5/2017
400
5.99 USD
Fantasy, Young
Adult, Paranormal,
Overcoming Odds

“A pleasingly original contribution to the paranormal-romance genre.” --Kirkus Reviews
“...the author has created an interesting world of mythical and paranormal creatures that
will appeal to avid fans of the genre.” --School Library Journal
“Gorgeous writing, unique mythology, and epic sacrifice. Do not miss this one!” --Pintip
Dunn, NYT bestselling author of Forget Tomorrow
“A dark, twisty thrill ride from beginning to end.” --Mary Lindsey, author of Shattered
Souls and Fragile Spirits

ABOUT MEG KASSEL
Meg Kassel is an author of paranormal and speculative books for young adults. A New
Jersey native, Meg graduated from Parson’s School of Design and worked as a graphic
designer before embracing her true passion, writing. She now lives in a log house in
the Maine woods with her family, and is busy at work on her next novel. A fan of ’80s
cartoons, original Netflix series, daydreaming, and ancient mythology, Meg has always
been fascinated and inspired by the fantastic, the creepy, and the futuristic. When she’s not
writing, Meg is reading, hanging out with her husband and daughter, hiding her peanut
butter cups, or walking her rescue mutt, Luna.
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The Foxglove Killings
by Tara Kelly

Gramps always said that when the crickets were quiet, something bad was coming. And
the crickets have been as silent as the dead. It started with the murdered deer in the
playground, a purple foxglove in its mouth. But in the dying boondock town of Emerald
Cove, life goes on.
I work at Gramps’s diner, and the cakes—the entitled rich kids who vacation here—
make our lives hell. My best friend, Alex Pace, is the one person who gets me, and I’m
starting to have more-than-friend feelings for him—feelings I don’t want to have. But
he’s changing. He’s almost like a stranger now, keeping secrets and picking fights with the
cakes.
Then one of the cakes disappears.
When she turns up murdered, a foxglove in her mouth, a rumor goes around that Alex
was the last person seen with her—and everyone but me believes it. Well, everyone
except my worst enemy, Jenika Shaw. When Alex goes missing, it’s up to us to prove his
innocence and uncover the true killer. But the truth will shatter everything I’ve ever
known about myself—and Alex.

Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633751668
9/1/2015
320
7.99 USD
Contemporary,
Young Adult, MultiCultural, Mystery &
Romantic Suspense,
Redemption

“Twisty-turny, full of intrigue and romance, and an ending that will keep you guessing
until the last tense moment, The Foxglove Killings is an expert mystery perfect for fans of
E. Lockhart’s We Were Liars.” --Glitter Magazine
“The plot was fast paced, the characters very well fleshed out, the setting felt very real,
and the chilling murders, notes, and mystery kept me constantly on my toes wondering if
I knew who the killer was and why.” --Mlpmom, Goodreads
“I really enjoyed this novel. I stayed up far too late last night so I could finish it--I just
had to know the ending before I went to bed.” --Kat Heckenbach, Goodreads

ABOUT TARA KELLY
Tara Kelly adores variety in her life. She’s an author, one-girl-band, graphic designer, editor,
and photographer. Storm chaser may be in the cards one of these days—we’ll see! She’s also
an avocado addict and all-around goofball. Tara enjoys writing about misfits and nonneurotypicals, because that’s her tribe. She lives in Sin City with her beloved guitars, sound
design master bf, and a fluffy cat named Maestro.
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Dead over Heels
by Alison Kemper

Glenview, North Carolina. Also known—at least to sixteen-year-old Ava Pegg—as the
Land of Incredibly Boring Vacations. What exactly were her parents thinking when they
bought a summer home here? Then the cute-but-really-annoying boy next door shows
up at her place in a panic…hollering something about flesh-eating zombies attacking the
town.
At first, Ava’s certain that Cole spent a little too much time with his head in the
moonshine barrel. But when someone—or something—rotted and terrifying emerges
from behind the woodpile, Ava realizes this is no hooch hallucination. The undead are
walking in Glenview, and they are hungry. Panicked, Ava and Cole flee into the national
forest. No supplies, no weapons. Just two teenagers who don’t even like each other
fighting for their lives. But that’s the funny thing about the Zombpocalypse. You never
know when you’ll meet your undead end. Or when you’ll fall dead over heels for a boy…

“Awesome writing, wicked humor, sexy boys. I’ve never wanted to be part of the
zompocalypse so badly!” --Brigid Kemmerer, author of the Elemental series
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633750746
9/29/2014
218
4.99 USD
Paranormal, Young
Adult, Overcoming
Odds

“I strongly recommend this to Zombie fans and YA fans! You will not be disappointed!
And all I can say to the author is.....more, more more please!” --Cheryl, Goodreads
“Loved this! You do NOT need to read Donna of the Dead to read this book but honestly
you should...just because they are both refreshing and wonderful!” --Keri, Goodreads

ABOUT ALISON KEMPER
Alison Kemper grew up in South Florida, the only girl on a street with eleven boys. She
spent her childhood paddling a canoe through neighborhood canals and looking for
adventure. She usually found it. Sometimes the police were involved. And large dogs. And
one time, a very territorial snake. She now lives in North Carolina and writes books. The
books often include girls having adventures. With boys. Cute boys. And cute dogs too. But
no cute snakes. Never cute snakes.
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Donna of the Dead
by Alison Kemper

Donna Pierce might hear voices, but that doesn’t mean she’s crazy. Probably.
The voices do serve their purpose, though—whenever Donna hears them, she knows
she’s in danger. So when they start yelling at the top of their proverbial lungs, it’s no
surprise she and her best friend, Deke, end up narrowly escaping a zombie horde. Alone
without their families, they take refuge at their high school with the super-helpful nerds,
the bossy head cheerleader, and—best of all?—Liam, hottie extraordinaire and Donna’s
long-time crush. When Liam is around, it’s easy to forget about the moaning zombies,
her dad’s plight to reach them, and how weird Deke is suddenly acting toward her.
But as the teens’ numbers dwindle and their escape plans fall apart, Donna has to listen
to the secrets those voices in her head have been hiding. It seems not all the zombies are
shuffling idiots, and the half-undead aren’t really down with kids like Donna…

“People. I loved this book. I read it all in one sitting, and it’s not a short book!” --Tammy
S., Goodreads
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781622664559
3/4/2014
330
4.99 USD
Paranormal, Young
Adult, Overcoming
Odds

“From the cover, you might assume this is just for girls. You’d be wrong. This book is
campy, fun, and includes a wide cast of characters...think The Breakfast Club with a
zombie apocalypse instead of detention.” --Mike K., Goodreads
“Donna of the Dead is probably the best zombie apocalypse book I have ever read.”
--Amelia, Goodreads

ABOUT ALISON KEMPER
Alison Kemper grew up in South Florida, the only girl on a street with eleven boys. She
spent her childhood paddling a canoe through neighborhood canals and looking for
adventure. She usually found it. Sometimes the police were involved. And large dogs. And
one time, a very territorial snake. She now lives in North Carolina and writes books. The
books often include girls having adventures. With boys. Cute boys. And cute dogs too. But
no cute snakes. Never cute snakes.
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Where the Sea Takes Me
by Heidi R. Kling

Two years later might as well be two lifetimes.
Sienna’s in college, working hard to achieve her dreams, and trying to love another
boy—and halfway succeeding. She’d be totally happy with her life if she could just stop
dreaming about him. Deni. The boy she left behind on the shores of Banda Aceh.
When she gets word Deni’s coming to America, Sea’s world shifts. And when he arrives
on her doorstep, she’s shaken to the core.
Sparks don’t just fly, they soar—and threaten to burn down the new life she’s so patiently,
persistently, built.
When they’re both invited to join a relief mission in Cambodia, they jump at the chance
to help…and be together. As the time and distance between them melts away in the
sticky Cambodian heat, Sienna knows her heart can’t take losing him again.
And that’s exactly what might happen.

Sea Series, Book 2
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

“Ahhh! Be still my beating heart. This book truly touches your soul.” --Laurie H.,
NetGalley

9781633758315
6/4/2018
260
4.99 USD
Contemporary,
Young Adult, MultiCultural, Social
Issues

“Where the Sea Takes Me is an emotionally driven story I won’t easily forget. The writing
is evocative and breathtaking, the characters so relatable, and the story is undeniably
beautiful, heartfelt, and inspirational.” --Sincerely Karenjo
“This book is well written and researched. It will break your heart but gives hope at the
same time.” --Marie H., Goodreads
“Very interesting book along with a sweet love story.” --Jennifer S., Goodreads

ABOUT HEIDI R. KLING
Heidi R. Kling is the bestselling author of novels about relatable girls in fantastic
situations— books that beg the question: what would YOU do in her shoes? Her latest,
WHERE THE SEA TAKES ME, is the sequel to her award-winning debut novel Sea #1
WHERE I FOUND YOU. A native Californian, she relocated to New York to earn her MFA
in Creative Writing from The New School and is now living her dream writing full time in
a tiny town on the Cali coast with her husband, two kids, their Sailor dog and a guinea pig
named Llama Llama.
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Where I Found You
by Heidi R. Kling

After her mother’s plane went missing over the Indian Ocean, seventeen-year-old Sienna
Jones gave up everything she loved about living in California. No more surfing. No more
swimming. No more ocean, period. Playing it safe, hiding from the world, is the best call.
Until her dad throws down the challenge of a lifetime: spend a week with his
humanitarian team in Indonesia, working with orphans who lost everything in a massive
tsunami.
The day they arrive, Sienna meets a mysterious boy named Deni, whose dark, intense
eyes make her heart race. Their stolen nights force her to open up and live in a way she
thought she couldn’t anymore. When she’s with Deni, she remembers the girl she used to
be…and starts to feel like the woman he sees in her.
A woman he wants for his own. Gulp.
But when Deni’s past comes looking for him, Sienna’s faced with losing another person
she loves. She can’t do it. Not again. Fortunately, this time, she has a plan.

Sea Series, Book 1
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

“All in all, this book is one of the best I’ve ever read and undoubtedly qualifies to get a
five star review from myself.” --Junming Guan

9781640633599
12/4/2017
307
4.99 USD
Contemporary,
Young Adult, MultiCultural, Forbidden
Love, Social Issues

“[N]ow the author has written a sequel. As much as I was okay with the ending of
this book, now I can’t wait to see what happens next with these wonderful characters.”
--Terrill Rosado, Goodreads
“Very different from anything I’ve read!” --Whitney Atkinson, Whitty Novels
“One word: Extraordinary. I have never loved a book so much, I have never been so
amazed by an author, and I have never been so moved by a story.” --Andye, Reading Teen

ABOUT HEIDI R. KLING
Heidi R. Kling is the bestselling author of novels about relatable girls in fantastic
situations— books that beg the question: what would YOU do in her shoes? Her latest,
WHERE THE SEA TAKES ME, is the sequel to her award-winning debut novel Sea #1
WHERE I FOUND YOU. A native Californian, she relocated to New York to earn her MFA
in Creative Writing from The New School and is now living her dream writing full time in
a tiny town on the Cali coast with her husband, two kids, their Sailor dog and a guinea pig
named Llama Llama.
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Paint My Body Red
by Heidi R. Kling

They think I’m next. That I’ll be the seventh kid to step in front of a train and end my
life. With the rash of suicides at my school, Mom’s shipped me off to my dad’s Wyoming
ranch for “my own safety.” They think I’m just another depressed teenager whose blood
will end up on the tracks. They don’t know my secrets…or what I’ve done.
I wasn’t expecting Dad to be so sick, for the ranch I loved to be falling to bits, or for
Jake—the cute boy I knew years ago—to have grown into a full-fledged, hot-as-hell
cowboy. Suddenly, I don’t want to run anymore, but the secrets from home have found
me…even here. And this time, it’s up to me to face them—and myself—if I want to live…

“Could be my favorite read of the year!!! This book is just beautiful.” --Nicole Books
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633754102
11/2/2015
433
4.99 USD
Contemporary,
Young Adult, Social
Issues

“A page-turner!” --CHC Books
“Stunning novel. Ultimately uplifting story about hope and renewal, Kling deftly
maneuvers her story to show all of life’s messes and complications and its beauty.”
--Novel Novice
“Full of hope, sadness, dark and light. It’s as much about falling down as it is about
building yourself back up.” --A Leisure Moment
“A brilliant and truly valuable read.” --Alice Reads

Rights Sold in German

ABOUT HEIDI R. KLING
Heidi R. Kling is the bestselling author of novels about relatable girls in fantastic
situations— books that beg the question: what would YOU do in her shoes? Her latest,
WHERE THE SEA TAKES ME, is the sequel to her award-winning debut novel Sea #1
WHERE I FOUND YOU. A native Californian, she relocated to New York to earn her MFA
in Creative Writing from The New School and is now living her dream writing full time in
a tiny town on the Cali coast with her husband, two kids, their Sailor dog and a guinea pig
named Llama Llama.
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Frequency

by Christopher Krovatin
Nine years ago, Fiona was just a kid. But everything changed the night the Pit Viper came
to town. Sure, he rid the quiet, idyllic suburb of Hamm of its darkest problems. But Fiona
witnessed something much, much worse from Hamm’s adults when they drove him away.
And now, the Pit Viper is back.
Fiona’s not just a kid anymore. She can handle the darkness she sees in the Pit Viper, a
DJ whose wicked tattoos, quiet anger, and hypnotic music seem to speak to every teen in
town…except her. She can handle watching as each of her friends seems to be overcome,
nearly possessed by the music. She can even handle her unnerving suspicion that the DJ
is hell-bent on revenge.
But she’s not sure she can handle falling in love with him.

Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781640631823
10/2/2018
400
7.99 USD
Contemporary,
Young Adult, Social
Issues

“I absolutely LOVED this book. The characters were great, the small-town with secrets
vibe was fun, and the story kept me interested the whole time.” --Brooke’s Reviews and
Sweeps
“An intriguing and dark retelling of the Pied Piper, full of teenagers using bad language,
detailed rock music references, and a hint of magic.” --Dreamer J Book Reviews
“I liked that this was different from the usual YA book that’s out there these days. Its
focus on the mystical magic of music made it something unique and special. I liked the
characters, their interactions and the pacing of the writing kept me engaged beginning to
end.” --Cheryl B., Goodreads
“A great read with a mix of paranormal elements!” --Erika C., NetGalley

ABOUT CHRISTOPHER KROVATIN
Chris Krovatin is an author and journalist of some ill repute. His past novels include Heavy
Metal & You, Venomous, and the Gravediggers series. He is a contributor to Revolver
Magazine and MetalSucks.net, and formerly sang in Brooklyn-based metal band Flaming
Tusk. He is an avid fan of weird fiction, the occult, horror movies, heavy metal music, and
Halloween. A native New Yorker, he now lives in Denver, Colorado.
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Enigma

by Tonya Kuper
Worst. Road trip. Ever.
Escaping with Reid Wentworth should have been fun, but how can I enjoy it when my
mom and brother are in danger and the Consortium is trying to enslave humanity. (Yeah,
they aren’t fooling around.) So feeling something for Reid Wentworth was not part of
the plan. Trying to help unite the Resistance against the Consortium means I can’t be
distracted by hot boys.
The Resistance secret hideout isn’t exactly Hoth’s Echo Base. A traitor there wants me
dead, but we have no idea who it is. And with both the Resistance and the Consortium
trying to control me, the only one I can trust is Reid. If we’re going to have any chance of
protecting my family, controlling my unstable powers, and surviving the clash between
the Oculi factions, I’m going to have to catch this traitor. By using myself as bait.

Schrodinger’s Consortium Series, Book 2
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633750067
7/3/2017
304
5.99 USD
Paranormal, Young
Adult, Sci-Fi, Older
Brother’s Best
Friend, Overcoming
Odds

“The author does an amazing job creating a unique plot line and a group of characters
that make this a truly amazing book. A real must read.” --P. Loveday, Lovely Loveday
Blog
“I enjoyed getting to some of the conclusions to the series we had been waiting for.”
--Olivia Farr, Goodreads
“The Consortium verses the Resistance angle was probably the best part of this story. The
romance kicked up several notches, and Josie goes through so much pain, emotions, and
heart break.” --Shelley, Gizmo’s Reviews

ABOUT TONYA KUPER
Tonya Kuper is the author of Anomaly (11/14) and Enigma (7/17), both published by
Entangled Teen. She lives in Omaha, Nebraska with her husband and two boys where she
teachers in the Writer’s Workshop program at the University of Nebraska at Omaha. She’s an
alt rock junkie, a Star Wars nerd, and is in love with Sherlock.
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Anomaly
by Tonya Kuper

Reality is only an illusion. Except for those who can control it… Worst. Birthday. Ever.
My first boyfriend dumped me—happy birthday, Josie!—my dad is who knows where,
I have some weird virus that makes me want to hurl, and now my ex is licking another
girl’s tonsils. Oh, and I’m officially the same age as my brother was when he died. Yeah,
today is about as fun-filled as the swamps of Dagobah. But then weird things start
happening…
Like I make something materialize just by thinking about it. When hottily-hot badass
Reid Wentworth shows up on a motorcycle, everything changes. Like, everything. Who
I am. My family. What really happened to my brother. Existence. I am Oculi, and I have
the ability to change reality with my thoughts. Now Reid, in all his hotness, is charged
with guiding and protecting me as I begin learning how to bend reality. And he’s the only
thing standing between me and the secret organization that wants me dead…

Schrodinger’s Consortium Series, Book 1
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781622664061
11/25/2014
400
5.99 USD
Sci-Fi, Young Adult,
Enemies to Lovers

“Debut author Kuper’s sleek prose?saturated with pop-culture references?invites both
nerds and the uninitiated into the world of the Oculi. … great twists and the positive
message that reality is ours to shape.” --Kirkus Reviews
“Anomaly was fast paced, had me completely addicted and was so much fun!” --Jen,
Goodreads
“If you are a fan of young adult or almost-but-not-quite dystopian worlds, try
ANOMALY out for size.” --Sarah, Goodreads
“Anomaly is a book that captures your attention just like that; when you are only a few
pages in!” --Ayah, Goodreads

Rights Sold in Audio

ABOUT TONYA KUPER
Tonya Kuper is the author of Anomaly (11/14) and Enigma (7/17), both published by
Entangled Teen. She lives in Omaha, Nebraska with her husband and two boys where she
teachers in the Writer’s Workshop program at the University of Nebraska at Omaha. She’s an
alt rock junkie, a Star Wars nerd, and is in love with Sherlock.
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Ask Me Anything
by Molly E. Lee

I should’ve kept my mouth shut.
But Wilmont Academy’s been living in the Dark Ages when it comes to sex ed, and
someone had to take matters into her own hands. Well, I’m a kickass coder, so I created
a totally anonymous, totally untraceable blog where teens can come to get real, honest,
nothing-is-off-limits sex advice.
And holy hell, the site went viral overnight. Who knew this school was so hard up.
Now the school administration is on a war path to shut me down, and they have Dean-my coding crush--hot on my trail. If he discovers my secret, I could lose his trust forever.
And thousands of teens who need real advice won’t have anyone to turn to.
Ask me anything…except how to make things right.

“Edgy and smart with a sweet and sexy core.” --Rachel Harris, New York Times
bestselling author of Eyes on Me
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781640636590
5/7/2019
400
5.99 USD
Contemporary,
Young Adult,
Enemies to Lovers,
Forbidden Love,
Overcoming Odds,
Social Issues

“Y’all, this book is everything. Omg, SO GOOD!!” --Emma D., Goodreads
“Ask Me Anything is one of the best young adult novels I’ve read in years, it is smart
enough to appeal to adults as well.” --Janet H., NetGalley
“Ask Me Anything is full of positive messages--female coders, bodily autonomy,
responsibility, good sexual health and knowledge.” --Heather B., Goodreads

Rights Sold in Audio

ABOUT MOLLY E. LEE
Molly E. Lee is an author best known for her romance novels, the Grad Night series and the
Love on the Edge series. She is a 1001 Dark Nights Discovery Author for 2017. Molly writes
Adult and Young Adult contemporary featuring strong female heroines who are unafraid
to challenge their male counterparts, yet still vulnerable enough to have love sneak up on
them. In addition to being a military spouse and mother of two + one stubborn English
Bulldog, Molly loves watching storms from her back porch at her Midwest home, and
digging for treasures in antique stores.
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Shadow of Light
by Molly E. Lee

I just saved the boy I’m falling for from a gruesome death by a demon. And what does he have to
say? I’m the key to opening the gates of Hell. I mean, a thank-you would’ve been nice. Or another
scorching-hot, forbidden kiss. Either way, destiny will have to find someone else to torment,
because I’m so done.
Or I was, until my little sister starts cackling exorcist-style and stares at me with eyes that aren’t
hers. They’re Marid’s, the Greater Demon I just kicked back to the dark realm he came from.
Possessing Ray whenever he wants is his ultimate revenge.
The only way to break the tether between them includes a road trip through Hell, aka the Ather.
I quickly discover nothing is as it seems in this place. Yeah, there are realms of terror, greed, and
desire, but there’s also peace, and a beauty I never knew existed...and it’s eerily familiar.
With each obstacle we encounter, I slip a little further into the chaotic energy of my growing dark
powers. And when an unexpected betrayal hits me square in the chest, I freefall into them.
Fate painted me as the monster of nightmares, and after this? Destiny is about to learn just how
monstrous I can be.

Ember of Night Series, Book 2
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781649371119
11/30/2021
404
7.99 USD
Young Adult,
Paranormal, Angels
and Demons,
Overcoming Odds,
Social Issues

Rights Sold in Audio

“Molly has written this series so well, you can’t help but fall in love with the characters, I
can’t recommend this series enough.” --Louise Pike, Goodreads
“WOW.........I was expecting to enjoy this book but Molly Lee has stepped up her game
with the second book in this series.” --Merrit Townsend (always1morebook), Goodreads
“Wow! This was one hell of a story! This book is literally the definition of being on the
edge of one’s seat. Love the new characters we were introduced to in the book.” --Carla
Sosa, Goodreads
“I love this author and this book did not disappoint. Normally I have two or three books
going at a time and transition back and forth as I get easily bored. Not so with this one. I
read it every second I could. Truly captivating!!!” --Barbara Dougherty Evans, Goodreads

ABOUT MOLLY E. LEE
Molly E. Lee is an author best known for her romance novels, the Grad Night series and the
Love on the Edge series. She is a 1001 Dark Nights Discovery Author for 2017. Molly writes
Adult and Young Adult contemporary featuring strong female heroines who are unafraid
to challenge their male counterparts, yet still vulnerable enough to have love sneak up on
them. In addition to being a military spouse and mother of two + one stubborn English
Bulldog, Molly loves watching storms from her back porch at her Midwest home, and
digging for treasures in antique stores.
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Ember of Night
by Molly E. Lee

I’ve been told I was as useless as a weed most of my life. Mainly by my worthless father.
But I’d suffer anything to give my kid sister a better life—the minute I turn eighteen, I’m
getting us the hell out of here.
And some hot stranger telling me I am the key to stopping a war between Heaven and
Hell isn’t going to change that. Let the world crumble and burn, for all I care.
Draven is relentless, though. And very much a liar. Every time his sexy lips are moving, I
can see it—in the dip of his head, the grit of his jaw—even if my heart begs me to ignore
the signs. So what does he want?
I need to figure it out fast, because now everyone is gunning for me. And damn if I
don’t want to show them what happens when you let weeds thrive in the cracks of the
pavement…
We can grow powerful enough to shatter the whole foundation.
“Absolutely epic worldbuilding, a super hot hero and swoony romance! I couldn’t put it
down!” --Tracy Wolff, NYT bestselling author of the Crave series
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781649370440
5/4/2021
400
7.99 USD
Young Adult,
Paranormal, Angels
and Demons,
Overcoming Odds,
Social Issues

Rights Sold in Audio

“I had to sit and process this book for a good, long while after I finished. The last
paragraph of this book had me shaking in my boots. I didn’t even know how to handle
it. What a way to end a book! I am gobsmacked by that ending. Wow.” --Brittany Z.,
Goodreads
“Ember of Night is a is a wonderful and incredibly rich fantasy novel, so well built
and fast paced that I wasn’t able to put it down till I reached the end. I was absolutely
captivated by the atmosphere, and the characters.” --Amanda M., NetGalley
“An intense, suspenseful, and immersive urban fantasy.” --Julie P., NetGalley

ABOUT MOLLY E. LEE
Molly E. Lee is an author best known for her romance novels, the Grad Night series and the
Love on the Edge series. She is a 1001 Dark Nights Discovery Author for 2017. Molly writes
Adult and Young Adult contemporary featuring strong female heroines who are unafraid
to challenge their male counterparts, yet still vulnerable enough to have love sneak up on
them. In addition to being a military spouse and mother of two + one stubborn English
Bulldog, Molly loves watching storms from her back porch at her Midwest home, and
digging for treasures in antique stores.
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Havoc

by Mary Lindsey
For the first time in his life, Rain Ryland belongs. He’s found a home with the wolf
shifters of New Wurzburg and is no-holds-barred in love with Friederike Burkhart,
their soon-to-be alpha. But the ascension to power is never easy for a new alpha, and
challengers will come from an unlikely source—and bring into jeopardy not just Freddie’s
position as alpha but her blooming relationship with Rain.
Rain has never shied away from a challenge—or a fight. And he’s ready to fight like hell
for the woman he loves. But then a vision shows him that the biggest challenge of all to
Freddie isn’t to her alpha status but against her life...and he’s the one who delivers the
killing blow.

Haven Series, Book 2
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781640634176
4/5/2021
324
4.99 USD
Young Adult,
Paranormal,
Shifters, Werewolves,
Forbidden Love,
Opposites Attract,
Overcoming Odds

“HAVOC is an intriguing continuation of a YA paranormal romance. In this world,
witches and werewolves live side by side with the witches being called Weavers and the
werewolves called Watchers treated like their pets.” --Olivia F, Amazon
“Mary has written an engrossing and very timely story, dealing with race, segregation,
and servitude, all under a paranormal umbrella.” --Kim, Amazon
“A fast-paced full of adventures, friendship, and conspiracy. This book will have you
entertained for a while, I liked the characters and the romance portrayed for a YA book.”
--FS Meurinne - Book Enticer, Amazon

ABOUT MARY LINDSEY
Mary Lindsey is a multi award-winning, RITA® nominated author of romance for adults
and teens. She lives on an island in the middle of a river. Seriously, she does. When not
writing, she wrangles her rowdy pack of three teens, two Cairn Terriers, and one husband.
Inexplicably, her favorite animal is the giant anteater and at one point, she had over 200
“pet” Madagascar Hissing Cockroaches. The roaches are a long story involving three
science-crazed kids and a soft spot for rescue animals. The good news is, the “pet” roaches
found a home... somewhere else.
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Haven

by Mary Lindsey
Rain Ryland has never belonged anywhere. He’s used to people judging him for his rough
background, his intimidating size, and now, his orphan status. He’s always been on the
outside, looking in, and he’s fine with that. Until he moves to New Wurzburg and meets
Friederike Burkhart.
Freddie isn’t like normal teen girls, though. And someone wants her dead for it. Freddie
warns he’d better stay far away if he wants to stay alive, but Rain’s never been good at
running from trouble. For the first time, Rain has something worth fighting for, worth
living for. Worth dying for.

“An exquisitely written tale featuring a noble, hopeful protagonist who finds his true
love.” --Kirkus Reviews
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633758841
11/7/2017
400
5.99 USD
Paranormal, Young
Adult, Shifters,
Forbidden Love,
Opposites Attract,
Overcoming Odds

“Dangerous, dark and a definite page turner. Mary Lindsey rocks this book.” --C.C.
Hunter, NYT bestselling author of the Shadow Falls Series
“A smoking hot hero and spine-chilling mystery = total win.” --Jennifer L. Armentrout,
#1 NYT bestselling author of the Lux Series

ABOUT MARY LINDSEY
Mary Lindsey is a multi award-winning, RITA® nominated author of romance for adults
and teens. She lives on an island in the middle of a river. Seriously, she does. When not
writing, she wrangles her rowdy pack of three teens, two Cairn Terriers, and one husband.
Inexplicably, her favorite animal is the giant anteater and at one point, she had over 200
“pet” Madagascar Hissing Cockroaches. The roaches are a long story involving three
science-crazed kids and a soft spot for rescue animals. The good news is, the “pet” roaches
found a home... somewhere else.
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In Truth & Ashes
by Nicole Luiken

The Mirror Worlds are but dull reflections of the True World, where magic and
technology blend together…
{
On the True World, Belinda Loring has known from childhood that she must Bond with
the son of another noble First Family. Uniting the families ensures hers will hold onto its
powerful position, and so she’s always pushed down the tender feelings she has for her
best friend—gorgeous, steadfast Demian, who isn’t noble.
But when the ceremonial magic goes disastrously wrong, Belinda becomes a national
disgrace. Scorned as Broken, she turns to Demian for help getting revenge on the man
who ruined her: the radical Malachi.
But the seeds of Malachi’s murderous plans lie buried in Belinda’s past, in the dark days
of her kidnapping—a period of which she has no memory. And Demian may hold the
key to recovering all that she’s lost—and saving the worlds.

Otherselves Series, Book 3
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633755451
1/2/2017
453
4.99 USD
Fantasy, Young
Adult, Across the
Tracks, Social
Issues, Friends to
Lovers, Overcoming
Odds

“This third novel in the series is probably the best one if you ask me. I love how alot of
things a put in to place like a puzzle here and things are explained and explored in both
the True World but also the four mirror worlds.” --Erika Winterlia, Winterlia Reviews
“This is a wonderful conclusion to a really fun series. I found that it moved alot faster
than the previous books...Belinda’s was mostly untold and Leah’s needed to be wrapped
up, so they were the perfect ends to the series.” --Olivia Farr, Goodreads
“I usually read mystery,so this was a little different for me. I would definitely recommend
this book.” --Debra Menard, Goodreads

ABOUT NICOLE LUIKEN
Nicole Luiken wrote her first book at age 13 and never stopped. She is the author of over ten
published books for young adults, including Violet Eyes and its sequels. Her latest release is
YA fantasy In Truth & Ashes. Nicole lives with her family in Edmonton, AB. It is physically
impossible for her to go more than three days in a row without writing.
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Amid Wind & Stone
by Nicole Luiken

There is one True World, and then there are the four Mirror Worlds: Fire, Water, Air, and
Stone.
Audrey and Dorotea are “ otherselves”—twin copies of each other who live on different
Mirror Worlds.
On Air, Audrey has the ability to communicate with wind spirits. As war looms, she’s
torn between loyalty to her country and her feelings for a roguish phantom who may be a
dangerous spy.
Blackouts and earthquakes threaten the few remaining humans on Stone, who have been
forced to live underground. To save her injured sister, Dorotea breaks taboo and releases
an imprisoned gargoyle. Brooding, sensitive Jasper makes her wonder if gargoyles are
truly traitors, as she’s always been told.
Unbeknownst to them, they both face the same enemy—an evil sorceress bent on
shattering all the Mirror Worlds.

Otherselves Series, Book 2
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633755543
3/7/2016
448
4.99 USD
Sci-Fi, Young Adult,
Dystopian, Fantasy,
Steampunk, Across
the Tracks, Enemies
to Lovers, Forbidden
Love

“I am a great fan of fantasy and I know that this book was just really made for me! It was
definitely a fun fantasy ride! No doubt Amid Wind and Stone deserves a solid 5 stars.”
--Karina, Goodreads
“...this book is a stellar read, it’s very high on the fantasy and use of imagery and while
it does include many characters, Luiken does a wonderful job of telling their stories
in a way that feels satisfying but makes you want to come back for more. “ --Taylor,
Goodreads
“The Otherselves series is unique and I can honestly say I have not read a book like this
before.” --Maddy, Goodreads

ABOUT NICOLE LUIKEN
Nicole Luiken wrote her first book at age 13 and never stopped. She is the author of over ten
published books for young adults, including Violet Eyes and its sequels. Her latest release is
YA fantasy In Truth & Ashes. Nicole lives with her family in Edmonton, AB. It is physically
impossible for her to go more than three days in a row without writing.
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Through Fire & Sea
by Nicole Luiken

In the Fire World, seventeen-year-old Leah is the illegitimate daughter of one of
the realm’s most powerful lords. She’s hot-blooded - able to communicate with the
tempestuous volcano gods. But she has another gift...the ability to Call her twin
“Otherselves” on other worlds.
Holly resides in the Water World - our world. When she’s called by Leah from the Fire
World, she nearly drowns. Suddenly the world Holly thought she knew is filled with
secrets, magic...and deadly peril.
For a malevolent force seeks to destroy the mirror worlds. And as Leah and Holly are
swept up in the tides of chaos and danger, they have only one choice to save the mirror
worlds - to shatter every rule they’ve ever known...

Otherselves Series, Book 1
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633752658
5/5/2015
442
3.99 USD
Fantasy, Young
Adult, Paranormal,
Across the Tracks,
Overcoming Odds

“The author did an amazing job in her world-building, in crafting such a unique setting
and story concept. This story seemed to have it all. It sucked me in so quickly and kept
my attention riveted.” --Shannon, The Tale Temptress
“Overall, it is a fascinating and lovely story, and I am excited to read the next!” --Olivia,
Goodreads
“A fast-paced and thrilling tale of otherworlds and otherselves brought to a war with each
other by the evil Qeturah rated at FIVE STARS.” --Kristine, Goodreads

ABOUT NICOLE LUIKEN
Nicole Luiken wrote her first book at age 13 and never stopped. She is the author of over ten
published books for young adults, including Violet Eyes and its sequels. Her latest release is
YA fantasy In Truth & Ashes. Nicole lives with her family in Edmonton, AB. It is physically
impossible for her to go more than three days in a row without writing.
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All the Broken Pieces
by Cindi Madsen

Liv comes out of a coma with no memory of her past and two distinct, warring voices
inside her head. Nothing, not even her reflection, seems familiar. As she stumbles
through her junior year, the voices get louder, insisting she please the popular group
while simultaneously despising them. But when Liv starts hanging around with Spencer,
whose own mysterious past also has him on the fringe, life feels complete for the first
time in, well, as long as she can remember.
Liv knows the details of the car accident that put her in the coma, but as the voices
invade her dreams, and her dreams start feeling like memories, she and Spencer seek out
answers. Yet the deeper they dig, the less things make sense. Can Liv rebuild the pieces of
her broken past, when it means questioning not just who she is, but what she is?

Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781620611302
12/11/2012
334
5.99 USD
Contemporary,
Young Adult, Social
Issues

“[An] interesting story of a girl who can’t remember her early life...Liv’s high school
relationships, especially her conflicts with the popular girls and her first dealings with
romance, ring nicely true. Intriguing.” --Kirkus Reviews
“All the Broken Pieces kept me guessing and frantically flipping the pages. It’s a unique
story with layered characters I couldn’t help but fall in love with.” --Nyrae Dawn author
of Charade
“...You will not be able to put this one down.” --Anne Eliot, Author of Almost &
Unmaking Hunter Kennedy
“A unique concept that’s equal parts creepy, cool and romantic.” --YABC

Rights Sold in Audio

ABOUT USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR CINDI MADSEN
Cindi Madsen is a USA Today bestselling author of contemporary romance and young
adult novels. She sits at her computer every chance she gets, plotting, revising, and falling in
love with her characters. Sometimes it makes her a crazy person. Without it, she’d be even
crazier. She has way too many shoes, but can always find a reason to buy a pretty new pair,
especially if they’re sparkly, colorful, or super tall. She loves music and dancing and wishes
summer lasted all year long. She lives in Colorado (where summer is most definitely NOT
all year long) with her husband, three children, an overly-dramatic tomcat, & an adorable
one-eyed kitty named Agent Fury.
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The Things They’ve Taken
by Katie McElhenney

All Lo Campbell wants is to be a normal teenager—to go to one high school, live in one
place, and have one real friend. Instead, she travels the country with her mother, chasing
the unknown, the supernatural waiting out there…
Until one day, the supernatural chases back.
Determined to rescue her mom from whatever otherworldly being took her, Lo is going
to need a Tracker—and lucky for her, she finds one. Shaw is strong, good-looking,
possibly available, and utterly infuriating. Sure, he may have secrets, and his help costs
more than a brand-new car, but she’ll have to deal with him if she wants to find her
mother—and get her home alive.

Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633759749
5/1/2017
315
4.99 USD
Fantasy, Young
Adult, Paranormal,
Overcoming Odds,
Protector

“The Things They’ve Taken is a mix of supernatural, fantasy, mythology, adventure and
humor. Fun and enjoyable and worthy of a 5 star rating!” --LynnDell Watson, School
Librarian
“I kept reading until the end without wanting to put it down and I really do want to
know how the story progresses, so if you enjoy books about teenage girls setting out on
missions in worlds they don’t understand with hunky dudes where the stakes are high
this one is up your alley.” --Pouting Always
“I think the twist of events that happens at the end is really surprising and necessary to
complete the story. The writer does an outstanding job in both the plot line and settings
for the story. I found the writing to be superb. Overall a great read!” --Lovely Loveday

ABOUT KATIE MCELHENNEY
Katie McElhenney was born in Philadelphia into a big family of curious kids and patient
adults. A voracious reader and unapologetic daydreamer, she knew she wanted to become
a writer someday. With the support of an amazing family, great friends, and some truly
spectacular teachers she has written short stories, poems, and novels. A solar-powered
human, she now lives in Los Angeles and uses the great weather for year-round trips to the
beach and long runs (where the best inspiration happens).
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Romancing the Nerd
by Leah Rae Miller

Dan Garrett has become exactly what he hates—popular. Until recently, he was just
another live-action role-playing nerd on the lowest rung of the social ladder. Cue a
massive growth spurt and an uncanny skill at taking three-point shots in basketball and
voilà...Mr. Popular. It’s definitely weird.
And the biggest drawback? Going from high school zero to basketball hero cost Dan the
secret girl of his dorky dreams.
A band geek with an eclectic fashion sense, Zelda Potts’s “ coolness” stat is about minus
forty-two. Dan turning his back on her and the rest of nerd-dom was brutal enough,
but when he humiliates her at school, Zelda decides it’s time for a little revenge—dork
style. Never mind that she used to have a crush on him. Never mind that her plan could
backfire big time.
It’s time to roll the dice...and hope like freakin’ hell she doesn’t lose her heart in the
process.

“I’m a sucker for anything nerd related, so I was quite excited to read this one.” --Stacee,
Goodreads
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633752269
4/5/2016
304
5.99 USD
Contemporary,
Young Adult,
Opposites Attract,
Social Issues

“Its actually my first time to read a novel from Leah Rae Miller but Ive been told that she
writes really cute and funny romances and I wasnt disappointed! This book is just the
right one I’m looking for.” --Inah, Goodreads
“…I would recommend this book to everyone who is looking for a romance about two
adorable nerds.”- Miranda at MrsLeif ’s Two Fangs About It

ABOUT LEAH RAE MILLER
Born and raised in Northern Louisiana, Leah Rae Miller lives on a windy hill with her
husband and kids. She loves comic books, lava lamps, fuzzy socks, trivia games, crotcheting,
Cherry Coke, and Harry Potter. She spends most of her days reading things she likes and
writing things she hopes other people will like.
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The Summer I Became a Nerd
by Leah Rae Miller

On the outside, seventeen-year-old Madelyne Summers looks like your typical blond
cheerleader—perky, popular, and dating the star quarterback. But inside, Maddie spends
more time agonizing over what will happen in the next issue of her favorite comic book
than planning pep rallies with her squad. That she’s a nerd hiding in a popular girl’s body
isn’t just unknown, it’s anti-known. And she needs to keep it that way.
Summer is the only time Maddie lets her real self out to play, but when she slips up
and the adorkable guy behind the local comic shop’s counter uncovers her secret, she’s
busted. Before she can shake a pom-pom, Maddie’s whisked into Logan’s world of comic
conventions, live-action role-playing, and first-person-shooter video games. And she
loves it. But the more she denies who she really is, the deeper her lies become…and the
more she risks losing Logan forever.

“What can I say? I LOVED this book. It brought out the (always present) nerd within me.
I smiled and smiled and smile while reading the entire book...” --Jenna Does Books
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781620612392
5/7/2013
272
5.99 USD
Contemporary,
Young Adult,
Opposites Attract,
Social Issues

Rights Sold in German

“Between the laugh out loud dialogue and Maddie and Logan’s pulse-skipping romance,
I longed for the Flash’s speed so I could read the book over again and again!” --Cole
Gibsen, author of the KATANA series (Flux)
“Leah Rae Miller’s debut is charming, funny, clever and utterly geek-tastic! But beyond
that, I appreciated the book’s message that the road to happiness is to be true to yourself
first.” --The FlyLeaf Review
“A total feel good romance with plenty of laughs and smiles, and just the right amount of
emotion.” --A Good Addiction

ABOUT LEAH RAE MILLER
Born and raised in Northern Louisiana, Leah Rae Miller lives on a windy hill with her
husband and kids. She loves comic books, lava lamps, fuzzy socks, trivia games, crotcheting,
Cherry Coke, and Harry Potter. She spends most of her days reading things she likes and
writing things she hopes other people will like.
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Roots of Ruin
by Amber Mitchell

They did the impossible, but their problems are far from over…
After freeing the Delmarion empire, Rose and Rayce must go to Varsha, the desert home
Rose fled when she was a child—the country she’s meant to rule.
Rayce is the new emperor of Delmar, Varsha’s longtime enemy, but that won’t stop him
from assisting the girl he loves. Armed with the brute force of Rayce’s military, Rose sets
out to free her people from the oppressive rule of the usurper king who killed her father.
But even if they win, how can she be queen to her homeland and in love with the man
ruling its bitter enemy? With her loyalties split between heart and crown, Rose must find
a way to do the impossible again…unite two kingdoms at war, or sacrifice half of herself
to save the other.

Garden of Thorns Series, Book 3
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781649370020
8/16/2021
408
4.99 USD
Young Adult,
Fantasy, Royalty,
Social Issues

“This book is very fast paced, filled with action and romance! I really enjoyed
reading this book (and series)! I love the main characters (Rose and Rayce)! I will be
recommending this series to more people in the future! A solid 5/5 stars!” --Shayla N,
NetGalley
“This is fast paced and a great adventure series.” --Danielle, Goodreads

Rights Sold in Audio

ABOUT AMBER MITCHELL
Amber Mitchell was born and raised in a small town in Florida. After briefly escaping
small town life by attending the University of South Florida where she earned her degree
in Creative Writing, she decided to ditch traffic jams and move back to her hometown.
There she writes Young Adult novels, usually with a bit of magic in them, rolls D20s with
her friends on Thursday nights and enjoys hanging out with her husband and four cats.
Her other job involves crafting cardstock in to 3D art and has allowed her to travel all over
the US vending at comic conventions which has only increased her love for fantasy and
fandoms.
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War of the Wilted
by Amber Mitchell

Like flowers denied water, people are wilting under the emperor’s tyranny.
Rose will not rest until the Gardener is dead. But there are bigger battles to fight, and
Rayce—leader of the rebellion and the only man Rose has ever loved—believes their best
chance at winning the war is to join forces with her sworn enemy.
Saving innocent people is more important than her quest for revenge. But their new ally
can’t be trusted—and he knows her darkest secret. One betrayal could leave the war and
Rayce’s life hanging in the balance, and Rose will need to make the ultimate sacrifice to
save them all.

Garden of Thorns Series, Book 2
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781640636804
10/1/2018
395
4.99 USD
Fantasy, Young
Adult, Revenge,
Royalty

“I highly recommend this great YA fantasy series!” --Olivia F., Goodreads
“The plotting and action are addictive. I love all the characters in this series and I’m
loving the exciting storyline. War of the Wilted is satisfying read, however, there is still
more to come. I want more, more, more!” --D.M., Goodreads
“I was so glad that there is a sequel to Garden of Thorns. I loved that book so much, it
was easily one of my favorite books last year...this series is a must read for fantasy fans.”
--Taylor F., NetGalley
“This was fast-paced and engaging, racing to a very satisfying conclusion. Highly
recommend these books.” --Jules I., NetGalley

Rights Sold in Audio

ABOUT AMBER MITCHELL
Amber Mitchell was born and raised in a small town in Florida. After briefly escaping
small town life by attending the University of South Florida where she earned her degree
in Creative Writing, she decided to ditch traffic jams and move back to her hometown.
There she writes Young Adult novels, usually with a bit of magic in them, rolls D20s with
her friends on Thursday nights and enjoys hanging out with her husband and four cats.
Her other job involves crafting cardstock in to 3D art and has allowed her to travel all over
the US vending at comic conventions which has only increased her love for fantasy and
fandoms.
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Garden of Thorns
by Amber Mitchell

After seven grueling years of captivity in the Garden—a burlesque troupe of slave girls—
sixteen-year-old Rose finds an opportunity to escape during a performance for the
emperor. But the hostage she randomly chose from the crowd to aid her isn’t one of the
emperor’s men—not anymore. He’s the former heir to the throne, who is now leading a
rebellion against it.
Rayce is a wanted man and dangerously charismatic, the worst person for Rose to get
involved with, no matter what his smile promises. But he assumes Rose’s attempt to take
him hostage is part of a plot to crush the rebellion, so he takes her as his hostage. Now
Rose must prove where her loyalties lie, and she offers Rayce a deal—if he helps her
rescue the other girls, she’ll tell him all the Garden’s secrets.
Except the one secret she’s kept for seven years that she’ll to take to her grave if she must.

Garden of Thorns Series, Book 1
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633758483
3/6/2017
412
3.99 USD
Fantasy, Young
Adult, Social Issues

“This is one of the most exciting fantasy books I have ever read!” --Susan, Goodreads
“I read an earlier version of this, which was AMAZING, so I can’t wait to see how it’s
developed, because I know it’s going to be even better. AHHH YAY!” --Katie, Goodreads
“A tense, fast-paced fantasy that incorporates unique ideas like a enslaved burlesque
troupe and familiar themes like a lost, forgotten princess and a disgraced prince leading a
rebellion to save a kingdom.” --Taylor Fenner, author of The Haunting Love
“Very interesting first outing for this new author. My only complaint is that there isn’t
another one yet!! I’d liken her books to CJ Redwine, if you like Defiance you will love
[this book].” --Chad Lorenz, Goodreads

Rights Sold in Audio

ABOUT AMBER MITCHELL
Amber Mitchell was born and raised in a small town in Florida. After briefly escaping
small town life by attending the University of South Florida where she earned her degree
in Creative Writing, she decided to ditch traffic jams and move back to her hometown.
There she writes Young Adult novels, usually with a bit of magic in them, rolls D20s with
her friends on Thursday nights and enjoys hanging out with her husband and four cats.
Her other job involves crafting cardstock in to 3D art and has allowed her to travel all over
the US vending at comic conventions which has only increased her love for fantasy and
fandoms.
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The Love Song of Ivy K. Harlowe
by Hannah Moskowitz

Ivy K. Harlowe is a lot of things. She’s my best friend. She’s the center of attention. She is,
without fail, the hottest girl in the room. Anytime. Anyplace.
She has freckles and dimples and bright green eyes, and with someone else’s energy she’d
be adorable. But there is nothing cute about Ivy. She is ice and hot metal and electricity.
She is the girl who every lesbian wants, but she has never been with the same person
twice. She’s one-of-a-kind but also predictable, so I will always be Andie, her best friend,
never Andie, her girlfriend.
Then she meets Dot, and Ivy does something even I would have never guessed—she sees
Dot another day. And another. And another.
Now my world is slowly going up in smoke, and no matter what I do, the flames grow
higher. She lit that match without knowing who or what it would burn.
Ivy K. Harlowe is a lot of things. But falling in love wasn’t supposed to be one of them...
unless it was with me.
“This is officially one of my favorite wlw romances.” --Aiya, Goodreads
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781649370501
6/1/2021
306
7.99 USD
Young Adult,
Contemporary,
LGBTQIA, Social
Issues, Unrequited
Love

Rights Sold in Audio

“I loved the way this book explored both the nature of romantic relationships and the
way friendships, even lifelong ones, change over time.” --Kate L, Goodreads
“There is something in this book to love for everyone. Queer romance? Check.
Wonderful friendships that blur the line between best friends and lovers? Check. Chronic
illness and disability representation? Also check, which was a lovely surprise, especially
towards the back third or so of the book!” --Cara, Goodreads
“This book reminded me powerfully of what it’s like to be young & trying to answer all
those questions and also what it’s like to go through life powerfully drawn to someone
who is never going to want you the way you want them.” --Christina Z, Goodreads

ABOUT HANNAH MOSKOWITZ
Hannah Moskowitz wrote her first story, about a kitten named Lilly on the run from cat
hunters, for a contest when she was seven years old. It was disqualified for violence. Her first
book, BREAK, was on the ALA’s 2010 list of Popular Paperbacks for Young Adults, while
her novel GONE, GONE, GONE (2012) was a Stonewall Honor Recipient and TEETH
(2013) earned starred reviews from Booklist, Kirkus, and The Bulletin. NOT OTHERWISE
SPECIFIED was named the Bisexual YA Book of the Year in 2016 by the Bisexual Book
Awards. She lives in Maryland.
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Sick Kids in Love
by Hannah Moskowitz

Isabel has one rule: no dating.
It’s easier—It’s safer—It’s better—for the other person.
She’s got issues. She’s got secrets. She’s got rheumatoid arthritis.
But then she meets another sick kid.
He’s got a chronic illness Isabel’s never heard of, something she can’t even pronounce. He
understands what it means to be sick. He understands her more than her healthy friends.
He understands her more than her own father who’s a doctor.
He’s gorgeous, fun, and foul-mouthed. And totally into her.
Isabel has one rule: no dating.
It’s complicated—It’s dangerous—It’s never felt better—to consider breaking that rule for
him.
“A highly recommended work that’s thoughtful, funny, wise, and tender.” --Kirkus
Reviews, starred review
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781640637368
11/5/2019
400
7.99 USD
Contemporary,
Young Adult,
Boy Next Door,
Forbidden Love,
Friends to Lovers,
Social Issues

Rights Sold in Audio

“Most refreshing is Moskowitz’s ability to take up real issues connected to chronic illness
without insisting that the kids who have them either be heroes or martyrs.” --Publishers
Weekly, starred review
“As aspects of modern culture blend with timeless themes, Moskowitz’s latest boasts a
staying power that should secure it a place in every teen collection.” --Booklist, starred
review
“Recommend to fans of Rachael Lippincott’s Five Feet Apart and Nicola Yoon’s
Everything, Everything.” --School Library Journal

ABOUT HANNAH MOSKOWITZ
Hannah Moskowitz wrote her first story, about a kitten named Lilly on the run from cat
hunters, for a contest when she was seven years old. It was disqualified for violence. Her first
book, BREAK, was on the ALA’s 2010 list of Popular Paperbacks for Young Adults, while
her novel GONE, GONE, GONE (2012) was a Stonewall Honor Recipient and TEETH
(2013) earned starred reviews from Booklist, Kirkus, and The Bulletin. NOT OTHERWISE
SPECIFIED was named the Bisexual YA Book of the Year in 2016 by the Bisexual Book
Awards. She lives in Maryland.
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Pretty Dead Girls
by Monica Murphy

Beautiful. Perfect. Dead.
In the peaceful seaside town of Cape Bonita, wicked secrets and lies are hidden just
beneath the surface. But all it takes is one tragedy for them to be exposed.
The most popular girls in school are turning up dead, and Penelope Malone is terrified
she’s next. All the victims so far have been linked to Penelope—and to a boy from her
physics class. The one she’s never really noticed before, with the rumored dark past and a
brooding stare that cuts right through her.
There’s something he isn’t telling her. But there’s something she’s not telling him, either.
Everyone has secrets, and theirs might get them killed.

“Watch out, Pretty Little Liars, there’s a new girl in town. Monica Murphy hits it out of
the park!” --#1 New York Times bestselling author, Rachel Van Dyken
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633758926
1/2/2018
336
7.99 USD
Mystery & Romantic
Suspense, Young
Adult, Forbidden
Love, Overcoming
Odds, Social Issues

“LOVED this!” --Moriah Chavis, Goodreads
“I really enjoyed reading this and would recommend this to anyone that enjoyed Pretty
Little Liars!” --Brooke, Goodreads
“OMG this book did not disappoint in the least!! [...] Such an awesome work of art, full
of suspense and drama and just a bit of romance thrown in to keep it interesting. You’ll
be on the edge of your seat just like I was!” --Vanessa, Goodreads

Rights Sold in Audio & French

ABOUT NYT & USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR MONICA MURPHY
Monica Murphy is a NYT, USA Today, and #1 international bestselling author. Her books
have been translated in almost a dozen languages and has sold over one million copies
worldwide. She writes new adult, young adult and contemporary romance. She is a wife and
a mother of three who lives with her family in central California on 14 acres in the middle
of nowhere, along with their one dog and too many cats. A self-confessed workaholic,
when she’s not writing, she’s reading or hanging out with her husband and kids. She’s a firm
believer in happy endings, though she will admit to putting her characters through many
angst-filled moments before they finally get that hard won HEA.
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Cupcake

by Cookie O’Gorman
I know what you’re thinking. You’re thinking this will be just one more story of the ignored, “bigboned “ girl, who sheds her glasses and a few extra pounds and finally attracts the notice of the most
popular guy in school.
Except it isn’t. Because I’m not unpopular. Not all that ignored. And I love the way I look—just as I
am. Then someone puts my name in for Homecoming Court. The bigger surprise? People actually
vote for me! Now, I’m a “princess”—whether I like it or not—but the guy I’m paired with isn’t exactly
Prince Charming.
Rhys Castle is the strong, silent type who always wears a frown—he’s certainly never smiled at me.
I’m 99.9% sure he hates being on Court and being my partner, but surprisingly…he doesn’t switch
when he gets the chance.
Turns out Rhys has a secret—something that makes him run hot and cold throughout the entire
three weeks of Homecoming festivities. Whether he’s stepping on my feet during dance lessons or
gallantly escorting me through the Homecoming parade, I can’t get a read on this guy, and for the
first time, I find my confidence wavering.
But there’s more to Rhys than meets the eye. And the more the spotlight shines on me, I realize
there’s more to me, too.

Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781649370457
11/2/2021
322
5.99 USD
Young Adult,
Contemporary,
Social Issues

“I wasn’t sure what to expect with this book but I loved this book so much as it embodied
all of my favorite things from Disney movies to Chick Flicks and even the popular
storyline of Homecoming Princess and the cover sparkled which I love.” --Paula Phillips,
Goodreads
“This story was so CUTEEEEEEEE!!!! I loved every second of it!” --Carla Sosa,
Goodreads
“Anything by Cookie O’Gorman is absolutely splendid! This certainly lived up to
expectations. It covers important topics like body image and self-worth and bullying,
among others, but also is such a great and uplifting read.” --Amber, Goodreads

Rights Sold in Audio

ABOUT COOKIE O’GORMAN
Cookie O’Gorman writes YA & NA romance to give readers a taste of happily-ever-after.
Small towns, quirky characters, and the awkward yet beautiful moments in life make up her
books. Cookie also has a soft spot for nerds and ninjas.
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Adorkable

by Cookie O’Gorman
Adorkable (ah-dor-kuh-bul): Descriptive term meaning to be equal parts dorky and
adorable. For reference, see Sally Spitz.
Seventeen-year-old Sally Spitz is done with dating. Or at least, she’s done with the
horrible blind dates/hookups/sneak attacks her matchmaking bestie, Hooker, sets her up
on. There’s only so much one geek girl and Gryffindor supporter can take. Her solution:
She needs a fake boyfriend. And fast.
Enter Becks, soccer phenom, all-around hottie, and Sally’s best friend practically since
birth. When Sally asks Becks to be her F.B.F. (fake boyfriend), Becks is only too happy
to be used. He’d do anything for Sal--even if that means giving her PDA lessons in his
bedroom, saying she’s “more than pretty,” and expertly kissing her at parties.
The problem: Sally’s been in love with Becks all her life--and he’s completely clueless.
This book features two best friends, one special-edition Yoda Snuggie, countless beneaththe-ear kisses, and begs the question: Who wants a real boyfriend when faking it is so
much more fun?
“Captivating, fun, and totally swoon-worthy! This is the kind of story my reader heart
craves.” --Rachel Harris, New York Times bestselling author of Eyes on Me
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781640637597
12/3/2019
400
9.99 USD
Contemporary,
Young Adult, Social
Issues, Sports
Romance

“Adorkable was filled with laughter, butterfly and smile inducing moments, and I couldn’t
get enough of it!” -Star Crossed Book Blog
“ADORABLE. FUNNY. SWEET. ROMANTIC. PAGE-TURNING. FANTASTIC. LOVED
EVERY MINUTE.” --A_Ryan, Goodreads

ABOUT COOKIE O’GORMAN
Cookie O’Gorman writes YA & NA romance to give readers a taste of happily-ever-after.
Small towns, quirky characters, and the awkward yet beautiful moments in life make up her
books. Cookie also has a soft spot for nerds and ninjas.
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Chaos

by Christine O’Neil
My name is Maggie Raynard. After sixteen years being just plain me, suddenly, when I
lose my temper, my fingers become weapons of mass destruction. Turns out I’m a semigod, descended from Aphrodite. Sounds cool in theory, but when I accidentally put my
ex-boyfriend in a coma, things go downhill pretty fast.
Now some new guy named Mac Finnegan has made it his mission in life to continually
piss me off. I’m stuck learning how to use my new powers while also dealing with
regular high school problems, and with this annoying—and super-hot—guy all up in my
business, I’m about to flip out.
But it gets worse. I just learned there’s this watchdog council of semis who keeps an eye
out for any bad apples. They think I’m the baddest of the bunch and want to take me out
before I do any more damage. My nemesis Mac might turn out to be my salvation, only
he’s got secrets of his own…and they may just kill us both.

Kardia Chronicles Series, Book 1
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781622662838
8/26/2013
340
4.99 USD
Paranormal, Young
Adult, Overcoming
Odds

“An exciting start to a fresh, new paranormal series.” --#1 NYT bestselling author,
Jennifer L. Armentrout
“...interesting concept, exciting story, lots of action later in the book, and a lot of
humorous moments. Christine O’Neil has created a wonderful savvy heroine in Maggie,
who is very opinionated, and thinks nothing of telling it like it is...” --The Reading Cafe
“I am a sucker for a snarky, witty, fiesty, kick butt heroine (or hero, I’m not picky) and
that is exactly what I got in Maggie. Through in some mythology and you have my dream
book.” --My Guilty Obsession

ABOUT CHRISTINE O’NEIL
Christine O’Neil was born and raised in Connecticut, where she spent most of her
childhood outdoors catching salamanders, frogs and colds. When she wasn’t terrorizing
Mother Nature, she was curled up under the covers with her nose in a book. As an adult,
she’s stopped stalking amphibians, but still loves books. When she isn’t reading, she likes to
spend her time people-watching. In fact, she’s probably watching you RIGHT NOW O_O
She’s also pretty obsessed with writing YA books, but if she had to pick another profession
she would be a ninja...or a Professor of the Dark Arts. Christine also writes adult romance as
Christine Bell.
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Why I Loathe Sterling Lane
by Ingrid Paulson

Per her 537 rules, Harper Campbell keeps her life tidy—academically and socially. But
the moment Sterling Lane transfers into her tiny boarding school, her twin brother gets
swept up in Sterling’s pranks and schemes and nearly gets expelled. Harper knows it’s
Sterling’s fault, and to protect her brother, she vows to take him down. As she exposes
his endless school violations, he keeps striking back, framing her for his own infractions.
Worst of all, he’s charmed the administration into thinking he’s harmless, and only
Harper sees him for the troublemaker he absolutely is.
As she breaks rule after precious rule in her battle of wits against Sterling and tension
between them hits a boiling point, she’s horrified to discover that perhaps the two of
them aren’t so different. And maybe she doesn’t entirely hate him after all. Teaming up
with Sterling to save her brother might be the only way to keep from breaking the most
important rule—protecting Cole.

“With a delicious rascal of a boy and a loveable prickle of a heroine, these two create pure
love-to-hate magic.” --Jen Malone, author of Wanderlost
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633757011
6/6/2017
296
5.99 USD
Contemporary,
Young Adult,
Opposites Attract

“Such an enjoyable read full of swoony moments and kick-ass banter. I am an Ingrid
Paulson fan!!” --Erica Chapman, author of Teach Me to Forget
“Harper is Paris Geller meets Veronica Mars, and the flirty tension with her nemesis,
Sterling, has all the rich-kid sass and charm of both Logans. You’re going to love this
book.” --Heidi R. Kling, author of Not Okay, Cupid
“Why I Loathe Sterling Lane is a fun, sexy romp with the kind of romantic tension that
kept me up way past my bedtime.” --USA TODAY bestselling author, Julie Hammerle

ABOUT INGRID PAULSON
Ingrid Paulson does not, in fact, loathe anyone. Although the snarky sense of humor and
verbal barbs in WHY I LOATHE SUMNER LANE might suggest otherwise (and shock
those who think they know her best). Ingrid lives in San Francisco with her husband
and children and enjoys long-distance running, eavesdropping, and watching science
documentaries.
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I’m With the Banned
by Marlene Perez

I never wanted to be a vampire queen.
But on the bright (if not sunny) side of the debacle, I’ve got a super-hot new boyfriend.
And he just might be the perfect guy.
Well, if the perfect guy ghosts you for a month and then comes back to school with a new
look, a pack of friends, and a secret. But we have bigger problems.
The Drainers are back. They’re singing a different song, but have they really changed?
Even worse, werewolves’ hearts are being ripped from their bodies—which is putting the
people I love in danger. I need to figure out who is behind the murders before there’s an
all-out vampire werewolf war.
No one is going to mess with my friends, even the ones who like to get wild and howl at
the moon.
Sometimes, all a girl can do is grab her tiara and start kicking some supernatural ass...

Afterlife Series, Book 2
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

“What a fun and bingeable read I’m with the Banned was!” --Daniii Reads

9781649370105
10/5/2021
338
5.99 USD
Young Adult,
Paranormal,
Vampires,
Overcoming Odds,
Social Issues

“This was so fun! So well built and fast paced that I wasn’t able to put it down till I
reached the end. I was absolutely captivated by the atmosphere, and the characters.”
--Lulu In Hollywood
“This story is another fantastic supernatural adventure that is full of wonderful
characters, snarky lines, funny moments, twists, turns and a plot that will have the reader
addicted to turning the pages.” --Elysian Fields Reads
“This is a fun read, a mix of the dazzle and swoon of Twilight and the supernatural world
building of True Blood.” --Bad Glass Kitty

Rights Sold in Audio

ABOUT MARLENE PEREZ
Marlene Perez is the author of paranormal and urban fantasy books, including the
best-selling DEAD IS series for teens. The first book in the series, DEAD IS THE NEW
BLACK, was named an ALA Quick Pick for Reluctant Young Adult Readers as well as an
ALA Popular Paperback. DEAD IS JUST A RUMOR was on VOYA’s 2011 Best Science
Fiction, Horror, & Fantasy List. Her novels have been featured in Girl’s Life, Seventeen,
and Cosmopolitan. The Disney Channel has optioned the first three books in the DEAD IS
series for television. She grew up in Story City, Iowa and is the youngest of twelve children.
She lives in Orange County, California with her husband and children.
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The Afterlife of the Party
by Marlene Perez

I didn’t even want to go to the party.
Seriously, I’d rather have stayed home with my librarian-witch grandmother and her
mystical book club than go. But my best friend Skyler begged me. So I went.
And it was the worst party of my life. Actually, it was the last party of my life.
Not only was there something very strange about the band, but the lead singer bit me
afterwards. And then took off with Skyler.
Now I’m chasing down a band of dangerous vamps with my best guy friend Vaughn—the
boy I’ve been secretly crushing on forever.
But anything can happen on the road.
I thought all I wanted was for things to change with Vaughn. For him to finally see the
real me. But this wasn’t what I had in mind…

Afterlife Series, Book 1
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781640639034
2/2/2021
338
5.99 USD
Young Adult,
Paranormal,
Vampires, Opposites
Attract, Overcoming
Odds, Social Issues

“I have a feeling Perez has another hit series on her hands--and like the Dead Like series,
this one might just be what compels a reluctant reader to keep turning pages.” --Paige M.,
NetGalley
“This is an interesting and utterly bewitching novel. For all Twilight, Vampire Academy
and Vampire Diaries fans.” --Kimmy S., NetGalley
“The story is humorous and bold, interesting, snarky, and even a bit campy but only in
the best of ways.” --Elysian F., Goodreads
“With a fun dance between magic, vampires, bffs, romance, and a pinch of quirkiness,
this is a light read with a dark beat.” --Tonja D., Goodreads

Rights Sold in Audio

ABOUT MARLENE PEREZ
Marlene Perez is the author of paranormal and urban fantasy books, including the
best-selling DEAD IS series for teens. The first book in the series, DEAD IS THE NEW
BLACK, was named an ALA Quick Pick for Reluctant Young Adult Readers as well as an
ALA Popular Paperback. DEAD IS JUST A RUMOR was on VOYA’s 2011 Best Science
Fiction, Horror, & Fantasy List. Her novels have been featured in Girl’s Life, Seventeen,
and Cosmopolitan. The Disney Channel has optioned the first three books in the DEAD IS
series for television. She grew up in Story City, Iowa and is the youngest of twelve children.
She lives in Orange County, California with her husband and children.
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Out of Play

by Jolene Perry and Nyrae Dawn
Rock star drummer Bishop Riley just needs a few months to relax and detox before his
band’s next tour. But the last place he expected to do it is in Seldon, Alaska. And the last
person he wants to do it with is Penny Jones.
Fiery, headstrong Penny has zero in common with the cocky, too-hot-for-his-own-good
Bishop, and she’d like to keep it that way. But the more Bishop gets under her skin, the
more she wants to let him in. And the more Penny lets him see, the more Bishop wants to
know this stubborn girl with the killer body and soulful eyes.
The simmering heat between them won’t go away, no matter how hard either of them
tries. Their time together in Alaska may be running out—but so is their resolve for not
taking a chance on love.

“Out of Play by Nyrae Dawn and Jolene Perry was an awesome YA novel that I had no
trouble devouring in one sitting! “ --Words, Pages, and Books
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781622660117
8/6/2013
320
5.99 USD
Contemporary,
Young Adult, Sports
Romance, Girl Next
Door, Opposites
Attract, Social Issues

“Take 2 incredible authors, put them together and what happens? Magic. I loved this
book so much. “ --Kimi, Goodreads
“Out Of Play I love girls who have snarky attitude and smart words. I adore girls who redefine who they are. This story is exquisite.” --Savannah, Goodreads

ABOUT JOLENE PERRY AND NYRAE DAWN
Jolene Perry is the author of nearly thirty novels, some of which became popular for their
heart-wrenching themes and drama pulled from her life experiences (as well as the criminal
cases her husband brings home as a prosecutor).
Nyrae Dawn is also the author of the bestselling The Games series, including Charade.
She is also the co-author of Out of Play with Jolene Perry. She lives in California with her
husband and children.
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A Curse of Roses
by Diana Pinguicha

With just one touch, bread turns into roses. With just one bite, cheese turns into lilies.
There’s a famine plaguing the land, and Princess Yzabel is wasting food simply by trying
to eat. Before she can even swallow, her magi--her curse--has turned her meal into
a bouquet. She’s on the verge of starving, which only reminds her that the people of
Portugal have been enduring the same pain. If only it were possible to reverse her magic.
Then she could turn flowers…into food.
Fatyan, a beautiful Enchanted Moura, is the only one who can help. But she is trapped by
magical binds. She can teach Yzabel how to control her curse--if Yzabel sets her free with
a kiss.
As the King of Portugal’s betrothed, Yzabel would be committing treason, but what good
is a king if his country has starved to death? With just one kiss, Fatyan is set free. And
with just one kiss, Yzabel is yearning for more. She’d sought out Fatyan to help her save
the people. Now, loving her could mean Yzabel’s destruction.
Based on Portuguese legend, this #OwnVoices historical fantasy is an epic tale of mystery,
magic, and making the impossible choice between love and duty…
“The characters were remarkably developed. I also really enjoyed Pinguicha’s writing,
which is beautiful and pleasing to read.” --Valentina C., NetGalley
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781682815106
12/1/2020
356
7.99 USD
Young Adult,
Fantasy, LGBTQIA,
Multi-Cultural, Bet,
Forbidden Love,
Opposites Attract,
Royalty

“A tightly woven sapphic story of a young princess trying her best to help her people,
while finding love for the first time.” --A Cup of Cyanide
“A really unexpected mind blowing read! I don’t know what I was expecting from this
story but I was swept away by this enchanting story.” --Olivia E., NetGalley
“What a well crafted story with beautiful, developed characters who stay true to
themselves the whole time. You’ll want to read this is you love sapphic fantasy!”
--Brittany Z., NetGalley

Rights Sold in Audio

ABOUT DIANA PINGUICHA
Born in the sunny lands of Portugal, Diana grew up in Estremoz, and now lives in Lisbon
with two extremely fluffy cats and one amazing bearded dragon. A Computer Engineer
graduate from Instituto Superior Técnico, she has worked in award-winning educational
video games, but writing is where her heart always belonged. When she’s not working
on her books, she can be found painting, immersed in books or video games, or walking
around with her dragon.
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Project Prometheus
by Aden Polydoros

The Academy stole everything from Hades, their perfect assassin. Angry and leaving
bodies in his wake, he finds two other ex-assassins doing the exact same thing.
Tyler and Shannon once killed for The Academy. Now they’re tracking and hunting down
its scientists. So why is The Academy only after Hades?
Shannon will do whatever it takes to protect Tyler, even if it means teaming up with a
former rival. While she seeks answers to her past, Tyler wants to learn the truth about the
mysterious white room, which no one has ever seen except him.
As for Hades? He simply wants revenge.
They all need answers, even if it means returning to the organization where it all started.

Assassin Fall Series, Book 2
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781640631908
8/28/2018
400
5.99 USD
Mystery & Romantic
Suspense, Young
Adult, Forced
Proximity,
Overcoming Odds,
Social Issues

“If you’re a fan of genetic engineering, conspiracy theories, and anti-heroes, you can’t go
wrong with this thrill-ride of a series.” --Teri Polen, author of Sarah
“Hades was my favorite of the trio. His character was the one that was written in depth in
this one...Action packed...” --Tammy, Goodreads
“Really outstanding!!” --Jeannie Huie, Goodreads
“What drew this book to me initially were the mythological associations and, hello, YA
sci-fi. What kept me in drawn in were my favorite things a book should have: attention
to dialogue, description, complex main characters, and showing rather than telling.”
--Sarah, NetGalley

ABOUT ADEN POLYDOROS
Aden Polydoros is the author of the Assassin Fall series. When he isn’t writing, he
enjoys reading, haunting antique stores, and getting lost down Google rabbit holes while
researching his current works in progress. His favorite genres include sci-fi, fantasy, Gothic
horror, and psychological thrillers.
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Hades Rising
by Aden Polydoros

Best friends, Two and Nine, have spent their entire lives within the Academy’s barbed
wire fences and tall brick walls. Deep in the San Juan Mountains, they have lived in
absolute isolation with the other subjects, trained so that one day they may be integrated
into the outside world.
Two dreams of becoming the perfect military leader the Academy wants to groom him
into. However, when he learns that Nine is leaving the Academy, he realizes that his
future is meaningless without her. With time running out, he hatches a plan for them to
escape together--even if it means going against the brutal overseers of the project he was
born into.

Assassin Fall Prequel Novella
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781640635890
7/2/2018
147
0.99 USD
Mystery & Romantic
Suspense, Young
Adult, Forced
Proximity,
Overcoming Odds,
Social Issues

“Hades Rising is the gritty YA novella, you never knew you needed. A mix of great
writing (lot of imagery) and fast-paced plot. So, I highly recommend this novella!!”
--Chris Bedell, Goodreads
“I definitely recommend reading this if you enjoyed Hades in Project Pandora.” --Bound
to Writing
“HADES RISING grabs you from the very beginning and doesn’t let go.” --Sonya
Doernberg, Goodreads

ABOUT ADEN POLYDOROS
Aden Polydoros is the author of the Assassin Fall series. When he isn’t writing, he
enjoys reading, haunting antique stores, and getting lost down Google rabbit holes while
researching his current works in progress. His favorite genres include sci-fi, fantasy, Gothic
horror, and psychological thrillers.
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Project Pandora
by Aden Polydoros

Tyler Bennett trusts no one. Just another foster kid bounced from home to home, he’s
learned that lesson the hard way. Cue world’s tiniest violin. But when strange things start
happening—waking up with bloody knuckles and no memory of the night before or the
burner phone he can’t let out of his sight—Tyler starts to wonder if he can even trust
himself.
Even stranger, the girl he’s falling for has a burner phone just like his. Finding out what’s
really happening only leads to more questions…questions that could get them both
killed. It’s not like someone’s kidnapping teens lost in the system and brainwashing them
to be assassins or anything, right? And what happens to rogue assets who defy control?
In a race against the clock, they’ll have to uncover the truth behind Project Pandora and
take it down—before they’re reactivated. Good thing the program spent millions training
them to kick ass...

Assassin Fall Series, Book 1
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633756861
8/1/2017
400
5.99 USD
Mystery & Romantic
Suspense, Young
Adult, Forced
Proximity,
Overcoming Odds,
Social Issues

“The perfect summer blockbuster! Get ready to be blown away.” --Merrie Destefano,
author of Lost Girls
“I had so much fun reading this book! Throw together some eugenics, some teenage
angst and a few involuntarily murderous spy kids and you’ve got Project Pandora. I’d
recommend this one to anyone who likes conspiracy theories and villains with whom
you can sympathize.” --Helen, Goodreads
“An electric thriller that feels like a conspiracy theory yanked from today’s headlines.”
--Michelle Hauck, author of Grudging

ABOUT ADEN POLYDOROS
Aden Polydoros is the author of the Assassin Fall series. When he isn’t writing, he
enjoys reading, haunting antique stores, and getting lost down Google rabbit holes while
researching his current works in progress. His favorite genres include sci-fi, fantasy, Gothic
horror, and psychological thrillers.
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Where There Be Humans
by Rebekah L. Purdy

Sixteen-year-old Ivy Archer is arguably the best warrior-in-training Gob Hollow has ever
seen. Yet everyone—except her best friend she suddenly has other feelings for—looks
down on her because she’s only half goblin, with no idea what the other half is. She’s
always suspected it might be human.
But humans, she’s been told, aren’t real. They’re only creatures of myth.
When the prince of their kingdom is taken for ransom, it’s Ivy’s big chance to prove
her worth. And when she learns his captors are human, the rescue mission becomes
personal. The stories were clearly wrong, and now she has a chance to find the truth
about her lineage, as well. If she survives…
With a small band of warriors at her command, including her best friend turned crush
that’s getting harder to hide, Ivy sets out to find the prince and her human family. But the
answers lie within secrets and conspiracies that run far deeper than she ever imagined.

Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781682816073
6/1/2020
378
4.99 USD
Fantasy, Young
Adult, Friends to
Lovers, Social Issues

“I enjoyed reading this book. Never had a dull moment...In the beginning I sensed some
influence from other books but apart from that the book follows its own path.” --Sara,
Goodreads
“Rebekah is a new YA/Fantasy author to me. I loved the idea of the story. Well written,
unique and adventurous.” --Hendrik Van Den Bergh, Goodreads
“...an amazing fantasy novel that is so much fun to read and be in it’s world.” --Katlyn
Ulinski, Goodreads

ABOUT REBEKAH L. PURDY
Rebekah was born and raised in Michigan where she spent many late nights armed with a
good book and a flashlight. She’s lived in Michigan most of her life other than the few years
she spent in the U.S. Army. Rebekah has a business degree from University of Phoenix and
currently works full time for the court system. Rebekah also has a big family (6 kids),she
likes to consider her family as the modern day Brady Bunch complete with crazy road
trips and game nights. When not hiding at her computer, Rebekah enjoys reading, singing,
soccer, swimming, football, camping, playing video games, traveling, and hanging out with
her family and gazillion pets.
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The Summer Marked
by Rebekah L. Purdy

Fresh off a break-up with her boyfriend, Kadie’s glad to be home from college for
Thanksgiving. All she needs is a rebound guy, a box of chocolates, and some girl time
with her best friend, Salome. Problem is, Salome isn’t returning her calls, and her family
won’t say where she is. Feeling sorry for herself, Kadie ends up at Club Blade, a place
filled with pumping music, dangerous guys, and promises of a good time. However, when
midnight strikes, Kadie’s fun turns into a nightmare as she’s ripped from the human
world into Faerie by a vengeful Winter Prince named Etienne. For the first time in her
life, she realizes the monsters Salome always spoke of are real, and they’ll stop at nothing
to destroy her friend.
Salome thought the winter curse was behind her. But winter has left its mark. Not just on
her, but on the whole summer court. The Kingdom of Summer is falling apart, and Nevin
is hanging onto his throne by a thread. With war on his doorstep, he has no choice but to
send Gareth into enemy territory, which means Salome will be left alone—vulnerable in
a world she doesn’t understand. A place where beauty is deadly and humans are pawns
in the macabre games the Fae play. Both Kadie and Salome will have to call on all their
strength to survive in a world where humans aren’t meant to be. With death and enemies
all around them, it’ll be a miracle if they can survive.

The Winter People Series, Book 2
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633750104
9/22/2015
400
7.99 USD
Fantasy, Young
Adult, Overcoming
Odds

“If you love fairies and haven’t read this series, you MUST read it! So far, this is quickly
becoming one of my favorites.” --Andrea Heltsley, Goodreads
“I feel like this book gave me a little bit of everything that is wonderful in YA. There is
romance complete with romantic tension), great supporting characters (some of which
made me laugh and some of which made me want to squeeze them), and a villain who I
wanted to attack and overthrow myself.” --Delaney, Goodreads
“Lots of duplicity, surprises and twists in the story but this reader was just unable to put
the book down.” --Talking Books

ABOUT REBEKAH L. PURDY
Rebekah was born and raised in Michigan where she spent many late nights armed with a
good book and a flashlight. She’s lived in Michigan most of her life other than the few years
she spent in the U.S. Army. Rebekah has a business degree from University of Phoenix and
currently works full time for the court system. Rebekah also has a big family (6 kids),she
likes to consider her family as the modern day Brady Bunch complete with crazy road
trips and game nights. When not hiding at her computer, Rebekah enjoys reading, singing,
soccer, swimming, football, camping, playing video games, traveling, and hanging out with
her family and gazillion pets.
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The Winter People
by Rebekah L. Purdy

Salome Montgomery fears winter—the cold, the snow, the ice, but most of all, the
frozen pond she fell through as a child. Haunted by the voices and images of the strange
beings that pulled her to safety, she hasn’t forgotten their warning to “stay away.” For
eleven years, she has avoided the winter woods, the pond, and the darkness that lurks
nearby. But when failing health takes her grandparents to Arizona, she is left in charge of
maintaining their estate. This includes the “special gifts” that must be left at the back of
the property.
Salome discovers she’s a key player in a world she’s tried for years to avoid. At the center
of this world is the strange and beautiful Nevin, who she finds trespassing on her family’s
property. Cursed with dark secrets and knowledge of the creatures in the woods, his
interactions with Salome take her life in a new direction. A direction where she’ll have to
decide between her longtime crush Colton, who could cure her fear of winter. Or Nevin
who, along with an appointed bodyguard, Gareth, protects her from the darkness that
swirls in the snowy backdrop. An evil that, given the chance, will kill her.

The Winter People Series, Book 1
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781622663699
9/2/2014
320
7.99 USD
Fantasy, Young
Adult, Overcoming
Odds, Protector

“The Winter People is a romantic fantasy at heart that’s rich in atmosphere, as the author
Rebekah L. Purdy creates a beautiful and deadly Winter-landscape as a backdrop to a
suspenseful mystery and romance with a twist.” --Kimberly, Goodreads
“I really liked The Winter People by Rebekah L. Purdy. It is a wonderful young adult
story about fantastical beings and a centuries old curse.” --Paranormal Kiss, Goodreads
“The Winter People was such an absorbing read! There was no end to the magic and
the mystery, all wrapped in a little bit of romance and teenage angst and family drama!”
--Kim, Goodreads

ABOUT REBEKAH L. PURDY
Rebekah was born and raised in Michigan where she spent many late nights armed with a
good book and a flashlight. She’s lived in Michigan most of her life other than the few years
she spent in the U.S. Army. Rebekah has a business degree from University of Phoenix and
currently works full time for the court system. Rebekah also has a big family (6 kids),she
likes to consider her family as the modern day Brady Bunch complete with crazy road
trips and game nights. When not hiding at her computer, Rebekah enjoys reading, singing,
soccer, swimming, football, camping, playing video games, traveling, and hanging out with
her family and gazillion pets.
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By a Charm and a Curse
by Jaime Questell

Le Grand’s Carnival Fantastic isn’t like other traveling circuses. It’s bound by a charm,
held together by a centuries-old curse, that protects its members from ever growing
older or getting hurt. Emmaline King is drawn to the circus like a moth to a flame…and
unwittingly recruited into its folds by a mysterious teen boy whose kiss is as cold as ice.
Forced to travel through Texas as the new Girl in the Box, Emmaline is completely
trapped. Breaking the curse seems like her only chance at freedom, but with no curse,
there’s no charm, either—dooming everyone who calls the Carnival Fantastic home.
Including the boy she’s afraid she’s falling for.
Everything—including his life—could end with just one kiss.

“A dark idea for a YA story, executed deftly and with feeling.” --Kirkus Reviews, Starred
Review
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633759015
2/6/2018
300
7.99 USD
Fantasy, Young
Adult, Paranormal,
Overcoming Odds

Rights Sold in Audio

“A real page-turner! I was so charmed by this book filled with mystery and magical
mayhem that I wasn’t able to put it down until the end.” --Brenda Drake, New York
Times bestselling author
“What a ride! From the very first page, By a Charm and a Curse took me on a roller
coaster of emotions—and I never wanted to get off !” --Pintip Dunn, New York Times
bestselling author
“Once I picked this one up I simply couldn’t put it down until finished with it’s fast pace
and unique story.” --Carrie’s Book Reviews

ABOUT JAIME QUESTELL
Jaime Questell grew up in Houston, Texas, where she escaped the heat and humidity by
diving into stacks of Baby Sitter’s Club and Sweet Valley High books. She has been a book
seller (fair warning: book lovers who become book sellers will give half their paychecks
right back to their employers), a professional knitter, a semi-professional baker, and now
works as a graphic designer in addition to writing.
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Sting

by Cindy R. Wilson
They call me the Scorpion because they don’t know who I really am. All they know is that
someone is stealing from people with excess to help people with nothing survive another
day.
But then a trusted friend reveals who I am—”just” Tessa, “just” a girl—and sends me
straight into the arms of the law. All those people I helped…couldn’t help me when I
needed it.
In prison, I find an unlikely ally in Pike, who would have been my enemy on the outside.
He represents everything I’m against. Luxury. Excess. The world immediately falling for
his gorgeous smile. How he ended up in the dirty cell next to mine is a mystery, but he
wants out as much as I do. Together, we have a real chance at escape.
With the sting of betrayal still fresh, Pike and I will seek revenge on those who wronged
us. But uncovering all their secrets might turn deadly…

Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781640638273
3/3/2020
370
5.99 USD
Sci-Fi, Young Adult,
Dystopian, Friends
to Lovers, Revenge,
Social Issues

“A page-turning dystopian romance about a girl with a secret identity who’s trying to save
the world. The Scorpion is my new favorite heroine!” --Merrie Destefano, award-winning
author of Valiant
“The author delivers a rapid-paced, suspenseful, gripping, well-written and perfectly
executed thriller mystery. I was on the edge of my seat the whole time.” --Amanda M.,
NetGalley
“I thoroughly enjoyed this engaging, well written book. Once I started, I found I couldn’t
stop and ended up reading past midnight to see how it ended.” -Cam W., NetGalley
“I LOVED THIS BOOK!!” --Catherine H., Goodreads

ABOUT CINDY R. WILSON
Cindy lives at the foothills of the Rocky Mountains, and loves using Colorado towns and
cities as inspiration for settings in her stories. She’s the mother of three girls, who provide
plenty of fodder for her YA novels. Cindy writes speculative fiction and YA fiction, filled
with a healthy dose of romance. You’ll often find her hiking or listening to any number of
playlists while she comes up with her next story idea.
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Fractures
by Alice Reeds

They survived a plane crash.
They survived life on a deserted island.
They survived being hunted.
Now they must survive the truth—they are not who they think they are.
One minute they’re in Poland, subjected to gruesome tests they keep failing. No friends
to support them. No family to claim them. No hope of ever living a normal life again.
Then suddenly, they’re trapped on an abandoned freighter in the middle of the ocean
and forced to fight for survival. No food. No drinkable water. No way to get home. And
strange memories of another life they don’t understand.
But how can they be living two separate lives, trapped in two separate places, at the same
time? They’ll have to find the connection and uncover secrets that someone went to great
lengths to keep hidden...if they’re going to survive long enough to find out who is behind
it all.

Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781640639010
6/1/2020
354
4.99 USD
Mystery & Romantic
Suspense, Young
Adult, Sci-Fi,
Overcoming Odds

“It was just as intense and mysterious as its predecessor and had me turning the pages
at breakneck speed! It was a read that I never wanted to put down or let it end! It held
me riveted from the beginning until it’s heart-stopping ending. Needless to say that this
read was just perfect for me! If you’re looking for an intense and thrilling mystery series,
I would immediately pick up Alice Reeds’ Echoes duology because it’s not a read you’ll
want to miss!” --Jessica (a GREAT Read), Goodreads
“I enjoyed all the twists and turns in the story, just like the first book and every page
keeps you guessing until the very end.” --Nerdy Chic, Goodreads
“Very well written. A most intriguing storyline well worth reading. Kept me guessing
right to the end. Would recommend this book to anyone who likes mystery novel. Look
forward to reading more by the author.” --Terry Self, Goodreads

ABOUT ALICE REEDS
Alice Reeds was born in a small town in Germany but spent her first eight years in Florida,
USA. Later on, she moved back to Europe, where her family moved around a lot. She was
raised trilingual and has a basic understanding of Russian. After getting her International
Baccalaureate, Alice is studying English Language and Literature at University. During high
school Alice used to be a dancer taking classical ballet classes five times a week along with
several other types of dance. Unfortunately a knee injury ended her chances of taking her
passion for dance any further. In her free time Alice mostly writes, reads, figure and/or
roller skates, or watches countless let’s plays and figure skating videos.
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Echoes

by Alice Reeds
They wake on a deserted island. Fiona and Miles, high school enemies now stranded
together. No memory of how they got there. No plan to follow, no hope to hold on to.
Each step forward reveals the mystery behind the forces that brought them here. And
soon, the most chilling discovery: something else is on the island with them.
Something that won’t let them leave alive.
Echoes is a thrilling adventure about confronting the impossible, discovering love in the
most unexpected places, and, above all, finding hope in the face of the unknown.

“Fast-paced and thrilling. ECHOES is a heart-pounding and addictive love story.” --Mia
Siegert, author of Jerkbait
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781640632486
8/7/2018
384
5.99 USD
Mystery & Romantic
Suspense, Young
Adult, Sci-Fi,
Enemies to Lovers,
Forced Proximity

“Prepare for coffee — lots of coffee — because this thrilling read will keep you up all
night! Just when you think you have the answers, Alice Reeds throws in yet another twist
to blow your mind.” --New York Times bestselling author Pintip Dunn
“ECHOES is a wild ride that will have readers questioning reality with every page turned.
Alice Reeds takes your worst fears and turns them into a twisty thriller filled to the brim
with surprises. You’ll hold your breath until the last page.” --Lydia Kang, author of The
November Girl

ABOUT ALICE REEDS
Alice Reeds was born in a small town in Germany but spent her first eight years in Florida,
USA. Later on, she moved back to Europe, where her family moved around a lot. She was
raised trilingual and has a basic understanding of Russian. After getting her International
Baccalaureate, Alice is studying English Language and Literature at University. During high
school Alice used to be a dancer taking classical ballet classes five times a week along with
several other types of dance. Unfortunately a knee injury ended her chances of taking her
passion for dance any further. In her free time Alice mostly writes, reads, figure and/or
roller skates, or watches countless let’s plays and figure skating videos.
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The Time Traveler’s Guide to Modern Romance
by Madeline J. Reynolds

Elias Caldwell needs more than his life in nineteenth-century England has to offer. He’d
rather go on an adventure than spend one more minute at some stuffy party. When his
grandfather gives him a pocket watch he claims can transport him to any place and time,
Elias doesn’t believe it...until he’s whisked away to twenty-first-century America.
Tyler Forrester just wants to fall hopelessly in love. But making that kind of connection
with someone has been more of a dream than reality. Then a boy appears out of thin air,
a boy from the past. As he helps Elias navigate a strange new world for him, introducing
him to the wonders of espresso, binge-watching, and rock and roll, Tyler discovers Elias
is exactly who he was missing.
But their love has time limit. Elias’s disappearance from the past has had devastating side
effects, and now he must choose where he truly belongs—in the Victorian era, or with
the boy who took him on an adventure he never dreamed possible?

“A sweet coming of age story with time traveling touch.” --Ivana H., Goodreads
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781640636286
3/4/2019
224
4.99 USD
Fantasy, Young
Adult, Historical
Time Travel,
LGBTQIA, Fish
Out of Water,
Overcoming Odds

“This book was a load of cute. That’s the best way to describe it. It’s quick and easy to read
and the characters are extremely likeable.” --Natasha B., Goodreads
“From the beginning, this book was so easy to read. It was fast-paced and the romance in
it was really cute!” --Kelly Booklover
“There were a lot of funny moments and I couldn’t stop myself from smiling while
reading this book!” --Shirly C., NetGalley

ABOUT MADELINE J. REYNOLDS
Madeline J. Reynolds is a YA fantasy author living in Chicago. Originally from Minneapolis,
she has a background in journalism and has always loved storytelling in its various forms.
When not writing, she can be found exploring the city, eating Thai food, or lost in an epic
Lord of the Rings marathon.
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Illusions

by Madeline J. Reynolds
Dear Thomas,
I know you’re angry. It’s true, I was sent to expose your mentor as a fraud illusionist, and
instead I have put your secret in jeopardy. I fear I have even put your life in jeopardy.
For that I can only beg your forgiveness. I’ve fallen for you. You know I have. And I
never wanted to create a rift between us, but if it means protecting you from those who
wish you dead—I’ll do it. I’ll do anything to keep you safe, whatever the sacrifice. Please
forgive me for all I’ve done and what I’m about to do next. I promise, it’s one magic trick
no one will ever see coming.
Love,
Saverio

Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781640635647
11/6/2018
384
5.99 USD
Fantasy, Young
Adult, Historical
Victorian, Forbidden
Love, Overcoming
Odds, Social Issues

“I LOVED THIS BOOK, THIS STORY WAS BREATHTAKING (I mean that quite
literally, as a few scenes had me crying and therefore I had no breath). This book sunk
into my soul and made me feel everything I was meant to.” --Nicole Jacobs, NetGalley
“I highly recommend for older teen readers and adults who like historical romance...this
is definitely a worthwhile read!” --Olivia Farr, Goodreads
“I enjoyed this mysterious, magical, and romantic novel, and would recommend it to
anyone looking for an enchanting LGBT read.” --Rachael, NetGalley

ABOUT MADELINE J. REYNOLDS
Madeline J. Reynolds is a YA fantasy author living in Chicago. Originally from Minneapolis,
she has a background in journalism and has always loved storytelling in its various forms.
When not writing, she can be found exploring the city, eating Thai food, or lost in an epic
Lord of the Rings marathon.
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The Lying Planet
by Carol Riggs

Promise City. That’s the colony I’ve been aiming for all my life on the planet Liberty.
The only thing standing in my way? The Machine. On my eighteenth birthday, this
mysterious, octopus-like device will scan my brain and Test my deeds. Good thing
I’ve been focusing on being Jay Lawton, hard worker and rule follower, my whole life.
Freedom is just beyond my fingertips.
Or so I thought. Two weeks before my Testing with the Machine, I’ve stumbled upon a
new reality. The truth. In a single sleepless night, everything I thought I knew about the
adults in our colony changes. And the only one who’s totally on my side is the clever,
beautiful rebel, Peyton. Together we have to convince the others to sabotage their
Testings before it’s too late.
Before the ceremonies are over and the hunting begins.

“I am absolutely in love with this story ... one of the most riveting sci-fi reads yet!”
--Esther Dalseno, author of Drown
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633757578
9/19/2016
285
4.99 USD
Sci-Fi, Young Adult,
Aliens, Overcoming
Odds, Political
Scandal

“Perfect for fans of Beth Revis!” --Cidney Swanson, author of Saving Mars
“WOW--I seriously could not tear myself away from this book!” --Kimberly Afe, author
of The Headhunters Race
“Breathtaking, extremely fast paced and completely imaginative The Lying Planet had
me riveted until the last page. Highly recommended to all lovers of the genre.” --Brenda,
Goodreads

ABOUT CAROL RIGGS
Carol Riggs lives in the beautiful green state of Oregon, USA. She enjoys reading, drawing
and painting, writing conferences, walking with her husband, and enjoying music and
dance of all kinds. You will usually find her in her writing cave, surrounded by her dragon
collection and the characters in her head.
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The Body Institute
by Carol Riggs

Meet Morgan Dey, one of the top teen Reducers at The Body Institute.
Thanks to cutting-edge technology, Morgan can temporarily take over another girl’s
body, get her in shape, and then return to her own body-leaving her client slimmer, more
toned, and feeling great. Only there are a few catches…
For one, Morgan won’t remember what happens in her “Loaner” body. Once she’s done,
she won’t recall walks with her new friend Matt, conversations with the super-cute
Reducer she’s been text-flirting with, or the uneasy feeling she has that the director of The
Body Institute is hiding something. Still, it’s all worth it in the name of science. Until the
glitches start…
Suddenly, residual memories from her Loaner are cropping up in Morgan’s mind. She’s
feeling less like herself and more like someone else. And when protests from an antiBody Institute organization threaten her safety, she’ll have to decide if being a Reducer is
worth the cost of her body and soul…

“A fascinating, page-turning novel with the perfect balance of romance and sciencefiction.” --Elana Johnson, author of Possession
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633751262
9/1/2015
352
5.99 USD
Sci-Fi, Young Adult,
Dystopian, Social
Issues

“A fantastic and thought-provoking read! Riggs examines autonomy, ethics, politics,
healthcare, complicated family dynamics, and a touch of romance in this sci-fi page
turner.” --Lydia Kang, author of Control and Catalyst
“The Body Institute is a roller coaster of a book. This fast-paced sci-fi thriller grapples
with issues of identity and scientific technology run amok in a society only two steps
ahead of our own, while scrutinizing an all-encompassing obsession with being thin
which is very much part of the here and now.” --C.K. Kelly Martin, author of Yesterday
and Tomorrow

Rights Sold in Audio

ABOUT CAROL RIGGS
Carol Riggs lives in the beautiful green state of Oregon, USA. She enjoys reading, drawing
and painting, writing conferences, walking with her husband, and enjoying music and
dance of all kinds. You will usually find her in her writing cave, surrounded by her dragon
collection and the characters in her head.
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The Bookworm Crush
by Lisa Brown Roberts

Shy bookworm Amy McIntyre is about to compete for a dream scholarship, and the only
way to win is to transform from sidekick to the heroine of her own life. But that level of
confidence has never come easy.
The solution? A competition coach. The problem? The best person for the job is the guy
she’s secretly crushing on…local surfer celebrity Toff Nichols.
He’s a player. He’s a heartthrob. He makes her forget basic things, like how to breathe.
How can she feel any confidence around him?
To her surprise, Toff agrees to help. And he’s an excellent teacher. Amy feels braver—
maybe even brave enough to admit her feelings for him. When their late-night practices
become less about coaching and more about making out, Amy’s newfound confidence
wavers.
But does Toff really like her or is this just another lesson?

Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781640636460
10/29/2019
400
5.99 USD
Contemporary,
Young Adult, Bet
Friend’s Little Sister,
Opposites Attract,
Unrequited Love

“Roberts has the teen voice down pat: Both of the appealing protagonists are devoted to
their respective passions but also deal with deeper issues (Amy’s pastry chef father is now
unemployed and Toff ’s surfer dad is about to marry Vivian’s mother).” --Kirkus Reviews
“What a cute read! There’s humor, book references galore, great family dynamics,
and of course plenty of romantic moments. This plot was done very well. I will be
recommending it book lovers, bookstragram addicts, and those looking for a breezy
romance with heart.” --Lindsey F., Goodreads
“A fun beach read of a book.” --Jillian B., NetGalley
“Very cute, super sweet, and oh so funny!” --CeCe H., NetGalley

Rights Sold in Audio

ABOUT LISA BROWN ROBERTS
Award-winning romance author Lisa Brown Roberts still hasn’t recovered from the teenage
catastrophes of tweezing off both eyebrows, or that time she crashed her car into a tree while
trying to impress a guy. It’s no wonder she loves to write romantic comedies. Lisa’s books
have earned praise from Kirkus Reviews, Publishers Weekly, and the School Library Journal.
She lives in Colorado with her family, in which pets outnumber people.
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Spies, Lies, and Allies: A Love Story
by Lisa Brown Roberts

Summers are supposed to be fun, right? Not mine. I’ve got a job at my dad’s company,
which is sponsoring a college scholarship competition. I just found out that, in addition
to my job assisting the competing interns, I’m supposed to vote for the winner. Totally
not what I signed up for.
My boss is running the competition like it’s an episode of Survivor. Then there’s Carlos,
who is, well, very distracting––in a good way. But I can’t even think about him like that
because fraternizing on the job means instant disqualification for the intern involved.
As if that’s not enough, an anonymous informant with insider intel is trying to sabotage
my dad’s company on social media...and I’m afraid it’s working.
Much as I’d love to quit, I can’t. Kristoffs Never Quit is our family motto. I just hope
there’s more than one survivor by the end of this summer.

Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633756991
5/1/2018
370
5.99 USD
Contemporary,
Young Adult,
Forbidden Love,
Friends to Lovers,
Social Issues

“Simply devoured this story in one day. If you love sexy guys, savvy girls, and a sassy
romance, then this book is for you! Highly recommended!” --Victoria Bunce, Teacher/
advocate
“If you like sweet romance and Star Wars, this book is for you. Super quick read with
adorable characters and lots of geeky references.” --Lissa Hawley, Goodreads
“The characters start to come to life with a friendship and romance that readers will
enjoy. The story is a cheesy, sweet and fun read that readers will be able to read sitting by
the pool, soaking up the sun.” --Book Him Danno
“Well done and looking forward to reading more by this author.” --Sarah, Educator at
Canisteo-Greenwood CSD

ABOUT LISA BROWN ROBERTS
Award-winning romance author Lisa Brown Roberts still hasn’t recovered from the teenage
catastrophes of tweezing off both eyebrows, or that time she crashed her car into a tree while
trying to impress a guy. It’s no wonder she loves to write romantic comedies. Lisa’s books
have earned praise from Kirkus Reviews, Publishers Weekly, and the School Library Journal.
She lives in Colorado with her family, in which pets outnumber people.
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The Replacement Crush
by Lisa Brown Roberts

After book blogger Vivian Galdi’s longtime crush pretends their secret summer kissing
sessions never happened, Vivian creates a list of safe crushes, determined to protect her
heart.
But nerd-hot Dallas, the sweet new guy in town, sends the mission and Vivian’s zing
meter into chaos. While designing software for the bookstore where Vivian works, Dallas
wages a counter-mission.
Operation Replacement Crush is in full effect. And Dallas is determined to take her heart
off the shelf.

“Roberts has written another smart, charming teen romance...An entertaining, nicely
nuanced depiction of teen relationships and challenges.” --Kirkus Reviews
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633755055
9/6/2016
368
5.99 USD
Contemporary,
Young Adult,
Friends to Lovers

“Avid readers will appreciate the many literary threads Roberts weaves into the story...
upbeat and entertaining throughout.” --Publishers Weekly
“A light love story, full of fun, flirty, and friendly characters...A recommended choice for
romance shelves.” --School Library Journal
“Oh goodness, I’m not sure there are enough words in the English language to articulate
how much I loved this book..” --Moriah Chavis, A Leisure Moment

Rights Sold in Audio

ABOUT LISA BROWN ROBERTS
Award-winning romance author Lisa Brown Roberts still hasn’t recovered from the teenage
catastrophes of tweezing off both eyebrows, or that time she crashed her car into a tree while
trying to impress a guy. It’s no wonder she loves to write romantic comedies. Lisa’s books
have earned praise from Kirkus Reviews, Publishers Weekly, and the School Library Journal.
She lives in Colorado with her family, in which pets outnumber people.
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How (Not) To Fall in Love
by Lisa Brown Roberts

Seventeen-year-old Darcy Covington never had to worry about money or where her next
shopping spree was coming from. Even her dog ate gourmet. Then one day, Darcy’s car
is repossessed from the parking lot of her elite private school. As her father’s business hit
the skids, Dad didn’t just skip town, he bailed on his family.
Fortunately, Darcy’s uncle owns a thrift shop where she can hide out from the world.
There’s also Lucas, the wickedly hot fix-it guy she can’t stop crushing on, even if she’s not
sure they’ll ever get out of the friend zone.
But it’s here among the colorful characters of her uncle’s world that Darcy begins to see
something more in herself...if she has the courage to follow it.

“Darcy is probably the most courageous YA character featured in a contemporary novel
that I’ve read.” --Paperback Wonderland
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781622665259
2/3/2015
400
5.99 USD
Contemporary,
Young Adult, MultiCultural, Social
Issues

“This gem of a book most certainly proves that the author has the writing chops to
deliver a wonderful story about self-discovery, family, and first love.” --Bookaholicism
Book Blog
“It’s an incredible story of growing up, facing life’s troubles, falling in love, reconnecting
with family, and finding what’s truly important in life.” --FicCentral Review

ABOUT LISA BROWN ROBERTS
Award-winning romance author Lisa Brown Roberts still hasn’t recovered from the teenage
catastrophes of tweezing off both eyebrows, or that time she crashed her car into a tree while
trying to impress a guy. It’s no wonder she loves to write romantic comedies. Lisa’s books
have earned praise from Kirkus Reviews, Publishers Weekly, and the School Library Journal.
She lives in Colorado with her family, in which pets outnumber people.
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Live and Let Psi
by D.R. Rosensteel

Rinnie Noelle would rather kick some creepy villain butt than go on a date. As a Psi
Fighter trained in the Mental Arts, she can’t be distracted by emotion. Her nemesis,
Nicolaitin, is manipulating students from her school, using them as puppets to carry
out his new plan to find the infamous Morgan Girl, and he doesn’t care who becomes
collateral damage in the process. People’s lives are depending on Rinnie’s ultimate focus.
But Mason Draudimon keeps slicing into her soul sharper than a Thought Saber, and
her feelings for him knock her off her game with the strength of a psionic War Hammer.
Mason insists on helping Rinnie take down Nicolaitan for his own reasons—to avenge
his mother—and the closer they get to the truth, the more dangerous the dance between
mind and heart, life and death, logic and love.

Psi Fighter Academy Series, Book 2
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633756595
7/11/2016
303
4.99 USD
Contemporary,
Young Adult,
Overcoming Odds

“Live and Let Psi is an AMAZING addition to the Psi Fighter Academy series! Rinnie
Noelle kicked butt is the first book, Psi Another Day, but in Live and Let Psi, she brings
the kick butt to a whole new level.” --A.V. Briel, Goodreads
“This was a cute story about a group of people called Psi Fighters who help protect the
world. [...] It has action and friendship and absolute goofiness.” --Fic Gal
“Rinnie’s spent the past TEN years pushing through intensive training in an attempt to
be the best she can possibly be. But, Nicolaitan hasn’t forgotten about her or his plans for
her. Interesting ending.” --Gizmo’s Reviews

ABOUT D.R. ROSENSTEEL
D. R. Rosensteel is a research consultant who had no intention of writing anything but
technical papers describing his theories of metaphysical psychometry. But when a hoodied
teen showed him a device that turned her thoughts into weapons, and told him about a
secret society of protectors who trained her in their underground Academy, he knew her
story had to be written. Rosensteel has put his research on hold to document the adventures
of a girl whose face he’s never seen and whose real name he’ll never know.
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Psi Another Day
by D.R. Rosensteel

THERE’S A NEW SUPERHERO IN TOWN.
By day, I’m just another high school girl who likes lip gloss. But by night I’m a Psi
Fighter—a secret guardian with a decade of training in the Mental Arts. And I’m about to
test those skills in my first battle against evil.
BAD GUYS BEWARE.
When I was six, the Walpurgis Knights, our deadliest enemy, murdered my parents. The
Psi Fighters put me into hiding, and all traces of my existence evaporated. Then I went
through the most accelerated Psi Fighter training possible. And now I go to your school.
’CAUSE I WILL TAKE YOU OUT.

Psi Fighter Academy Series, Book 1
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781622660438
5/6/2014
352
5.99 USD
Contemporary,
Young Adult,
Overcoming Odds

“This book exceeded my expectations! It had a serious plot, but a lighthearted edge
because there was one thing this author NAILED.” -- Rachel’s Book Reviews
“Superheroes, masked villains, awesome inventions, secrets and secret identities,
confusing boys, new mysteries and old foes. It’s an excellent start to a fun and funny, new
series.”-- Clever Girl, Goodreads
“Psi Another Day is an action-packed, witty adventure featuring superheroes, creepy
baddies, and laughs galore.” --Kimber Wheaton, Goodreads

ABOUT D.R. ROSENSTEEL
D. R. Rosensteel is a research consultant who had no intention of writing anything but
technical papers describing his theories of metaphysical psychometry. But when a hoodied
teen showed him a device that turned her thoughts into weapons, and told him about a
secret society of protectors who trained her in their underground Academy, he knew her
story had to be written. Rosensteel has put his research on hold to document the adventures
of a girl whose face he’s never seen and whose real name he’ll never know.
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In the Penalty Box
by Lynn Rush & Kelly Anne Blount

Willow
Figure skating was supposed to be my whole world. But one unlucky injury and now I’m
down...but I’m definitely not out. I just need to rehab--a boatload of rehab--and who’d
have thought I could do it on the boys’ hockey team?
Of course, the infuriatingly hot captain of the team seems to think I’m nothing but
sequins and twirls. What’s a girl to do but put him in his place? Game on.
Brodie
Hockey is my whole world. I’ve worked my tail off getting my team in a position to win
the championships--hopefully in front of major college scouts, too--so what’s a guy to do
when a figure skater ends up as our new goalie?
Of course, the distractingly sexy skater thinks I’m nothing but a testosterone-laced
competitive streak. And surely she’s only biding her time to heal, then she’s gone. Game
over.
“A love story that nails every goal with heart to spare.” --Kirkus Reviews
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781682815830
1/5/2021
390
5.99 USD
Young Adult, Sports
Romance, Enemies
to Lovers, Social
Issues

“A story of perseverance that will appeal to romance readers and ice sport fanatics.”
--School Library Journal
“I love this book so much! Brodie and Willow are funny, charming, and totally swoonworthy!” -Tracy Wolff, New York Times bestselling author of the Crave series
“The Cutting Edge meets Friday Night Lights--what’s not to love? A fresh, sweet, and
addictive romance!” -Ali Novak, author of My Life with the Walter Boys

Rights Sold in Audio

ABOUT NYT & USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR LYNN RUSH & KELLY ANNE BLOUNT

Kelly Anne Blount is a USA Today bestselling author of young adult novels. When she’s not
writing, she’s probably lost in a book, watching Twilight, snuggling her five furry rescues, or
having an adventure with her handsome husband and their darling daughter.
New York Times & USA Today Bestselling Author, Lynn Rush, is a full-time writer, wife,
and trail runner, living in the Sonoran Desert, despite her fear of rattle snakes. Known
as #TheRunningWriter, she can’t resist posting epic sunrise pictures while running in the
desert with her trail sisters, even if she has to occasionally hop over a scorpion.
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8 Souls

by Rachel Rust
All her life, seventeen-year-old Chessie has had recurring dreams about a little white
farmhouse. Quaint? Not quite. The house is the site of the unsolved murders of Villisca,
Iowa, where eight people were slaughtered in 1912. With her parents on the verge of
divorce, Chessie is stuck spending the summer with her grandparents in Villisca—right
across the street from the axe murder house.
She’s soon hearing voices calling out for help and begins unraveling a link between
herself and the town’s bloody history. And when she falls for a cute boy harboring a big
secret, the pieces fall into place as she at last discovers the truth of Villisca’s gruesome
past…

“This was a story with twists, murder, suspense and so many moments of shock!”
--Laurie B., NetGalley
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781640637948
5/6/2019
400
4.99 USD
Paranormal, Young
Adult, Ghosts,
Overcoming Odds,
Social Issues

“It is well-written and so interesting, so much that I could not put it down and finished it
in one sitting. Definitely worth reading and I will be looking for more from this author!”
--Jennifer S., Goodreads
“Deliciously creepy!” --Erika C., NetGalley
“I could not put this book down! From the small town setting to the spooky goings on, I
was totally hooked.” --Natalie K., NetGalley

Rights Sold in Audio

ABOUT RACHEL RUST
Rachel Rust is a YA author who loves all things mysterious, romantic, and thrilling. Her
favorite stories have twisty plots, and if it’s a whodunit, she’s all about it. When not making
up stories, Rachel can usually be found with her family and their two dogs -- a pug and a
chug (chihuahua/pug).
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Mirror Bound
by Monica Sanz

Conspirator. Failure. Murderer.
Seraphina Dovetail is used to being called all these things. As the seventh-born daughter
to a witch, and the cause of her mother losing both her powers and her life, Sera has
always felt isolated. Until Nikolai Barrington.
The young professor not only took an interest in Sera—he took her into his home,
hired her for his moonlighting detective agency, and gave her the one thing she’d always
dreamed of: a chance. Under Barrington’s tutelage, Sera can finally take the School of
Continuing Magic entrance exam to become an inspector and find her family. Now if
only she could stop her growing attraction to her maddening boss—which is about as
easy as this fiery elementalist quitting setting things on fire.
But when ghosts start dragging Sera into possessions so deep she can barely escape, and
then the souls of lost witches and wizards appear trapped in mirrors, these two opposites
will have to work together to uncover a much deeper secret that could destroy the
Witchling world…

The Witchling Academy Series, Book 2
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781640637221
9/10/2019
400
5.99 USD
Paranormal, Young
Adult, Mystery &
Romantic Suspense,
Witches, Forbidden
Love, Overcoming
Odds, Social Issues

“Action packed and well-paced!” --Tammy R., NetGalley
“10 stars out of 5. Extraordinary sequel! I adore this charming, clean YA magical series
and recommend it highly.” --Dreamer J., Goodreads
“Monica Sanz has continued writing the Witchling Academy with great gusto, it is an
amazing book and a series I would definitely recommend to friends who enjoy fantasy
novels/series!” --Serena B., Goodreads
“This exceptional YA fantasy kept me up WAY too late reading, but I just had to know
what happened next! If you love captivating world building and light romance, grab this
one today!” --Erika C., NetGalley

ABOUT MONICA SANZ
Monica Sanz has been writing from the moment she could string together a sentence. Her
stories have come a long way from mysterious portals opening in the school cafeteria,
transporting classmates to distant worlds. She’s been lost to dark romances and brooding
fictional men ever since. Now she writes about grumpy professors, cursed ringmaster,
tortured soul collectors, and the girls they fall in love with. Monica’s books have received
many accolades on the social writing website Wattpad. She’s accumulated over six million
reads, eighty thousand votes, and fifteen thousand comments since posting her books on
the website.
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Seventh Born
by Monica Sanz

Abomination. Curse. Murderer. All names hurled at eighteen-year-old Seraphina
Dovetail. As the seventh-born daughter to a witch, she’s the cause of her mother losing
her powers and, in turn, her life.
Abandoned as a child, Sera dreams of becoming an inspector and finding her family.
To do that, she must be referred into the Advanced Studies Program at the Aetherium’s
Witchling Academy. Her birth order, quick temper, and tendency to set things on fire,
however, have left her an outcast with failing marks…and just what Professor Nikolai
Barrington is looking for.
The tall, brooding, yet exceedingly handsome young professor makes her a proposition:
become his assistant and he’ll give her the referral she needs. Sera is quickly thrust into a
world where witches are being kidnapped, bodies are raised from the dead, and someone
is burning seventhborns alive. As Sera and Barrington grow ever closer, she’ll discover
that some secrets are best left buried…and fire isn’t the only thing that makes a witch
burn.

The Witchling Academy Series, Book 1
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781640631939
9/4/2018
391
5.99 USD
Paranormal, Young
Adult, Mystery &
Romantic Suspense,
Witches, Boss
and Employee,
Forbidden Love

“A modern-day fantasy Sherlock Holmes. 5 + stars out of 5. Very highly recommended.”
--D.M. Duncan, Goodreads
“I really enjoyed the magic in this story…” --Confessions of a YA Reader
“Seventh Born had elements that reminded me of Harry Potter, which is a good thing.
Author Monica Sanz introduces a new system of magic, including magic school for
teenagers and advanced education for specific careers in the magical community.”
--Dreamer J Book Reviews
“A new TERRIBLY AWESOMELY addictive YA that you need to grab right now.” --Novel
Grounds

ABOUT MONICA SANZ
Monica Sanz has been writing from the moment she could string together a sentence. Her
stories have come a long way from mysterious portals opening in the school cafeteria,
transporting classmates to distant worlds. She’s been lost to dark romances and brooding
fictional men ever since. Now she writes about grumpy professors, cursed ringmaster,
tortured soul collectors, and the girls they fall in love with. Monica’s books have received
many accolades on the social writing website Wattpad. She’s accumulated over six million
reads, eighty thousand votes, and fifteen thousand comments since posting her books on
the website.
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Violet Grenade
by Victoria Scott

Her name is Domino Ray.
But the voice inside her head has a different name.
When the mysterious Ms. Karina finds Domino in an alleyway, she offers her a position
at her girls’ home in secluded West Texas. With no alternatives and an agenda of her
own, Domino accepts. It isn’t long before she is fighting her way up the ranks to gain the
woman’s approval…and falling for Cain, the mysterious boy living in the basement.
But the home has horrible secrets. So do the girls living there. So does Cain.
Escaping is harder than Domino expects, though, because Ms. Karina doesn’t like to lose
inventory. But then, she doesn’t know about the danger living inside Domino’s mind.
She doesn’t know about Wilson.

“An utterly unique, utterly wicked read!” --Lindsay Cummings, #1 NYT Bestselling
Author
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633756885
5/16/2017
386
7.99 USD
Contemporary,
Young Adult,
Overcoming Odds,
Social Issues

“Dark, twisted, and devastatingly gorgeous, Violet Grenade will keep you up all night
turning pages to see what happens!” --Julie Cross, NYT Bestselling Author of Tempest
“Domino’s trenchant, colloquial voice makes a great, grounding foil for Wilson’s threat.”
--Kirkus Reviews
“Authentic and raw.” --School Library Journal

ABOUT VICTORIA SCOTT
Victoria Scott is the acclaimed author of eight books for young adults. Her novels are sold in
fourteen different countries, and she loves receiving fan mail from across the world. Victoria
loves high fashion, big cities, and pink cotton candy.
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The Warrior
by Victoria Scott

War between heaven and hell is coming, but Dante Walker makes it look damn good.
Dante’s girlfriend, Charlie, is fated to save the world. And Aspen, the girl who feels like
a sister, is an ordained soldier. In order to help both fulfill their destiny and win the war,
Dante must complete liberator training at the Hive, rescue Aspen from hell, and uncover
a message hidden on an ancient scroll.
Dante is built for battle, but even he can’t handle the nightmares where spiders crawl
from Aspen’s eyes, or the look on Charlie’s face that foretells of devastation. To make
matters worse, the enemy seizes every opportunity to break inside the Hive and cripple
the liberators. But the day of reckoning is fast approaching, and to stand victorious,
Dante will have to embrace something inside himself he never has before—faith.

Dante Walker Series, Book 3
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781622662791
5/6/2014
352
5.99 USD
Paranormal, Young
Adult, Angels and
Demons, Bad Boy
Reformed

“Dante is the kind of guy I wish I’d met when I was seventeen. And the kind of guy I’d kill
if my daughter brought him home.” --Mary Lindsey, author of SHATTERED SOULS
“Dante isn’t just your run-of-the-mill YA bad boy...he’s a villain. [And] you can’t take
your eyes off him because he’s hot, witty, and just fascinating. And all the while you’ll
be thinking, I can’t wait to see this boy’s world get rocked.” --Wendy Higgins, author of
SWEET EVIL
“Victoria Scott is a fabulous new voice in YA.” --C.C. Hunter, author of the New York
Times bestselling series, SHADOW FALLS

ABOUT VICTORIA SCOTT
Victoria Scott is the acclaimed author of eight books for young adults. Her novels are sold in
fourteen different countries, and she loves receiving fan mail from across the world. Victoria
loves high fashion, big cities, and pink cotton candy.
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The Liberator
by Victoria Scott

Dante has a shiny new cuff wrapped around his ankle, and he doesn’t like that mess
one bit. His new accessory comes straight from Big Guy himself and marks the former
demon as a liberator. Despite his gritty past and bad boy ways, Dante Walker has been
granted a second chance.
When Dante is given his first mission as a liberator to save the soul of seventeen-year-old
Aspen, he knows he’s got this. But Aspen reminds him of the rebellious life he used to
live and is making it difficult to resist sinful temptations. Though Dante is committed to
living clean for his girlfriend Charlie, this dude’s been a playboy for far too long…and old
demons die hard.
With Charlie becoming the girl she was never able to be pre-makeover and Aspen
showing him how delicious it feels to embrace his inner beast, Dante will have to go
somewhere he never thought he’d return to in order to accomplish the impossible: save
the girl he’s been assigned to, and keep the girl he loves.

Dante Walker Series, Book 2
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781622660179
8/27/2013
352
5.99 USD
Paranormal, Young
Adult, Angels and
Demons, Bad Boy
Reformed

Rights Sold in Chinese & German

“I have decided that anything Victoria Scott writes is going to be fabulous. As is this
book.” --Carol, Goodreads
“So much action, cool new characters and of course, MORE DANTE HOTNESS! I didn’t
know how it could get any better than The Collector, but The Liberator takes it to a whole
new level. So excited about this fresh new series. Soooooo addicting!!!!!!! WE LOVE
DANTE WALKER!!!!!”--Tyse, Goodreads
“Snarky and sexy, I totally love Dante Walker!” --Stuck in Books
“Victoria Scott has definitely achieved it. She has achieved what I suspect all authors
strive for when writing a sequel...The Liberator is way beyond better. It is amazing in it’s
epicness. Every single page was just pure awesomeness.” --Tracey, Goodreads

ABOUT VICTORIA SCOTT
Victoria Scott is the acclaimed author of eight books for young adults. Her novels are sold in
fourteen different countries, and she loves receiving fan mail from across the world. Victoria
loves high fashion, big cities, and pink cotton candy.
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The Collector
by Victoria Scott

Dante Walker is flippin’ awesome, and he knows it. His good looks, killer charm, and
stellar confidence have made him one of Hell’s best—a soul collector. His job is simple:
weed through humanity and label those round rears with a big red good or bad stamp.
Old Saint Nick gets the good guys, and he gets the fun ones. Bag-and-tag.
Sealing souls is nothing personal. Dante’s an equal-opportunity collector and doesn’t
want it any other way. But he’ll have to adjust, because Boss Man has given him a new
assignment:
Collect Charlie Cooper’s soul within ten days.
Dante doesn’t know why Boss Man wants Charlie, nor does he care. This assignment
means only one thing to him, and that’s a permanent ticket out of Hell. But after Dante
meets the quirky Nerd Alert chick he’s come to collect, he realizes this assignment will
test his abilities as a collector…and uncover emotions deeply buried.

Dante Walker Series, Book 1
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781620612439
4/2/2013
368
5.99 USD
Paranormal, Young
Adult, Angels and
Demons, Bad Boy
Reformed

“Victoria Scott’s smokin’ hot paranormal debut, THE COLLECTOR, left me breathless at
every turn with its sizzling anti-hero, unlikely heroine, and the epic romance that unfolds
between them.”- Mindee Arnett, author of THE NIGHTMARE AFFAIR
“Sexy boys, high stakes and heart-pounding romance combine in a book that’s full of
humor and heart. I loved spending time with Dante Walker. Next book please!” - Talia
Vance, author of SILVER
“...I absolutely loved him. Victoria Scott has perfectly encapsulated the jerky, arrogant
seventeen year old who thinks hes a straight up badass and nothing is more satisfying
than watching Dante Walker realize that not only does he have a sweet, kind side, but hes
also a good person and a good friend.”--Kat Kennedy, Goodreads

Rights Sold in Chinese & German

ABOUT VICTORIA SCOTT
Victoria Scott is the acclaimed author of eight books for young adults. Her novels are sold in
fourteen different countries, and she loves receiving fan mail from across the world. Victoria
loves high fashion, big cities, and pink cotton candy.
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Fragile Line
by Brooklyn Skye

It can happen in a flash. One minute she’s kissing her boyfriend, the next she’s lost in the
woods. Sixteen-year-old Ellie Cox is losing time. It started out small…forgetting a drive
home or a conversation with a friend. But her blackouts are getting worse, more difficult
to disguise as forgetfulness. When Ellie goes missing for three days, waking up in the
apartment of a mysterious guy — a guy who is definitely not her boyfriend—her life
starts to spiral out of control.
Perched on the edge of insanity, with horrific memories of her childhood leaking in, Ellie
struggles to put together the pieces of what she’s lost—starting with the name haunting
her, Gwen. Heartbreakingly beautiful and intimately drawn, this poignant story follows
one girl’s harrowing journey to finding out who she really is.

“Brooklyn Skye wrote a five star book. She filled it with five star characters that were both
strong and sympathetic.” --New Adult Addiction
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781622665297
4/21/2014
315
4.99 USD
Contemporary,
Young Adult, Social
Issues

“This is a DARING, RISKY story that the author has written... Amazing.” --Jenna Does
Books
“The need to know what’s causing Ellie’s blackouts and what’s happening during them is
fierce!” --Pretty Little Pages
“...absolutely stunning. Brooklyn Skye has a talent in world building and storytelling and
I’m telling you--you do not want to miss this book.” --Grownup Fangirl

ABOUT BROOKLYN SKYE
Brooklyn Skye grew up in a small town where she quickly realized writing was an escape
from small town life. Really, she’s just your average awkward girl who’s obsessed with words.
She writes young adult and new adult fiction.
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Diary of a Teenage Jewel Thief
by Rosie Somers

Most sixteen-year-olds shouldn’t know where museums keep their rarest jewels (the
basement) and they really shouldn’t know that vans make the worst getaway cars. But for
Marisol Flores, a life of jewel thievery is a birthright handed down from generation to
generation, even if she didn’t ask for it. So when a rival thief targets Mari and her mother,
Mari’s more than happy to flee to the anonymity of bustling New York City.
Blending in is a dream come true for Mari, but keeping her former thieving ways a secret
gets way more complicated when handsome Will Campbell sets his sights on her. She
can’t help but like his terrible puns and charming grin…but when her past catches up
with her, it’s not only her life—and her anonymity—that’s at stake.
Will could be the next target.

Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781640632431
8/7/2017
232
4.99 USD
Contemporary,
Young Adult, Fish
Out of Water,
Mistaken Identity

“I read this story in ONE night. I couldn’t put it down because Mari is a smart, sassyyet sweet- heroine and I wanted to know what happened to her and hella-hot Will.”
--Victoria B., Goodreads
“Well, that was an entertaining and quick ride! Diary of a Teenage Jewel Thief kept me
intrigued the whole time.” --Ready Set Read Blog
“Diary of a Teenage Jewel Thief will have you hooked from the very first page, I know it
did me! With page after page of romance, action, and adventure, I can promise you it’s
worth the read.” --Freeing Fantasy
“An intriguing premise that follows through with great page-turning action and a really
sweet romance!” --Erika C., NetGalley

ABOUT ROSIE SOMERS
Rosie Somers is a beach-going book addict who’s been crafting stories since before she
learned her ABCs. When she’s not busy bringing the characters in her head to life on paper,
she can be found volunteering with children and animals, crocheting funky hats for her
friends’ babies, or cuddling up with a good book and her 75lb lap dog. Her fondest dream is
to one day own a goat.
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Spring Moon
by Princess Sophie

Amid the expansive plains of Montana, the Lykos Ranch stretches for miles. The
inhabitants who live in near isolation from the outside world are members of the most
powerful clan of werewolves in North America. Among them lives just one human:
Indiana Teller.
Grandson of the clan’s leader and offspring of a werewolf father and a mysterious yet
human mother, Indiana is rejected by his peers and heads to the University of Montana
to find a normal life. Despite warnings from his grandparents, he falls in love with a
beautiful human, Katerina.
Before too long, he is the victim of an accident that would have killed him had he not
miraculously vanished at the moment of impact. Are these strange occurrences just
chance or the machinations of a hidden enemy out to destroy him? Facing his destiny,
Indiana will have to choose who to believe, and who to love.

“Spring Moon is a fast, fun supernatural read set in an intriguing world and I look
forward to reading future books in the Indiana Teller series.” --Alexa, Goodreads
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781622661299
11/5/2013
400
4.99 USD
Paranormal, Young
Adult, Overcoming
Odds, Social Issues

“Spring Moon is pretty darn awesome! It’s definitely not just another YA paranormal
book.” --Angie, Goodreads
“Sophie Audoin Mamikonian created an awesome book,with humor,agony and the
feeling that someone’s watching you when you read the book,a world where power is the
thing that matters but love can bloom,the world of Indiana Teller,the only human in a
werewolf pack,son of the Alpha.” --Mary, Goodreads

ABOUT PRINCESS SOPHIE
Princess Sophie is a fantasy writer and crown Princess of Armenia. (Ok, I am very proud
to be a writer, for the Princess title, well, I am only born into the royal family, nothing to
do with talent, just luck). She is totally in love since 30 years (my God!) with her husband
Philippe, her charming prince, She has two daughters, Princess Diane and Princess Marine,
and supports Children Health funds and my Princess SAM Foundation for Armenia. And
she is so proud to be publish in USA, it is a true victory for her.
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True Storm
by L.E. Sterling

Lucy’s twin sister, Margot, may be safely back with her—but all is not well in Plagueravaged Dominion City. The Watchers have come out of hiding, spreading chaos and
death throughout the city, and suddenly Lucy finds herself under pressure to choose her
future: does it lie with her handsome new friend, Alastair; her guardian, the enigmatic
True Born leader Nolan Storm; or the man who makes her heart trip, her savage True
Born bodyguard Jared Price?
But while Lucy ponders her path, fate has other plans. Betrayal is a cruel lesson, and the
Fox sisters can hardly believe who is behind the plot against them. To survive this deadly
game of politics, Lucy is forced to agree to a marriage of convenience. But is the DNA
of her will stronger than the forces opposing her? And can she turn the tide against the
oncoming storm?
As they say in Dominion, rogue genes can never have a happy ending...

True Born Series, Book 3
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781640631779
5/1/2018
320
7.99 USD
Sci-Fi, Young
Adult, Dystopian,
Overcoming Odds,
Protector, Social
Issues

Rights Sold in Turkish

“The ending is all action packed and keeps you on the edge of your seat to the end. I was
sad the series had to end, but as the saying goes ‘All good things come to an end.’” --Jeanz
Read n Review
“True Storm was absolutely amazing. It was the perfect ending to a perfect sci-fi trilogy.
L. E. Sterling did not disappoint and I certainly hope to see more similar titles from
her in the near future. I highly recommend the entire trilogy to younger readers with a
craving for a fierce heroine in a devastating, science fiction setting.” --A Cupcake and a
Latte
“So much happens and once you settle back into the rhythm of this twisted rhyme, it all
pours out at a thrilling rush of twists and maddening possibilities. If you’ve enjoyed the
True Born series thus far, then you’ll enjoy its epic finale.” --Pooled Ink Reviews

ABOUT L.E. STERLING
L.E. Sterling had an early obsession with sci-fi, fantasy and romance, to which she remained
faithful through an M.A. in creative writing and a PhD in English literature––where she
completed a thesis on magical representation. She is the author of cult hit YA novel The
Originals (under pen name L.E. Vollick) and the Urban Fantasy Pluto’s Gate. True Born,
first in the True Born trilogy, won the Athena Award® from the RWA. Originally hailing
from Parry Sound, Ontario, L.E. spent most of her summers roaming across Canada in a
van––inspiring her writing career. She currently lives in Toronto, Canada.
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True North
by L.E. Sterling

Abandoned by her family in Plague-ridden Dominion City, eighteen-year-old Lucy
Fox has no choice but to rely upon the kindness of the True Borns, a renegade group of
genetically enhanced humans, to save her twin sister, Margot. But Nolan Storm, their
mysterious leader, has his own agenda. When Storm backtracks on his promise to rescue
Margot, Lucy takes her fate into her own hands and sets off for Russia with her True Born
bodyguard and maybe-something-more, the lethal yet beautiful Jared Price. In Russia,
there’s been whispered rumors of Plague Cure.
While Lucy fights her magnetic attraction to Jared, anxious that his loyalty to Storm will
hurt her chances of finding her sister, they quickly discover that not all is as it appears…
and discovering the secrets contained in the Fox sisters’ blood before they wind up dead
is just the beginning.
As they say in Dominion, sometimes it’s not you…it’s your DNA.

True Born Series, Book 2
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633756007
4/4/2017
304
5.99 USD
Sci-Fi, Young Adult,
Dystopian, Across
the Tracks, Protector

“This book was surprisingly intense. [...] The pace kept me hook[ed], the plot was
intriguing, and the tension between Lucy and Jared was palpable.” --Harts Romance Plus
“I liked Lucy quite a bit. She was vulnerable without being annoying, strong without
being unbelievable.” --Heathery, Goodreads
“Another great book by L. E. Sterling! [...] It was thrilling, engaging, and I had a hard
time putting it down.” --Lady with a Quill
“It left me wanting to find out what happens now. With one book left in this trilogy I’m
sure the final instalment will give me the pace and answers that I seek.” --Wicked Reads

Rights Sold in Turkish

ABOUT L.E. STERLING
L.E. Sterling had an early obsession with sci-fi, fantasy and romance, to which she remained
faithful through an M.A. in creative writing and a PhD in English literature––where she
completed a thesis on magical representation. She is the author of cult hit YA novel The
Originals (under pen name L.E. Vollick) and the Urban Fantasy Pluto’s Gate. True Born,
first in the True Born trilogy, won the Athena Award® from the RWA. Originally hailing
from Parry Sound, Ontario, L.E. spent most of her summers roaming across Canada in a
van––inspiring her writing career. She currently lives in Toronto, Canada.
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True Born
by L.E. Sterling

Welcome to Dominion City.
After the great Plague descended, the world population was decimated…and their
genetics damaged beyond repair. The Lasters wait hopelessly for their genes to selfdestruct. The Splicers pay for expensive treatments that might prolong their life. The
plague-resistant True Borns are as mysterious as they are feared…
And then there’s Lucy Fox and her identical twin sister, Margot. After endless tests, no
one wants to reveal what they are.
When Margot disappears, a desperate Lucy has no choice but to put her faith in the True
Borns, led by the charismatic leader, Nolan Storm, and the beautiful but deadly Jared,
who tempts her as much as he infuriates her. As Lucy and the True Borns set out to
rescue her sister, they stumble upon a vast conspiracy stretching from Dominion’s street
preachers to shady Russian tycoons. But why target the Fox sisters?
As they say in Dominion, it’s in the blood.

True Born Series, Book 1
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633753259
5/3/2016
322
5.99 USD
Sci-Fi, Young
Adult, Dystopian,
Overcoming Odds,
Social Issues

“The story has so many twists and turns it keeps you on the edge of your seat.” --Lisa
Mandina, Goodreads
“Being totally honest my very first thoughts upon finishing this book were “Oh wow,
brilliant, so different to other “dystopian”/” Shifter” books out at the moment! I want
more please sign me up now!” So what else can I say? Brilliant read!” --Jean, Goodreads
“True Born is one of my new favorites- a really fantastic YA fantasy.” --Olivia, Goodreads

Rights Sold in Turkish

ABOUT L.E. STERLING
L.E. Sterling had an early obsession with sci-fi, fantasy and romance, to which she remained
faithful through an M.A. in creative writing and a PhD in English literature––where she
completed a thesis on magical representation. She is the author of cult hit YA novel The
Originals (under pen name L.E. Vollick) and the Urban Fantasy Pluto’s Gate. True Born,
first in the True Born trilogy, won the Athena Award® from the RWA. Originally hailing
from Parry Sound, Ontario, L.E. spent most of her summers roaming across Canada in a
van––inspiring her writing career. She currently lives in Toronto, Canada.
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Smoke and Key
by Kelsey Sutton

She has no idea who or where she is. Or why she’s dead. The only clue to her identity
hangs around her neck: a single rusted key. This is how she and the others receive their
names—from whatever belongings they had when they fell out of their graves. Under is a
place of dirt and secrets, and Key is determined to discover the truth of her past in order
to escape it.
She needs help, but who can she trust? Ribbon seems content in Under, uninterested in
finding answers. Doll’s silence hints at deep sorrow, which could be why she doesn’t utter
a word. There’s Smoke, the boy with a fierceness that rivals even the living. And Journal,
who stays apart from everyone else. Key’s instincts tell her there is something remarkable
about each of them, even if she can’t remember why.
Then the murders start. Bodies that are burned to a crisp. And after being burned, the
dead stay dead. Key is running out of time to discover who she was—and what secret
someone is willing to kill to keep hidden—before she loses her life for good…

“An excellent supernatural tale with a unique premise and indelible characters.” --Kirkus
Reviews
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781640636019
4/2/2019
400
5.99 USD
Ghosts, Historical
Victorian,
Paranormal, Young
Adult, Redemption,
Revenge, Unrequited
Love

“Like a haunting and irresistible curse, SMOKE AND KEY lured me deep into the world
of Under — and I never wanted to leave. With gorgeous prose and captivating characters,
Sutton weaves an unforgettable tale of loss, love, and longing.” --New York Times
bestselling author Pintip Dunn
“Haunting and addictive. Smoke and Key is a creepy, imaginative read full of dark
mystery and unexpected twists.” --Meg Kassel, author of Keeper of the Bees

Rights Sold in Audio

ABOUT KELSEY SUTTON
Kelsey Sutton is the author of The Lonely Ones, a middle-grade novel in verse that received
a starred review from Kirkus. She is also the author of Some Quiet Place, and its companion
novel Where Silence Gathers, both published by Flux. She is also the author of the YA
e-book original GARDENIA.
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Ascendancy
by Karri Thompson

I’ve been lied to, deceived, and manipulated—again. You’d think I’d be treated with
dignity and respect. I’m the one who’s supposed to save humanity, right? I’m the one with
the power to re-populate this dying world. But the clones want to control me, force me
to give birth over and over again. And my daughters will face the same fate—unless I
change it.
My awakening into this future should have been a chance for a new life, but it just
promises a living death. With Michael on my side, though, maybe I can save us. He’s the
only person I can trust.
I hear rumors of others… A secret society is growing. Tension is building.
A rebellion is imminent.

The Van Winkle Project Series, Book 2
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633755208
11/30/2015
278
4.99 USD
Sci-Fi, Young
Adult, Dystopian,
Overcoming Odds,
Protector

“Ascendancy was a pretty awesome sequel. I highly suggest checking out Mirror X and
Ascendancy if you have the chance to do so!” --Krystianna, Goodreads
“I highly recommend this series as it is sure to entertain and keep you steadily turning
the pages.” --Ria, Goodreads
“I thought that nothing could top the first book in this series and then I read this
one!..This book was an absolute roller coaster and I can only imagine what the next
installment will bring. Thank goodness I have it on hand because if not...I am not sure I
would be able to sleep at night until I did!” --Nightly Reading Reviews

ABOUT KARRI THOMPSON
Growing up in San Diego, California, Karri Thompson spent much of her years at the beach,
reading novels,tanning,and listening to hard rock. At SDSU, she majored in English with
the goal of becoming an author. Once she became a wife, mother, and high-school English
teacher, her dream came true, and all of the plots and characters in her head finally found
a home. Victorian literature rocks her socks, and when she ‘s not writing, she’s reading
Dickens. Karri Thompson also writes sexy, edge of your seat paranormals, under Kalli
Lanford.
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Mirror X

by Karri Thompson
I was born more than a thousand years ago.
Put into a cryogenic tube at age seventeen, forgotten during a holocaust that decimated
the world, I’ve finally been awakened to a more serene and peaceful future.
But things at the hospital are new and strange. And it’s starting to scare me.
Everyone is young. Everyone is banded and tracked. And everyone is keeping secrets.
The cute geneticist Michael Bennett might be the only good thing in this crazy new world
where “life is precious” but no one seems free to live it. The problem is, I don’t think he’s
being totally honest with me, either.
When I’m told only I can save the human race from extinction, it’s clear my freeze didn’t
avoid a dreadful fate. It only delayed the horror…

The Van Winkle Project Series, Book 1
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781622660582
6/30/2014
318
4.99 USD
Sci-Fi, Young
Adult, Dystopian,
Overcoming Odds,
Protector

“Skillfully Karri Thompson brings the story to life with complex and compelling
characters that infuse it with depth, passion and excitement.” --Wendy, Goodreads
“’Mirror X’ is an unique and fascinating first book in a new young adult dystopian
trilogy.” --Stephanie Ward, Goodreads
“Awesome dystopian page turner! I loved the premise and the characters. Cassie is an
excellent heroine and the supporting cast, both good and evil, keep the story moving!”
--Cheryl, Goodreads
“Mirror X is engaging, thought provoking, and relevant. Mirror X could very well end up
being a novel listed as a choice to read in high school classrooms right alongside classics
such as 1984 and Brave New World.” --Donnie Darko Girl

ABOUT KARRI THOMPSON
Growing up in San Diego, California, Karri Thompson spent much of her years at the beach,
reading novels,tanning,and listening to hard rock. At SDSU, she majored in English with
the goal of becoming an author. Once she became a wife, mother, and high-school English
teacher, her dream came true, and all of the plots and characters in her head finally found
a home. Victorian literature rocks her socks, and when she ‘s not writing, she’s reading
Dickens. Karri Thompson also writes sexy, edge of your seat paranormals, under Kalli
Lanford.
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Wake the Hollow
by Gaby Triana

Forget the ghosts, Mica. It’s real, live people you should fear.
Tragedy has brought Micaela Burgos back to her hometown of Sleepy Hollow. It’s been
six years since she chose to live with her father in Miami instead of her eccentric mother.
And now her mother is dead.
This town will suck you in and not let go.
Sleepy Hollow may be famous for its fabled headless horseman, but the town is real. So
are its prejudices and hatred, targeting Mica’s family as outsiders. But ghostly voices carry
on the wind, whispering that her mother’s death was based on hate…not an accident
at all. With the help of two very different guys—who pull at her heart in very different
ways—Micaela must awaken the hidden secret of Sleepy Hollow…before she meets her
mother’s fate.
Find the answers.
Unless, of course, the answers find you first.
“A chilling, smart mystery. I could almost hear the hoofbeats!” --Alex Flinn, author of
Beastly
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633753525
8/2/2016
322
5.99 USD
Contemporary,
Young Adult,
Mystery &
Romantic Suspense,
Overcoming Odds,
Social Issues

“In this page-turning, eerie novel, the author skillfully builds an air of quiet menace,
where ‘pumpkins sit on front porches like families gathered in the dark, telling ghost
stories. It’s indeed ambitious to write a horror story involving Irving and Shelley, titans of
the genre; luckily, Triana turns out to be up to the challenge, with a smart, unusual take
on the true legend of Sleepy Hollow.” --Kirkus Reviews
“It had everything I could want in a good book: great, unique characters, thick suspense
that kept me on my toes, a gripping mystery, a sweet, unexpected romance and a town
with an interesting history and past.” --Night Owl Reviews, NOR Top Pick

ABOUT GABY TRIANA
Gaby Triana is the award-winning author of six YA novels, as well as, thirteen ghostwritten
novels for best-selling authors. She spends her time obsessing about Halloween, Christmas,
and Disney World, as well as hosting parties, designing mugs, making whimsical cakes, and
winning costume contests. When she’s not writing, she might be watching Jurassic Park
movies with her boys, posting food pics on social media, or helping run the Florida region
of the Society of Children’s Book Writers and Illustrators. Gaby lives in Miami with her
three sons, Michael, Noah, and Murphy. She has one dog, Chloe, and two cats, Miss Daisy,
and the reformed thug, shooting survivor, Bowie.
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Naked

by Stacey Trombley
I could never fit in to the life my parents demanded. By the time I was thirteen, it was
too much. I ran away to New York City…and found a nightmare that lasted three years.
A nightmare that began and ended with a pimp named Luis. Now I am Dirty Anna.
Broken, like everything inside me has gone bad.
Except that for the first time, I have a chance to start over. Not just with my parents but
at school. Still, the rumors follow me everywhere. Down the hall. In classes. And the only
hope I can see is in the wide, brightly lit smile of Jackson, the boy next door. So I lie to
him. I lie to protect him from my past. I lie so that I don’t have to be The Girl Who Went
Bad.
The only problem is that someone in my school knows about New York.
Someone knows who I really am.
And it’s just a matter of time before the real Anna is exposed…

“If you like books that touch on a deeper subject matter, then I’d recommend you pick up
a copy of Naked.” --Tracey, Goodreads
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633750081
7/7/2015
304
5.99 USD
Contemporary,
Young Adult, Social
Issues

“This story is one of those that will grab you by the throat and take your breath away. “
--Shannon Rogers, Goodreads
“If I were to describe this book in one word, it would be brilliant. I am so impressed
with how well done this book way. Stacey Trombley approached such a touchy subject-underage prostitution in an excellent style.” --Sierra the Nerd Girl, Goodreads
“Naked is both beautiful, and an eye opening debut novel.” --The Book Bratz

ABOUT STACEY TROMBLEY
Stacey Trombley lives in Ohio with her husband and the sweetest Rottweiler you’ll ever
meet. She’s always been the weird one in the family (which is saying something since her
father is a full time balloon artist) and she’s totally proud of that fact. She thinks people
are fascinating and loves exploring the diversity around her. Any chance she has, she’s off
doing or learning something new. She went on her first missions trip to Haiti when she was
twelve-years-old, and is still dying to go back. Her “places to travel” list is almost as long
as her “books to read” list. She wants to bring something new to the world through her
writing, but just giving a little piece of herself is more than enough.
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Such Sweet Sorrow
by Jenny Trout

Never was there a tale of more woe than this of Juliet and her Romeo…
But true love never dies. Though they’re parted by the veil between the world of mortals
and the land of the dead, Romeo believes he can restore Juliet to life, but he’ll have to
travel to the underworld with a thoroughly infuriating guide.
Hamlet, Prince of Denmark, may not have inherited his father’s crown, but the murdered
king left his son a much more important responsibility—a portal to the Afterjord, where
the souls of the dead reside. When the determined Romeo asks for help traversing the
treacherous Afterjord, Hamlet sees an opportunity for adventure and the chance to
avenge his father’s death.
In an underworld filled with leviathan monsters, ghoulish shades, fire giants, and fierce
Valkyrie warriors, Hamlet and Romeo must battle their way through jealousy, despair,
and their darkest fears to rescue the fair damsel. Yet finding Juliet is only the beginning,
and the Afterjord doesn’t surrender souls without a price…

“Dark, romantic, and absolutely amazing! Such Sweet Sorrow was a brilliant YA
romance/retelling. I absolutely loved this book!” --Farrah, Goodreads
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781622661596
2/4/2014
304
5.99 USD
Fantasy, Young
Adult, Overcoming
Odds, Redemption,
Second Chance

“I really enjoyed this book. Cool way to twist Hamlet and Romeo and Juliet together.”
--Katie Bodden, Goodreads
“This is imaginative and amazing.” --Books are love, Goodreads
“This story is cleverly written and imagined and it is also complete fun!” --Lynndell,
NetGalley

ABOUT JENNY TROUT
Jenny Trout is a writer, blogger, and funny person. Writing as Jennifer Armintrout, she
made the USA Today bestseller list with Blood Ties Book One: The Turning. Her novel
American Vampire was named one of the top ten horror novels of 2011 by Booklist
Magazine Online. She is a proud Michigander, mother of two, and wife to the only person
alive capable of spending extended periods of time with her without wanting to strangle her.
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Creators
by Tiffany Truitt

Heartbroken but more determined than ever after a tense showdown in the woods,
sixteen-year-old Tess once again returns to the safety of her community of Isolationists.
Bolstered by new alliances and desperate to protect those she loves, this time she knows
she can return stronger and more powerful than ever to take back what is hers.
As she trains in combat and grows more confident, Tess receives beautiful letters
penned by her forbidden love, the chosen one James, from his prison at the council’s
headquarters. He is now serving as a bodyguard to the creators—the team of scientists
who created artificial life in the first place. And what he has discovered about the true
origin of the illness that halted natural life could change everything.
Enemy will become ally and death will bring new hope in this stunning conclusion to
Tiffany Truitt’s epic Lost Souls trilogy.

Lost Souls Series, Book 3
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781622661534
4/28/2014
297
5.99 USD
Sci-Fi, Young
Adult, Dystopian,
Forbidden Love

“A great ending to a trilogy, with a beginning I can’t wait to read. :)” --Meghan,
Goodreads
“A dystopian trilogy I’d definitely recommend.” --Suzanne, Goodreads
“A thrilling, unpredictable, and wonderful conclusion to a great series, Creators was
a fantastic read. It was a perfect ending to the series and definitely doesn’t disappoint.
Really enjoyed this one.” --Farrah, Goodreads
“With strong and amazing characters, and a war torn world, this is a series that fans of
dystopians don’t want to miss out on. Creators was a beautiful, thrilling, and emotional
ending to the trilogy.” --Jenea, Goodreads

Rights Sold in French

ABOUT TIFFANY TRUITT
Tiffany Truitt received her MA in literature from Old Dominion University. Her debut,
Chosen Ones, first in the Lost Souls trilogy, is a searing look at what it means to be other
and how we define humanity, as well as a celebration of the dangerously wonderful feeling
of falling in love.
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Naturals
by Tiffany Truitt

Ripped away from those she loves most, Tess is heartbroken as her small band of travelers
reaches the Isolationist camp in the mysterious and barren Middlelands. Desperate to be
reunited with James, the forbidden chosen one who stole her heart, she wants nothing
to do with the rough Isolationists, who are without allegiance in the war between the
Westerners and Easterners. But having their protection, especially for someone as
powerful as Tess, may come at a cost.
When James returns, Tess’s world once again feels complete—until she discovers her
sister, Louisa, is in danger, held captive by the rogue chosen one George. Tess will do
anything to protect her loved ones—but will the price be more than she can give?
Tiffany Truitt’s Lost Souls series is a thought-provoking, thrilling story that asks who the
true enemy really is—the chosen ones who are different, or the naturals…who are just
like us.

Lost Souls Series, Book 2
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781620611487
4/2/2013
336
5.99 USD
Sci-Fi, Young
Adult, Dystopian,
Forbidden Love

“...this book was a great read and one that I think may readers will love especially lovers
of a good dystopian read. If you haven’t read this series you really need to start it because
it is one you don’t want to miss.” --Shy TheWidowMaker, Goodreads
“Even better than the first! I had high hopes for Naturals and it met every one. Full of
thrills, surprises, and topped off with a game-changer ending, this book was brilliant!”
--Farrah, Goodreads
“The words are beautiful and Truitt shows instead of tells what happens to Tess. The
characters continue to grow; the plot is engrossing; and the continued world building is
fantastic. This is one book you don’t want to miss.” --Fall into Books

Rights Sold in French

ABOUT TIFFANY TRUITT
Tiffany Truitt received her MA in literature from Old Dominion University. Her debut,
Chosen Ones, first in the Lost Souls trilogy, is a searing look at what it means to be other
and how we define humanity, as well as a celebration of the dangerously wonderful feeling
of falling in love.
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Chosen Ones
by Tiffany Truitt

Life is bleak but uncomplicated for Tess, living in a not-too-distant future where the
government, faced with humanity’s extinction, created the Chosen Ones, artificial beings
who are extraordinarily beautiful, unbelievably strong, and unabashedly deadly.
When Tess begins work at Templeton, a Chosen Ones training facility, she meets James,
and the attraction is immediate in its intensity, overwhelming in its danger. But there is
more to Templeton than Tess ever knew. Can she stand against her oppressors, even if it
means giving up the only happiness in her life?

Lost Souls Series, Book 1
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781620610015
6/12/2012
352
5.99 USD
Sci-Fi, Young
Adult, Dystopian,
Forbidden Love

Rights Sold in French

“A tense, thought provoking, highly evocative read that stirs every emotion, Chosen
Ones is un-put-downable, and a must for Dystopian lovers.” --Trisha Wolfe, Author of
DESTINY’S FIRE
“The ending of this book shattered my heart and I am really anxious for the next
installment.” --Suzanne, Paranormal Book Fan
“Tiffany wrote a beautiful story with such emotion my heart felt like it was soaring in
some areas and breaking in others! She captured everything I was looking for and I can’t
wait to read book 2!” --Jaime, Two Chicks on Books
“This debut instantly takes Tiffany Truitt to the top of the Dystopian top reads list. You
won’t want to miss out on this ambitious story.” --Winter Haven Book

ABOUT TIFFANY TRUITT
Tiffany Truitt received her MA in literature from Old Dominion University. Her debut,
Chosen Ones, first in the Lost Souls trilogy, is a searing look at what it means to be other
and how we define humanity, as well as a celebration of the dangerously wonderful feeling
of falling in love.
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The Helheim Princess
by Tiana Warner

For as long as Sigrid could remember, she’s wanted to become a mighty, fearless valkyrie.
But without a winged mare, she’s a mere stable hand, left wondering who her parents
were and why she’s so different. So when the Eye shows her a vision where she’s leading a
valkyrie charge on the legendary eight-legged horse Sleipnir, she grabs the possibility of
this greater destiny with both hands, refusing to let go.
Too bad that the only one who can help her get there is Mariam, an enemy valkyrie who
begrudgingly agrees to lead her to Helheim but who certainly can’t be trusted—even if
she does make Sigrid more than a little flustered. As they cross the nine worlds, battling
night elves, riding sea serpents, and hurtling into fire to learn the truth about Sigrid’s
birthright, an unexpected but powerful bond forms.
As her feelings for Mariam deepen into something fiery and undeniable, Fate has other
plans for Sigrid. What happens when the one thing you think you were meant to do
might end the nine worlds?

Sigrid and the Valkyries Series, Book 1
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781649371539
1/4/2022
402
7.99 USD
Young Adult,
LGBTQIA, Fantasy,
Forbidden Love

“Norse mythology! Valkyries! Horses! Kick ass characters! You can’t ask for more in this
new first in a series novel by the mega talented Tiana Warner.” --Kelly, Goodreads
“Brilliant YA fantasy. I have the pleasure of reading an early copy, and thoroughly
enjoyed this reimagining of Norse mythology. Sigrid’s journey was emotional and
exciting, and I adored her horse and her band of unlikely friends that she forms.” --Dee
Holmes, Goodreads
“The story is very good paced, and I’ve adored the descriptions of the landscape and the
worlds.” --Liena, Goodreads

Rights Sold in Audio

ABOUT TIANA WARNER
Tiana Warner is an LGBTQ+ author from British Columbia, Canada, best known for her
critically acclaimed “Mermaids of Eriana Kwai” trilogy and its comic adaptation. Tiana
is a lifelong horseback rider, a former programmer with a Computer Science degree, and
an outdoor enthusiast who loves to explore nature with her musician boyfriend and their
hyperactive rescue mutt, Joey.
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The Wishing Heart
by J.C. Welker

With a book in her bag and a switchblade in her pocket, Rebel’s been thieving her way
through life while hoping for a cure to fix her ailing heart.
But when the bejeweled vase she just tried to hawk turns out to be a jinni’s vessel, Rebel
gets lost to her world and dragged within another. Now every magical being in the city
wants the vase for himself.
Thrust into a game of cat and mouse in a world she never knew existed, Rebel must use
her uncanny skills to find a way to free Anjeline the Wishmaker.
But wishes have consequences. And contracts. Anjeline’s freedom could unravel a love
like Rebel has never known, or it could come at the cost of Rebel’s heart...

“The Wishing Heart is an exhilarating read about the complexities of the heart and what
it means to love.” --Mia Siegert, author of JERKBAIT
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633759398
5/1/2017
416
4.99 USD
Paranormal, Young
Adult, LGBTQIA,
Forbidden Love

“The Wishing Heart was a fun read. I adored Rebel, a thief with a good, but damaged
heart.” --Kristi, Goodreads
“Teens are going to gobble this one up!!!!” --McCall Hoyle, author of The Things with
Feathers
“The Wishing Heart is an action packed story from start to finish. It features two
genuinely fun characters who are both in bad situations, but by working together, they
not only find a way to face their own demons, issues, and those trying to stop them, but
an adorable romance blossoms as well.” --Gizmo’s Reviews

ABOUT J.C. WELKER
J.C. Welker is a YA author who’s been, among other things, a fashion designer, a filmmaker
and a kickboxer (seriously). Her short documentaries, which focused on LGBTQ issues in
the military have been featured on CURRENT TV, and her recent novel THE WISHING
HEART won first place in the paranormal category of the 2016 YARWA Rosemary Awards,
and will be debuting with Entangled Teen. She continues to work towards giving a voice to
LGBTQ stories, while facing magic and monsters along the way.
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Collide

by Melissa West
Military legacy Ari Alexander has survived alien spies, WWIV, and a changing world
order. But when the new leader of Earth uses Jackson—the only boy she’s ever let herself
care about—to get to her, Ari has no choice but to surrender.
To free Jackson, she agrees to travel to the national bases to train others to fight. What
she discovers is a land riddled with dying people. Ari has the power to heal by turning
the fighters into aliens—half-breeds like her. If she succeeds, together, they have a chance
at overthrowing the alien leader, Zeus. But if she fails, everyone she holds dear will be
wiped away forever.
Once again, everything Ari’s come to believe is thrown into question. In a world of
uncertainty, loyalties are tested, lies are uncovered, and no one can be trusted. If Ari and
Jackson have any hope at survival and at preserving a life for the future, they must fight
the final war with their eyes wide open.

The Taking Series, Book 3
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781622663941
2/9/2015
247
5.99 USD
Sci-Fi, Young Adult,
Aliens, Friends to
Lovers, Overcoming
Odds, Social Issues

“The Taking Series is definitely one of my favourite series of all time and it is one that
I will read over and over again. It is utterly phenomenal and a must-read for absolutely
everyone. Go read this book right now!” --K-Books
“A fantastic end to this series!” --Erin Arkin, Goodreads
“A thrilling conclusion to the series, Collide was a fantastic YA read. It had secrets,
betrayals, and a final battle that didn’t hold back.” --Farrah, Goodreads
“I’m going to miss these characters but this is an action-packed, take no prisoners,
fantastic (and romantic) ending to THE TAKING series!” --Jen, Goodreads

ABOUT USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR MELISSA WEST
Melissa West writes heartfelt Southern romance and teen sci-fi romance, all with lots of
kissing. Because who doesn’t like kissing? She lives outside of Atlanta, GA with her husband
and two daughters and spends most of her time writing, reading, or fueling her coffee
addiction.
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Hover

by Melissa West
On Earth, seventeen-year-old Ari Alexander was taught to never peek, but if she hopes
to survive life on her new planet, Loge, her eyes must never shut. Because in this world,
pleasure is everything, held up by a ruling body that keeps their people in check by giving
them what they want and closing their eyes to what’s really happening around them. The
only hope Loge has is to move its people to Earth, and they have a plan.
Thousands of humans crossed over to Loge after a poisonous neurotoxin released into
Earth’s atmosphere, nearly killing them. They sought refuge in hopes of finding a new
life, but what they became were slaves, built to siege war against their home planet. That
is, unless Ari and Jackson can stop them. But on Loge, nothing is as it seems…and no
one can be trusted.

The Taking Series, Book 2
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781622660094
8/6/2013
352
5.99 USD
Sci-Fi, Young Adult,
Aliens, Friends to
Lovers, Overcoming
Odds

“Excuse me while I check all the trees in my neighborhood to see which one will
transport me to Loge because I. AM. READY!!” --YA Books Central
“I will forever be a fan of aliens because of this book!” --Fresh Fiction
“HOVER is a fantastic sequel filled with mystery and romance and enough action to keep
you guessing until the end.” --Glitter Magazine
“HOVER, if you can imagine, is even better than GRAVITY!” --City of Books

ABOUT USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR MELISSA WEST
Melissa West writes heartfelt Southern romance and teen sci-fi romance, all with lots of
kissing. Because who doesn’t like kissing? She lives outside of Atlanta, GA with her husband
and two daughters and spends most of her time writing, reading, or fueling her coffee
addiction.
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Gravity

by Melissa West
In the future, only one rule will matter:
Don’t. Ever. Peek.
Seventeen-year-old Ari Alexander just broke that rule and saw the last person she
expected hovering above her bed—arrogant Jackson Locke, the most popular boy in
her school. She expects instant execution or some kind of freak alien punishment, but
instead, Jackson issues a challenge: help him, or everyone on Earth will die.
Ari knows she should report him, but everything about Jackson makes her question what
she’s been taught about his kind. And against her instincts, she’s falling for him. But Ari
isn’t just any girl, and Jackson wants more than her attention. She’s a military legacy who’s
been trained by her father and exposed to war strategies and societal information no one
can know—especially an alien spy, like Jackson. Giving Jackson the information he needs
will betray her father and her country, but keeping silent will start a war.

The Taking Series, Book 1
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781620610923
10/30/2012
304
5.99 USD
Sci-Fi, Young Adult,
Aliens, Enemies to
Lovers, Overcoming
Odds

“Gravity will grasp readers tightly, with an ingenious storyline and sharp dialogue. West’s
extraterrestrials are unlike anything sci-fi fans have seen.” --RT Book Reviews, 4 1/2 star
and Top Pick rating
“A thrilling debut packed with action and mystery. Aliens never looked so good.” --#1
NYT Bestselling author Jennifer L. Armentrout
“GRAVITY is a nonstop action thrill ride set in a richly imagined sci-fi version of earth,
featuring a bold heroine who knows how to fight, just not who she should be fighting for.
Start reading and you won’t. Ever. Stop.” --Jennifer Bosworth, author of Struck

Rights Sold in Gaming

ABOUT USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR MELISSA WEST
Melissa West writes heartfelt Southern romance and teen sci-fi romance, all with lots of
kissing. Because who doesn’t like kissing? She lives outside of Atlanta, GA with her husband
and two daughters and spends most of her time writing, reading, or fueling her coffee
addiction.
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Conspiracy Boy
by Cecily White

Nobody said senior year was going to be easy, but I wasn’t expecting pure hell, either.
That’s right. HELL.
Demons attacking. Cheerleaders screaming. Vampires and werewolves asking where
the bathroom is. Just another day here at St. Michael’s Guardian Training Academy. It
wouldn’t be so bad if the administration would let me get back to my demon-slaying
duties like every other angelblood on campus. But with my bondmate Jack promoted to
head trainer, my annoying fiancé Luc trying to start a political uprising, and that pesky
prophecy still floating around predicting I’m going to kill everyone I love…well, let’s just
say “complicated” took on a whole new meaning.
But things are looking up.
If I can survive Luc’s deadly Sovereign Trials and keep my evil twin sister from starting
a war, Jack and I might actually have a chance of saving the world. If not, at least I won’t
have to worry about what to wear to prom.

Angel Academy Series, Book 2
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781622662814
4/4/2016
305
4.99 USD
Paranormal, Young
Adult, Angels and
Demons, Fake
Engagement, Friends
to Lovers

“... a fun, light hearted but adventurous YA fantasy paranormal series.” --Carrie’s Book
Reviews
“I devoured Conspiracy Boy in under four hours, it was literally that good, and
with everything going on, you just had to know how it was all going to end.” --Leah,
Goodreads
“CONSPIRACY BOY is not the most amazing, most original young adult paranormal
novel you’ll ever read.” --All Things Urban Fantasy
“Cecily White’s Angel Academy series is brilliantlly crafted, addictively snarky, and
completely impossible to put down!” --Marni Bates, author of Awkward

ABOUT CECILY WHITE
Cecily White, Psy.D. is a part-time university professor and full-time mom who loves
messing with her characters’ lives. Her myriad past careers include: Hand model, GAP
salesgirl, movie projectionist, psychotherapist, yoga instructor, dance choreographer, psych
diagnostician, rock n’ roll drummer, book reviewer, and copy editor. . . none of which are as
cool as writing novels. Cecily currently lives in Missouri with one husband, two children,
and a schizophrenic yet well-mannered cat. When not singing back-up for her kids, she
spends time creating new worlds and thinking up ways to make this one better.
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Prophecy Girl
by Cecily White

Amelie Bennett… Ending the world, one prophecy at a time. I was born to slay
Crossworld demons. Big black flappy ones, little green squirmy ones. Unfortunately, the
only thing getting slain these days is my social life. With my high school under attack,
combat classes intensifying, and Academy instructors dropping right and left, I can
barely get my homework done, let alone score a bondmate before prom.
Then he shows up. Jackson Smith-Hailey. Unspeakably hot, hopelessly unattainable,
and dangerous in all the right ways. Sure, he’s my trainer. And okay, maybe he hates me.
Doesn’t mean I’ll ignore the wicked Guardian chemistry between us. It’s crazy! Every
time I’m with him, my powers explode. Awesome, right? Wrong.
Now my teachers think I’m the murderous Graymason destined to bring down our whole
race of angelbloods. Everyone in New Orleans is hunting me. The people I trusted want
me dead. Jack and I have five days to solve the murders, prevent a vampire uprising, and
thwart the pesky prophecy foretelling his death by my hand. Shouldn’t be too difficult.
Getting it done without falling in love. . . that might take a miracle.

Angel Academy Series, Book 1
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781620612934
4/2/2013
368
5.99 USD
Paranormal, Young
Adult, Angels and
Demons, Forbidden
Love

“A fast-paced thrill ride that had me laughing, swooning, and turning pages long past my
bedtime. This book is impossible to put down.” --C.J. Redwine, author of Defiance
“This is a fun YA fantasy/paranormal. If you’re like me you’ll be grinning at the MC’s
witty quips the whole time. And then swooning. And then going, “Ooooh!”” --NY Times
bestselling author, Wendy Higgins
“This is a Young Adult novel that you should add to you must read this asap! Fans
of the Mythos Academy series by Jennifer Estep and the Covenant series by Jennifer
Armentrout will absolutely love Prophecy Girl by Cecily White.” --Kristen, Goodreads

ABOUT CECILY WHITE
Cecily White, Psy.D. is a part-time university professor and full-time mom who loves
messing with her characters’ lives. Her myriad past careers include: Hand model, GAP
salesgirl, movie projectionist, psychotherapist, yoga instructor, dance choreographer, psych
diagnostician, rock n’ roll drummer, book reviewer, and copy editor. . . none of which are as
cool as writing novels. Cecily currently lives in Missouri with one husband, two children,
and a schizophrenic yet well-mannered cat. When not singing back-up for her kids, she
spends time creating new worlds and thinking up ways to make this one better.
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Crown of Bones
by AK. Wilder

In a world on the brink of the next Great Dying, no amount of training can prepare us
for what is to come...
A young heir will raise the most powerful phantom in all of Baiseen.
A dangerous High Savant will do anything to control the nine realms.
A mysterious and deadly Mar race will steal children into the sea.
And a handsome guide with far too many secrets will make me fall in love.
My name is Ash. A lowly scribe meant to observe and record. And yet I think I’m
destined to surprise us all.

Crown of Bones Series, Book 1
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781640634138
1/5/2021
420
7.99 USD
Young Adult,
Fantasy, Mistaken
Identity,
Overcoming Odds,
Social Issues

“For much of the tale, Marcus feels like the protagonist, but a substantial twist subverts
this, and it’s only one among several exciting reveals that will shape subsequent volumes.
A dense but polished novel that provides a solid foundation for a new series.” --Kirkus
Reviews
“Wilder has created a magical, enthralling world that keeps readers engaged from the
first page.” --School Library Journal
“The characters are well-developed and the world-building was easy to follow yet
immersive...Can’t wait to find out what happens next! I absolutely loved it.” --Shauni,
Goodreads

Rights Sold in Audio

ABOUT AK. WILDER
A.K. Wilder is a bestselling speculative fiction author with nine published novels in
Australia. Originally from California, she lives on the far eastern coast of Australia with
a house full of kids and one extraordinary spotted cat. Her favorite pastimes, besides
daydreaming, include meditation, yoga, organic gardening, and weight training. Her novel
writing is done in the early hours of the morning.
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Paper Girl
by Cindy R. Wilson

I haven’t left my house in over a year. My doctor says it’s social anxiety, but I know
the only things that are safe are made of paper. My room is paper. My world is paper.
Everything outside is fire. All it would take is one spark for me to burst into flames. So I
stay inside. Where nothing can touch me.
Then my mom hires a tutor. Jackson. This boy I had a crush on before the world became
too terrifying to live in. Jackson’s life is the complete opposite of mine, and I can tell he’s
got secrets of his own. But he makes me feel things. Makes me want to try again. Makes
me want to be brave. I can almost taste the outside world. But so many things could go
wrong, and all it takes is one spark for everything I love to disappear…

“Highly recommended to anyone that like YA contemporary novels.” --Bookish Tiffany
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781640631885
12/4/2018
352
5.99 USD
Contemporary,
Young Adult, Forced
Proximity, Social
Issues

“I LOVED this book. It’s a really sweet story, and I loved how pro-therapy it is.” --Julie,
NetGalley
“I loved the characters, the storyline, and the sweet romance! A must read for anyone
who loves YA!” --Jessica Kapp, Goodreads
“I absolutely adored this book, and will be eagerly anticipating Cindy’s next books!”
--Beautiful Bookland
“Truly a beautiful book!” – Milky Way of Books

Rights Sold in French

ABOUT CINDY R. WILSON
Cindy lives at the foothills of the Rocky Mountains, and loves using Colorado towns and
cities as inspiration for settings in her stories. She’s the mother of three girls, who provide
plenty of fodder for her YA novels. Cindy writes speculative fiction and YA fiction, filled
with a healthy dose of romance. You’ll often find her hiking or listening to any number of
playlists while she comes up with her next story idea.
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Send Me Their Souls
by Sara Wolf

There are worse things than death.
With the rise of Varia d’Malvane comes the fall of the Mist Continent. Cavanos is
overrun by the brutal rampage of the valkerax, led by its former crown princess. Vetris is
gone. Helkyris is gone. As each mighty nation falls, the grip of the crown princess closes
around the throat of the world.
But Zera Y’shennria isn’t out yet.
Alongside Malachite, Fione, Yorl, and her love Lucien, Zera seeks aid from the High
Witches and the Black Archives, with the valkerax horde hot on their heels. Seemingly
unstoppable, Varia can track Zera through her dreams, ensuring there is nowhere to run.
Thankfully, an ancient book holds the key to stopping the incursion forever.
But at what cost comes freedom? At what cost comes love?
At what cost comes the end of the world, and the beginning of a new one?

Bring Me Their Hearts Series, Book 3
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781682815083
11/3/2020
452
$7.99 USD
Young Adult,
Fantasy, Enemies to
Lovers, Opposites
Attract

“An exhilarating and endlessly charming series finale...” --Kirkus Reviews
“I loved this series so much! The ending was beautiful…” --Roobie, Goodreads
“Who’s crying? I’m not crying. What an ending! I love this series. Zera has had a grip on
my heart from the very beginning.” --Danielle, Goodreads
“The emotion, the FEELS, the humour, the originality, its literally perfect.” --Maryam,
a_typical_teen_reader
“Everything was very well done. The story was exciting and kept me guessing. The
romance was fantastic. And the epilogue blew me away.” --Carole, Goodreads

Rights Sold in French & German

ABOUT NYT BESTSELLING AUTHOR SARA WOLF
Sara Wolf lives in Portland, Oregon, where the sun can’t get her anymore. When she isn’t
pouring her allotted life force into writing, she’s reading, accidentally burning houses down
whilst baking, or making faces at her highly appreciative cat. She is also the author of the
NYT bestselling Lovely Vicious series.
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Find Me Their Bones
by Sara Wolf

No one can save her.
In order to protect Prince Lucien d’Malvane’s heart, Zera had to betray him. Now, he
hates the sight of her. Trapped in Cavanos as a prisoner of the king, she awaits the
inevitable moment her witch severs their magical connection and finally ends her life.
But fate isn’t ready to give her up just yet.
With freedom coming from the most unlikely of sources, Zera is given a second chance
at life as a Heartless. But it comes with a terrible price. As the king mobilizes his army to
march against the witches, Zera must tame an elusive and deadly valkerax trapped in the
tunnels underneath the city if she wants to regain her humanity.
Winning over a bloodthirsty valkerax? Hard. Winning back her friends before war breaks
out? A little harder.
But a Heartless winning back Prince Lucien’s heart? The hardest thing she’s ever done.

Bring Me Their Hearts Series, Book 2
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781640636606
11/5/2019
400
7.99 USD
Fantasy, Young
Adult, Enemies to
Lovers, Overcoming
Odds, Social Issues

“A seriously fun concoction.” --Kirkus Reviews, starred review
“It is an exciting, captivating, adventure that at times has you on the edge of your seat.
The chemistry of the characters makes you keep coming back. Sara Wolf has a wonderful
blend of imagination and imagery that jumps off the page.” --Kat, Edelweiss
“I took this sequel like a shot and finished it in less than twelve hours. And let me tell
you, Find Me Their Bones is the definition of epic.” --Lenore, NetGalley
“Explosive! The final revelations are amazing and stunning and left me reeling with the
need for the third book!” --Milky Way of Books

Rights Sold in French & German

ABOUT NYT BESTSELLING AUTHOR SARA WOLF
Sara Wolf lives in Portland, Oregon, where the sun can’t get her anymore. When she isn’t
pouring her allotted life force into writing, she’s reading, accidentally burning houses down
whilst baking, or making faces at her highly appreciative cat. She is also the author of the
NYT bestselling Lovely Vicious series.
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Bring Me Their Hearts
by Sara Wolf

Zera is a Heartless—the immortal, unaging soldier of a witch. Bound to the witch
Nightsinger ever since she saved her from the bandits who murdered her family,
Zera longs for freedom from the woods they hide in. With her heart in a jar under
Nightsinger’s control, she serves the witch unquestioningly.
Until Nightsinger asks Zera for a prince’s heart in exchange for her own, with one
addendum: if she’s discovered infiltrating the court, Nightsinger will destroy Zera’s heart
rather than see her tortured by the witch-hating nobles.
Crown Prince Lucien d’Malvane hates the royal court as much as it loves him—every
tutor too afraid to correct him and every girl jockeying for a place at his darkly handsome
side. No one can challenge him—until the arrival of Lady Zera. She’s inelegant, smartmouthed, carefree, and out for his blood. The prince’s honor has him quickly aiming for
her throat.
So begins a game of cat and mouse between a girl with nothing to lose and a boy who has
it all. Winner takes the loser’s heart. Literally.

Bring Me Their Hearts Series, Book 1
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781640631472
6/5/2018
400
7.99 USD
Fantasy, Young
Adult, Enemies to
Lovers, Overcoming
Odds, Social Issues

Rights Sold in French, German, &
Hungarian

“Captivating and unique! Readers will fall in love with Zera, the girl with no heart who
somehow has the biggest heart of all.” --Pintip Dunn, New York Times bestselling of The
Forget Tomorrow series
“Bring Me Their Hearts is thrilling, hilarious, addictive, and awesome! I absolutely loved
it!” --Sarah Beth Durst, award-winning author of The Queens of Renthia series
“Zera is an exemplar of confident, capable, relentlessly witty young womanhood. She is
assertive, proactive, and, above all, a fun character to follow, yet she’s sufficiently wellrounded. ... A zesty treat for YA and new-adult fantasists.” --Kirkus Reviews
“Bring Me Their Hearts was everything I need from a story. A stand out among
fantasies!” --Wendy Higgins, New York Times bestselling author

ABOUT NYT BESTSELLING AUTHOR SARA WOLF
Sara Wolf lives in Portland, Oregon, where the sun can’t get her anymore. When she isn’t
pouring her allotted life force into writing, she’s reading, accidentally burning houses down
whilst baking, or making faces at her highly appreciative cat. She is also the author of the
NYT bestselling Lovely Vicious series.
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Remember Me Forever
by Sara Wolf

Isis Blake hasn’t fallen in love in three years, forty-three weeks, and two days. Or so she
thinks.
The boy she maybe-sort-of-definitely loved and sort-of-maybe-definitely hated has
dropped off the face of the planet in the face of tragedy, leaving a Jack Hunter–shaped
hole. Determined to be happy, Isis fills it in with lies and puts on a brave smile for her
new life at Ohio State University.
But the smile lasts only until he shows up. The menace from her past—her darkest
secret, Nameless—is attending OSU right alongside her. And he’s whispering that he has
something Isis wants—something she needs to see to move forward. To move on.
Isis has always been able to pretend everything is okay. But not anymore.
Isis Blake might be good at putting herself back together.
But Jack Hunter is better.

Lovely Vicious Series, Book 3
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633754980
5/2/2017
308
5.99 USD
Contemporary,
Young Adult,
Enemies to Lovers

Rights Sold in Audio, French, & Polish

“Sara Wolf is a fresh voice in YA, and her characters never fail to make me laugh and
think. If you’re in the mood for an edgy, witty, one-of-a-kind romance, this is definitely
for you!” --Rachel Harris, NYT bestselling author
“[T]his book gave me everything I wanted and needed for closure to their story. It gave
me more even than I could have imagined.” --The Book Enthusiast
“Isis will make you laugh a lot with some of the comments she makes! She really is my
favorite character in this series. Sara Wolf does an amazing job at creating Isis’s character,
she is truly one of a kind.” --Lovely Loveday
“Holy. Sweet. Mother. of. Literary. Gods. Angst...Depression...Anger.. Hurt... Love..
Redemption.... SECOND CHANCES! I need a moment.” --Dreamland Teenage Fantasy

ABOUT NYT BESTSELLING AUTHOR SARA WOLF
Sara Wolf lives in Portland, Oregon, where the sun can’t get her anymore. When she isn’t
pouring her allotted life force into writing, she’s reading, accidentally burning houses down
whilst baking, or making faces at her highly appreciative cat. She is also the author of the
NYT bestselling Lovely Vicious series.
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Forget Me Always
by Sara Wolf

It’s been three years, twenty-five weeks, and five days since Isis Blake fell in love, and if
she has it her way, it’ll stretch into infinity. Since then, she’s punched Jack Hunter—her
nemesis-turned-maybe-something-more—in the face, survived a brutal attack by her
mom’s abusive ex thanks to Jack’s heroics, and then promptly forgotten all about him.
The one bright spot for Isis is Sophia, the ephemeral girl who shares Isis’s hospital stay
as well as a murky past with Jack. But as Isis’s memories return, she finds it harder and
harder to resist what she felt for Jack, and Jack finds it impossible to stay away from the
only girl who’s ever melted the ice around his heart.
As the dark secrets surrounding Sophia emerge, Isis realizes Jack isn’t who she thought he
was. He’s dangerous. But when Isis starts receiving terrifying emails from an anonymous
source, that danger might be the only thing protecting her from something far more
threatening.
Her past.

Lovely Vicious Series, Book 2
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633753174
11/1/2016
304
5.99 USD
Contemporary,
Young Adult, Social
Issues

Rights Sold in Audio, French, & Polish

“Sara Wolf has a way with capturing an audience and making them fall in love with
the characters and the world that she has written, and fall in love is exactly what I
did. I adore Isis in a way that words cannot describe, and Jack is pretty cool I guess...I
appreciate the time that the author has spent building up such a fantastic world and
creating some memorable characters that are sure to stick with readers long after they’ve
put the book down.” --Under the Book Cover
“Another superb read from the phenomenally talented Sara Wolf. This series packs plenty
of punch.” --My YA & NA Obsession
“I can’t wait to read the final book in the series because the ending...That ending it
literally made me fall out of my chair. The only thing I have to say is READ THE
BOOK!!!” --Liv’s Wonderful Escape

ABOUT NYT BESTSELLING AUTHOR SARA WOLF
Sara Wolf lives in Portland, Oregon, where the sun can’t get her anymore. When she isn’t
pouring her allotted life force into writing, she’s reading, accidentally burning houses down
whilst baking, or making faces at her highly appreciative cat. She is also the author of the
NYT bestselling Lovely Vicious series.
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Love Me Never
by Sara Wolf

Seventeen-year-old Isis Blake hasn’t fallen in love in three years, nine weeks, and five
days, and after what happened last time, she intends to keep it that way. Since then she’s
lost eighty-five pounds, gotten four streaks of purple in her hair, and moved to Buttcrackof-Nowhere, Ohio, to help her mom escape a bad relationship.
All the girls in her new school want one thing—Jack Hunter, the Ice Prince of East
Summit High. Hot as an Armani ad, smart enough to get into Yale, and colder than the
Arctic, Jack Hunter’s never gone out with anyone. Sure, people have seen him downtown
with beautiful women, but he’s never given high school girls the time of day. Until Isis
punches him in the face.
Jack’s met his match. Suddenly everything is a game.
The goal: Make the other beg for mercy.
The game board: East Summit High.
The reward: Something neither of them expected.

Lovely Vicious Series, Book 1
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633752306
4/5/2016
304
5.99 USD
Contemporary,
Young Adult, Social
Issues

“A complex, witty page-turner, ideal for YA fans of scandal and romance.” --Kirkus
Reviews
“The Lovely Vicious series blew me away. Gripping, dark, and clever -- truly one of my
favorites!” --Penelope Douglas, New York Times bestselling author of Bully
“It’s rare to find a unique writing voice that is so enjoyable and done so well. Enjoy the
ride!” --J. Sterling, New York Times bestselling author of 10 Years Later
“What a super fun story - soooo well written. The witty mind of this girl is so fun
to encounter. Snarky but loveable. Young girls could learn a lot from her.” --Jo Hick,
Librarian at Phillips Public Library

Rights Sold in Audio, French, & Polish

ABOUT NYT BESTSELLING AUTHOR SARA WOLF
Sara Wolf lives in Portland, Oregon, where the sun can’t get her anymore. When she isn’t
pouring her allotted life force into writing, she’s reading, accidentally burning houses down
whilst baking, or making faces at her highly appreciative cat. She is also the author of the
NYT bestselling Lovely Vicious series.
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Court

by Tracy Wolff
No one survived the last battle unscathed. Flint is angry at the world, Jaxon is turning
into something I don’t recognize, and Hudson has put up a wall I’m not sure I’ll ever
break through.
Now war is coming, and we’re not ready. We’re going to need an army to have any hope
of winning. But first, there are questions about my ancestors that need answers. Answers
that might just reveal who the real monster is among us.
And that’s saying something in a world filled with bloodthirsty vampires, immortal
gargoyles, and an ancient battle between two gods.
There’s no guarantee that anyone will be left standing when the dust settles, but if we
want to save this world, I have no choice. I’ll have to embrace every part of me...even the
parts I fear the most.

Crave Series, Book 4
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

?”[C]raving something fun to read, slightly dark and romantic…couldn’t put it down!”
?-?-Natalie Morales, NBC?, for Crave

9781649370617
2/1/2022
700
7.99 USD
Young Adult,
Paranormal,
Shifters, Vampires,
Witches, Forbidden
Love, Overcoming
Odds

?”CRAVE is beautifully descriptive with amazing pacing and wonderfully sinister
settings.” ?--?Christine Feehan, NYT bestselling author?, for Crave
?”Wolff did an excellent job with Crave, but Crush totally left it in the dust.” --Vocal
Media, for Crush
“A wild ride from start to finish.” --Hypable, for Covet

Rights Sold in Audio, Italian, Portuguese,
& Romanian
ABOUT NYT & USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR TRACY WOLFF
NYT & USA Today Bestselling author Tracy Wolff collects books, English degrees and
lipsticks and has been known to forget where--and sometimes who--she is when immersed
in a great novel. Now an English professor at her local community college, she writes
contemporary romance and erotic romance as Tracy Wolff, paranormal romance and urban
fantasy as Tessa Adams and young adult novels as Tracy Deebs.
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Covet

by Tracy Wolff
I may have reached my breaking point. As if trying to graduate from a school for
supernaturals isn’t stressful enough, my relationship status has gone from complicated to
a straight-up dumpster fire.
Oh, and the Bloodletter has decided to drop a bomb of epic proportions on us all...
Then again, when has anything at Katmere Academy not been intense?
And the hits just keep coming. Jaxon’s turned colder than an Alaskan winter. The Circle is
splintered over my upcoming coronation. As if things couldn’t get worse, now there’s an
arrest warrant for Hudson’s and my supposed crimes?which apparently means a lifetime
prison sentence with a deadly unbreakable curse.
Choices will have to be made...and I fear not everyone will survive.

Crave Series, Book 3
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

“What a masterpiece. But literally, I can’t even explain how much I loved this book! It
definitely exceeded my expectations.” --Anneli, Goodreads

9781682816158
3/2/2021
704
7.99 USD
Young Adult,
Paranormal,
Vampires, Forbidden
Love

“Covet was everything I wanted. It was by far my favorite of the three, and it makes me so
excited for what is going to happen in the fourth book. Grace and Hudson are everything
and I take back my hate I had for Hudson in Crush.” --Angela Staudt, Goodreads

“I laughed and boy did I cry! Absolutely balled my eyes out. September is too long to
wait for Crown and I can’t believe that’ll be the last one! This book consumed me as the
two before it did and as the next one probably will as well. I really didn’t want to finish
it but couldn’t put it down. This is one of my favourite series by far.” --Sarah Wilson,
Rights Sold in Audio, Bulgarian, Catalan,
Goodreads

French, German, Hungarian, Italian,
Korean, Portuguese, Romanian, Russian,
& Spanish

ABOUT NYT & USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR TRACY WOLFF
NYT & USA Today Bestselling author Tracy Wolff collects books, English degrees and
lipsticks and has been known to forget where--and sometimes who--she is when immersed
in a great novel. Now an English professor at her local community college, she writes
contemporary romance and erotic romance as Tracy Wolff, paranormal romance and urban
fantasy as Tessa Adams and young adult novels as Tracy Deebs.
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Crush

by Tracy Wolff
Everything feels off ?especially me. I’ve returned to Katmere Academy, but I’m haunted by
fragments of days I have no recollection of living and struggling to understand who, or
what, I really am.
Just when I start to feel safe again, Hudson is back with a vengeance. He insists there are
secrets I don’t know about, threatening to drive a wedge between Jaxon and me forever.
But far worse enemies are at our doorstep.
The Circle is caught in a power play and the Vampire Court is trying to drag me out
of my world and into theirs. The only thing Hudson and Jaxon agree on is that leaving
Katmere would mean my certain death.
And not only am I fighting for my life, but now everyone else’s is at stake?unless we can
defeat an unspeakable evil. All I know is that saving the people I love is going to require
sacrifice.
Maybe more than I’m able to give.

Crave Series, Book 2
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

“Wolff did an excellent job with Crave, but Crush totally left it in the dust.” --Vocal Media

9781682815854
9/29/2020
400
7.99 USD
Paranormal, Young
Adult, Vampires,
Forbidden Love

“If you LOVED Crave, you’ll be infatuated with Crush.” --Hypable
“A fantastic and engrossing follow-up to Crave.” --Frolic Media
“YA feminist must reads 2020.” --Glitter Magazine

Rights Sold in Audio, Bulgarian, Catalan,
French, German, Hungarian, Italian,
Korean, Portuguese, Romanian, Russian,
Spanish, & UK
ABOUT NYT & USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR TRACY WOLFF
NYT & USA Today Bestselling author Tracy Wolff collects books, English degrees and
lipsticks and has been known to forget where--and sometimes who--she is when immersed
in a great novel. Now an English professor at her local community college, she writes
contemporary romance and erotic romance as Tracy Wolff, paranormal romance and urban
fantasy as Tessa Adams and young adult novels as Tracy Deebs.
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Crave

by Tracy Wolff
My whole world changed when I stepped inside the academy. Nothing is right about this
place or the other students in it. Here I am, a mere mortal among gods…or monsters. I
still can’t decide which of these warring factions I belong to, if I belong at all. I only know
the one thing that unites them is their hatred of me.
Then there’s Jaxon Vega. A vampire with deadly secrets who hasn’t felt anything for a
hundred years. But there’s something about him that calls to me, something broken in
him that somehow fits with what’s broken in me.
Which could spell death for us all.
Because Jaxon walled himself off for a reason. And now someone wants to wake a
sleeping monster, and I’m wondering if I was brought here intentionally—as the bait.

Craves Series, Book 1
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

“Crave is about to become fandom’s new favorite vampire romance obsession.” --Hypable

9781640638969
4/7/2020
400
7.99 USD
Paranormal, Young
Adult, Vampires,
Forbidden Love

“TRACY WOLFF is a superb writer who brings gripping tension teeming with a blend
of action and teenage angst. CRAVE is beautifully descriptive with amazing pacing and
wonderfully sinister settings.” --#1 New York Times bestselling author CHRISTINE
FEEHAN
“If you love brooding vampires, tons of action, and an epic romance, you will love Crave.”
--Kay, @mamabear_reads, Influencer

Rights Sold in Audio, Bulgarian, Catalan,
“Crave sucked me into its dangerous--but oh so delicious--world. Suffice it to say: I have
Film (Universal Studios), French,
a new book boyfriend!” --Pintip Dunn, New York Times bestselling author
Gaming, German, Hungarian, Italian,
Korean, Portuguese, Romanian, Russian,
Spanish, & UK
ABOUT NYT BESTSELLING AUTHOR TRACY WOLFF
NYT & USA Today Bestselling author Tracy Wolff collects books, English degrees and
lipsticks and has been known to forget where--and sometimes who--she is when immersed
in a great novel. Now an English professor at her local community college, she writes
contemporary romance and erotic romance as Tracy Wolff, paranormal romance and urban
fantasy as Tessa Adams and young adult novels as Tracy Deebs.
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Modern Monsters
by Kelley York

Vic Howard didn’t really want to go to the party. He’s the Invisible Guy in school, a
special kind of hell for quiet, nice guys. But because his best friend as is as popular as he’s
persona-non-grata, Vic went…and wished he didn’t.
Something happened that night. A girl was raped. Worst of all, she’s told the police that
Vic did it. Suddenly Vic is painfully visible, walking through halls filled with hostility and
pending violence. Even his mom thinks he’s guilty. Now Vic is determined to find out
what really happened that night, even if it means an uneasy alliance with the girl’s best
friend, Autumn Dixon.
But while the truth can set Vic free, it can also shatter everything he thought he knew
about his life…

Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633750043
6/2/2015
352
5.99 USD
Contemporary,
Young Adult,
Mystery & Romantic
Suspense, Fish Out
of Water, Social
Issues

Rights Sold in French

“Fans of dark contemporary novels will likely love York’s latest novel and want to check
out her backlist. Between my experience with Modern Monsters and some good word
one of my friends put in while I was reading, I know I plan to!” --The YA Kitten
“The evocative narrative style and the way the dialogues are kept closer to reality kept me
engaged till the very end.” --Aditi, Goodreads
“Modern Monsters was a very pleasant surprise for me, a fairly short and exciting novel
that can be read in one sitting. “ --Maja, Goodreads
“I am speechless(wordless)...I cannot gather my thoughts enough to tell you how much I
loved this book. Modern Monsters needs to be in every high school library, classroom. In
my opinion it should be mandatory reading for English. “ --Pixie, Goodreads

ABOUT KELLEY YORK
Kelley York was born and raised in central California, where she still resides with her lovely
wife, daughter, and an abundance of pets. (Although she does fantasize about moving
across the globe to Ireland.) She has a fascination with bells, adores all things furry - be
them squeaky, barky or meow-y - is a lover of video games, manga and anime, and likes
to pretend she’s a decent photographer. Her life goal is to find a real unicorn. Or maybe
a mermaid. Within young adult, she enjoys writing and reading a variety of genres from
contemporary with a unique twist, psychological thrillers, paranormal/urban fantasy and
horror. She loves stories where character development takes center stage.
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Made of Stars
by Kelley York

When eighteen-year-old Hunter Jackson and his half sister, Ashlin, return to their
dad’s for the first winter in years, they expect everything to be just like the warmer
months they’d spent there as kids. And it is—at first. But Chance, the charismatic and
adventurous boy who made their summers epic, is harboring deep secrets. Secrets that
are quickly spiraling into something else entirely.
The reason they’ve never met Chance’s parents or seen his home is becoming clearer.
And what the siblings used to think of as Chance’s quirks—the outrageous stories, his
clinginess, his dangerous impulsiveness—are now warning signs that something is
seriously off.
Then someone turns up with a bullet to the head, and all eyes shift to Chance and his
family. Hunter and Ashlin know Chance is innocent…they just have to prove it. But how
can they protect the boy they both love when they can’t trust a word Chance says?

“Gripping, mesmerizing, haunting, and perfect. You won’t be able to put it down.”
--Brigid Kemmerer, author of The Elemental series
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781622660216
10/1/2013
304
5.99 USD
Contemporary,
Young Adult,
Mystery &
Romantic Suspense,
LGBTQIA, Social
Issues

“She writes stories that make me think, make my heart break in tiny pieces, and make
me look at things surrounding me in new ways. She inspires me simply put.” --Jen,
Goodreads
“Well, that wrecked my heart, in all the ways that books should.” --Such a Novel Idea
“MADE OF STARS is a book that chewed me up, spit me out, and left me reeling. In the
BEST way possible.” --Leeanna, Goodreads

Rights Sold in French & German

ABOUT KELLEY YORK
Kelley York was born and raised in central California, where she still resides with her lovely
wife, daughter, and an abundance of pets. (Although she does fantasize about moving
across the globe to Ireland.) She has a fascination with bells, adores all things furry - be
them squeaky, barky or meow-y - is a lover of video games, manga and anime, and likes
to pretend she’s a decent photographer. Her life goal is to find a real unicorn. Or maybe
a mermaid. Within young adult, she enjoys writing and reading a variety of genres from
contemporary with a unique twist, psychological thrillers, paranormal/urban fantasy and
horror. She loves stories where character development takes center stage.
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Lola Carlyle’s 12 Step Romance
by Danielle Younge-Ullman

Lola Carlyle is lonely, out of sorts, and in for a boring summer. So when her best friend
Sydney calls to rave about the fun she’s having at a luxurious Malibu rehab (it’s basically
a spa!) and reveals that the love of Lola’s life, Wade Miller, is being admitted, Lola knows
what she has to do. Never mind that her worst addiction is decaf cappuccino; Lola is
going to rehab.
Lola fakes her way into Sunrise Rehab, only to discover she’s actually expected to be an
addict. And get treatment. And she has insane roommates, and an irritatingly attractive
intake advisor, Adam, who’s determined to thwart her at every turn. Worst of all is the
strictly enforced NO ROMANCE rule.
Oh, and Sydney? Is gone.
Turns out Sunrise is more jail-like than spa-like, and it’s going to take more than Lola
bargained for just to get through the program.

“You’ll come for the laughs and kisses and find yourself staying for the authentic and
powerful feelings.” --Lauren Baratz-Logsted, author of The Twin’s Daughter
Digital ISBN:
Release Date:
Page Count:
Price:
Genre/Tropes:

9781633750012
5/5/2015
368
5.99 USD
Contemporary,
Young Adult, Social
Issues

“A touching story infused with the most perfect doses of humor and romance, Lola’s sure
to work her way into your heart just like she’s claimed a place in mine.” --Stuck in Books
Blog
“Such an enjoyable, fast, and beautifully written YA novel, definitely worth the read.”
--Alisha, Goodreads
“How can one move on to another book after reading Lola Carlyle’s 12-Step Romance?
It’s so darn hard! I’m obsessed, guys. This book is THE book of crazy goodness and gosh,
I’m just a puddle of butterflying feels right now.” --Melissa, Goodreads

ABOUT DANIELLE YOUNGE-ULLMAN
Danielle Younge-Ullman is a novelist, playwright and freelance writer who has always had a
passion forbooks, language and storytelling. Danielle studied English and Theater at McGill
University in Montreal, then returned to her hometown of Toronto to work as professional
actor for ten years. This was character-building time during which she held a wild variety of
acting and non-acting jobs--everythingfrom working on the stage and in independent films,
to dubbing English voices for Japanese TV, to temping, to teaching Pilates.
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We Told Six Lies
by Victoria Scott

Remember how many lies we told, Molly? It’s enough to make my head spin. You were
wild when I met you, and I was mad for you. But then something happened. And now
you’re gone.
But don’t worry. I’ll find you. I just need to sift through the story of us to get to where you
might be. I’ve got places to look, and a list of names.
The police have a list of names, too. See now? There’s another lie. There is only one
person they’re really looking at, Molly.
And that’s yours truly.

“A tightly constructed YA mystery.” --Kirkus Reviews
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“…We Told Six Lies is one of the best YA thrillers I’ve read in a long time.” --Book Book
Owl
“I was on the edge of my seat until the very end. Total book hangover.” --Victoria Bunce,
Goodreads
“Victoria Scott knows how to keep you trapped in the insecurities of her characters, how
they try to weave through the mysteries and comes out stronger despite how damaged
they become.” --Milky Way of Books

Rights Sold in Audio

ABOUT VICTORIA SCOTT
Victoria Scott is the acclaimed author of eight books for young adults. Her novels are sold in
fourteen different countries, and she loves receiving fan mail from across the world. Victoria
loves high fashion, big cities, and pink cotton candy.
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